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Foreword
Malcolm Johnson
Director
ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector

During my tenure as Director of ITU’s Telecommunication Standardization Bureau one of my priorities has
been the formalization of academic and research institutes’ contribution to the work of ITU, and in particular
the Telecommunication Standardization Sector. I am pleased to say that the seeds sown over the past several
years have taken root, and ITU’s relationship with academia and the research community is set to flourish in
the years to come.
The establishment in 2008 of the Kaleidoscope academic conference as ITU’s flagship academic event has
been met with great enthusiasm by the ICT research community and has matured into what I believe is one
of the highlights of ITU-T’s calendar of events. The principal aim is to shed light on information and
communication technology (ICT) research at an early stage so as to identify associated standardization needs
in the interests of promoting the widespread diffusion of research findings through the development of
internationally recognized ITU standards.
The sixth Kaleidoscope conference was held at the Bonch-Bruevich Saint-Petersburg State University of
Telecommunications (SPbSUT) in Russia, a country renowned worldwide for its strong scientific tradition
and immeasurable contribution to the development of the global telecommunications system.
Thirty-four papers were selected for presentation at the conference from a total of ninety-eight submissions
from thirty-nine countries. The question addressed was whether “Living in a converged world - impossible
without standards?”. It was tackled from a variety of perspectives in line with the multidisciplinary approach
mandated by the all-encompassing nature of technological and industrial convergence.
ICTs converge with different industry sectors and walks of life more and more every day – as evidenced by
innovations such as e-health, intelligent transport systems, smart grid, mobile money and smart water
management. In the future it will be difficult to find an industry sector or socio-economic activity not reliant
on the common backbone provided by ICTs. This convergence of formerly independent industries and
technologies is placing huge demands on ICT standardization: the need for standards to enable
interoperability and compatibility has never been more apparent than it is today.
Kaleidoscope 2014 confirmed that the academic community is at the forefront of research bringing the
benefits of the convergence of these technologies to future generations. ITU very much appreciates the
valuable contribution that academia continues to make to ITU work, and congratulations are due to
Kaleidoscope’s participants for all they have done to drive the series’ success. The ITU academic
membership category introduced in January 2011 was a natural extension of this growing relationship, and as
a result, academia’s contribution to ITU work is now enjoying the visibility that it deserves.
Academic members are keenly involved in a variety of ITU’s expert groups alongside industry-leading ICT
engineers, policy makers and business strategists from around the world. In just over three years our
academic membership has swelled to 63 universities of which 45 are members of ITU’s Telecommunication
Standardization Sector.
On behalf of ITU my sincerest thanks go to the Russian Federation’s Ministry of Telecom and Mass
Communications for making this event possible; our gracious hosts, SPbSUT; our technical co-sponsors, the
Popov Society of the Russian Federation, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and
IEEE ComSoc, and the Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers of Japan (IEICE);
–i–

SES (Luxembourg) for the prize money awarded to the authors of the best papers; our supportive partners,
Expo Telecom (Russian Federation), TTC (Japan), Waseda University (Japan), the Institute of Image
Electronics Engineers of Japan (I.I.E.E.J.), the European Academy for Standardization (EURAS), the
University of the Basque Country (Spain), and Tampere University of Technology (Finland); our dedicated
Steering Committee and Technical Programme Committee members; and of course our distinguished
Chairman, Professor Sergey Bachevsky, Rector of SPbSUT.

Malcolm Johnson
Director
ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector
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Chair's Message
Sergey Bachevsky
General Chair

The ITU Kaleidoscope series of conferences debuted in 2008 has grown into a well-recognized platform for
the exchange of ideas between researchers and standardization experts working to advance the state-of-theart of information and communication technology (ICT). The ITU academia membership category, launched
in 2011, fortified the cause of the Kaleidoscope series, and the conference is increasing in importance as
academia scales-up its engagement in ITU work. I would like to express my appreciation to ITU for selecting
Bonch-Bruevich Saint-Petersburg State University of Telecommunications (SPbSUT) as this year’s host as
well as my gratitude for the professionalism with which ITU organized the event.
It has been a privilege to chair Kaleidoscope 2014, particularly in light of the weight that academic research
is attributing to the theme of this year’s event. The study of the accelerating convergence of communications
technologies and previously distinct industry sectors enfolds a wide variety of technical disciplines and
researchers are devoting considerable attention to the ongoing transformation of the global
telecommunications system. That system has borne e-mail, the Internet and the World Wide Web, and the
current evolution from circuit-switched to packet-based networking is building a multipurpose
telecommunications backbone designed to serve all the information and communication needs of our future
society. Academia played a key role in the extraordinary innovation seen in telecommunications over the
past century and I am proud to say that today’s researchers are reaching new heights in the value of
academia’s contribution to technological progress.
‘Convergence’ is naturally a multidisciplinary field. ICT is forming new bonds between technologies and
industry sectors, a fact made clear by the diversity of topics addressed by papers presented at Kaleidoscope
2014.
The Kaleidoscope 2014 Technical Programme Committee chaired by Kai Jakobs (RWTH Aachen University,
Germany) selected 34 papers from the 98 submissions received from 39 countries. The committee selected
papers on the basis of double-blind reviews with the help of 100 international experts, and also worked
assiduously to identify candidate papers for awards. The high quality of submissions made the selection
challenging, and my sincerest thanks are due to all reviewers and members of the Technical Programme
Committee for their generous contribution of time and expertise.
In addition to selected papers, Kaleidoscope 2014 featured a speech of the Nobel Prize Winner Academician
Z. Alferov, four distinguished keynote speakers, three invited papers, one special session, and two side
events closely related to the conference’s subject matter.
Our distinguished keynote speakers shared insight into the potential of nanoscale communications and
developments in cloud computing, sensor networks and ICT-enabled healthcare. Prof. I.F. Akyildiz (Georgia
Institute of Technology, USA) spoke on the “Internet of Nanothings”. Prof. Y. Koucheryavy (Tampere
University of Technology, Finland) offered “Experimental Biology and Molecular Communications”.
Antonio Puliafito (University of Messina, Italy) presented strategies for managing sensing resources into the
Cloud in “Data vs Device-centric Cloud services for resource monitoring”. Ole Hanseth (University of Oslo,
Norway) critiqued the emerging needs of the healthcare industry, a sector with an ICT-rich future, in “ICT
architectures, standardization strategies and service innovation in healthcare”
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The authors of our three invited papers presented on the role of software-defined networking and network
virtualization in the transition to IPv6, the accessibility of broadcasting and broadband technologies to the
elderly and persons with disabilities, and the workings of the world of ICT standardization. “A Software
Defined Approach to Unified IPv6 Transition” was oulined by Wenfeng Xia (University of Science and
Technology of China, China), Tina Tsou (Huawei Technologies, China), Diego Lopez (Telefonica, Spain),
Felix Lu (Huawei Technologies, China), Qiong Sun (Beijing Research Institute, China Telecom), Wei Feng
(Huawei Technologies, China), Kevin Hu (Huawei Technologies, China), and Haiyong Xie (University of
Science and Technology of China; China Academy of Electronics and Information Technology, China).
Christoph Dosch (IRT GmbH, Germany and Chairman of ITU-R Study Group 6 (Broadcasting Service))
spoke on developments in work to create more inclusive communications in “Conversion of Broadcasting
and Broadband Internet - A benefit for people with disabilities (and for us all)”. In “Standardization: A
primer”, Ken Krechmer (University of Colorado, USA) offered an insider’s view into ICT standardization
processes geared towards an audience certain to contain a wealth of future standardization experts.
The Jules Verne’s corner special session this year took the theme, “Heart to heart communications”, drawing
a parallel with Hans Christian Andersen’s story of “The Snow Queen” to imagine a world in which
pheromones act as carrier substances in ‘nanonetworks’ enabling electromagnetic or molecular
communications between human beings.
Two related side events were held in conjunction with Kaleidoscope 2014, benefiting from the concentration
of relevant expertise present within the conference. The “Joint ITU-IEICE-IEEE Workshop on Education
about Standardization” and the third meeting of the TSB Director's Ad hoc Group on Education about
Standardization together formed an overview of the current approach to standardization in academic
curricula, fostering an exchange of ideas on how universities could increase the production of standardsminded graduates across academic disciplines.
Thanks to an ITU agreement with IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc), selected papers from each
year’s Kaleidoscope conference are considered for publication in a special feature section of IEEE
Communications Magazine. In addition, special issues of the International Journal of Technology Marketing
(IJTMKT) and the International Journal of IT Standards and Standardization Research (IJITSR) are
interested in publishing revised versions of Kaleidoscope papers.
All accepted papers are accessible in the IEEE Xplore Digital Library. The Conference Proceedings from
2009 onwards can be downloaded free of charge from http://itu-kaleidoscope.org.
In closing, I would like to thank our hosts and partners, the Russian Federation’s Ministry of Telecom and
Mass Communications, as well as our technical co-sponsors, the Popov Society of the Russian Federation;
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and IEEE ComSoc; and the Institute of
Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers of Japan (IEICE). I would also like to thank SES
(Luxembourg) for the prize money awarded to the authors of the best papers, and all the sponsors for their
logistical support; our supportive partners, Expo Telecom (Russian Federation), TTC (Japan), Waseda
University (Japan), the Institute of Image Electronics Engineers of Japan (I.I.E.E.J.), the European Academy
for Standardization (EURAS), the University of the Basque Country (Spain) and Tampere University of
Technology (Finland); and finally, Alessia Magliarditi and her team from ITU for playing the leading role in
the year-on-year progression of the Kaleidoscope series from strength to strength.

Sergey Bachevsky
General Chair
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KEYNOTE SUMMARIES
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INTERNET OF NANOTHINGS
Ian F. Akyildiz
Professor, Broadband Wireless Networking Lab
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

Nanotechnology is providing a new set of tools to the engineering community to design nanoscale
components with unprecedented functionalities. The integration of several nanocomponents into a single
entity will enable the development of advanced nanomachines. Nanonetworks, i.e., networks of
nanomachines, will enable a plethora of applications in the biomedical, environmental, industrial and
military fields. To date, it is still not clear how nanomachines will communicate.
The miniaturization of a classical antenna to meet the size requirements of nanomachines would impose the
use of very high radiation frequencies, which would compromise the feasibility of electromagnetic
nanonetworks. Therefore, a new wireless technology is needed to enable this paradigm. The objective of this
work is to establish the foundations of graphene-enabled electromagnetic communication in nanonetworks.
First, novel graphene-based plasmonic nanoantennas are proposed, modeled and analyzed. The results
obtained point to the Terahertz Band (0.1-10 THz) as the frequency range of operation of novel
nanoantennas. For this, the second contribution in this work is the development of a novel channel model for
Terahertz Band communication. In addition, the channel capacity of the Terahertz Band is numerically
investigated to highlight the potential of this still-unregulated frequency band. In third place, new
communication mechanisms for electromagnetic nano-networks are developed. These include a novel
modulation based on the transmission of femtosecond-long pulses, new low-weight codes for channel error
prevention in nanonetworks, a novel symbol detection scheme at the nanoreceiver, a new energy model for
self-powered nanomachines with piezoelectric nanogenerators, and a new Medium Access Control protocol
tailored to the Terahertz Band. Finally, a one-to-one nanolink is emulated to validate the proposed solutions.
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EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND MOLECULAR COMMUNICATIONS
Yevgeni Koucheryavy, Sasitharan Balasubramaniam
Professors, Drs., Nanocommunications Research Center (NC2), Department of Electronics and
Communications Engineering, Tampere University of Technology, Tampere, Finland

The human body is composed of billions of natural nano-machines that enable our normal day-to-day
functionalities. These nano-machines, which are mostly integrated into the cells, have very sophisticated
communication processes that allow cells to communicate with each other or between groups. This
communication process is the basis of the human physiological systems and enables normal sustainability.
The field of molecular communications aims to develop communication systems by either (i) utilizing
biological components (e.g. cells) or systems (e.g. immune system), or (ii) interfacing the natural biological
system to artificial devices. In the case of (i) the natural communication process can range from simple
signaling using ions that travel to the cells (e.g. calcium signaling) to using molecules that can travel and
support long range communication (e.g. hormones). Since the emergence of this new field, communication
and networking researchers have proposed various communication models, which are largely validated
through analytical models and simulations. However, a key requirement towards ensuring that molecular
communications can be realized in the near future is to successfully show a bridge to the possibilities in the
realms of molecular biology. Then, interfacing molecular communications with the Internet will become the
top-notch issue to resolve. This shall open new challenges and opportunities for standardization of
communication interfaces between biological devices and the Internet. In this talk, we will first discuss
current communication models that have been proposed for molecular communications, this is followed by a
discussion of current molecular biology experimental work and approaches to validation for communications.
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DATA-VS DEVICE-CENTRIC CLOUD SERVICES FOR RESOURCE MONITORING
Antonio Puliafito, Maria Fazio
Professors, University of Messina, Italy
This keynote speech discusses two strategies for managing sensing resources collected from several
distributed monitoring infrastructures and offered through the Cloud. The first strategy follows the datacentric paradigm, where a Cloud provider offers environmental data to its clients (e.g., human users,
applications, services), but without any information on how data are measured and processed. The second
strategy follows the device-centric paradigm, where a Cloud provider rents to its clients a sensing
infrastructure customized for specific purposes. The keynote speech also presents a Cloud framework, called
Cloud4Sens, that combines both paradigms to be selected under user control. The proposed Cloud solution
framework has been designed according to the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) specifications defined by the
Open Geospatial Consortium specifications, and exploits well known technologies, such as XMPP
communications and X509 certificates.
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ICT ARCHITECTURES, STANDARDIZATION STRATEGIES AND SERVICE INNOVATION IN
HEALTH CARE
Ole Hanseth
Professor, University of Oslo, Norway
Standards have played an important, but often unrecognized role in the development of modern
organizations. This role is accentuated by today's growth of large business and government infrastructures, in
the turbulent processes of globalization. In this paper we investigate first the relationships – and tensions –
between standardization strategies and service innovation in the health care sector. Second, we will inquire
into the relationships and interdependencies between the standardization strategies, how the standards
development is organized, and the architecture of the solutions the standards are enabling.
Our empirical material is nine longitudinal case studies in the Norwegian healthcare sector, collected and
analysed over a period of 20 years. We identify three generic standardization strategies; anticipated
standardization, integrated solutions and flexible generification. We argue that the two first strategies do not
support service innovation, while the strategy of flexible generification does so. In addition, we will
demonstrate that successful standardization strategies generate specific requirements to the architectures of
the solutions that the standards are indented to support. Finally our findings will be discussed in relation to
the relevant standards and standardization efforts related to health care.
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A SOFTWARE DEFINED APPROACH TO UNIFIED IPV6 TRANSITION
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1 University

of Science & Technology of China

ABSTRACT
The IPv6 transition has been an ongoing process throughout
the world due to the exhaustion of the IPv4 address space.
However, this transition leads to costly end-to-end network
upgrades and poses new challenges of managing a large
number of devices with a variety of transition protocols.
Recognizing these difficulties, we propose a software defined
approach which provides a unified, novel way to deploy IPv6
in a cost-effective, flexible manner. Our deployment and experiments demonstrate significant benefits of this approach,
including low complexity and high flexibility of adopting
different existing transition mechanisms, as well as low cost
because there is no need for upgrading network terminals.
Index Terms— software defined networking, IPv6, IPv4,
OpenFlow
1. INTRODUCTION
The network providers have been facing the problem of exhausting the IPv4 address space since almost a decade ago.
Existing solutions such as IPv4 re-addressing and address
reuse fail to fundamentally solve this problem. Instead, IPv6
is regarded as a complete and thorough solution to this problem.
However, the adoption of IPv6 has been progressing slowly.
There are mainly three reasons for the slow progress. First,
IPv6 has not brought new business opportunities for network
carriers, and this is not likely to change in the foreseeable
future. Second, IPv6 serves as a solution only to the depletion of the IPv4 address space, and there are alternative
solutions (e.g., network address translation) for carriers to
choose from. Last but not least, the adoption of IPv6 by the
three major groups of players, i.e., the network subscribers
(referred to as the end users hereafter), the network carriers
and the Internet services, is not developing in a well balanced
manner.
More specifically, currently the adoption of IPv6 is in a deadlock situation. On the one hand, IPv6 lacks specific applications and almost no application is implemented only for
IPv6; as a result, end users are reluctant to transition to IPv6
and services based on IPv6. On the other hand, for Internet service providers, a large-scale IPv6 network as well as
a stable and large IPv6 user group are fundamental to IPv6
Corresponding authors: Tina Tsou (tena@huawei.com) and Haiyong
Xie (haiyong.xie@ieee.org).
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deployment. While users are waiting for IPv6 services, application and service providers are also waiting for IPv6 users.
The situation is essentially a chicken and egg problem.
Given the fact that network carriers provide Internet connectivity to both end users and services, we believe that the
key to breaking the above deadlock is that network carriers should take the initiative in constructing and developing
an IPv6-friendly infrastructure, thus providing IPv6-based
service access capabilities and actively nurturing the IPv6
adoption. We note that there have been numerous IETF
drafts on IPv6 transition mechanisms (see, e.g., [1–5]).All
such proposals require the deployment of specific, protocoldependent hardware; furthermore, the network providers
have to manage the compatibility and interoperability when
multiple IPv6 transition mechanisms co-exist in their networks. Both factors are most likely to incur significantly
higher costs such as the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and
the Operating Expense (OPEX). We believe that the most
preferred approach to the above problem is a light-weight,
flexible mechanism which can unify the existing mechanisms.
Recently the emergence of the software defined networking
(SDN) architecture has decoupled the data plane and control plane, while in the past few decades the data and control planes were tightly coupled. The decoupling of the data
and control planes allows unprecedented flexibility and programmability in networks. We see great potentials of applying SDN to the deployment of IPv6. In this paper, we
propose a software defined approach to flexibly unify the existing approaches to the IPv6 transition problem. We have
deployed this approach in numerous enterprise campuses and
supported events such as The ETSI Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) Workshop held between April 22–23, 2013.
Additionally, we have formulated the proposed approach into
an IETF Internet Draft and pursue its standardization. We
exepect that our approach, after being standardized by IETF,
will gradually unify and replace the existing IETF drafts on
IPv6 transition mechanisms.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. Section 2 presents the current technical challenges of existing
IPv6 transition solutions from the perspective of network carriers. Section 3 presents our proposed software defined approach to unifying the existing IPv6 transition approaches.
Section 4 presents evaluations of the proposed unified approach in the lab environment as well as its deployment in
practical environments. Section 5 concludes this paper.
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Table 1. Current Approaches for IPv6 Transition
Approach

Type

Main Characteristics

DS-Lite [1]

tunneling and translation

6RD [2]

tunneling

LW4o6 [3]

tunneling and translation

the bindings between IPv4 addresses, ports and IPv6 addresses are
pre-computed and stored

MAP [4]

tunneling and translation

supports the translation mode and the encapsulation mode, in mesh,
hub, and spoke topologies

4RD [5]

tunneling

avoids cascading NATs using IPv4-in-IPv6 tunnels
enables access from a native IPv6 host to a 6RD host of an ISP

provides IPv4 services across the IPv6 network of an ISP

2. CHALLENGES TO IPV6 TRANSITION
Since the early 1990s, the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) has begun a research on the IPv6-related protocol and
attempted to replace IPv4. After a decade of development,
the basic IPv6 protocol has become mature enough to replace
IPv4. However, due to the incompatibility of IPv6 packet
headers with IPv4, network devices and host devices must be
upgraded to support IPv6.
The transition and evolution to IPv6 are expected to complete
in three stages. In the first stage, the deployment of IPv6 is
started from the IPv4-based network. In the second stage,
IPv4 and IPv6 coexist. In the third stage, IPv6 plays a leading role on the network and the IPv4 network is gradually
retired. Fig. 1 illustrates a more detailed expected roadmap
of IPv4 to IPv6 transition (see, e.g., [6]). Currently, we are in
the second and third stage. The transition mechanisms (see,
e.g., DS-Lite [1], 6RD [2], LW4o6 [3], MAP [4], 4RD [5])
are summarized in Table 1 and can be largely divided into
three types: dual stack, tunneling, and translation. Among
these mechanisms, dual stack is the simplest and easiest to
deploy, and the remaining two are applicable only to specific
scenarios.

It becomes more challenging when considering the fact that
there are a large number of devices on the current IPv4
networks; upgrading and replacing these devices can incur
tremendous investments. More importantly, it is not acceptable to interrupt the existing services during the long-lasting
transition process.

Fig. 2. Current approaches to IPv6 transition.

3. AN SDN-BASED UNIFYING APPROACH
Recognizing the new challenges posed by the existing IPv6
transition mechanisms, which require costly end-to-end network upgrades and managing a large number of devices with
a variety of transitioning protocols, we believe that a unified,
flexible approach is necessary for the success of IPv6 transition. SDN provides a perfect supporting mechanism for
unifying the existing transition protocols.
3.1. Overview

Fig. 1. Evolutionary process of IPv6 transition.
Fig. 2 illustrates the network architecture adopted by the
current approaches to IPv6 transition. Note that the current transition mechanisms requires the deployment of software/hardware components at both the last-mile and the edge
networks. Note also that the introduction of these varying
mechanisms and corresponding equipment also pose new
challenges to the IPv4 transition to IPv6, such as the lack
of a unified scheme that supports all of these mechanisms.

We leverage SDN as a programmable platform for deploying
various IPv6 transition services, which can be used to unify
the available transition protocols and effectively address the
aforementioned challenges. We illustrate this approach in
Fig. 3.
In our unifying approach, we deploy OpenFlow switches (not
shown in the figure) located at the edge of network and the
IPv6 transition service module (ITSM) as a service plug-in
for the OpenFlow controller. Note that the controller may run
multiple different service plug-ins including the Operation
Support System (OSS). In order to cope with IPv6 packets,
we also extend the switches to support IP-in-IP tunnels. Note
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Fig. 3. An overview of the SDN-based approach.
that this is a simple and straightforward extension which can
be cost-efficiently implemented in hardware. The switches
with such an extension process the incoming packets based
on the flow tables delivered by the ITSM via the OpenFlow
controller.
The controller provides a northbound interface (NBI) that enables the ITSM to manipulate the traffic via OpenFlow. More
specifically, the controller provides an OpenFlow driver that
enables the ITSM to instruct all SDN-enabled equipment
how to treat traffic using the ONF-Controller-to-Application
interface. This interface is used to send and receive all specified OpenFlow messages (e.g., packet out, flow mod,
etc.) between the controller and the ITSM.
3.2. Software Defined Unification
The above SDN-based approach enables the ITSM to program SDN-enabled equipment to tunnel IPv6 traffic across
an IPv4 data plane, by letting the controller to translate the
commands issued by the ITSM into a form that can be executed by the SDN-enabled equipment.
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of how packets are processed in
the software define unifying approach. In this approach, a
flow can be identified by components in the L2-to-L4 packet
header (e.g., all packets to a subscriber can be treated as one
single flow, which will greatly reduce the number of flows).
Note that all packets from a subscriber/user may be considered as one flow.
The controller supports two modes for applications. The first
mode is that applications can be installed to the controller
(e.g., an application plug-in in the controller), and the controller will instantiate the plug-in and therefore perform the
function of the applications when necessary. As a result, the
first packet of a flow will be processed in the controller. The
second mode is that the controller does not have application
plug-ins (which instead run in a standalone module), and thus
the first packet in a flow is sent to the standalone application
modules and will be processed in the corresponding application modules.

Consider the event when an SDN device receives the first
packet of a flow. The receiving device first validates the
packet (e.g., checking checksum), then looks up its flowtable to find the proper flow-entry for the packet. If there
is no proper entry for the packet, the packet will be sent to
the controller (steps 1–2) in order to generate new flow-table
entries for the packet and the subsequent packets in this flow.
Upon receiving the first packet, the controller may send it
to the proper service module (i.e., the IPv6 Transition Service Module). Note that if the application runs as a standalone module, then the controller communicates with it via
the NBI. The ITSM generates policies (e.g., packet out
and flow mod) for this flow, and these policies are sent to
the controller and then to the SDN-enabled equipment (step
3). On receiving these policies, the equipment adds new flow
as well as the corresponding policies to the flow table and
forwards the first packet accordingly (step 4). Finally, the
subsequent packets of the flow will be processed and forwarded by following the policies defined in the flow table;
as a result, the SDN-enabled equipment forwards tunnelled
IPv6 packets to their proper destination (steps 5–6).

4. EVALUATIONS AND DEPLOYMENT
We next evaluate the proposed unified approach in both the
lab environment and the deployment in practical environments.

4.1. Evaluations
We implemented the software defined transition approach
based on the Open vSwitch using commodity hardware and
quantify the performance of our implementation via extensive evaluations. More specifically, we run single-threaded
IPv6 transition applications on Intel Xeon E5-2407 with four
CPU cores and 32 GB memory. The data path is implemented by running the Open vSwitch on commodity hardware with an Intel Core i5-2400 CPU with 4GB memory. We
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Fig. 4. Packet processing in the unified approach.
install 64-bit CentOS as the operating system on all hardware
platforms.
We vary the number of concurrent flows and quantify the
processing latencies of key components. Fig. 5 summarizes
the results.
We observe that the overall total processing latency is about
0.6–0.9 millisecond, and that the latencies incurred by the
controller and the forwarding element (i.e., Open vSwitch)
are largely constant, which is what we expect (recall that
only the first packet of a flow is processed by the controller
and applications). We also observe that IPv6 transition applications incur a significant portion (approximately 50%) of
the overall processing latency. We find that this high latency
is mainly caused by the transition applications’ constructing
the flow table for the data path. This problem could be addressed by leveraging the CPU’s multi-core and multi-thread
capability, which we leave as a part of our future work. Additionally, our prototype implementation can cope with 4Gbps
traffic when fully utilizing the CPU on the data path.

Processing Latency (ms)
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Fig. 6. Network setup in practical deployments.
In particular, the first deployment consists of 14 WiFi access points, one OpenFlow controller and one IPv6 Transition Service Module. The same deployment had been used to
provide IPv6 Internet access for the ETSI Network Function
Virtualization Workshop on April 22–23, 2013. The workshop alone had more than 270 participants who had used the
transition service.
The second deployment is similar to the first, except that the
number of access points and the number of active users/flows
are approximately 2–3 times larger than in the first deployment. In order to quantitatively characterize the proposed
approach, we captured the packet headers from the live traffic and conduct a thorough analysis. Below we present the
evaluation results.

0.4
0.3

1

Summit Conference in Beijing, China. Fig. 6 illustrates the
deployed network.

4000

Number of Flows

Fig. 5. Experimental evaluations on processing latencies.

4.2. Practical Deployment
We deployed the above approach on an enterprise campus in
Santa Clara, CA as well as in the SDN and Open Networking

First, the overall traffic volume we observed in the deployment is approximately 8 MBps, as illustrated in Fig. 7. We
observe a clear diurnal pattern in the traffic volume, which
peaks in the late morning hours. A further investigation suggests that the rate of flow injection (i.e., the number of new
flows generated by conference attendees in a unit time) is
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Fig. 7. Traffic rate.

Fig. 8. Flow setup time.

300–400 flows per second during the peak hours.
Second, we also quantify the flow setup time, namely, the average amount of time for computing and setting up the flow
tables for each new flow. This metric is important because
most traffic is carried in TCP flows and the flow setup time
has direct impacts on user experiences. Fig. 8 shows the results of the flow setup time. We observe that the average
flow setup time is approximately 6.5 milliseconds. It is worth
noting that in practice, most flows in the Internet have endto-end latencies multiple times (even an order of magnitude)
larger than the flow setup time (see, e.g., [7]). Therefore, the
extra flow setup time introduced by our proposed approach
is unlikely to impair the user experiences.
Third, we also quantify the subsequent packet processing latency introduced by the proposed approach. Note that the
process latency is incurred to each packet flowing through
the data plane in our approach. Therefore, this metric has
direct impacts on the perceived flow performance (e.g., flow
throughput). Fig. 9 shows the results. We observe that the
average packet processing latency is approximately 3.5 milliseconds. Compared to the normal end-to-end latencies for
Internet flows, this extra latency is nearly negligible. Thus,
we believe that our proposed approach does not degrade user
experiences.
To summarize, our experiments and deployment demonstrate that our approach is significantly more cost-effective
and flexible than existing approaches.

Fig. 9. Subsequent packet latency.

to upgrade their software or hardware equipment in order to
transition from IPv4 to IPv6, as long as the network equipment is SDN compatible. We believe that the adoption of
our proposed approach will not only simplify the networks
(by unifying different IPv6 transition mechanisms) but also
solve the aforementioned deadlock problem (by allowing
transparently upgrading the infrastructure and services to
support IPv6).
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ABSTRACT
In a converging world, where borders between countries are
surpassed in the digital environment, it is necessary to develop systems that effectively replace the recognition“vis-avis” with digital means of recognizing and identifying entities and people. In this work we summarize the current
standardization efforts in the area of digital identity management. We identify a number of open challenges that need to
be addressed in the near future to ensure the interoperability
and usability of digital identity management services in an
efficient and privacy maintaining international framework.
These challenges for standardization include: the management of identifiers for digital identities at the global level;
attribute management including attribute format, structure,
and assurance; procedures and protocols to link attributes
to digital identities. Attention is drawn to key elements that
should be considered in addressing these issues through standardization.
Keywords— digital identification, identity management, attribute management, authentication, authorization, privacy

1. INTRODUCTION
The digital revolution transformed societies and created
through the internet a truly global network for people to
engage socially and economically across borders. However,
this infrastructure is not yet sufficiently supported by widely
recognized means to create trust. Digital identity management is essential for enabling trust in the digital sphere and
the basis for trusted online services at the world wide level.
This trust cannot be created without standardized procedures
and secure, privacy enhancing, standardized technologies
that give the individual actors certainty about key characteristics of the infrastructure they rely on with increasing
dependency.
Trustworthy digital identity management is one of the key
areas where further convergence is required to guarantee accountability, security and privacy. The associated challenges

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

have been recognized and several international standardization efforts have been carried forward in this and related
areas. These standards focus on frameworks for identity
management [1, 2, 3] and authentication assurance [4], identity proofing [5], privacy [6, 7, 8] and access control [9].
These standards are introduced in more detail in section 2.
An emerging, important area within the digital identity management field is attribute management and usage. In addition
to the standard attributes included in passports and identity
cards like name, gender, and date of birth attributes may
relate to a person’s health (e.g. blood group, allergies, vaccinations), school and university degrees (Bachelor, Master,
Ph.D), professional occupations, memberships in organizations, hobbies, financial data (credit scores, status of bank accounts), and behavioral attributes (star rating on e-commerce
sites, advertisement preferences, travel preferences). Certified attributes are of high value to service providers [10]
and attribute based credentials can protect the privacy of
users by facilitating pseudonymous as well as anonymous
access to services [11]. Despite the emerging importance of
attribute usage the need for standards and regulation in this
area is not yet widely recognized. For example the proposal
for the European eIDAS regulation [12] did not include attribute provisioning among the list of trust services [13].
In contrast the US “National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace” [14] does explicitly recognize “attribute
providers”. For these reasons the European thematic network SSEDIC (Scoping the Single European Digital Identity
Community) has recently identified attribute management
among the key areas in the identity management field which
deserves more attention and calls for new standards in this
area [10].
In this paper we describe key aspects of attribute management that should be at the focus of standardization in order
to facilitate interoperable, secure and privacy conserving attribute usage within a digital identification ecosystem at the
global scale. In section 2 the relevant standards are briefly
described, important open challenges are identified in section 3, the needs for future standardization to address these
challenges are discussed in detail in sections 4 to 6, followed
by the conclusions in section 7.
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Table 1. Identity Management Standards Overview
Standard/Recommendation[S]/[R]
Concepts
Information technology – Security
Part 1, standard: definition of terms for identity
techniques – A framework for identity
management, specification of basic concepts and
management, Part 1-2-3 [S 24760]
operational structures of identity management
Parts 2-3, under development: life cycle of identity
information, requirements and guidelines for
implementation and management. Guide to practice.
Information technology – Security
Framework for managing entity authentication assurance
techniques – Entity authentication
in a given context; levels of assurance for entity
assurance framework [S 29115]
authentication.
Information technology – Security
Focus on initial creation and subsequent confirmation of
techniques –Identity Proofing [S 29003]
the identity of a subject. To be used in connection with
ITU-T X.1254, ISO/IEC 29115. Covers, persons, devices,
software applications as well as organizations.
Information technology – Security
Under development. Framework for role based
techniques - A framework for access
access management. Includes biometric authentication.
management [S 29146]
Information technology – Security
Framework for processing and protecting personally
techniques – Privacy framework
identifiable information (PII). It addresses organizational,
[S 29100]
technical and procedural aspects for privacy content.
Information technology – Security
Based on the privacy framework of ISO / IEC 29100,
techniques – Privacy architecture
describes in more detail a framework architecture of
framework, [S 29101]
privacy.
Information technology – Security
Framework for partially anonymous, partially unlinkable
techniques – Requirements for partially
authentication such that re-identification is possible for
anonymous, partially unlinkable
legitimate reasons.
authentication [S 29191]
Framework for Discovery of Identity
Concept of a persistent identifier for digital entities; for the
Management Information [R X.1255]
discovery of formal method of linking attributes to digital
entities.
Information Technology - Open systems
Framework for public-key certificates and attribute
interconnection - The Directory: Public
certificates with a strong focus on privilege management
Key and attribute certificate frameworks
infrastructures. An attribute certificate binds attribute
[R X.509]
values with identification information about its holder.
Standard 9303- Machine Readable Travel Contains current specifications for machine-readable
Documents
passports, visas and ID cards (travel documents).

2. STANDARDS FOR DIGITAL IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT
In this section we briefly present key existing standards in the
digital identity management area as well as some standards
under development.
Relevant organizations that issue recommendations and standards in this area are International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) and ISO/IEC as well as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C), CEN, and ETSI. Other influential standards and
regulations have been produced by the ICAO [15] and the
European Commission [12].
An overview of the standards most relevant for this work is
given in table 1. These important standards focus mainly
on the specification of identity, the description and design
of identity management frameworks, assurance levels and

identity proofing. Most standards, however, do not make an
explicit reference to the challenges related to attribute provisioning and management. The ITU-T X.509 [16] standards discuss “attribute certificates” but in a very restricted
context focused on privilege management infrastructures. In
particular it is assumed that the attribute is bound to “identification information about its holder”. The recent ITU-T
X.1255 standard [17] focuses on a framework for the discovery of identity management information including attributes
based on a persistent identifier relying on a specific digital
entity data model. This standard is an important step towards
developing more homogeneous approaches to attribute management. In the following we will take a broad, bottom-up
approach and point to important gaps in international standardization with regard to identity management and in particular attribute management and usage. Paying closer attention
to attribute management within the digital identity management area is important in part with regard to privacy consid-
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erations. Standardization in this area will facilitate the use
of certified attributes to enable efficient and privacy preserving transactions as only relevant user information is transmitted and certified. This enables minimum data disclosure and
can therefore significantly enhance user privacy. However,
we expect that addressing the open issues identified here will
help to resolve existing interoperability and assurance assessment issues. Therefore many of the considerations below are
applicable also in contexts where users are identified as a
person.

LINK
IDENTIFIER

ATTRIBUTES

Uniqueness

Procedures

Structure

Assurance

Assurance

Format
Assurance

3. OPEN CHALLENGES
For the purpose of identifying the open challenges for attribute management we propose a simple model for a digital identity. A digital identity is considered as a “set of attributes related to an entity” [1]. A very particular attribute is
the “identifier”: “One or more attributes that uniquely characterize an entity in a specific context. Within a particular
context, an identity can have one or more identifiers to allow
an entity to be uniquely recognized within that context.” [5]
We will therefore think of a digital identity as being composed of two parts: an identifier and a set of attributes which
are linked to the identifier. Figure 1 shows an illustration
of this concept. Examples are: the number of an electronic
passport (identifier) which is linked to the user attributes in
the set of passport data which include name, date of birth,
etc. [15]. Another example is the customer number associated with a detailed set of user data (address, credit card
information, purchase history) maintained by an online merchant. Another unique identifier used in this context could
be the user’s email address. In the latter case the user might
actually never use the customer number but only its email address as an identifier towards the online merchant. We stress
that the simple identity model is not supposed to capture “the
identity” of an entity, but represents rather one of possibly
many different descriptions that capture a small part of the
entity’s identity (i.e. a partial identity).
Based on this simple model of a digital identity we identify
three central areas in which important open challenges for
standardization remain (see figure 1):

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a digital identity for
the purpose of this work. An identifier is linked to a set of
attributes. Key issues requiring further standardization are
listed below each item.
the entity it is assigned to. All these aspects must be considered with particular attention to issues of privacy, security
and efficiency.
The second challenge draws attention to the fact, that attributes associated to an identity are usually not just an unstructured set of different parameters but can have important
relations among them which must be accounted for. Further,
more clarity about the format in which the values associated with the attribute are stored and processed is required.
Finally, one must standardize the processes via which one
would like to assign and measure the assurance level of attributes related to an identifier. This will require considerations that go beyond existing approaches to measure the assurance of digital identities.
The third challenge looks at the evolving aspects of a digital identity: over time attributes will need to be linked to
(and sometimes removed from) a digital identity. In certain
circumstances entire digital identities need to be linked as
they evolve. In such a case different sets of attributes maintained by different organizations but referring to the same entity must be consolidated. Again, this rises important privacy,
security, and assurance questions that should be addressed by
future standardization.
In the following we discuss these open issues in depth and
identify key elements that should be addressed in the near
future.

• Management of identifiers (see section 4)
• Attribute management (see section 5), in particular attribute structure and format (section 5.1) and assurance (section 5.2)
• Linking attributes to digital identities (see section 6)
The first challenge is focused on important issues related to
the “identifier”. As noted above the identifier can be an attribute (like an email address) or a subset of attributes. In
many cases such a solution is not ideal. Important issues relate to the “uniqueness” of such an identifier at the global
level and how much information the identifier reveals about

4. IDENTIFIERS
Unique identifiers are the basis for efficient and secure identity management and are therefore essential to ensure global
interoperability of identity management systems. However,
this issue has not yet been comprehensively addressed by
standardization. It is important to note that according to the
definitions given in the previous paragraph there can be more
than one identifier for an entity in a particular context and
that uniqueness is limited to a context. So in many cases the
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context in which the identifiers are used and in which they
are unique is not broad enough to ensure uniqueness at the
global level and therefore a sufficient degree of interoperability. When identifiers are required that are unique at the
global scale people therefore rely heavily on identifiers that
are related to communication channels like email addresses
and phone numbers where uniqueness is required by design
(and often a consequence of the application of existing international standards). However, in many cases the association
of a communication channel to the identity is not necessary
and in these cases not privacy friendly. Further using a subset
of the attributes associated with an identity as a unique identifier is usually not particularly privacy friendly and should
be discouraged.
We therefore suggest that work is being initiated on the development of standards for procedures and techniques that
support the distributed generation of globally unique identifiers for the purpose of identity management. A good starting point is ref. [17]. These unique identifiers should generally reveal no information about the entity to which they relate and it should be impossible to determine from identifiers
alone whether they have been issued to the same entity. Further entities should be able to use multiple identifiers, some
for one time use and others for repeated use in a certain context. Further standardized procedures and techniques (providing standardized levels of assurance) should be in place
through which an entity can demonstrate that a unique identifier has been issued to it, ideally without revealing any of
the associated attributes (if any).
Introducing a framework for reliably assigning unique identifiers at the global level facilitates several very important
tasks for identity management. First it allows the creation of
anonymous but unique credentials for one-time-use, for example in connection with certifying the age of a person in the
context of one and only one transaction. The repeated use of
a unique identifier (even if no further attributes are provided
at all) also serves an essential purpose: it enables recognition; when used repeatedly a unique identifier becomes a
pseudonym. It has long been realized that the ability to recognize a counterpart in a given context over repeated interactions is fundamental for recognizing behavior and establishing trust and cooperation [18]. Thus stable pseudonyms can
serve as an important anchor to which attributes - including
behavioral attributes - can be attached over time.
Finally the uniqueness of the identifier at the global level
facilitates interoperability by preventing potential collision
keeping the identity information that needs to be exchanged
in global digital transactions to a minimum.

5. A STANDARDIZED APPROACH FOR
ATTRIBUTE MANAGEMENT
In the following we turn to the standardization needs for the
management of attributes which are associated to the unique
identifier discussed in the previous section. The exchange of

certified attributes has a great potential for business and users
as it can provide the certified information which is needed
in a given context with low overhead and without revealing
additional information which is not strictly required (a principle known as “minimum disclosure”). For example instead
of providing a date of birth only the information that the age
of a person is greater or equal to 18 years could be revealed.
However, if limited information is disclosed it is imperative
that standardized procedures and protocols exist which ensure that the exchanged information is kept to a minimum
and that there are now ambiguities. Therefore a possible logical structure within a set of attributes, the format in which
attributes are stored, as well as the assurance associated with
an attribute must be clear to the receiver (the “relying party”)
and compatible with its requirements before the actual value
of the attribute - or values derived from it - are disclosed by
the attribute provider.
In other words a standardized approach is needed for the exchange of metadata related to attributes. Further standardized procedures are required for verifying the compatibility between the information that is provided by the attribute
provider and the information which is expected by the receiver (relying party) on the basis of the metadata. We now
discuss some important aspects in this regard in more detail.

5.1. Attribute structure and format
While in the definition for identity in [1] a reference is only
made to a “set of attributes” it is important to realize that
many attributes assume a structure which is often hierarchical. To give a simple example a date is actual composed of
three attributes (year → month → day) which have a hierarchical structure. Similar observations hold for addresses
(e.g. country → region → city → district → street) etc.
This structure has an important impact on the assurance of attributes as discussed in the next paragraph. Further attributes
are provided in a given format. For example a date may
be given in the format of month−day−year or, alternatively,
day−month−year. Further the data have particular formats
with regard to the length, the content type like numeric, alphabetic or alphanumeric, etc. Therefore it is imperative that
potential misinterpretation are avoided in particular if later
on derived values are communicated for example in form of
“Yes” “No” statements.
The purpose of this discussion is to highlight that the structure that may underlie a set of attributes as well as the format of the attributes must be communicated clearly before
an attribute is exchanged or an attribute based assertion is
made. Therefore standardized procedures must be developed
and implemented that help to ensure through the standardized
exchange of metadata that there is a common understanding
about the structure and the format of attributes between the
attribute provider and the relying party before an attribute is
actually exchanged. The less information is exchanged with
regard to the value of an attribute the more important becomes a correct understanding of the metadata related to the
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attribute. In some areas like e-health but also with regard
to financial or even behavioral attributes potential misunderstandings due to a lack of standardization in this area could
result in serious consequences for users.

User
eID with user attributes and
identification number from identity service
provider in country A
Pension Fund Portal:
User attributes associated with
identification number issued
by pension fund in country B

5.2. Attribute assurance
In this section we focus on the importance of developing
standards for assessing the assurance associated with an attribute. Having standardized procedures and criteria on how
to determine the assurance of an ascertain is extremely important for establishing trust in online transactions. While assurance levels have been defined for authentication in ref. [4]
this standard does not cover attribute provision separately.
Within the European Thematic Network SSEDIC and the
STORK2.0 project steps towards defining assurance levels
for attributes have been defined [19, 20]. However such efforts would need to be taken up and moved forward by international standardization. There are two critical tasks that
need to be accomplished when assessing the assurance of an
attribute: the quality of the link between the digital identity
(represented by its unique identifier) and the attribute must
be validated and the quality of the attribute must be determined [21]. We will discuss the problem of linking attributes
to eIDs (electronic identities) in section 6.
Here we just point to a few issues that should be addressed
by international standardization. First if an attribute is composed of sub-attributes (like an address) the overall assurance
of the attribute “address” is limited by the weakest assurance
of any of the sub-attributes (like “street name”) but not by
an unrelated attribute like “date-of-birth”. Further great care
must be paid to assess the quality of the attribute which includes assessing the quality of its source [21]. An important aspect to be considered in this context is whether the
attribute provider is the “source” of the attribute (legally or
as a consequence of its business model) or has just registered
the attribute. In the latter case the attribute provider relied on
some registration procedure whose quality must be evaluated
as well. Another issue that should be considered is when the
attribute has been validated by the attribute provider for the
last time [21]. If, for example, a university issues a degree
the University can be regarded as the authoritative “source”
for certifying that a person has obtained this degree and that
it has not been revoked. However, the University might not
be an equally authoritative source for establishing the current
address of this person as this is an information the University
does not validate regularly. Consequently international standards should recognize that attribute providers might certify
different attributes at different levels of assurance. This is an
important difference with regard to the assurance schemes
attributed to eIDs that implicitly assume that each attribute
considered as part of the eID is certified at the same level of
assurance.

Figure 2. Illustration for example 1 in section 6: Standardized procedures and techniques to match the attributes provided by the user’s eID with the attributes in the records of
the online service provider are missing.
6. A STANDARDIZED APPROACH TO LINK
ATTRIBUTES TO EIDS
Today users have a large amount of eIDs issued to them by
various entities including governments, financial institutions,
social networks, online merchants and many other online service providers. The process of linking attributes to eIDs and
vice versa as well as eIDs to eIDs will become of increasingly
important. We give two examples to illustrate the underling
challenges:

A formalization of evaluation procedures and the assignment
of appropriate assurance levels for attributes by international
standards is urgently required.
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• Example 1
A person has worked in country B for a certain amount
of time and has contributed to the pension fund in
country B. The person lives now in country A and has
obtained an eID from that country. With this eID the
person now tries to access her records at the pension
fund of country B. At this stage a link must be created between the person’s eID and the record at the
pension fund. This is easy if the identifiers associated
with the eID and the record in the pension fund can be
traced to the same root. However, this is generally not
possible and may also not be always desirable. The
pension fund might be able to check the consistency
of the certified attributes associated with the eID and
the record in its database and determine that they are
consistent and that there is no collision. In this case
it might request from the user to provide the identifier
that has been assigned to her from the pension fund
for additional verification.
However, no work has been carried out that standardizes such procedures and gives some indication of the
assurance that can be provided.
• Example 2
A person is submitting an online grant application to a
funding agency in country B. She uses an eID issued
in country A to authenticate to the funding agency but
is asked to also certify that she obtained a University
degree. The person might have obtained a PhD from a
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University in country C. In this case she might authenticate to the University in country C to request the issuing of the attribute assertion with a different eID than
the one used for authentication to the funding agency
(for example user ID and password obtained directly
from the University). When the funding agency received the assertion from the University the difficult
task for the agency is to establish with a certain degree
of assurance that the attribute assertion issued by the
University refers to the same person that authenticated
to its portal with the eID issued in country A.
The examples above illustrate both the importance and the
difficulties associated with linking attributes (or sets of attributes) to eIDs. In the above cases creating these links is
clearly desirable. However, one should also keep in mind
that there are many other use-cases where creating such links
should be impossible or subject to high technical and procedural barriers to protect a user’s privacy.
Approaches for establishing these links will likely rely on a
combination of the following approaches
• knowledge based e.g. by verifying the user’s knowledge of certain information related to her like the identifier from the pension fund in example 1
• secret based e.g. the user must demonstrate knowledge of a secret or show that she is in the possession
of certain tokens
• ontology based [19] i.e. relying on ontologies for
attribute management which support the creation of
links between sets of attributes through probabilistic
matching. This approach should also provide means
to estimate the strength of the links created. This may
for example include minimum criteria for matching
certain key attributes associated with two different
identities (and their identifiers)
Currently technical and procedural developments in this regard are still in their beginnings. Nevertheless early standardization of procedures can later on facilitate the establishment of standardized protocols to assign meaningful levels of
assurances to the links created through procedures following
these standards. In a second step even more complex issues
could be considered in the framework of international standardization. Such issues include assurance under transitivity for example the level of assurance at which the funding
agency in example 2 could in the future certify the University
degree of the user to another party.

7. CONCLUSIONS
For several thousand years societies have learned to establish
cooperation and trust in non-digital environments. A key requirement for creating trust is the ability to recognize coun-

User authenitcates
with eID issued by
University.

User in
country A

University:
Attribute provider in
country C

Funding Agency
in country B

User authenticates
with eID issued by
country A

Figure 3. Illustration for example 2 in section 6: Standardized procedures to asses the assurance of the link between
a) the user who authenticated with the eID from country A
and b) the user to whom the University degree attribute is
provided to are currently missing.
terparts in repeated interactions [18] and to build communities of varying sizes that facilitate trust building between people and entities who do not know each other. The online community in the world-wide web is truly global and with the
continued and increasingly urgent need to create, maintain
and renew trust in this environment. Digital identity management plays a key role in enabling recognition and the creation
of circles of trust. In this paper we have highlighted several
areas within digital identity management where standardization is urgently needed to achieve further international convergence. We have argued that attribute management is of
central importance to make continued progress in these areas.
A standardized environment for the exchange of certified attributes is highly desirable for online service providers seeking certified information for those data items that are central for their business model as well as for users who would
like to protect their privacy and obtain pseudonymous access
to digital services. Progress in this area will be essential to
enable increased interoperability between different independent digital identity management systems as pointed out in
section 6.
While in this paper our focus is on attribute management
and related challenges for which timely action is required,
there are other areas for future standardization that should
be addressed in the medium term. These include the application of process mining (in particular compliance checking
and online support) for online authentications and authorization and related security relevant processes [22, 23, 24] and
dedicated transport protocols for digital identity information.
Such standards should take the differences between clientserver (request-response) and peer-to-peer protocols explicitly into consideration.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider load control in a multiple residence setup
where energy consumption scheduling (ECS) devices in smart meters
are employed for Demand-side management (DSM). Several residential end-users share the same energy source and each residential
user has non adjustable loads, adjustable loads and a storage device. The ECS devices interact automatically by running an iterative
distributed algorithm to find the optimal energy consumption schedule for each end-user, in order to reduce the total energy cost as well
as the peak-to-average-ratio (PAR) in load demand in the system.
Simulation results are provided to evaluate the performance of the
proposed game theoretic based distributed DSM technique.
Index Terms— Smart Grid, Demand Side Management, Energy
Consumption Scheduling
1. INTRODUCTION
The smart grid represents a modernized electrical network that
uses information and communication technology to intelligently integrate the actions of all end-users and the utility companies in an automated fashion in order to improve the efficiency, reliability,as well
as economics and sustainability of the production and distribution
of electricity [1, 2]. Unlike the manual operation of equipment on
a traditional power grid, the smart grid enables operators to manage
and monitor several devices and sensors. Consequently, communication and metering technologies will enable smart devices in home
to reduce peak load demand during high cost peak hours [1–7].
In recent years, much attention has been paid to demand side
management (DSM) in order to optimize energy consumption in
smart grid. DSM is one of the prominent functions in a smart grid
that allows customers to make informed decisions regarding their
energy consumption [4, 7]. By deploying DSM program, users will
save money on electricity and society as a whole will conserve and
use less electricity. This will help the energy providers reduce the
peak load demand and reshape the load profile. Taming peak usage can reduce the probability of overload and lead to a more stable
power grid [1, 8, 9].
In general, the success of DSM programs mainly depends on
how big a portion of the total energy load is controllable [8–10].
Users consisting loads such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEV), dishwashers, etc, that can be adjusted or shifted, offer
significant benefit to this end. In addition, end-users with storage
devices offer an exceptional opportunity to increase the percentage of controllable load [11]. The control of end-users demand
for energy can be done through various methods such as financial
incentives, new tariff schemes and education [1, 8]. The end-users
agree to involvement, if they could be charged less for using electricity during off-peak hours, and more during peak hours, then
supply and demand would theoretically encourage the end-user to
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use less electricity during peak hours, thus achieving the main goal
of DSM [1, 8].
In this article, we propose an incentive-based energy consumption scheduling scheme for the future smart grid. A distributed
game-theoretic cost minimization demand side optimization and
energy scheduling scheme that takes into account load uncertainty
is presented. We consider a scenario where a source of energy
(connected to the grid) is shared by several customers, each one of
which is equipped with a storage device, and is utilizing an energy
consumption scheduler (ECS) deployed inside the smart meters for
the adjustable loads along with charging and discharging of their
storage devices.
The smart meters are connected to not only the power line, but
also to a communication network [1, 2, 4, 8, 12]. The smart meters
with ECS functions interact automatically by running a distributed
algorithm to find the optimal energy consumption schedule for each
user. The DSM optimization and scheduling problem is formulated
as a noncooperative cost minimization game among the end-users
and an iterative algorithm that optimizes individual user ECS is proposed.
Unlike the methods in [1, 4, 8], where ECS is deployed to endusers with adjustable energy appliances only, the proposed scheme
considers a setup for end-users running ECS for their adjustable
loads and storage devices. The scheme in [10] includes the storage
devices, dispatchable energy sources together with non-dispatchable
energy sources, but it does not make use of the ECS for adjustable
appliances. Although the proposed algorithm does not consider
users possessing energy generators, it optimizes the energy consumption of the adjustable appliances and the energy storers to
reduce the cost paid by the end-users.
The proposed iterative algorithm requires each user to provide
some information about his/her daily energy demand. Thus, endusers can exchange limited information about their daily total load
(without giving detailed information about the energy consumption
of their appliances). A simple pricing mechanism can provide the
users with the incentives to cooperate (i.e., self-enforcing mechanism) [1, 4]. Thus, it is user’s self interest to reveal its local information truthfully to improve the overall system performance and
minimize his/her daily cost paid to the utility company.
Simulation results demonstrate that with our proposed distributed algorithm, the ECS can significantly reduce the PAR and
the daily consumption cost of each end-user. Furthermore, by utilizing storage devices together with ECS, end-users can pay less for
the same daily total energy load from the utility company.
2. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Figure 1 depicts the smart power system model considered in
this paper, where, each residential user has non-adjustable load appliances and adjustable load appliances. Non-adjustable load appli-
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ances includes electric bulbs, TVs, refrigerators etc., these are loads
whose instantaneous power or starting time cannot be adjusted. Adjustable load refers to the loads whose instantaneous power, starting time or both can be adjusted [9]. Appliances which their electricity use can be shifted to a different time includes PHEVs, dish
washers,washing machines etc. In addition to adjustable and nonadjustable loads, some residential users posses storage devices. The
use of energy storage devices to store energy during off-peak hours
and discharge them during peak hours, strategically reduces the cost
paid by the end-users.

P
t
the current energy consumption i.e., btn + k xtn,k +yn,0
≥ 0. Each
t−1
battery has efficiency ηn ∈ (0, 1), meaning that if pn is stored at
the end of the slot t − 1, then the discharge at slot t is limited by
btn ≥ −ηn pt−1
n
The total hourly energy consumption for each user n ∈ N can
be defined as
X t
t
lnt ,
xn,k + yn,0
+ btn ,
(2)
k∈Kn

and the daily total load for user n is defined as In = [ln1 , ln2 , · · · , lnT ].
For the adjustable loads, each residence selects the time interval
[αn,k , βn,k ] (i.e., beginning time αn,k and end time βn,k ) that the
energy consumption for device k valid to be scheduled. We define
the total energy consumption for device k from user n as [1, 8]
βn,k

X

En,k =

xtn,k

(3)

t=αn,k

Figure 1. Connection Scheme between end-users and the smart grid

and xtn,k = 0, ∀t ∈
/ {αn,k , . . . , βn,k }).
Similar to [1,4,8], the proposed scheduler does not aim at changing the amount of energy consumed, but systematically manage and
shift it in order to minimize the energy cost of the end users as well
as to reduce the PAR that likely happen during the peak hours. Thus,
ECS is about optimizing energy consumption against a number of
factors, rather than a simple “do not consume during these hours”
command.
max
Many devices may have some maximum power levels γn,k
and
min
the minimum power level γn,k , this imposes the upper-bound and
lower constraints on the ECS vector xn,k for each device, that is [9]
min
max
γn,k
≤ xtn,k ≤ γn,k
, ∀t ∈ {αn,k , . . . βn,k }.

We consider N residences provided with electricity from the
same utility company. Each residence has a smart meter that communicates with various devices per residence, and also with the utility company through the advance metering infrastructure (AMI). It
is supposed that the cost of energy provided by the utility company
is determined in advance for a given period of time 1, . . . , T . Each
time slot of the scheduling horizon can represent e.g., one hour, with
T = 24 corresponding to one day. Each residential user n ∈ N , is
considered to have non adjustable and adjustable loads and a storage
device. Let Kn denote a set of adjustable load appliances: PHEVs,
air conditioner, etc. For each device k ∈ Kn , we define energy consumption scheduling vector xn,k , [x1n,k , . . . , xTn,k ]. Here, xtn,k
denotes the corresponding one-hour energy consumption scheduled
for device k from user n, while the non adjustable loads at slot t is
t
denoted by yn,0
.
The residence n is also having a storage device ( such as a battery). Let ptn ≥ 0, t = 1, . . . , T , be the energy available in the
battery at the end of slot t; and pmax
the capacity of the battery. The
n
available energy at the beginning of the horizon is denoted as p0n .
The battery can be either charged or discharged during slot t. Let
btn denote the energy drawn from or provided to the battery at slot t.
Here btn < 0 represents that the battery is discharging while btn > 0
represent that the battery is charging. The charge/discharge variables
and the energy stored in the battery are related by the equation
ptn = pt−1
+ btn ,
n

t = 1, . . . , T.

(1)

The variable btn is constrained by the maximum charge and discharge
t
ch
as bdis
n < bn < bn , also the battery-supply energy is no more than
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(4)

The total load of N residences at each hour of the day is given by
X t
Lt =
ln
(5)
n∈N

Let C t (Lt ) denote the cost of electricity over a slot t. This is
the cost that the utility incurs in order to provide electricity to the
end user. We also consider that the cost of the same load may be
different at different time of the day [1, 2, 4, 8]. The multi-residential
load control task amounts to minimizing the total cost of electricity,
that is
!!
T
X
X
X
t
t
t
min
C
bn +
xn,k + yn,0
x1 ,...,xN
t=1
n∈N
k∈K
b1 ,...,bN
X t
t
subject to btn +
xn,k + yn,0
≥ 0,
k
βn,k

X

xtn,k = En,k ,

t=αn,k
min
max
γn,k
≤ xtn,k ≤ γn,k
, ∀t ∈ {αn,k , . . . , βn,k },

xtn,k = 0, ∀t ∈
/ {αn,k , . . . , βn,k },
t
ch
bdis
n < bn < bn , t = 1, . . . , T,

ptn = pt−1
+ btn ,
n
btn

≥

t = 1, . . . , T

−ηn pt−1
n

(6)
The optimization problem in (6) is convex and can be solved by
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using convex optimization techniques. The problem above is in a
centralized fashion, thus some modifications are required so as to
solve the problem distributively. A distributed approach is desirable
in order to address possible concerns regarding data privacy and integrity [2].

Likewise, from (12), (10) and (2), we can express dn as
!
PT t
X
t=1 ln
P
dn =
dm
P
T
t
t=1 lm

m∈N

=

=

Φ

T
X

Φ

T
X

X

Ct

T
X

lnt , ∀n ∈ N

(7)

t

by using the proportionality constant we can equate users’ energy
consumption and their bill as
PT t
ln
dn
= PTt=1 , ∀n, m ∈ N
(8)
t
dm
t=1 lm

It is expected that the cost of electricity for the end-users to be
slightly higher than the cost of generating electricity for the utility
company to generate profit [1, 8], that is,
!
T
X
X t
X
(9)
ln ,
dn ≥
Ct
t=1

n∈N

n∈N

where the left hand side denotes the total daily charge to the endusers and the right hand side denotes the total daily cost. Following
the inequality in (9), we can define
P
n∈N dn
µ = PT
(10)
 ≥1
P
t
C
t
t=1
n∈N ln
for µ = 1, the billing system is budget balanced and the utility company charges the end-users only with the same amount that generating/providing energy costs for the utility [8].
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where

We assume that the price that each user pays is proportional to
his/her daily energy consumption. For each end-user n ∈ N , let dn
denote the daily amount in dollars to be charged to user n by the
utility company owning the energy source. Thus,

Ct

t=1

btm

t=1

3. ENERGY CONSUMPTION GAME

!!
X

!!

t=1

=

T
X

PT

t
t=1 ln
P
PT t
t=1 lm
m∈N

µ

(13)

m∈N

µ

(14)

Since the ECS does not alter the total daily consumption but shift the
consumption, then Φ is constant for a daily consumption. Also, the
user cannot influence the value of Φ with the choice of their strategy. In case where energy generators such as solar or wind turbine
are employed the above statement might not be valid due to the uncertainty of these generators in producing energy. This is because
at some hours in a day, users with such generators might produce
more power than their own energy demand and thereby feed their
excess energy to the grid, which may lead to zero or negative aggregate load lnt for such a user n. Here we consider a case where users
do not have generators.
From (13), it can be seen that, the charge on each user depends
on how he/she and other users schedule their consumptions. This
lead to the game theory among the users. In this game, end-users are
players and their strategies are their daily scheduling loads. Next, we
investigate different approaches of users in responding to the price
values.
3.1. Equilibrium Among Users
The problem can be formulated as a noncooperative energy cost
minimization game. In game theory, a non-cooperative game is one
in which players make decisions independently [13]. The game consists of
• Player: a set of end-users n = 1, . . . , N
• Strategies: energy consumption scheduling vectors xn for all
end-users and adjustable load devices
• Payoff functions Pn (xn ; x−n ) = −dn , define the user payoffs for the joint strategies. Here x−n denotes the energy
consumption vector for all users other than user n.
To maximize payoff, the goal of the users is to minimize the expected
overall cost of electricity. From (13), the payoff can be expressed as
Pn (xn ; x−n )=−ΦΓ(xn , bn ),

From (8), we have

(15)

where
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Thus the total daily charge for all end-users can be expressed as
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(16)

m∈N \n

is a cost function.
End-users attempt to select their energy consumption schedule
to minimize their payments to the utility. Using Nash equilibrium
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we can characterize how players play a game [1, 8]. The optimal
performance in terms of energy cost minimization is achieved at
Nash equilibrium of energy scheduling game. The Nash equilibrium of this game always exist. The energy consumption variable
(x∗n , ∀n ∈ N ) form a Nash equilibrium of the game if for each
n ∈ N,
Pn (x∗n ; x∗−n ) ≥ Pn (xn ; x∗−n ), ∀xn ≥ 0

(17)

If the energy consumption game is at unique Nash equilibrium,
then non of the end-users would attempt to deviate from schedule
(x∗n , ∀n ∈ N ).
3.2. Distributed Algorithm
Users will be willing to cooperate and allow their ECS devices
schedule their household energy to pay less. Given x−n and assuming that all other users fix their energy consumption schedule
according to x−n , user n can maximize its own payoff by solving
the following local problem:
max
xn ,bn

Pn (xn ; x−n )

subject to

btn +

X

tributively. Next we propose a distributive algorithm to tackle this
ESC optimization problem. We define an N × T matrix representing the daily total load of all users as I = I1 , . . . , IN T . Given
the daily total load for user n as In , then we define the daily total
load of other users as I−n such that I−n = I\In . The following
is the proposed algorithm to solve the optimization problem in (19)
distributively.

t
xtn,k + yn,0
≥ 0,

k

Algorithm 1: Executed by each user n ∈ N
Randomly initialize I, and calculate the corresponding cost
function Γ(x0 ) ;
Initialize counter c = 1 and set Γ(xc ) = Γ(x0 ) − 0 ;
while Γ(xc ) < Γ(xc−1 ) do
Generate a random sequence S for N users ;
for n ← 1 to N do
In = I(S(n), :) and I−n = I\In ;
Optimize Γ(xn , bn ) and update In ;
Broadcast a control message to announce In to other
ECS units and update I;
end
Increment the counter, c ← c + 1 ;
Update the cost function Γ(xc ) = Γ(xn , bn )
end
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t = 1, . . . , T

−ηn pt−1
n

≥

(18)
We assume that each user has a predetermined amount of load
to schedule for each particular day, thus users cannot influence the
value of Φ with the choice of their strategies. Consequently, to maximize their payoff, the end-users try to minimize the expected overall
cost.
Since Φ is constant, then the optimization problem in (18) is
equivalent to
min
xn ,bn

Γ(xn , bn )

subject to

btn +

X

t
xtn,k + yn,0
≥ 0,

k
βn,k

X

xtn,k = En,k ,

t=αn,k
min
max
γn,k
≤ xtn,k ≤ γn,k
, ∀t ∈ {αn,k , . . . , βn,k },

xtn,k = 0, ∀t ∈
/ {αn,k , . . . , βn,k },

The proposed algorithm requires only some limited information
exchanges between users when each of them tries to maximize its
own benefit. From algorithm 1, end-users minimize the optimization problem in (19) based on the random order sequence S, by
optimizing their adjustable loads xn and their storage strategies bn
such that the objective function Γ(xn , bn ) is strictly decreasing, i.e.,
Γ(xc ) < Γ(xc−1 ).
Each user minimizes the cost functionP
with respect to xtn , ∀t ∈
t
, ∀t ∈ T ) is
T , while the loads of the other users (i.e., m∈N \n lm
t
fixed. User n broadcasts its new load ln , ∀t ∈ T (without giving detailed information about energy consumption of his/her appliances)
provided that the objective function is decreasing. The energy consumption schedule for users I, is updated and the next user in the
generated sequence minimizes the objective function in (19) with respect to its local adjustable load. This process is repeated until none
of the users can improve its payoff by shifting the ESC. The parameter 0 is a small fraction value for adjusting the cost function at
the beginning of the algorithm to make the first two cost functions,
Γ(x0 ) and Γ(x1 ) different.
The fact that each user broadcasts its ESC, implies that each
user reveals his/her strategy to all other users. The Nash equilibrium
exists if no users change their strategy, despite knowing the actions
of the other users. From the algorithm it is clear that, the termination
will be reached when there is no change in cost function. users are
in Nash equilibrium since each user is making the best decision that
he or she can, taking into account the decisions of the others.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

t
ch
bdis
n < bn < bn , t = 1, . . . , T,

ptn = pt−1
+ btn ,
n

t = 1, . . . , T

btn ≥ −ηn pt−1
n
(19)
The optimization problem in (19) is equivalent to the optimization
problem in (6). Unlike (6), the problem in (19) can be solved dis-
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We present simulation results to access the performance of the
proposed iterative algorithm for reducing energy consumption. We
evaluate our distributed demand-side optimization in a scenario consisting of N = 20 end-users each having random devices between
15 to 25 nonadjustable loads, 15 to 25 adjustable loads and a storage
device. Nonadjustable loads have a fixed schedule and consume en-
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Figure 2. The ECS for users without storage devices, total cost
$102.72
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ergy continuously, examples of these devices are electric stove, electric bulbs, refrigerators, and TV. The adjustable loads include electrical appliances with flexible schedule such as plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs), dish washers, washing machines and clothes driers. For simulation purpose the daily usage of these devices are set
to be similar to those in [8].
We consider that, the higher consumption occurs during daytime, from 8:00 to 00:00 and the low peak occurs at night-time from
00:00 to 8:00. Thus, day-time cost covers the first 16 hours of simulation and night-time cost applies for the last 8 hours. The selected
cost function is a quadratic and given by C t (Lt ) = ΦDay × L2t
for day time and C t (Lt ) = Φnight × L2t for night time. We select
Φnight = 12 ΦDay .
For fair comparison we considered that at the end of the day, the
storage device remains with its initial charging state. Also charging
and discharging are mutually exclusive (cannot occur at the same
time) operations within the same time slot.
Figure 2(a) depicts the aggregate energy consumption per timeslot t when ECS is deployed. From the results it is clear that there is
no peak load, which implies that, the utilization of the ECS can help
to shave off the peak load. The grid cost per time slot is depicted in
Figure 2(b). From the figure it is clear that the ECS helps in reducing
the cost by shifting the adjustable loads to the valley of the energy
cost.
Figure 3 shows the results obtained by employing ESC and the
storage devices. Figure 3(a) depicts for each time slot t, the aggregate energy load Lt for N users. Similarly the PAR is significantly
reduced due to the deployment of the ECS. Figure 3(b) shows the
charging and discharging of the energy storage devices for each time
slot t. It is clear that the storage devices discharge at peak hour and
thereby shaving off the peak load, and they charge at valley of the
energy cost (i.e., at night). With this strategy the total cost paid by
end user can be minimized. Figure 3(c) shows the grid cost per unit
of energy in each hour. End-users with storage devices minimize
their daily cost by utilizing their storage devices together with the
ECS.
To realize the benefit obtained by deploying ECS and storage
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Figure 3. Users deploying ECS and storage devices, total cost
$92.54

devices, we compare the price paid to the utility company by each
end-user. We consider users without ECS, with ECS and those with
storage devices and ECS. Figure 4 shows the daily price of energy
for each user. Although the daily total load of the three end-users are
exactly the same, end-user with ECS pays less than those without
ECS. The users utilizing both ECS and storage devices schedule their
storage devices to be charged during low-price off-peak hours and
discharge stored energy during peak hours to further minimize their
consumption cost. This result clearly illustrate the advantages of
deploying ECS together with storage devices.
Lastly, it is worth to point out that, home automation system
plays an important role in determining the success of the proposed
ECS besides energy storage strategies. Through the use of automation, the decision about the energy schedule, amount of power consumption along with charging and discharging can be facilitated.
Automatic schemes that requires minimum effort from the end-users
are desired since most of the end-users do not have knowledge and/or
interest to respond to the price.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrated a game theoretic based distributed
DSM scheme, where end-users utilize ECS and storage devices to
minimize their consumption costs. we verified that, difference in
pricing mechanisms employed by utility companies gives incentive
for users to trade the energy. In addition to the deployment of ECS,
end-users with storage devices may schedule their storage devices to
be charged during low-price off-peak hours and discharge the stored
energy during peak hours to minimize their energy consumption
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cost. Simulation results show for the same energy consumption,
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ABSTRACT
Remarkable progress has been made in intelligent
transportation systems. For example, an autonomous
vehicle can detect its position, other vehicles, pedestrians,
and obstacles. Pedestrians with a smartphone can
determine their position and send this information to the
Internet. Even though vehicles and pedestrians can
instantly determine their positions that information is
mostly used within a narrow area and is rarely sent to a
cloud service. Here we propose a new cloud service, the
“cyber parallel traffic world (CPTW),” in which vehicles,
pedestrians, and temporary obstacles move in
synchronization with their real-world movements. The
CPTW service could thus be used to help prevent traffic
accidents, provide people gaining experience in driving on
roads throughout the world as a driving simulator, etc.
Virtual structures in CPTW are constructed by extracting
road data from maps covering the world and by gathering
the traffic rules for each country. We describe a
development scheme to complete CPTW.
Keywords— intelligent transportation system, smart
mobility, cloud service, parallel world, safety drive
1. INTRODUCTION
Remarkable progress has been made in intelligent
transportation systems (ITSs). For example, an autonomous
vehicle can detect its position by using an advanced global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) and detailed maps, can
detect other vehicles, pedestrians, obstacles, and traffic
signals by using radar sensing, a camera system, and so on,
and can drive itself to the specified destination [1][2].
Several of these capabilities, such as obstacle detection,
have been implemented in commercial vehicles.
Information on the positions of vehicles and pedestrians
detected by optical beacons in a universal traffic
management system (UTMS) and by roadside “ITS Spots”
(communication units) can be used to prevent traffic
accidents, predict traffic flows, control vehicle movement,
and so on [3][4][5]. In Toyota’s vision of a “smart mobility
society,” an inter-vehicle communication system provides
each vehicle a communication link with the vehicles ahead
and behind, enabling each one to maintain a safe driving
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distance. This helps to reduce traffic congestion and make
travel safer and less stressful [6].
Remarkable progress has also been made in GNSSs. In
addition to the American Global Positioning System, we
now have Russia’s GLONASS, the EU’s Galileo, and
Japan’s quasi-zenith satellite system, “Michibiki.” In the
near future, measurement accuracy of less than 1 m will be
available to general users [7][8][9]. Smartphones and
vehicle navigation systems will then be able to determine
their position within 1 m.
Pedestrians with a smartphone can already determine
their approximate position and send this information to the
Internet. Even though vehicles and pedestrians can instantly
determine their positions that information is mostly used
within a narrow area and is rarely sent to a cloud service.
In this paper, we propose a cloud service called “cyber
parallel traffic world (CPTW).” In it, roads, sidewalks, and
traffic facilities such as traffic signals are basically
represented as they are it the real world. Vehicles,
pedestrians, and temporary obstacles move in
synchronization with their real-world movements. Virtual
vehicles can also be driven in CPTW. This feature is not
unlike the real world. Virtual vehicles cannot be driven in
the real world. Second feature is different from the real
world: vehicles and pedestrians can communicate with
other vehicles and pedestrians around themselves by
pointing not ID (address) but their positions. In case of
Toyota’s smart mobility society [6], vehicles link with just
other vehicles ahead and behind.
We anticipate that this proposed CPTW can be
constructed using position information sent from
smartphones and vehicle navigation systems in the near
future and thus will not need information from proprietary
traffic facilities such as UTMS optical beacons. This will
make the CPTW system more cost effective than similar
existing systems.
One possible use of this system is driving simulation.
For example, a user could gain experience in driving roads
throughout the world. This feature would be particularly
useful to people planning to visit and drive in another
country where they have had no experience driving.
We have already developed a method for constructing
the virtual roads and traffic signals and defining the traffic
rules. Three-dimensional models of roads and traffic
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signals are made from element data such as a road width
stored in a database system by in a client’s terminal such as
a smartphone or vehicle navigation system.
After discussing related work in Section 2, we describe
the concepts and features of CPTW in Section 3.
Construction of virtual roads and traffic signals and
definition of the traffic rules are explained in Section 4.
Our scheme for completing the development of CPTW is
described in Section 5. The key points are summarized in
Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK
Since our proposal is related to ITS and a 3D road
modelling, we introduce UTMS as latest ITS technologies,
and Forum8’s VR-Drive as 3D road modellings.
2.1. UTMS
Since many of the CPTW functions are the same as
those in a UTMS, we start with an overview of UTMS
[3][4]. UTMS was developed by the UTMS Society of
Japan, which has many Japanese manufacturers and
organizations as members, to improve road traffic safety
and smooth traffic flows and ultimately to harmonize road
traffic with the environment and thereby contribute to
enhancing public welfare. UTMS provides following nine
main functions;
- The Integrated Traffic Control System (ITCS) uses
technologies such as infrared beacons and computers to
provide optimum signal control for effectively dealing
with ever-changing traffic flow patterns and providing
real-time traffic information.
- The Advanced Mobile Information System (AMIS)
gathers real-time traffic information and provides it to
drivers.
- The Public Transportation Priority System (PTPS) gives
priority to public transportation by monitoring bus lanes,
warning vehicles that are illegally using the bus lane, and
preempting traffic signals.
- The Mobile Operation Control System (MOCS) helps
transportation administrators manage their bus, freight,
sanitation, and other operations.
- The Environment Protection Management System
(EPMS) reduces traffic pollution (exhaust gas and noise)
and thus helps protect the regional environment.
- The Driving Safety Support System (DSSS) helps drivers
drive more safely by providing them with information
gathered using various sensors that detect vehicles and
pedestrians.
- The Help system for Emergency Life saving and Public
safety (HELP) immediately reports position information to
rescue organizations in the case of an emergency such as a
traffic accident, vehicle breakdown, or sudden illness.

- The Pedestrian Information and Communication System
(PICS) helps the elderly and the disabled to move around
safely.

- The Fast Emergency Vehicle Preemption System (FAST)
helps emergency vehicles reach an accident site as
quickly as possible.

There are many functions in UTMS for improving
traffic safety, smoothing traffic flow, and protecting the
environment. However, the information used in UTMS is
mainly gathered using proprietary intelligent traffic
facilities. Therefore, establishing a UTMS is expensive.
Autonomous vehicles can determine not only their own
position but also the positions of other vehicles, pedestrians,
and obstacles. Pedestrians who have a smartphone can also
determine their position. If this position information was
collected and presented in a simulated world, i.e., CPTW,
on the Internet and if an inter-vehicle communication
function was implemented, many of the UTMS functions
described above could be provided at a much lower cost.
2.2. Forum8’s VR-Drive
3D modelling environment what we want needs to
extract roads data, traffic rules data, etc. from the real world
and create 3D roads, etc. using them in the roads database
and adopts them traffic rules from the rules database. Most
modelling tools can’t extract roads data, etc., but create 3D
models.
However, the VR-Drive [10] developed by Forum8
simulates the real world driving environment in every
possible way, e.g. traffic volumes, pedestrians, cyclists,
junctions, traffic lights, hills, holes, rail crossings, ITS road
signs, roundabouts etc. using the roads database. It is
developed for following issues;
- Developing safe and eco driving schemes.
- Highlighting an awareness of lapses of attention.
- Training drivers in special driving procedures.
- Examining the behavior and specific attention of
drivers.
- Preparing drivers to face and anticipate any driving
situation (e.g. climatic, emergency, road surface, etc.).
And also, Forum8 provides road databases to create
3Droad environment for foreign countries.
Since the VR-Drive has many functions, it is one of best
3D road environment as base software to complete CPTW.
However, its license fee is expensive and its software is not
open. Therefore, we develop a new 3D road modelling
software by ourselves.
3. CONCEPTS AND FEATURES OF CPTW
As shown by the image in Fig. 1, roads, traffic facilities,
and sidewalks in the real world are represented as 3D
models in CPTW. There are also traffic rules, which are the
same as in the real world, and it is possible to detect
whether the corresponding real-world vehicles obey them.
Data on the positions of pedestrians and vehicles detected
by smartphones and vehicle navigation systems are sent to
CPTW, where they are plotted in real time. Position data
that other vehicles and intelligent traffic facilities detect are
also plotted in real time. Virtual vehicles are also presented
as distinguishing from the corresponding real-world
vehicles. This feature would be used for people to practice
driving in another country where they have had no
experience driving. Moreover, a vehicle and pedestrians
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communicates with nearby vehicles and pedestrians by
automatically selecting or pointing to a position on the
vehicle navigation or smartphone screen, not an ID
(address). This scheme is unlike existing communication
schemes and does not have established yet.
People could construct a local CPTW for their place of
residence. Then these local worlds could be connected to
create a global CPTW.
Such a global CPTW could assist drivers and
pedestrians in several ways.
- They could be made aware of vehicles and pedestrians
screened by obstacles.
- Drivers could be warned that they are approaching the
scene of a traffic accident, enabling them to take
appropriate action and thereby avoid secondary accidents.
- A driver could send another driver or pedestrian a
message such as “Go ahead” or “Be careful a little way
from here.” This would enable drivers to be more
courteous.
- Drivers could drive closer to one another, which would
cut wind resistance and reduce fuel consumption.
- It is very difficult for a driver to become aware of driving
on a road or within a lane during falling snow or hard rain
in night. When accuracy of position for a vehicle will be
within less than a few ten cm in real-time, a driver will be
able to know his or her vehicle keeping on a road or
within a lane during such conditions.
- Drivers could gain experience in driving on roads
throughout the world by using CPTW as a driving
simulator. This would be particularly useful to people
planning to visit and drive in another country where they
have had no experience driving.

4. VIRTUAL STRUCTURES AND TRAFFIC RULES
Our ultimate aim is to construct a virtual world
encompassing all the roads, traffic facilities, and sidewalks
throughout world. In this virtual world, it would be possible
to detect whether a vehicle or pedestrian obeyed the traffic
rules of the corresponding country. These virtual structures
are thus constructed by extracting road data from maps
covering the world, such as Google Maps and Google Earth,
and by gathering the traffic rules for each country. These
data are stored in a roads database and a rules database. An
application program creates 3D roads using data in the
roads database and adopts traffic signals and traffic signs
traffic rules from the rules database, as shown in Fig. 2 [11].
We use OpenGL as the 3D program interface and
developed a program using the “glut,” “sdl”, “glew,” and
“OpenAL” tools [12] [13] [14].

Figure 2. Overview of constructing CPTW
4.1. Roads
A road is presented as an approximate function for
detecting whether a vehicle or pedestrian obeyed the traffic
rules.
First, the simulation program finds the direction
perpendicular to the parametric curve that expresses the
center line of the road to create the width of an
approximated road. It then calculates the coordinates of a
point shifted to the right or left of the center line, as shown
in Fig. 3.
The tangential angle at an arbitrary point on the curve
can be calculated as
dy
(1)
θ = Tan −1 .
dx
A point at the road edge is one that is shifted to the road
edge from an arbitrary point on the curve. A point on the
road edge can be calculated as

π

x r (t ) = W・
) + x(t )
r cos(θ −
2

π

y r (t ) = W・
) + y (t )
r sin(θ −
2
xl (t ) = W・
l cos(θ +

π

) + x(t )
2
π
y l (t ) = W・
) + y (t ) .
l sin(θ +
2

Figure 1. Image of CPTW
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We use the 3D spline curve as an approximate function
for roads except for intersections. Since the 3D spline
curves pass through the plotted points, as shown in Fig. 4,
it is easy to extract road data.
Each part of the 3D road polygons is created by
changing parameter “t” of the three-dimensional spline
curve from zero to one, calculating many points on the road
edge, and storing those points in a vertex array. Road center
lines and lane lines are created by changing the value of W
in Eq. (2).
When the width or number of lanes at t = 0 differs from
that at t = 1, the simulation program decides that the road
has a right- or left-turn-only lane. When a road has such a
lane, the road width is gradually increased. The simulation
program does this by calculating a smooth curve that
represents increments in the lane width. A sigmoid function
is used to increase the width. It is a monotonically
increasing function and has one inflection point. Therefore,
it is suitable for expressing a right- or left-turn-only lane.
An example of a 3D straight road with an increasing
number of lanes is shown in Fig. 5 (a).

(a) Straight road

(b) Intersection
Figure 5. Examples of created 3D roads
-

Figure 3. Method for creating 3D roads

[Intersections]
- Intersection ID
- Curve ID
- 2nd coefficient of intersection curve X
- 1st coefficient of intersection curve X
- 0th coefficient of intersection curve X
- 2nd coefficient of intersection curve Y
- 1st coefficient of intersection curve Y
- 0th coefficient of intersection curve Y

Figure 4. Three-dimensional spline curves on plotted
points
Two-dimensional B-spline curves are used as a curve
function for intersections. The polygon for an intersection
consists of all curve functions that connect the intersection.
Parameter “t” of the calculated curve function is changed
from zero to one in the same way as for a road, and an
intersection polygon is created. An example of an
intersection is shown in Fig. 5 (b).
Various kinds of data are stored in the roads database.
[General roads]
- Road ID: identifies road
- 3rd coefficient of curve X
- 2nd coefficient of curve X
- 1st coefficient of curve X
- 0th coefficient of curve X

3rd coefficient of curve Y
2nd coefficient of curve Y
1st coefficient of curve Y
0th coefficient of curve Y
Right-side width at t = 0
Left-side width at t = 0
Right-side width at t = 1
Left-side width at t = 1
Number of right-side lanes at t = 0
Number of left-side lanes at t = 0
Number of right-side lanes at t = 1
Number of left-side lanes at t = 1
ID of intersection at t = 0
ID of intersection at t = 1

Sidewalks are constructed by adding thickness to the
road edge parameter in Eq. (2). Traffic facilities such as
trees and lights lining a street, except the signals, are
created using 3D modeling tools and placed on sidewalks.
Their positions are calculated using Eq. (2).
4.2. Traffic rules
The traffic rules are classified either as “unspecified
rules,” such as “keep to the right,” or as “specified rules,”
which are derived from traffic signals and signs. The
specified rules are stored in the rules database. Traffic
signals and signs are constructed in CPTW, which detects
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whether vehicles and pedestrians at an intersection or on a
road under the control of a traffic signal and/or sign obey
the rules. For example, a vehicle at an intersection where a
“no turn on red” sign (Fig. 6) is posted is checked to see
whether it turns right when the controlling traffic signal is
red.
A scheme is used to relate traffic signals to the
meanings of signs. The scheme has to handle traffic signals
and rules worldwide.
4.2.1. Traffic signals and signs in different countries
We collected traffic rules and traffic signal definitions
for three countries: Japan, the U.S., and Germany. The
colors of signal lights and their basic meanings have been
defined by the CIE (Commission Internationale de
l'Éclairage) and the ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) [15][16]. Green means “go,” yellow
means “prepare to stop,” and red means “stop.” These
colors and meanings are common worldwide.
There are, however, several local rules in each country.
For example, in Japan, when a green arrow light attached to
a green/yellow/red light signal switches on, a vehicle is
permitted to turn in the direction of the arrow even if the
signal is red or yellow. A yellow arrow prohibits a vehicle
from not only going in the direction of the arrow but also
straight. However, a tram can proceed in the direction of
the arrow. A red flashing light permits a vehicle to proceed
after first stopping and checking for other vehicles. A
yellow flashing light permits a vehicle to proceed if doing
so does not interfere with the movement of other traffic.
A study of the traffic rules in the U.S. (based on the
driver handbooks for California, Florida, and New York
[17][18][19]) reveals that a vehicle is usually allowed to
turn right even if the controlling signal is red unless there is
a posted traffic sign prohibiting such a turn (Fig. 6). The
meanings of flashing red and yellow are the same as in
Japan. In addition to the green arrow, there are red and
yellow arrows. The meaning of the green arrow light is the
same as in Japan too. A red arrow prohibits going straight
and permits turning right or left. A yellow arrow indicates
that the green arrow will soon end, so vehicles should
prepare to stop. This is the same as with Japan’s green
arrow..

yellow are lit simultaneously. A steady red light prohibits a
vehicle from proceeding, the same as in Japan. However, if
a green arrow traffic sign is attached to the traffic signal, as
shown in Fig. 7, turning right is permitted even if the red
light is on. When the green arrow light attached to a regular
traffic signal switches on, turning in the direction of the
arrow is permitted. This is the same as with Japan and
USA’s green arrow light. When the yellow arrow light
attached to a regular traffic signal switches on, turning in
the direction of the arrow is permitted if doing so does not
interfere with the movement of other traffic. This is
different form USA and Japan’s yellow arrow light. If the
traffic signal has only a red and yellow light, both of them
being switched off corresponds to a steady green light. A
flashing yellow light permits a driver to proceed after first
stopping and checking for other vehicles. These are a little
difference with Japan and USA’s rule.
Some of them are attached with the once stopping sign
as shown in Fig. 8. If there is a contradiction between a
traffic signal and a traffic sign, a traffic signal is superior to
a traffic sign.

Figure 7. Traffic signs attached to traffic signal (Germany)

Figure 8. Traffic sign attached to traffic signal (Germany)
4.2.2. Model for traffic rules

Figure 6. Traffic sign for “No Turn on Red”
A traffic signal in Germany consists of a green, yellow,
and red light [20], the same as in Japan and the U.S.
Whereas the red light changes directly to green in the U.S.
and Japan, in Germany it changes to green after the red and

There are two basic types of lights used in traffic signals
worldwide: round and arrow-shaped. The colors are green,
yellow, and red. The conditions for the round type are “on,”
“off,” and “flashing.” The various combinations of light
type, light color, condition, and traffic sign have different
meanings, which can differ between countries. The
meanings of these combinations are generally related to
permission or prohibition of proceeding or to taking caution
for a vehicle.
We use the four-layer traffic rules model shown in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Traffic rules model
Layer name

Function

Real rule
layer

Create real rules by combining
general rules

General rule
layer

Assign traffic rules to various
combinations of elements

Significant
object layer

Combine objects that have significant
rules

Real object
layer

Decompose traffic signals or traffic
signs into elements (objects) such as
light type, color, and condition

Figure 9. Image of defining real traffic rules from real
objects

Figure 9 illustrates how we define a real traffic rule
from a real object. Each combination of elements is
assigned a traffic rule. For example, the combination of a
red light and a green arrow is assigned a rule stating that a
vehicle is permitted to turn right as a general rule. For the
case shown in Fig. 9, there is a “No Turn on Red” sign at
the intersection. We assign this “No Turn on Red” sign a
rule stating that a vehicle is prohibited from turning right as
a general rule. We create a real traffic rule by combining
these two general rules and considering the priority of each
general rule.
4.2.3. Structure of database
The traffic rules database is based on the traffic rules
model (Table 1). We derive the elements of a real object
such as a traffic signal lamp from the data for a real traffic
signal stored in the roads database. We manage traffic
signals at an intersection by the unit of not a signal but a
lamp. The table structure of the traffic rules database is
based on the traffic rules model. The entity-relationship
model (ERM) for the traffic rules is shown in Fig. 10. It
comprises thirteen tables:
[Rules DB]
- lamp_object: manage lamps or traffic signs
- lamp_status: manage status of lamp
- status_group: group of expression
- signal_expression: relate objects and conditions
- expession_to_intersection: relate traffic signs and
rules
- intersection_rule: manage general rule for each
intersection
- country: manage countries
- rule: manage rules
[Roads DB]
- real_lamp_object: manage objects for real intersection
- intersection_cycle_time: manage cycle time for each
traffic signal

- signal_state_transition: manage state transition of each
object
- road: identify roads
- intersection: identify intersections
5. DEVELOPMENT SCHEME
Our aim is to provide a standardized CPTW for use by
people worldwide, in both developed and development
countries, at little or no cost and enable them to create a
CPTW representing their area of residence. Therefore, the
system cost should be as low as possible. This means that
expensive traffic facilities such as UTMS ones must be
excluded and that most of the information needed must be
gathered through smartphones and vehicle-mounted devices
cooperating with residents in the world. CPTW is targeted
for resident participation design, meaning that local
residents construct the parts of CPTW in which they live.
This will reduce the cost and make CPTW more realistic.
However, a CPTW service has to generate enough income
to cover operation and development costs.
Since many issues including problems caused by
communication networks [21] need to be resolved, it is
very difficult for us to develop CPTW by ourselves.
We need many people and the ITU-T to help us. The
best approach is thus to use open sources and an open
standard scheme.
The issues to be addressed include
(1) deciding the specifications that include services;
-Service content,
-Protocol between client devices and the CPTW
servers,
-Protocol between in-vehicle devices and others,
-Synchronization scheme between vertical traffic
signals and real traffic signals,
-etc.,
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intersection
intersection_id
intersection_nam

road
road_id
next_interserction_id
prev_interserction_id
next_straight_road_id
prev_straight_road_id

@int
@varchar

intersection_cycle_time
intersection_id
@int (FK)
sequential_number @int
interval_time
@int

country
country_id
country_name

signal_status_transition
id
@int (FK)
sequential_number @int
status_id
@int

Real_lamp_objects
real_lamp_id @int
interserction_id
@int (FK)
road_id
@int (FK)
object_id
@int (FK)
object_direction
@int
object_position_X @int
object_position_Y @int

@int
@varchar

expression_to_intersection
country_id
expression_id

@int
@int (FK)
@int (FK)
@int
@int

@int (FK)
@int (FK)

lamp_objects
object_id
object_name
object_type
direction_flag
status_group

intersection_rule_id @int (FK)
priority_level
@int
intersection_rule
Intersection__rule_id @int
u_turn
@int
straight
@int
minimum_right
@int
right
@int
minimum_left
@int
left
@int
assigned_direction @int
rule_id
@int (FK)

lamp_status
status_id
status
Character
s_1
S_2

@int
@varchar
@varchar
@int
@int (FK)

status_group
id
group_id
status_id

@int
@varchar
@int
@int (FK)
@int (FK)

@int
@int
@int (FK)

signal_expression
rule
rule_id
rule_name

expression_id
combination_flag
object_id
status_id

@int
@varchar

@int
@int
@int (FK)
@int (FK)

Figure 10. Entity-relationship Model for traffic rules
(2) deciding how to verify the developed technologies,
software, and equipment to ensure they meet the
specifications,
(3) deciding how to managing the income and
distribute funds to participating organizations for
development costs, and
(4) deciding how to provide the service and manage its
operation.
The third and fourth issues would not be required for
existing standard organizations.
6. CONCLUSION
In our proposed cyber parallel traffic world (CPTW)
cloud service, roads, sidewalks, and traffic facilities such as
traffic signals are presented the same as they are in the real
world. Vehicles, pedestrians, and temporary obstacles move
in synchronization with their real-world movements. Since
smartphones will soon be able to determine their positions
within 1 m and most vehicles will be able to accurately

detect not only their own position but also the positions of
other vehicles and obstacles, it should be possible to gather
most of the information needed through smartphones and
vehicle-mounted devices. This will make it possible to
provide many useful and attractive services at a lower cost.
The virtual structures are constructed by extracting road
data from maps and by gathering traffic rules for each
country, storing the data in a roads database and a rules
database, and using an application program to create 3D
roads using data in the roads database. Our scheme for
completing the development of CPTW envisions the
participation of many people creating a CPTW representing
their area. We also envision the foundation of an
organization for managing the development of CPTW and
providing its services.
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ABSTRACT
With the rapid development of wireless technologies, the
concept of the Fifth Generation (5G) wireless communication system started to emerge and it is foreseen that it will be
a result of standards convergence. The expectations towards
5G are set much higher in terms of capacity and maximum
throughput when compared with Fourth Generation (4G).
There are also some new technical challenges the system will
need to face, like Machine to Machine (M2M) communication, energy efficiency, complete ubiquity and autonomous
management. This paper analyses new technologies that
could enable 5G networking, discusses potential standardisation and development directions, and presents recent
research efforts in the area of future mobile networks.
Keywords— 5G, M2M, C-RAN, HetNet, SON

1. INTRODUCTION
We observe tremendous changes within the field of wireless communications nowadays. It could be best described
as an accelerating evolution of wireless networks together
with significantly growing user demands. Previous generations of mobile systems set the foundation for their successors. Current technologies go far beyond traditional telephony and basic data service that was offered by Second
Generation (2G) standards. Some key features of future mobile networks include increased capacity, lower Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX),
complete ubiquity provided by full multistandard interworking, as well as spectrum and infrastructure sharing.
The 5G of mobile networks is seen as an agnostic technology, i.e., one global unified standard that will allow completely seamless connectivity without barriers among both,
existing standards, e.g., High Speed Packet Access (HSPA),
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Wireless Fidelity (WiFi),
and new wireless systems that are about to come. It will offer
a wide variety of new multimedia services at very high data
rates. Some emerging services and future applications can be
already envisioned, such as augmented reality and tactile Internet providing very rich multimedia experience. Other examples include the emerging concept of a smart city, steering
the traffic of driverless cars or telecommunication support for
advanced healthcare systems, where patients can be instantly
monitored at their homes.
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Figure 1. 5G scenario characteristics
The expectations are that 5G will surpass 4G in terms of
achievable throughput, higher spectral efficiency, fully ubiquitous service and finally better energy efficiency. Consequently, it will go beyond requirements defined by the International Telecommunication Union-Radiocommunications
Sector (ITU-R) under International Mobile Telecommunications Advanced (IMT-Advanced) term. Before that happens,
however, a number of technical and standardisation challenges will have to be solved.
In this paper we present key research topics and review the
main directions related to 5G development. We start with
a mobile technology overview and define 5G requirements
in the next section. Later on we discuss the research and
development challenges from a network perspective. Finally,
we summarize the paper by highlighting the presented topics
and challenges to be solved in 5G mobile networks.
2. MOBILE TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW AND 5G
REQUIREMENTS
In this section we describe the mobile networks’ development and give an overview of a set of requirements for the upcoming 5G wireless systems. Since the beginning of 1980s
and the first analog mobile telephony systems such as Nordic
Mobile Telephony (NMT) or Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) we have been observing continuous development of wireless communications, as summarized in Table 1.
Widely deployed Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
based 2G mobile networks introduced Short Message Service (SMS) and data enhancement in subsequent technologies (General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced
GPRS (EDGE)). Third Generation (3G) family of Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) standards offers
much higher data rates when compared with predecessors,
and therefore enables such services as video streaming or
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Table 1. Mobile Generations Comparison
Generation Technology

Type

Key Characteristics

1G

NMT,
AMPS

Analog

Voice services only

2G

GSM/EDGE

TDMA

Voice services accompanied by SMS, widely deployed
around the world, data enhancement to GSM, simple multimedia services (MMS, web browsing)

3G

UMTS/
HSPA

CDMA

Data service of UMTS network, enhanced multimedia and
streaming video services, new type of devices

4G

LTE-A,
WiMAX 2.0

OFDMA

New flat IP-based architecture, data service of very high
throughput, dedicated applications

5G

Emerging

CDMA, OFDMA, new proposals, e.g., SCMA[1], NOMA[2]

Seamless heterogeneity, agnostic access, advanced services and applications (e-health, M2M)

podcasting, and makes data services more common. Finally,
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
based Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.16m
known better as WiMax 2.0 are classified as 4G technologies, as they meet ITU-R requirements set to IMT-Advanced
mobile systems. They offer high data rates (peak throughput
100 Mbps and 1 Gbps in high and low mobility scenarios,
respectively) and support a wide variety of dedicated applications from a rapidly growing market. 4G introduces the
concept of connectivity any time, anywhere from any kind of
device and it is indeed observed in users’ behaviour. Online
life has gained a lot more importance with boosting content
sharing, blogging and social networking. Day by day wireless communications becomes an integral part of our society
and as a consequence, our technological expectations grow
continuously. Fig. 1 presents the major characteristics and
challenges of 5G development.
The official requirements towards 5G have not been defined
yet and many operators, vendors as well as academic institutions take the initiative in defining the case scenarios.
The expectations are that it will provide uniform throughput of 1 Gbps and the peak in the range of 10 Gbps with
couple of milliseconds of latency providing highly reliable
service. New multiple access techniques have been recently
proposed, such as Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA) [1]
and Non-orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) [2], and they
can be considered in the 5G scenario.
In Europe the Mobile and wireless communications Enablers
for the Twenty-twenty Information Society (METIS) consortium [3] focuses on setting the foundation of 5G systems.
It is forecasted that 5G will provide truly ubiquitous unlimited mobile experience through terminals enhanced with Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities. A number of new applications is foreseen facilitating such domains as Electronic
health (e-health) and M2M. From a network perspective, it
requires very tight and seamless interworking among existing
and future standards. Furthermore, rising mobile traffic demand will enforce new ways of capacity enhancements such
as dense deployment of small cells, as well as intelligent traf-

fic steering and offload schemes. Ever-growing energy consumption in wireless networks imposes new mechanisms of
energy control and reduction. Finally, there is a high need for
autonomous network management due to its complexity and
high degree of heterogeneity.
We are currently facing the first steps towards the goals presented above. They will be discussed more in detail in the
following sections.
3. CHALLENGES AND DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTIONS
In this part we outline some observed research challenges
and directions in the mobile network development as well
as highlight the future trends and solutions that may lead to
improved network performance while meeting the constantly
increasing user demands. They are summarized in Table 2.
3.1. Machine to Machine Communication
Besides network evolution, we observe also device evolution that become more and more powerful. The future wireless landscape will serve not only mobile users through such
devices as smartphones, tablets or game consoles but also
a tremendous number of any other devices, such as cars,
smart grid terminals, health monitoring devices and household appliances that would soon require a connection to the
Internet. The number of connected devices will proliferate at
a very high speed. It is estimated that the M2M traffic will
increase 24-fold between 2012 and 2017 [17].
M2M communication is already today often used in fleet
monitoring or vehicle tracking. Possible future usage scenarios include a wide variety of e-health applications and
devices, for instance new electronic and wireless apparatus
used to address the needs of elderly people suffering from
diseases like Alzheimer’s, or wearable heart monitors. Such
sensors would enable patient monitoring and aid doctors to
observe patients constantly and treat them in a better way.
It will also reduce the costs of treatment, as it can be done
remotely, without the need of going to a hospital.
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Table 2. Summary of Challenges and Trends
Area

Challenge

Proposals and Trends

Ubiquity

Need for a truly seamless wireless experience, connectivity any time, anywhere,
from any kind of device

Tight interworking of mobile standards, IEEE 802.11u for
seamless WiFi experience

M2M
High QoS requirements for e-health applicommunications cations, advanced security mechanisms

New rules regulating access to BANs [4]

Green
Reduced energy consumption by telecomcommunications munication networks

Adjusting transmission power to actual traffic load, new
green Radio Access Network and base station architectures
[5, 6, 7]

Capacity
requirements

Growing traffic demands

Small cell deployment, phantom cell concept [8], visible
light communication [9], offload to WiFi, extensive work
on IEEE 802.11 standard family

Spectrum
bottleneck

More spectrum bands and higher spectral efficiency needed to meet capacity requirements

New spectrum bands in 2015, mm-waves [10], spectrum
sharing techniques [11], HSPA and LTE carrier aggregation [12], relaxed orthogonality requirements [13]

Autonomous
management

Minimisation of management effort, lowering OPEX

Self-Organising Network and cognitive behaviour [11],
new self-reparing chips [14], core network virtualisation [15, 16]

Remote patient monitoring using a Body Area Network
(BAN), where a number of wireless sensors, both on-skin
and implanted, record the patient’s health parameters and
sends reports to a doctor, will soon become a reality and an
important part of 5G paradigm. Therefore, in order to offer
e-health services, 5G will need to provide high bandwidth,
meet extremely high Quality of Service (QoS) requirements,
e.g., ultra low latency and lossless video compression for
medical purposes, and implement enhanced security mechanisms. Furthermore, extended work will need to be done
to efficiently manage radio resources, due to high diversity
of traffic types, ranging from the reports sent periodically by
the meters, to high quality medical video transmission.
3.2. Capacity Crunch
With the new broadband services and high demand for mobile data, future wireless systems will require much higher
capacity than can be provided today. There are three major
ways of capacity enhancement, namely dense deployment,
additional spectrum bands and higher spectral efficiency.
The spectrum used by mobile communication systems today
becomes congested and alternatives are needed to meet the
future capacity demands. One of the novel proposals includes using visible light bands, where LEDs can be both
a source of illumination and a hotspot [9]. This technology is
not mature yet but attracts more attention from the very dense
small cell deployment and vehicular communication scenarios. This concept would make wireless service available in
areas that nowadays have limited service, such as hospitals
and aircrafts, and significantly improve indoor data coverage
in general. Due to its very local character it has a great advantage when compared to radio communication, which is
security and privacy, as the communication cannot be eaves-

dropped unless the attacker gets into visual contact with the
transmitter.
There is also enormous potential in very high spectrum
bands, e.g., 28 or 60 GHz that provide also wider bandwidth and can support higher data rates. Millimetre waves
greatly facilitate massive antenna solutions, thus also enabling higher speeds. The recent extensive feasibility study
of using 28 and 38 GHz frequencies for mobile communication was reported in [10]. Furthermore, the possibility of
using unlicensed spectrum around 2.4 and 5 GHz, as well
as refarming 900 and 1800 MHz bands could also increase
the spectrum available for broadband data. It is expected
that new bands will become available after ITU-R World
Radiocommunication Conference in 2015.
However, new spectrum bands alone will not be sufficient to
satisfy the future traffic demands. Hence, spectral efficiency
should be significantly increased, where novel multiple access schemes, like [1, 2], advanced multi-antenna techniques,
such as beamforming and massive Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) together with spectrum sharing are the key
enablers to achieve higher spectral efficiency.
Techniques such as Carrier Aggregation (CA) and Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) increase the network capacity but
require very tight synchronisation and strict orthogonality
of fragmented spectrum. Fifth Generation Non-Orthogonal
Waveforms for Asynchronous Signalling (5GNOW) [13] is a
European project that addresses these challenges by relaxing
stringent requirements. A new transmission scheme allowing non-orthogonal waveforms and asynchronous traffic can
be expected as its result. It will be suitable for a wide variety
of services, e.g., those related to M2M communication, reducing both the related signalling overhead as well as power
consumption.
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Cognitive radio [11] is an intelligent radio capable of automatic reconfiguration. Secondary cognitive users are able to
intelligently adapt their radio parameters to observed radio
environment with for example the support of Software Defined Radio (SDR), and to access licensed spectrum when
its primary users are inactive. Dynamic Spectrum Access
(DSA) can be perceived as an example of cognitive radio,
which is a much broader concept [18]. Challenges and implementation directions are widely covered in [19]. Finally, one
of the recent proposals considers spectrum sharing among
different technologies, through for example CA between LTE
and HSPA [12, 20].

supporting invisible authentication. It ensures always best
connectivity based on a set of policies and preferences defined by both, a user and network operator.

3.3. Enhanced Local Area Access

3.3.2. Mesh Networking

Small cell solutions and further network densification are
perceived as means to cope with the exponential traffic
growth in the coming years. Heterogeneous Networks
(HetNets), where the macrocell overlays a number of smaller
cells, e.g., metrocells, picocells, femtocells have already
demonstrated a great increase of capacity, as the small cell
sites proliferate at a high speed. The tier of Low Power
Nodes (LPNs), referred also as local area access [21, 22],
can significantly enhance the coverage and boost the capacity of mobile networks and it has become of a great interest in
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) LTE Release 12.
Higher network densification poses numerous challenges,
mainly in terms of mobility. The phantom cell concept is
one of the key enablers to efficiently integrate both network
tiers and address current research challenges related to mobility. It tackles this issue by separation of data and control
plane at small cells and redirecting the latter one towards the
overlaying macro site [8]. The concept proposes also using
different frequency bands for the different cell tiers (3.5 GHz
and higher for small cells), so that interference problems
can be mitigated in ultra-dense deployments. Further directions include studying ideal, as well as non-ideal backhaul
solutions for the small cells [21, 22, 23].
Since LTE does support interworking with both 3GPP and
non-3GPP based technologies, the IEEE 802.11 standard
with some of its amendments can become a great enhancement to mobile networks and help balance the traffic through
efficient offload techniques. Cisco estimates that there are
800 million new WiFi devices every year [24], and an average user is surrounded by numerous hotspots that could
potentially provide a service. Therefore, extensive research
work on tighter interworking with WiFi can be expected.
From that perspective, two amendments to IEEE 802.11 may
be of particular interest.

IEEE 802.11s is an amendment concerning Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMNs). WMN is defined as a wireless multi-hop
network formed by the static mesh routers providing a distributed infrastructure for mesh clients over a full (each node
communicates with all the nodes in the network) or partial
mesh topology. Due to high popularity of devices equipped
with WiFi it may be nowadays used to easily extend WiFi
coverage of public wireless access, provide adaptive and flexible wireless Internet connectivity and offload mobile traffic.

3.3.1. IEEE 802.11u
IEEE 802.11u is a new amendment to 802.11 family that offers automatic authentication and handoff of WiFi enabled
devices to WiFi networks. The choice of the best available
network, obtaining user credentials and finally connecting
may become cumbersome. The new standard overcomes it
by automating access network discovery and selection, and

Hotspot 2.0 is an industry initiative, whose goal is to provide seamless WiFi connectivity using the new amendment.
The more recent initiative of the Next Generation Hotspot
focuses also on WiFi-mobile networks interoperability challenges. Both may be of a great support to mobile operators
to offload their traffic and to provide a service as close to today’s 3G experience as possible thanks to smooth and seamless connection establishment.

WMNs are easy and inexpensive to deploy, as low cost nodes
with free software can be used. Furthermore, they are characterized by Self-Organising Network (SON) properties. This
makes them an attractive alternative especially within organised communities, as the network is scalable and can grow
spontaneously. WMNs can be used in a multiple different
scenarios and set-ups, from a metropolitan and community
networking, transportation means networking through building automation, public safety, emergency, surveillance systems to simply entertainment [25].
Today the standard can be a base and inspiration for a mesh
network cell, where some of the User Equipments (UEs) behave as a Base Station (BS), which is feasible as UEs become
more powerful. Wireless mobile backhaul can also greatly
benefit from the mesh architecture and its self-organising features.
The coexistence of LTE and WiFi is now observable more as
a cooperation rather than competition. A multimode small
cell working in licensed as well as license-exempt spectrum
band is available on the market. The recent proposal includes a SON based traffic steering mechanism for small
cells [26]. Similarly as in Joint Radio Resource Management (JRRM) [27], the delay sensitive traffic is sent over the
mobile network, whereas delay tolerant data over WiFi.
The evolution of WiFi itself has led to the proposal of
IEEE 802.11ac known better as WiGig offering the rates
of several Gbps in the 5 GHz band. Other new standards
include 802.11ad operating in 60 GHz and 802.11af using
TV white spaces. With the fast development of LTE and
attractive WiFi amendments, much research and standardisation efforts of 3GPP and IEEE can be expected to address
the challenge of ensuring seamless interworking of these two
Radio Access Technologies (RATs).
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3.4. New Radio Access Network Architectures
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With the increased data traffic, need for more capacity and
flat plans offered to the end users, operators need to seek their
benefit in reduction of CAPEX and OPEX to lower the cost
per bit. Within a mobile network, it is the BS that generates
the most expenses due to such factors as cooling, site rental
and signal processing and it has been the main focus for cost
reduction [5, 6]. As a result, novel approaches to radio access network architectures and advanced multi-antenna configurations were proposed recently and we summarize them
briefly below.
3.4.1. Cloud RAN
Cooperative, Centralised, Clean (Green) Cloud Radio Acces
Network (C-RAN) concept [5, 6] evolved from a Distributed
Base Station (DBS) architecture where a BS server responsible for Baseband (BB) processing is connected over a fibre link to a number of antennas, so-called Remote Radio
Heads (RRHs). In C-RAN multiple Baseband Units (BBUs)
are gathered in one central physical location to enable resource aggregation and pooling. A BBU pool serves a particular area with a number of RRH of macro and small cells.
The topology of BBU pool- RRH connections is scenario and
implementation specific. C-RAN supports wide variety of architectures, for example chain deployments for railway and
other transportation networks, as well as star and ring topologies depending on the needs. There is also a flexible enhancement to interconnect RRHs (daisy chaining) for further
coverage enhancement. An example C-RAN architecture is
presented in Fig. 2.
This clear separation of BBUs from antennas has multiple
advantages. Together with smart antenna systems it has
the potential to significantly increase overall system capacity while keeping low energy consumption. Furthermore,
thanks to BBU aggregation, the number of BS sites can be
greatly reduced, which results in much lower cost of operation. Since BBU resources are virtualised, some of the
processing power can be reduced during off-peak traffic
hours. Moreover, in such a set-up locally centralised collaborative management can be employed, which leads to
improved adaptability to dynamic and non-uniform traffic
across all connected RRHs. It also makes network upgrades
fast and easy. Finally, C-RAN supports multistandard operation, and centralisation makes inter-RAT management
relatively easy enabling joint processing in such areas as
scheduling, interference coordination or traffic steering.

UE

60 GHz Link
License/License exempt Link
License Link

Figure 3. Simplified BuNGee Architecture
Cooperation and network virtualisation will become one of
the main trends in saving OPEX and leading to better resource utilisation. C-RAN architecture facilitates resource
sharing, e.g. spectrum, hardware, among many operators.
In [28] the theoretical aspects of such cooperation are studied and benefits of resource sharing for different partners are
evaluated. The study shows that the benefits highly depend
on the initial network dimensioning and amount of resources
they wish to share.
3.4.2. BuNGee Approach
BuNGee project aimed at proposing an architecture facilitating increase of capacity density up to 1 Gbps/km2 , which
is well beyond IMT-Advanced requirements (ten fold). Another goal was to drastically lower CAPEX and OPEX when
compared to traditional BS deployments. It was achieved
with the architecture presented in Fig. 3 adopted from [7].
The key idea is to gather all the core functionalities in an
intelligent and very powerful platform called Hub BS (HBS)
and mount it over rooftops serving a large amount of light access points- Access BSs (ABSs) comparable to relay nodes
that are placed below rooftops. HBS is the most expensive
part of the system, but thanks to local centralisation, similarly
to C-RAN it reduces the overall cost of network deployment
and maintenance. What is more, the project further reduces
the cost of infrastructure by introducing wireless links between HBSs. The optical fibre link between HBSs is replaced
by a microwave link at 60 GHz, which requires line-of-sight
(LOS) but significantly reduces the cost per bit. Each HBS
is connected to regular wired backhaul and has a number of
narrow beams in licensed or unlicensed spectrum to communicate with ABSs. This connection is realised through additional subscriber stations (HSS). Similarly to daisy chaining
in C-RAN, a direct connection between ABSs is also possible. Finally, ABSs provide the broadband service to UEs
using licensed spectrum.
The proposed architecture allows to increase network capacity at a very low cost. It is very generic, can be applied to any
wireless technology, and has already been under standardisation process by European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) [7].
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self-organisation is not limited by the predefined algorithms
and a system is able to adjust to any unexpected situations.
Recently a new docitive approach has been introduced [7],
where network nodes have also a teaching ability. By implementing machine learning algorithms, they are able to
exchange information and teach each other which accelerates their learning process and leads to faster convergence.
3.6. Core Network Virtualisation

Figure 4. Self-healing of eDNA
3.5. Self-Organising and Cognitive Networks
Due to increasing network complexity with new standards,
network architectures, and multiple cell tiers, network management has become very complex and it is one of the major
challenges in mobile networks. The tendency and one of the
main focuses in LTE Release 12 is to automate most of the
management procedures so as to make it faster and lower the
cost of operation.
SON have three distinctive features, namely self-organisation,
self- optimisation and self-healing. A number of different
algorithms can be implemented to supports SON behaviour,
for example those responsible for load balancing or coverage
optimisation. If resource utilisation in a cell becomes too
high, it triggers a handover for some connections so as to
move them to a neighbouring cell. Similarly, if too high
interference is detected, a BS may adjust its transmission
power. These procedures can be performed in all the cells
leading to a more uniform traffic distribution and improved
network coverage.
When self-healing is concerned, network faults such as a
coverage hole are considered. However, hardware errors for
example in BBUs are not that uncommon in telecommunication infrastructure. So far, these kind of faults need to
be repaired manually, which is usually expensive, time consuming and causes losses to an operator due to downtime.
A revolutionary concept of self-healing hardware has been
recently proposed in [14]. The proposal of electronic DNA
(eDNA) for hardware is inspired by biological properties and
processes, in particular self-healing ability.
The eDNA architecture consists of a number processing
units, so-called electronic cells (eCells). Some of them implement an independent part of a program called a gene,
whereas others remain empty. Furthermore, every cell has a
copy of a program which is responsible for SON functionalities. In case of a failure, piece of code from a faulty cell is
mapped to one of the idle ones. It triggers self-configuration
behaviour of the cells, as depicted in Fig. 4, so that the execution can be continued. Thanks to this approach chips become
self-aware and are able to control themselves autonomously
by incorporating SON principles, thus increasing robustness
of a system and prolonging its lifetime. This technology
can be applied to numerous use cases and clearly the next
generation telecommunication scenario is one of them.
A next step in self-organisation is introduced by cognitive
approaches [11], where management modules are able to
learn based on current and past observations. This way

Moving towards 5G imposes changes not only in the Radio
Access Network (RAN) but also in the Core Network (CN),
where new approaches to network design are needed to provide connectivity to growing number of users and devices.
The trend is to decouple hardware from software and move
the network functions towards the latter one. Software Defined Networking (SDN) being standardised by Open Networking Foundation (ONF) assumes separation of the control and data plane [15]. Consequently, thanks to centralisation and programmability, configuration of forwarding can
be greatly automated.
Moreover, standardisation efforts aiming at defining Network
Functions Virtualisation (NFV) are conducted by multiple
industrial partners including network operators and equipment vendors within ETSI [16]. Introducing a new software
based solution is much faster than installing an additional
specialised device with a particular functionality.
Both solutions would improve the network adaptability and
make it easily scalable. As a result of simpler operation, one
can expect more dynamic and faster deployment of new network features.
4. SUMMARY
In this paper we presented the current trends in mobile broadband network development. 5G will be a result of standards
convergence, where various technologies complement each
other to reach the common goal of providing ubiquitous service. We analysed important concepts facilitating the growth
of the next generation 5G mobile networks, as well as underlined future directions and research activities in this field.
Clearly, there is an enormous potential in small cell development, followed by technologies leading to reduction of power
consumption and carbon footprint, such as new BS and RAN
architectures. Due to increased traffic demands, we will observe rapid WiFi development, since it has great potential as
supportive technology. Significant changes are observable
also in CN, where software based solutions start to play a
major role.
Most of the solutions presented in this paper are in their early
development stadium. In the next decade significant research
and standardisation efforts will be taken to meet the new network requirements and challenges of 5G. It will lead to a
simpler network architecture, increased network efficiency,
reduced power consumption, and standard-agnostic solutions
providing truly ubiquitous access, thus creating a new fully
integrated wireless future.
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ABSTRACT
Drawing on the social network analysis, this paper
visualized the networks of WiBro and TD-LTE deployment
in the global market. It also compared the two standards’
networks and found three differences: first, widespread
deployment of WiBro in the global market; second, critical
role of China in the TD-LTE network; and third, active
participation of the world’s top telecoms gear vendors in
the TD-LTE deployment. The authors concluded that these
differences can be attributed to the failure of WiBro and
success of TD-LTE, and drew some implications for a
standard policy design. Firms, if trying to successfully
deploy a new technology standard in the global telecoms
market, should consider partnerships with players which
have massive purchasing power, such as China Mobile. For
a government, it may issue a license for the
commercialization of a new standard to telecom service
providers which are least likely to be affected by a possible
cannibalization effect on the operators’ existing standardbased sales.
Keywords— WiBro, TD-LTE, Standard, Network
1. INTRODUCTION
The standard competition between WiBro (Mobile WiMax)
and HSDPA/LTE appears to be over. There is little doubt
that LTE (Long Term Evolution) has become a mainstream
standard in the global mobile telecommunications market.
Mobile WiMax, also referred to as IEEE 802.16e, is a
wireless broadband Internet technology, adopted as one of
the ITU standards in Oct. 2007. Yet in South Korea, a
country that pioneered the WiBro standard, the government
has allowed TD-LTE to be used in the WiBro frequency
spectrum, signaling to the market its admission of the
failure of WiBro [1]. The WiMax Forum also has agreed to
integrate elements of the TD-LTE standard into the
platform, displaying a tacit admission that the telecoms
market has moved on from the WiMax standard [2].
TD-LTE, by contrast, has gained currency,
replacing the WiBro standard in the global mobile telecoms
market. Time-Division Long-Term Evolution (TD-LTE),
also referred to as LTE-TDD, is a 4G mobile telecoms
technology, accepted as one of the ITU standards in Jan.
2012. As of July 2013, 59 TD-LTE networks are in
deployment or planned to be deployed in the global market,
including 18 commercially launched networks [3]. Many of
the Mobile WiMax service providers, such as Clearwire
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(US), UQ (Japan), Yota (Russia), P1 (Malaysia), have
decided to provide the TD-LTE service in the global market.
Against this backdrop, this paper probes into the following
research question. What are the differences between WiBro
and TD-LTE in the deployment process of the standards in
the global market, which can be attributed to the failure of
WiBro and the success of TD-LTE? To this end, this paper
studies the effect of network composition of two standards
(WiBro and TD-LTE) on the success/failure of these
standards. For methodology, the study relies on the social
network analysis to visualize the global networks of WiBro
and TD-LTE and pinpoint key players in the networks.
Furthermore, by comparing the networks of the two
standards, it identifies the differences and discusses
whether such differences are attributing factors for the
failure of WiBro and the success of TD-LTE.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
AND DATA COLLECTION
This paper relies on the social network analysis. It
conceptualizes individuals or firms as nodes and their
relations as lines, visualizes these interactions and assesses
their effects [4]. The idea of social network was taken up by
German social theorists such as Ferdinand Tonnies and
Georg Simmel in their ‘formal sociology,’ “seen as a
sociology of the ‘forms’ of interaction that carry and
contain the diverse subjectively meaningful contents that
motivate the actions of individuals” ([4], p. 8).
The social network analysis has been utilized not
only in the field of sociology, but also in other areas of
study. In the field of business, for instance, social network
concepts such as structural holes have been used to identify
factors affecting the probability of firms and industries.
“Structural holes”, coined by Ronald Burt, exist where
other nodes are connected only through a focal node, and
industries that occupy structural holes are able to control
the flow of information and capitalize on a larger portion of
resources, leading to greater returns [5], [6].
Network composition has been considered a
resource which may confer firms a sustainable competitive
advantage [5], [7]. That is to say, a firm’s competitive
advantage may rest on collaborative relationships its
partners, such as suppliers. In the face of a technological
change, suppliers’ capabilities affect a firm’s performance
[8]. Particularly in industries where network externalities—
the more people use, the more valuable to people—exist,
such as mobile phone industry, a firm’s alliance partnership
holds a critical role in winning a standard war [9], [10].
This means that the network composition of a focal firm
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and its partners, such as suppliers, influences the
success/failure of a standard in the market.
To assess the effect of the network composition of
two standards on the success/failure of these standards, this
paper probes into the global networks of WiBro and TDLTE among telecoms service providers (including Internet
service providers) and telecoms equipment vendors
(excluding chip and terminal vendors). It focuses on the
data of transactions among service providers and vendors,
such as procurement contracts and memorandum of
understanding (MOU) for collaboration. Chip and terminal
vendors are excluded from the scope of analysis, since
those do not usually make direct transactions with service
providers with respect to the deployment of the standards.
For the collection of network data, the authors first
examined industry reports published by the WiMax Forum
and Global TD-LTE Initiative (i.e. global partnerships
among industry stakeholders to promote the standards), and
then identified focal firms holding a critical role in the
global deployment of the standards (mostly equipment
vendors). Anchoring on the focal firms, the paper collected
network data through searching the firms’ homepages,
blogs tailored to WiBro and TD-LTE, and relevant industry
news and reports. For comparison of the two standards, the
temporal boundary of data was set as two years after the
adoption as an ITU standard. For WiBro, it was until 2009,
and for TD-LTE, it was until 2013.
The dataset consists of 251 telecoms service
providers and equipment vendors in total. For WiBro, it
includes 165 telecoms service providers (including Internet
service providers) and 20 equipment vendors. For TD-LTE,
it contains 52 telecoms service providers and 14 equipment
vendors. Internet service providers are included in the
WiBro dataset, since WiBro is a wireless broadband
Internet technology. The dataset does not necessarily
represent an entire web of the global deployment of the two
standards, considering the network data was collected
primarily from focal firms’ transactions that were publicly
available. Yet it is sufficient to visualize the key actors’
networks of WiBro and TD-LTE and analyze the
differences in the global deployment of the two standards.
To minimize selection bias, the authors crosschecked the
list of focal firms and their networks through various
sources, such as industry reports and news articles, and
verified that the numbers of the focal firms’ networks
collected are generally correlated with the market shares of
the focal firms.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Visualization of the Global Networks of WiBro and
TD-LTE Deployment
Drawing on the dataset, the paper visualizes the global
networks of WiBro (Mobile WiMax) and TD-LTE (LTETDD). Figure 1 displays the network of the WiBro
deployment in the global market, whereas Figure 2 exhibits
the TD-LTE network. The size of a node indicates the
number of lines adjacent to the node. Relatively large nodes

are key players in the networks as they are more involved in
the global deployment of the standards.
For Figure 1, the network of WiBro contains 185
nodes. Those consist of 20 telecoms equipment vendors
(cluster at the center), 42 service providers in Europe
(upper left), 51 service providers in Asia (upper right), 5
service providers in Oceania (right), 26 service providers in
North America (lower right), 16 service providers in South
America (lower left), and 25 service providers in Africa
(purple, left).
For Figure 2, the network of TD-LTE includes 66
nodes. Those are comprised of 14 telecoms equipment
vendors (cluster at the center), 17 service providers in
Europe (upper left), 23 service providers in Asia (upper
right), 3 service providers in Oceania (right), 4 service
providers in North America (lower right), 2 service
providers in South America (lower left), 3 service providers
in Africa (left).
3.2. Centralities of the Networks
Table 1 and Table 2 provide the statistic results regarding
centrality. Centrality shows the positions of individual
nodes within the network. Whereas degree centrality
measures the number of neighbors connected to each node,
eigenvector centrality calculates the extent to which each
node is connected to central neighbors.
Degree centrality is defined as:
CD(ni) = d(ni) = Xi+ = ∑
where degree centrality, CD(ni), is equal to the degree of
node i, d(ni), which is calculated by the sum of each row in
the adjacency matrix representing the network [11], [12].
Eigenvector centrality is defined as:
Ci(α, β) = ∑

j

Ri,j

where α is a scaling factor, β reflects the extent to which
you weight the centrality of people ego is tied to, R is the
adjacency matrix, I is the identity matrix and 1 is a matrix
of all ones [13], [14]. For degree centrality, a node holds a
critical role if it has more contacts, and for eigenvector
centrality, it becomes of significance if it has many central
contacts [15].
Table 1 lists top five central telecoms equipment
vendors and top five service providers in the global network
of the WiBro deployment. For vendors, Alvarion, Alcatellucent, Samsung, Motorola, and Huawei are listed as five
most connected firms. Intriguingly, these five firms are
almost coincided with the top five WiBro equipment
vendors in the global market in terms of market share in
2008 and 2009, according to data from Infonetic Research
[16]. This confirms that these five vendors, in deed, are
central actors in the WiBro’s deployment in the global
market. For service providers, Clearwire (US), KT (Korea),
Sprint (US), UQ (Japan) and SK (Korea) are five central
firms.
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Figure 1. Network of WiBro (Mobile WiMax) Deployment in the Global Market (N=185)
Note: 20 Vendors (Cluster at the Center), 40 Service Providers in Europe (Upper Left), 51 Asia (Upper Right), 5 Oceania
(Right), 26 North America (Lower Right), 16 South America (Lower Left), 25 Africa (Left).

Figure 2. Network of TD-LTE (LTE-TDD) Deployment in the Global Market (N=66)
Note: 14 Vendors (Cluster at the Center), 17 Service Providers in Europe (Upper Left), 23 Asia (Upper Right), 3 Oceania
(Right), 4 North America (Lower Right), 2 South America (Lower Left), 3 Africa (Left).
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Table 1. Degree and Eigenvector Centralities of WiBro
Network
Vendors/
Service
Providers
Alvarion
AlcatelLucent
Samsung
Motorola
Huawei
Clearwire
(US)
KT
(Korea)
Sprint
(US)
UQ
(Japan)
SK
(Korea)

Degree

Normalized
Degree

38

20.652

35

19.022

22
19
19

11.957
10.326
10.326

6

3.261

6

3.261

5

2.717

4

2.174

4

2.174

Eigenvector

Normalized
Eigenvector

0.468
0.455

66.174
64.415

0.229
0.05
0.089
0.075

32.451
7.121
12.563
10.629

0.059

8.32

0.08

11.287

0.048

6.812

0.121

17.103

Network Centralization (Degree) = 19.571%

Table 2. Degree and Eigenvector Centralities of TD-LTE
Network
Vendors/
Service
Providers
Huawei
China
Mobile
(China)
Nokia
Siemens
Ericsson
ZTE
AlcatelLucent
Softbank
(Japan)
Mobily
(Saudi
Arabia)
Bharti
AirTel
(India)
STC (Saudi
Arabia)

Normalized
Degree

Degree

Eigenvector

Normalized
Eigenvector

18

27.692

0.395

55.793

16

24.615

0.394

55.735

14

21.538

0.326

46.135

12
9

18.462
13.846

0.260
0.204

36.829
28.905

7

10.769

0.181

25.562

7

10.769

0.247

34.877

5

7.692

0.173

24.512

5

7.692

0.201

28.429

4

6.154

0.192

27.104

Network Centralization (Degree) = 24.038%

It is interesting to note that among the key players in the
WiBro network are Korean firms (i.e. Samsung, KT, SK).
This shows that Korea was not only a forerunner in the
international standardization of WiBro [17], but also a core
player in the penetration of WiBro into the global market.
In Table 2, five central telecoms equipment
companies are Huawei, Nokia Siemens, Ericsson, ZTE and
Alcatel-Lucent, while five central telecoms operators are
China Mobile (China), Softbank (Japan), Mobily (Saudi
Arabia), Bharti AirTel (India) and STC (Saudi Arabia).
Notably, there are three Chinese firms in the list (i.e. China
Mobile, Huawei, ZTE). This demonstrates that China
positions itself at the center of the TD-LTE diffusion in the
global market. Furthermore, the central actor list of TDLTE includes China Mobile and Bharti AirTel, the world’s
largest mobile operator and fourth largest mobile operator
in terms of connections. As of Q1 2013, China Mobile
retains 726.31 million subscribers, whereas Bharti AirTel
259. 84 million [18]. This may help explain the global
attention gravitating toward TD-LTE.
3.3. Findings through the Comparative Analysis
3.3.1. Widespread Deployment of WiBro in the Global
Market
Drawing on the comparison, this paper finds that the
widespread deployment of the standard does not necessarily
assure its success in the global market. The juxtaposition of
the two graphic images of WiBro and TD-LTE networks
indisputably demonstrates that the WiBro standard
extensively permeated into the world’s market for two
years following the approval as an ITU standard in 2007.
This widespread diffusion is, in part, attributable to the fact
that Internet service providers were involved in the WiBro
deployment, since WiBro was originally developed as a
wireless Internet service. Yet despite its global penetration,
WiBro failed to sustain in the market, being replaced by
TD-LTE.
In contrast, TD-LTE has been deployed in limited
regions. It has yet to fully make inroads into the markets of
North America, South America and Africa. For North
America, it is considered due to LTE-FDD which has
established its strongholds in the region. In the US, for
example, the major telecoms carriers, such as Verizon,
AT&T and T-Mobile, already provided LTE-FDD services.
For South America and Africa, their mobile telecoms
markets are not sufficiently mature to commercially launch
the 4G technology in earnest. Notwithstanding its relatively
inadequate deployment, TD-LTE has been recognized as a
potential competitor to LTE-FDD, gaining momentum in
the world’s market [19].
3.3.2. Leading Role of China in the TD-LTE Global
Deployment
By comparing the centralization indices of the two
networks, this paper finds that the TD-LTE network
(24.038%) is more centralized than WiBro’s (19.571%). It
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indicates that the connections of nodes are more
concentrated on a smaller number of the key players on the
top in the global network of TD-LTE deployment. Those
influential players are the Chinese firms, especially China
Mobile and Huawei, demonstrating a prominent role China
played in the penetration of TD-LTE into the global market.
It is notable that China Mobile is one of the top
central actors in the TD-LTE network. China Mobile is the
world’s largest mobile telecom operators. Its enormous
installed base can work as a competitive advantage [20]. In
fact, its massive purchasing power attracts the attention of
equipment vendors across the globe. In June 2013, for
instance, China Mobile launched a massive TD-LTE tender,
i.e. a plan to buy 207,000 base stations, sparking a race
among equipment vendors around the world, including
Ericsson, to grab a slice of the deal [21]. This put an
emphasis on the role of China Mobile in the global
telecoms market.
For WiBro, in contrast, notwithstanding South
Korea’s spearheading role in the international
standardization, other countries’ firms, e.g. Alvarion and
Alcatel-Lucent, more engaged in its global deployment than
the South Korean enterprises, e.g. Samsung, KT and SK.
More interestingly, KT and SK, Korean telecom operators,
held a relatively passive role in the global diffusion of
WiBro, as compared to the commitment of China Mobile in
the TD-LTE deployment.
3.3.3. Vigorous Participation of the World’s Top Telecoms
Equipment Vendors in the TD-LTE Deployment
Huawei, Nokia Siemens, Ericsson, ZTE and Alcatel-Lucent
hold a central role in the TD LTE network. Those firms, in
fact, are the world’s five largest telecoms gear companies,
measured by 2011 revenues [22]. Those companies have
also participated in the Global TD-LTE Initiative (GTI)
Partner Forum, which was launched in 2011 to promote
TD-LTE. This indicates their commitments in the TD-LTE
deployment.
The active engagement of Ericsson, Nokia
Siemens and ZTE in the TD-LTE deployment is, in
particular, notable, as those firms did not take any part in
the WiBro network. The sales revenue of Ericsson in 2010,
for instance, was 203 billion SEK (approx. US$28.42
billion) [23]. This was nearly 380 times larger than that of
Alvarion, the most central actor in the WiBro network [24].
For the number of employees, Ericsson retained 90,261
workers by the end of 2010, over 125 times bigger than that
of Alvarion [23], [25]. This shows that more influential
players are positioned in the TD-LTE network.
Moreover, those firms are keen producers of LTEFDD gear. Technically, TD-LTE and LTE-FDD equipment
share the same hardware platform and high portion of
software module [26]. The compatibility of TD-LTE and
LTE-FDD technology was likely to facilitate the
participation of the global top vendors in the TD-LTE
deployment.

4. DISCUSSION
The comparison of the WiBro and TD-LTE networks first
identifies the widespread deployment of WiBro in the
global market, including South America and Africa. The
price competitiveness and fast data speed of WiBro were
likely to be attributing factors for its global market
penetration, particularly in developing countries. As of
2004, the price of a base station of WiBro was estimated to
be 130 million KRW (approx. US$113,500), which was
cheaper than that of W-CDMA, a 3G mobile telecoms
standard [27]. As for downlink peak data rate, WiBro was
46 Mbit/s, almost twice faster than HSPA, a W-CDMAbased 3.5G technology [28].
Despite its extensive deployment, WiBro cannot
effectively compete with the existing mobile standard
HSDPA/LTE-FDD in the market. It has now been replaced
by TD-LTE. By examining the network of TD-LTE, this
paper confirms China as a central player in its global
deployment. China Mobile’s role is, in particular, essential.
For example, FierceWireless, a European wireless industry
newsletter, reported in Dec. 2013 that telecoms network
vendors, such as Ericsson and Alcatel-Lucent, were
expected to benefit as China Mobile obtained TD-LTE
licenses [29]. It demonstrates that China Mobile’s massive
purchasing power, in effect, draws the world’s top telecom
equipment vendors into the deployment of TD-LTE.
The Korean largest telecom operator SK, in
contrast to the leading role of China Mobile, was rather
passive in the commercialization of WiBro, although Korea
was active in its international standardization. SK
maintained their competitive edge in the Korean market by
focusing on the HSDPA standard, a competing technology
with WiBro. This incumbent firm was concerned about the
introduction of voice services into WiBro due to its
potential cannibalization effect on the existing HSDPAbased services [30]. In fact, the absence of voice service
was regarded a critical hindrance to WiBro market
revitalization [31]. Experts also believes a lack of
incumbent firms’ engagement is a critical factor
contributing to the failure of WiBro in the Korean market
[32]. This case is consistent with Herderson’s finding that
incumbent firms are significantly less productive than
entrants in their attempts to introduce radical innovation for
fear of cannibalizing their existing technologies [33]. This
provides an implication for a government which attempts to
successfully launch a new technology standard in the
mobile telecoms market. It should take into consideration a
possible cannibalization effect on firms’ existing
technology-based sales, and issue a service license, drawing
on the standard, to telecom operators which are least likely
to be affected by such an effect.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH PLAN
This study, relying on the social network analysis,
visualized the networks of WiBro and TD-LTE deployment
in the global market. It also made a comparison between the
two standards’ networks and identified three differences:
first, widespread deployment of WiBro in the global market;
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second, critical role of China in the TD-LTE network; and
third, active participation of the world’s top telecoms gear
vendors in the TD-LTE deployment. From analyzing these
differences, this paper drew some implications for a
standard policy design. Firms, if trying to successfully
deploy a new technology standard in the global telecoms
market, should consider partnerships with players which
have massive purchasing power, such as China Mobile. For
a government, it may issue a license for the
commercialization of a new standard to telecom service
providers which are least likely to be affected by a possible
cannibalization effect on the operators’ existing standardbased sales.
For a future research, in-depth interviews with
people who engaged in the deployment of WiBro and TDLTE in the global network are needed to validate this
paper’s finding and complement some of the factors the
authors might have missed. It should focus on drawing
more implications for a standard policy design.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

We perceive emerging developments in information and
communication technologies (ICTs) in various areas of our
dynamic live. The concept of getting services and
applications “any time” and “any place” imposes the
corresponding development in cellular networks. The rapid
worldwide deployment of 4G LTE networks and increasing
demand for new services are the key ICT trends that
highlight the need for future improvements in technologies
underling LTE. Although 3GPP concentrates all
standardization activities in LTE, ITU-T recommendations
reflect the main quality of service (QoS) requirements in
ICTs. Nevertheless, not all QoS related ITU-T
recommendations (i.e. E.800–E.899, G.1000–G.1999,
Y.1500–Y.1599, Y.2100–Y.2199 series) correspond to
today’s variety of products and services provided by
cellular networks. This fact raises the need for updates in
these recommendations. In this paper, we explore QoS
measures specific to LTE services adaptively occupying
radio resources. This so-called pre-emption process
assumes the service degradation as well as service
interruption. We propose a pre-emption based radio
admission control (RAC) model for two resource
demanding video services – video conferencing and video
on demand. We apply teletraffic and queuing theories to get
a recursive algorithm for calculating its performance
measures, namely, blocking probability, pre-emption
probability, and mean bit rate

Recently 4G cellular wireless broadband networks have
witnessed rapid development [1]. LTE and LTE-Advanced
networks deployment is inseparably linked with
maintaining the quality of service (QoS) and enhancing
customer base. Meeting the corresponding radio resource
related requirements is the primarily aim of the radio
resource management (RRM). Managing radio resources
encompasses the radio admission control (RAC), dynamic
resource allocation, inter-cell interference coordination
(ICIC), etc. RAC schemes are closely related to the types of
services
provided
to
customers.
The
3GPP
recommendations (TS 36.300, TS 23.401, TS 23.203) for
LTE and LTE-Advanced networks specify nine service
classes (QoS class identifier, QCI) that differ in terms of the
priority level (Allocation and Retention Priority, ARP), bitrate, and packet error loss.
According to 3GPP TS 23.203: “The range of the ARP
priority level is 1 to 9 with 1 as the highest level of priority.
The pre-emption capability information defines whether a
service data flow can get resources that were already
assigned to another service data flow with a lower priority
level. The pre-emption vulnerability information defines
whether a service data flow can lose the resources assigned
to it in order to admit a service data flow with a higher
priority level. The resource type determines if dedicated
network resources related to a service Guaranteed Bit Rate
(GBR) value are permanently allocated”. The GBR service
could be provided not only on one value GBR but also on
any rate from a GBR value to a maximum bit rate (MBR)
value.
From the above 3GPP definition of “pre-emption” it is
evident that assigning radio resources expense of lower
priority services could be realized through the service
degradation, at best, or through service interruption, at
worst. Unfortunately, the 3GPP recommendations do not
specify RAC schemes, and operators have to develop and
select an optimal scheme accounting for the service level
agreement. Researchers have proposed various RAC
schemes [2–6] with different approaches to pre-empting.

Keywords— LTE, video conferencing, video on
demand, radio admission control, pre-emption, service
degradation, service interruption, QoS, blocking
probability, pre-emption probability, mean bit rate,
teletraffic theory, queuing theory
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Nevertheless, the basic principle of service depredating and
interrupting holds.
The admission control is realized on the bit rate basis [2–4]
or on the cell load basis [5,6]. Pre-emption algorithms
optimize some objective function, i.e. maximize the number
of users in a cell [2] or minimize the number of users
perceiving service degradation [3]. In turn, the service
degradation could be specific to a particular service class
[4] or egalitarian to them [5]. Service interrupting generally
goes with service degradation and represents the so-called
second phase of pre-empting [4,5]. The performance
analysis of RAC schemes requires mathematical methods,
primarily, mathematical teletraffic and queuing theories [7].
These methods are widely applied for modelling and
analysing not only the last mentioned RAC problem [8,9],
but also dynamic resource allocation [10] and ICIC [11]
problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we propose a multi-rate model of a pre-emption
based RAC scheme for two GBR services: video
conferencing (QCI = 2, multicast multi-rate, higher priority)
and video on demand (QCI = 4, unicast, lower priority). In
Section 3, we derive a recursive algorithm for the main
performance measures. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 4.
2. PRE-EMPTION BASED RAC MODEL
2.1. Model Parameters
We consider a single cell with a total capacity of C
bandwidth units (b.u.) supporting two GBR services:
multicast video conferencing (VC) service and unicast
video on demand (VoD) service. The VoD service is
provided on single GBR d b.u. Without loss of generality,
we assume d = 1 b.u. The VC service is a multi-rate
service, i.e. its bit rate can adaptively change from a
maximum value of b1 b.u. to a minimum value of bK b.u.

according to a given set of values b1 > … > bk > … > bK
that depends on the cell load expressed in the number of
users.
Let arrival rates λ [1/time unit] (VC) and ν [1/time unit]
(VoD) be Poisson distributed and let the service time be
exponentially distributed with means μ −1 [1/time unit]
(VC) and κ −1 [1/time unit] (VoD). Then we denote the
corresponding offered loads as ρ = λ / μ and a = ν / κ .
2.2. RAC Scheme

VC service is not provided to users on bit rate bk ,
k = 1,… , K .
The VC priority level is higher than the VoD one. First, this
fact is realized by the adaptive change of VC bit rate.
Second, the admission control is achieved such that a new
VC request is accepted by the so-called pre-emption owing
to the lack of free cell resources. Pre-empting refers to the
release of cell resources occupied by VoD service (Figure
1). VoD users to be interrupted are selected randomly.

Figure 1. Multi-rate model of RAC scheme
Given the above considerations, when a new VC request
arrives, two scenarios are possible.
1. The VC request will be accepted on bit rate bk and the
number of VoD users will not be changed, which is
possible if the request finds the cell having greater than
or equal to bk b.u. free, k = 1,… , K .
2. The VC request will be accepted on bit rate bK and
bK − ( C − n ) VoD users will be pre-empted, which is
possible if the request finds the cell having less than bK
b.u. free and n VoD users.
Similarly, when a new VoD request arrives, three scenarios
are possible:
1. The VoD request will be accepted on bit rate d = 1 b.u.,
which is possible if the request finds the cell having
greater than or equal to d = 1 b.u. free.
2. The VoD request will be accepted on bit rate d = 1 b.u.,
which is possible if the request finds the cell having less
than d = 1 b.u. free and VC service is provided at least
to one user on bit rate greater than or equal to bk b.u.,
k = 1,… , K − 1 .
3. The VoD request will be blocked without any aftereffect on the corresponding Poisson process arrival rate.
2.3. Example

Let us introduce the following notations:
n ∈ {0,1,..., ⎣C / d ⎦} = {0,1,..., C} – number of VoD users
( d = 1 b.u.);

m = ( m1 ,..., mK ) – state of a multicast session, where mk
can be equal to 1 if session is active, i.e. multicast VC
service is provided at least to one user on bit rate bk , or mk
can be equal to 0 if the session is not active, i.e. multicast

We comment the main principles of model functioning with
the aid of the following example (Figure 2). Consider a
single cell with a total capacity of C = 5 b.u. supporting
VC and VoD services. The bit rates are b1 = 3 b.u., K = 1
and d = 1 b.u.
At time t0 VC service is provided at least to one user, VoD
service is provided to two users and the cell does not have
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free resources. At time t1 the providing of VC service is
finished and the cell has three b.u. free. At time t2 and t3
arrived VoD requests are accepted for service and the cell
has one b.u. free. Finally, at time t4 an arrived VC request
is accepted for service due to pre-empting of two VoD
users.

b1
b=

C − b1

K

C − bk

n =0
C − b1

k =2

n = C − bk −1 +1
C − bk

n =0

k = 2 n =C −bk −1 +1

∑ p ( e1 , n ) + ∑ bk
∑ p ( e1 , n ) + ∑

UTIL ⋅ C =
+

K

∑

∑

p (ek , n )
,

(4)

p ( ek , n )
C

∑ c ( m, n ) ⋅ p ( m, n ) = ∑ n ⋅ p ( 0, n ) +

( m , n )∈X

n =1

C − b1

K

∑ ( b1 + n ) ⋅ p ( e1 , n ) + ∑

n=0

C − bk

∑

k = 2 n = C − bk −1 +1

(5)

( bk + n ) ⋅ p ( ek , n ),

where c ( m, n ) is the capacity occupied, when the system is

in state ( m, n ) :

m = 0, n = 0,… , C ,
⎧ n,
c ( m, n ) = ⎨
⎩bk + n, m = e k , n = 0,… , C − bk , k = 1,… , K .
It could be simply proofed that the process representing the
system states is not a reversible Markov process and to
determine the system probability distribution we need to get
a recursive algorithm.

Figure 2. Pre-emption – service degradation
and service interruption

3. RECURSIVE ALGORITHM
FOR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

2.4. State Space and Performance Measures

According to the above considerations, we denote the state
of the system as ( m, n ) := ( m1 ,… , mK , n ) and the system
state space as
X := {( m, n ) : m = 0, n = 0,… , C , m = e1 , n = 0,… , C − b1 ,
m = e k , n = C − bk −1 + 1,… , C − bk , k = 2,… , K } ,

(

k

(1)

)

The process representing the system states is described by
the state transition diagram shown in Figure 3. It seems
only possible to determine the system probability
distribution p ( m, n ) , ( m, n ) ∈ X by means of numerical
methods for solving systems of equilibrium equations
(Appendix, A.1).
Having found probability distribution p ( m, n ) , ( m, n ) ∈ X
of the multi-rate model of the RAC scheme for VC and
VoD services, one may compute its performance measures,
notable blocking probability B and pre-emption
probability Π for VoD service, mean bit rate b for VC
service and utilization factor UTIL of the cell, i.e. mean
load per bandwidth unit

Π=
+

b − C − n −1
Cn K−1 ( )
λ
p ( 0, n ) +
b −( C − n )
n =C −bK +1 λ + ν + nκ Cn K

(2)

∑

λ
λ + Cκ

p ( 0, C ) ,

to

(1, n ) ,

(3)

(6)

n : ( e k , n ) ∈ X , k = 1,… , K } .

3.2. Recursive Algorithm
To derive the recursive algorithm we use the approach
based on partitioning the system state space. State space (6)
is partitioned for number n of VoD users
Y = {( m, n ) ∈ Y : n = 0} ∪ {( m, n ) ∈ Y : n > 0}.
The first space includes the states through which we
express the probabilities of states of the second space. For
this purpose, we use the system of equilibrium equations
which one can find in the Appendix, A.2.
We denote the unnormalized probability that the system is
in state ( m, n ) as q ( m, n ) . Given the above considerations,
probabilities

C −1

CCbK−1−1
CCbK

Since the state of a multicast session can be equal to 0 or to
1, we simplify the model transforming it to a stochastic
equivalent model (Figure 4). We denote the state of the
system as ( m, n ) and the system state space (1) transforms

Y = {( 0, n ) , n : ( 0, n ) ∈ X ,

where ek = 0,… , 0,1, 0,… , 0 is the unit vector.

B = p ( 0, C ) + p ( e K , C − bK ) ,

3.1. Stochastic Equivalent Model

q ( m, n ) ,

n>0

linearly

depend

on

probabilities q ( 0, 0 ) and q (1, 0 ) , and can be computed as
follows
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Figure 3. State transition diagram
q ( 0, 0 ) = 1,

ν

α 0,C −1 − α 0,C
q (1, 0 ) = λ + Cκ
,
ν
β 0,C −
β0,C −1
λ + Cκ
q ( m, n ) = α mn + β mn ⋅ q (1,0 ) ,

( m, n ) ∈ X \ {( 0, 0 ) , (1, 0 )} ,

where coefficients α mn and β mn are calculated by
recursive formulae:
α 00 = 1, β 00 = 0, α10 = 0, β10 = 1,

α 01 =

υ +λ
μ
λ
υ+μ
, β 01 = − , α11 = − , β11 =
,
κ
κ
κ
κ

1
(α 01 + ( n − 1) ) α0,n −1 + β01α1,n−1 − aα0,n −2 ,
n
n = 2,… , C − bK + 1,

α 0n =

(

)

1
(α 01 + ( n − 1) ) β0,n −1 + β01β1,n −1 − aβ0,n −2 ,
n
n = 2,… , C − bK + 1,

β0n =

(

)

1
( β11 + ( n − 1) ) α1,n −1 + α11α 0,n −1 − aα1,n − 2 ,
n
n = 2,… , C − bK ,

α1n =

(

)

1
( β11 + ( n − 1) ) β1,n −1 + α11β0,n −1 − aβ1,n − 2 ,
n
n = 2,… , C − bK ,

β1n =

(

)

1
(α 01 + ( n − 1) )α 0,n −1 − aα 0,n − 2 ,
n
n = C − bK + 2,… , C ,

α 0n =

(

)

Figure 4. State transition diagram
for stochastic equivalent model

1
(α 01 + ( n − 1) ) β0,n −1 − aβ0,n −2 ,
n
n = C − bK + 2,… , C.

β0n =

(

)
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3.3. Performance Measures

The above recursive algorithm allows us to find probability
distribution P ( m, n ) = q ( m, n ) ∑ q ( i, j ) , ( m, n ) ∈ Y of
( i , j )∈Y

the stochastic equivalent model. Finally, one could compute
its performance measures, notable blocking probability B
(2), pre-emption probability Π (3), mean bit rate b (4),
and utilization factor UTIL (5):
B = P ( 0, C ) + P (1, C − bK ) ,

Π=

(7)

bK − C + n
λ
P ( 0, n ) +
n
n =C −bK +1 λ + ν + nκ
C −1

∑

λ

bK
+
P ( 0, C ) ,
λ + Cκ C
b1
b=

C −b1

C −bk

K

∑ P (1, n ) + ∑ bk

n =0

k =2
C −bK

∑

n =0

∑

n = C −bk −1 +1

(8)
Figure 5. Blocking probability for VoD service
( C = 50 Mbps , b1 = 8 Mbps , b2 = 6 Mbps , b3 = 4 Mbps ,

μ −1 = 1 hour , κ −1 = 2 hours )

P (1, n )
,

(9)

P (1, n )

C

C −b1

n =1

n =0

UTIL ⋅ C = ∑ nP ( 0, n ) + ∑ ( b1 + n ) P (1, n ) +
K

+∑

C −bk

∑

k = 2 n = C −bk −1 +1

(10)

( bk + n ) P (1, n ).

3.4. Numerical Example

Let us consider an example of a single cell supporting VC
and VoD services to illustrate the performance measures
defined above. We numerically analyze the effect of
increasing the popularity of multicast service (i.e. video
conferencing) and corresponding changes in the quality of
service of unicast service (i.e. video on demand). Note that
the users of LTE networks got the possibility to consume
multicast services with the inclusion of MBMS
(Multimedia Multicast Broadcast Service) subsystem in
SAE (System Architecture Evolution). Thus, the
performance analysis of the pre-emption based RAC
scheme for VC and VoD services is performed under the
conditions of different VC popularity expressed in the ratio
of VC arrival rate to the total arrival rate.
Let us consider a cell with total capacity of C = 50 Mbps .

Figure 6. Pre-emption probability for VoD service
( C = 50 Mbps , b1 = 8 Mbps , b2 = 6 Mbps , b3 = 4 Mbps ,

μ −1 = 1 hour , κ −1 = 2 hours )

The bit rates are b1 = 8 Mbps , b2 = 6 Mbps , b3 = 4 Mbps ,
and d = 2 Mbps . Assume that mean service times are

μ −1 = 1 hour and κ −1 = 2 hours . By changing the offered
load ρ + a from 0 to 10, we compute blocking probability
B (2, 7, Figure 5), pre-emption probability Π (3, 8, Figure
6), mean bit rate b (4, 9, Figure 7), and utilization factor
UTIL (5, 10, Figure 8).

Figure 7. Mean bit rate for VC service ( C = 50 Mbps ,

b1 = 8 Mbps , b2 = 6 Mbps , b3 = 4 Mbps , d = 2 Mbps

μ −1 = 1 hour , κ −1 = 2 hours )
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K

+ ( n + 1) κ ∑ I {m = e k , n < C − bk } p ( ek , n + 1) +
+ ( n + 1) κ

k =1
K −1

∑ I {m = ek , n = C − bk } p ( ek +1 , n + 1) +

k =1

bK

+ λ I {m = e K , n = C − bK } ∑ p ( 0, C − bK + i ) +
i =1

K

+ λ ∑ I {m = ek } p ( 0, n ) +ν I {m = 0, n > 0} p ( 0, n − 1) +
k =1

+ν I {m = e1 , n > 0} p ( e1 , n − 1) +
+ν
Figure 8. Utilization factor ( C = 50 Mbps , b1 = 8 Mbps ,

b2 = 6 Mbps , b3 = 4 Mbps , μ −1 = 1 hour , κ −1 = 2 hours )
It is obvious that the growth of the cell load results in
increasing blocking probability, pre-emption probability
and utilization factor, but in decreasing mean bit.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed an admission control problem
for a multi-service LTE radio network, and we presented a
new multi-rate model for two guaranteed bit rate services:
video conferencing and video on demand. The RAC
scheme is based on the VC quality degradation from a high
to standard definition. The scheme assumes that a VC user
can pre-empt high definition VoD users. Because the
process representing the system states is not a reversible
Markov process, we propose the recursive algorithm to
calculate the system probability distribution by means of
which we analyze the main model performance measures.
An interesting task for future studies is the formation of a
simulation model for verification the accuracy of the
results.
APPENDIX

+ν

K

+ λ ∑ I {m = 0, C − bk −1 < n ≤ C − bk } +
k =2

K

+ν I {m = 0, n < C} + ν ∑ I {m = e k , n < C − bk } +
k =1

+ν

K −1

K

k =1

k =1

∑ I {m = ek , n = C − bk } + μ ∑ I {m = ek } +

K
⎞
+ nκ I {m = 0, n > 0} + nκ ∑ I {m = ek , n > 0} ⎟ p ( m, n ) =
⎠
k =1
= μ I {m = 0, n ≤ C − b1} p ( e1 , n ) +
K

+ μ ∑ I {m = 0, C − bk −1 < n ≤ C − bk } p ( ek , n ) +
k =2

k =2
K

∑ I {m = ek , n = C − bk −1 + 1} p ( ek −1 , n − 1),

k =2

( m, n ) ∈ X .
A.2. System of Equilibrium Equations for Stochastic
Equivalent Model
P(0, 0) ( λ + v ) = P(0,1)κ + P(1, 0) μ ,
P(1, 0) ( μ + v ) = P (0, 0)λ + P(1,1)κ ,

P(0, n) ( v + λ + nκ ) = P(0, n + 1)(n + 1)κ +
+ P(0, n − 1)v + P(1, n) μ , n = 1,… , C − bK ,
P(1, n) ( v + μ + nκ ) = P (1, n + 1)(n + 1)κ +
+ P(0, n)λ + P(1, n − 1)v , n = 1,… , C − bK − 1 ,
P(1, C − bK ) ( μ + (C − bK )κ ) =
C

= P(1, C − bK − 1)v + λ ∑

P (0, n) ,

n = C −bK

P(0, n) ( v + λ + (n − 1)κ ) = P (0, n + 1)(n + 1)κ + ,
+ P (0, n − 1)v , n = C − bK + 1,… , C − 1 ,
P(0, C ) ( λ + Cκ ) = P(0, C − 1)v .
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ABSTRACT
The lack of interoperability between 2G standards
motivated the Radio Sector of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU-R) to become involved in
the standardisation process of personal mobile
telecommunication. The efforts of the ITU-R ended with a
family of six radio interfaces called International Mobile
Telecommunication-2000 (IMT-2000) and two radio
interfaces called IMT-Advanced that collectively constitute
3G and 4G standards respectively.
This paper argues that the IMT standardisation process has
created a new type of technology neutrality that is limited
to the IMT standards. Moreover, it is shown that the
industry and ITU-R have different perceptions on the
categorisation of technologies in terms of being 2G, 3G or
4G. In addition, it is argued that there has been indirect
link between the spectrum and the IMT standards.
However, the ITU-R took several steps to encourage
regulators to allow spectrum re-farming. This paper shows
also how the ITU-R set the framework for both cooperation
and competition between the different technologies
proponents.
Keywords— Spectrum, IMT-2000, Standardisation,
ITU-R, Re-Farming
1. INTRODUCTION
A main element of any spectrum management policy is
technology selection. Within this element, national
regulators may force operators to deploy a standardised
technology where standardisation refers to the level of
specification of allocated services such as transmitter
power, channelization, and interoperability [1]. Other
regulators may adopt a neutral position with regard to
technology selection where neutrality implies not imposing
nor discriminating in favour of the use of a particular type
of technology [2].
The Radio Sector of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU-R) has been involved in two aspects of
personal mobile communication systems, namely defining
the standards and frequency arrangements related to these
systems [3]. The involvement of the ITU-R in the
standardisation process was mainly in response to the
formulation of several national and regional standards
bodies that were perceived as a threat to the role of the ITU
in setting international telecommunications standards [4].

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

Regarding personal mobile telecommunication systems, the
lack of interoperability between 2G standards motivated the
ITU-R to become more involved in the standardisation
process of these systems [5] In addition, it was clear that
the mobile market became quite large and more worldwide
rather than national or regional [6] which called for a global
effort towards a worldwide 3G standard.
This paper examines the regulatory and technology
implications of the IMT standardisation and spectrum
identification processes within the ITU-R. Firstly, the paper
discusses the regulatory implication with respect to the
position of national regulators towards technology
neutrality and spectrum re-farming. Secondly, it assesses
the impact of these processes on 3G and 4G technology
developments. To do so, the paper analyses the ITU-R
activities on these issues in the various working parties and
previous World Radiocommunication Conference (WRCs).
Moreover, the paper traces the development of 3G and 4G
technologies. The paper draws mainly on secondary data
from the ITU-R documents regarding IMT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section two
explores the IMT standardisation and spectrum
identification processes. Sections three and four examine
the impact of IMT standardisation on technology selection
and of IMT spectrum identification on spectrum re-farming
respectively. Section five discusses the influence of IMT
standardisation on the development of 3G and 4G
technologies and then section six concludes.
2. IMT STANDARDISATION AND SPECTRUM
IDENTIFICATION
The first step of the ITU standardisation activities on 3G
technologies was in the 1980’s where the concept of
FPLMTS (Future Public Land Mobile Telecommunication
System) was discussed in the ITU-R (Formerly
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR)). That
was mainly due to the support of the European countries
which seek to have successor to the GSM system [7]. More
specifically, the ITU-R Task Group 8/1 was formed in 1985
to define a framework for FPLMTS services [8]. The name
FPLMTS
was
renamed
IMT-2000
by
the
Radiocommunication Assembly prior to the WARC-97 [9].
The ITU-R invited applicants for IMT-2000 radio
transmission technologies in 1997 and ten terrestrial
proposals were submitted in 1998 [10]. Among these
proposals, five radio interfaces were approved to be part of
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the IMT-2000 standards, namely WCDMA, CDMA 2000,
TD-SCDMA, EDGE, and DECT [11]. The main key
requirements of IMT-2000 were set to provide data rates up
to 2 Mbit/s [12]. A few years later in 2006, the IEEE
submitted a proposal to include the WiMAX standard
named as IP-OFDMA into the IMT-2000 family of
standards [13].
While the WiMAX proposal was approved as a new
terrestrial radio interface for IMT-2000, there were
opposition from China and Germany and several industry
bodies [14]. More specifically, several industry bodies
(mostly from competing technologies) expressed that
compliance of WiMAX with the minimum performance
capabilities of IMT-2000 needs to be further handled.
Therefore, a special meeting was held in August 2007 to
meet the concerns related to the inclusion of WiMAX [15].
The meeting ended up with Germany and China still having
some concerns but with the majority of the attendants
supporting the inclusion. The ITU Radiocommunication
Assembly (RA-07) agreed in October 2007 to officially
include WiMAX to the IMT-2000 family [16].
Regarding 4G standards, the ITU–R announced its
invitation for the submission of proposals for candidate
radio interface technologies for the terrestrial components
of IMT-Advanced in 2008 [17]. The main key feature of
IMT-Advanced was set to be providing enhanced peak data
rates up to 100 Mbit/s for high and 1 Gbit/s for low
mobility [18]. There were six different proposals containing
two main technologies namely IEEE (IEEE 802.16m) and
3GPP (LTE Release 10) [19]. Later, these six proposals
were consolidated into the two IMT-Advanced technologies
namely, LTE-Advanced and WirelessMAN-Advanced [20].
These two technology standards were submitted to the RA12 and were agreed by the ITU-R member states [21]. The
LTE-Advanced standard was identified as LTE Release 10
and beyond, while the WirelessMAN-Advanced standard
was identified as IEEE 802.16m [22].
It is worth mentioning that the ITU-R is currently working
on what can be called 5G by developing the framework and
overall objectives of the future development of IMT for the
year 2020 and beyond [23]. In addition, the ITU-R has
recently provided a global perspective on the future
spectrum requirement estimate for terrestrial IMT [24].
Furthermore, the ITU-R has assessed the global mobile
broadband deployments and forecasts for IMT systems over
the next decade (2012-2022) [25]. Moreover, the ITU-R,
recognising the importance of the timely availability of
spectrum for the deployment of IMT systems, will discuss
in the coming WRC-15 the potential additional candidate
frequency bands [26].
The IMT standardisation process has been associated with
identifying spectrum for the use of IMT standards by the
ITU-R. The first step with this regard was when the
European countries called for allocation for FPLMTS in the
mobile WARC of 1987 (MOB-87) but the issue was
postponed until WARC-92. During WARC-92, countries
such as the US opposed allocating new frequencies for
FPLMTS [7]. Eventually, the conference identified the
bands 1885-2025 MHz and 2110-2200 MHz for countries
wishing to implement FPLMTS [27]. At WRC-2000 more

frequency bands were identified for the use of IMT-2000
including 806-960 MHz, 1710-1850 MHz, 2500-2690 MHz
[28, 29]. In addition, at the WRC-07, the following
frequency bands were identified for IMT: 450-470 MHz,
698-806/862 MHz, 2.3-2.4 GHz, and 3.4-3.6 GHz [30, 31].
WRC-12 decided also to allocate the 694-790 MHz
frequency band in Region 1 to mobile service on a coprimary basis with broadcasting service [32].
3. IMPACT OF IMT STANDARDISATION ON
TECHNOLOGY SELECTION
In general, there are different perspectives on the role of
governments in standards setting. While the US prefers to
let the market handles the standardisation process, China
and the EU usually intervene to have their say [33]. This is
also the case for the impact of IMT standardisation process
on regulator’s decision with regard to technology selection.
For some regulators, mandating that selection of
technologies to be from the IMT family of standards is an
application of technology neutrality as no specific IMT
standard is chosen. On the other hand, other regulators
believe that neutrality means not imposing any particular
technology including the IMT standards on operators. In all
cases, the ITU does not have the authority to enforce any
particular standard on any country. However, there is still a
clear influence on regulator’s decision to be assessed.
For instance, in Europe where the GSM standard was
mandatory for operators [34], there was a discussion over
whether bands identified for IMT-2000 could be used for
technologies other than IMT-2000. This was mainly due to
pressure from the European Commission (EC) to apply
technology neutrality. Furthermore, the Electronic
Communications Committee (ECC), which is one of the
CEPT bodies, explained that designating a band for a
particular use does not preclude adopting other technologies
but it implies that “countries are obliged to make spectrum
available for a harmonised application if market demand
‘is great enough to exclude other services and applications’
” [35]. Eventually, the EC could not reach consensus
between its member states on allowing non IMT-2000,
including WiMAX at that time, to use IMT-2000 identified
spectrum such as the 2.5 GHz in Europe [36]. On the other
hand, Japan took the position that the 2.5 GHz band will be
reserved for non IMT-2000 technologies [37]. Other
countries were more specific regarding the selection from
the IMT standards. In Hong Kong, the award of a standard
specific CDMA2000 license was announced [38], while in
China, the government has assigned each of the three
operators a particular standard (TD-SCDMA, CDMA 2000,
and WCDMA) [39].
In all cases, it is argued that the IMT standardisation
process has created a new type of technology neutrality that
is limited to the IMT standards. In other words, the IMT
family of standards provided national regulators with a
third choice regarding technology selection in addition to
being neutral or to imposing specific standardised
technologies which is being neutral within the IMT family
of standards. This has enabled regulators to provide
sufficient flexibility to the market regarding technology
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selection and obviated the need for specifying particular
technology characteristics as part of the license [40].
The IMT standardisation process has shown also that the
industry and ITU-R have different perceptions on the
categorisation of technologies in terms of being 2G, 3G or
4G. More specifically, while according to the ITU-R, IMT2000 is equivalent to 3G, this is not necessarily the case for
industry. For instance, although EDGE is part of the IMT2000 family of radio interfaces, it is not considered by the
industry as a 3G technology [41]. Moreover, the first
releases of CDMA2000 was considered by some as not one
of the real 3G technologies although it is part of the IMT2000 family of standards [42].
The emergence of the IMT-advanced family of standards
caused a similar debate on the categorisation of 3G and 4G
technologies. The issue is that IMT-2000 standards
encompass their enhancements and future developments
[43] and some of the IMT-2000 radio interfaces have
evolved to achieve capabilities that are similar to the IMTAdvanced [44]. For instance, LTE Release 10 is part of the
IMT-2000 radio interfaces and it supports up to 3 Gbit/s in
the downlink which is way beyond the initial capabilities of
IMT-2000 [45]. Moreover, LTE Release 10 and 11 are also
part of the IMT-Advanced radio interfaces [46]. It is worth
mentioning that the IMT Advanced standards have been
called by the ITU as the true 4G technologies [47].

allocated to mobile service to IMT-2000 [50]. The decision
aimed at encouraging the evolution of first and second
generation mobile systems to IMT-2000 in their operating
frequencies [28].
The ITU-R has also contributed to achieving a long delayed
harmonisation between the ITU-R three regions in the UHF
band when the WRC-12 allocated the 694-790 MHz band
to the mobile except aeronautical mobile service in Region
1 [32]. This would resolve the historical incompatible
deployment of CDMA and GSM networks in the UHF band
globally [51].
Furthermore, ITU-R made the differentiation between IMT2000 (3G) and IMT-Advanced (4G) become less distinct
when WRC-07 decided to combine the identification of
spectrum for IMT-Advanced and IMT-2000 into a single
category: IMT [43]. In other words, the decision allowed
both of IMT-2000 and IMT-advanced radio interfaces to
get access to the entire spectrum identified for IMT.
Therefore, in theory, operators should be able to introduce
technologies such as LTE in bands licensed for 3G services.
In addition, it is argued that identifying several spectrum
bands for IMT during the last WRCs and the capability of
the IMT standards to operate in most of these spectrum
bands have broken the link between technologies and
spectrum. It has also encouraged regulators to allow
spectrum re-farming.

4. IMPACT OF IMT SPECTRUM IDENTIFICATION
ON SPECTRUM RE-FARMING

5. IMPACT OF IMT STANDARDISATION ON
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Allocating spectrum to the different radiocommunication
services is the main responsibility of the ITU-R [48]. These
services include the mobile service which the IMT
standards operate within. However, it is rare in the ITU-R
radio regulation to allocate spectrum bands to specific
applications or technologies. In the early stages of IMT
development, there was a debate at the WARC-92 on
whether to allocate or identify spectrum for FPLMTS. The
use of the word “identify” was opposed by several countries
as it would give strong indication of allocation. Eventually,
the words “identified” and “allocated” were replaced by
“intended for use” [7].
It should be noted that the name ‘IMT-2000’ was chosen to
reflect that the service would use the 2 GHz spectrum band
and be available in the 2000s [49]. Therefore, it could be
argued that there has been indirect link between the
spectrum and IMT standards. In other words, the IMT-2000
sent signals to the market that 3G to be deployed in the 2
GHz band. This could be one of the reasons why the 3G
licenses that were awarded at the early 2000s received large
bids as a result of the fear of operators that they will not be
able to get the required spectrum to provide 3G services.
The issue is that the existence of the IMT-2000 family of
standards has enabled several regulators to differentiate
between 2G and 3G in terms of allocated spectrum and to
tag particular spectrum bands as 3G bands.
However, the ITU-R made an important step in enabling
the re-farming of spectrum in bands perceived by many as
being 2G related. That was when the WRC-2000 resolved
to identify the band 806-960 MHz which was already

The ITU vision at the early stages of IMT standardisation
was to choose a single global standard for mobile
communications mainly to achieve economies of scales.
More specifically, the main goal was to “communicate
anywhere-anytime offering a seamless operation of mobile
terminals worldwide” [5]. Initially, there were views that
this one global standard should be WCDMA [34].
However, it was not possible to obtain consensus on this
and the process of choosing technologies for IMT-2000
ended up with several technologies instead of one for
several reasons. These include intellectual property issues,
the support of the US to technology neutrality [34], and the
inability to agree on a single domestic standard in Japan [6].
The ITU eventually focused on harmonising the different
3G standards instead of having a single standard [52].
While the IMT-2000 standardisation process ended up with
six different technology standards, only three of them were
dominant in terms of market deployment, namely, TDSCDMA, CDMA 2000 and WCDMA [53]. Moreover,
although the IMT-advanced family of standards
accommodates two technology standards, LTE Advanced
dominates the market instead of WiMAX Advanced [53].
Therefore, it seems that eventually the aim or the vision of
the ITU to have one single global standard for mobile
communication has been achieved.
Figure 1. illustrates the role of ITU in the standardisation
process of 3G and 4G mobile technologies and how it
eventually participated into the dominance of a single
mobile technology.
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may lead to the IMT-2000 spectrum being unutilised due to
the slow adoption of IMT-2000 standards [58]. This
opposition against the WiMAX from the IMT-2000 camp
motivated the WiMAX proponents to submit a proposal to
be part of the IMT-2000 family of standards.
Therefore, it is argued that the ITU helped in accelerating
the competition between the different technology
developers. More specifically, the main competitive
advantage of WiMAX during its early stage of development
was being based on OFDMA which was the next step for
the existing technological standards at that time such as
LTE [13]. This motivated the 3GPP camp to conclude the
work on LTE. In addition, the main key requirements of
IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced to provide data rates up to
2Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s respectively [12, 18] were ambitious
at that time and raised the bar for the competing
technologies [47].
One other element should be considered while evaluating
the role of the IMT standardisation process in reaching such
one single global standard for mobile communications. This
is that the different generations of mobile communications
(1G, 2G, and 3G) have been introduced in different times in
different countries, and have been also evolving. Therefore,
achieving harmonisation between these standards would
naturally require collective efforts and substantive time.

10 Proposals

ITU: IMT-2000

3G

5 Approved
Radio Interfaces

Dominant 3G Standards

CDMA2000

TD-SCDMA

WCDMA

6 Proposals

ITU: IMT-Advanced

4G

2 Approved
Radio Interfaces

6. SUMMARY

Dominant 4G Standards
LTE-Advanced

Figure 1. Illustration of ITU Interventions in Mobile
Standardisation
The question now is to what extent the IMT standardisation
process contributed to this? It is argued that the ITU-R set
the framework for both cooperation and competition among
the different technologies proponents. Firstly, during the
early stages of IMT-2000 standardisation, the ITU set the
place and time for many competitors to work closely
together. For instance, a group named Operators’
Harmonization Group (OHG) was established in 1999 to
harmonise the CDMA component of the different IMT2000 standards [54]. OHG managed to match parameters
such as chip rate in both of CDMA 2000 and WCDMA to
some extent [55].
Furthermore, the industry was motivated to cooperate in
technology standardisation through the creation of entities
such as 3GPP and 3GPP2 in 1998 and 1999 respectively
[56]. These entities were able to harmonise single WCDMA
and CDMA 2000 standards [52].
Secondly, at the early stages of WiMAX development,
there was a debate on which of IMT-2000 standards or
WiMAX is more efficient. The pro-IMT camp called for
the harmonisation of the spectrum bands for IMT-2000
standards to achieve economies of scale [57]. Moreover, it
was argued that technology neutrality would cause market
fragmentation of the market [58].
On the other hand, the pro-WiMAX camp argued that
denying access to the spectrum for the WiMAX standard

The ITU-R has been involved in two aspects of personal
mobile communication systems, namely defining the
standards and frequency arrangements related to these
systems.
The ITU-R work on standardisation of 3G and 4G
technologies has resulted in having six and two terrestrial
radio interfaces to be part of the IMT-2000 and IMTAdvanced standards respectively. In general, it is argued
that the IMT standardisation process has created a new type
of technology neutrality within the IMT standards. The
IMT standardisation process has shown also that industry
and ITU-R have different perceptions on the categorisation
of technologies in terms of being 2G, 3G or 4G.
Regarding the impact of IMT spectrum identification, it is
argued that there has been indirect link between the
spectrum and the IMT standards. However, the ITU-R
made an important step in enabling re-farming the spectrum
bands perceived by many as 2G spectrum bands and in
achieving a long delayed harmonisation between the ITU-R
three regions in the UHF band. Moreover, the ITU-R
allowed both of IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced standards to
get access to the entire spectrum identified for IMT.
Regarding the influence of the IMT standardisation process
on reaching one global standard for mobile communication,
it is argued that the ITU-R set the framework for both
cooperation and competition between the different
technologies proponents.
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ABSTRACT
Constantly increasing volume of data transmitted through
the mobile communication networks and the needs of users
to increase the data rates cause the rapid development of
mobile networks. During 2012 and 2013 many vendors,
operators, universities, research centers, as well as
standardization and regulatory bodies have announced the
beginning of their work on the development of a new
generation of 5G mobile communications. The main goal of
5G technology developers is to provide data rates of more
than 10 Gbit/s in the mobile wireless access networks.
Considering the spectrum utilization in the frequency range
up to 6 GHz, increasing of data rates will require the
employment of new frequency ranges between 6-95 GHz.
This article presents research results of the possibility of
using frequency bands 27,5-95 GHz and their prioritization
for 5G networks, current utilization of these ranges in
Russia and cost of their release.
Keywords - 5G, millimeter band, spectrum conversion,
spectrum release, state budget.
1. INTRODUCTION
Emergence of mobile 5G technologies on the
telecommunication market that expected in 2020 should
significantly improve the quality of service provided to
users under fast growing data volumes in mobile networks,
as well as the growing number of wireless devices and the
variety of wireless services [1-2].
It is supposed that the equipment on the basis of 5G
technologies will be capable of transmitting data at speeds
of more than 10 Gbit/s in mobile wireless networks [3-6].
The implementation of 5G technologies is aimed at
increasing the efficiency of radio spectrum utilization in
comparison with 4G mobile technologies (LTE Advanced).
Considering the need of large frequency resources for a
single channel 5G, exceeding 100 MHz, one of the most
likely options for the development of a new generation of
mobile communications will be the employment of higher
frequency ranges between 6 - 95 GHz [7]. These issues
have become a primary for the future World
Radiocommunication Conferences (WRC) - 15 (Agenda
item 1.1) and WRC-18, and Russian Communication
Administration should formulate its position for this item.

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

Because of the particular use of radio spectrum in the
bands 27,5 - 95 GHz in Russia an implementation of 5G
technologies will require release and conversion of the
radio spectrum and changes in the regulatory and legal
framework of the industry.
2. SEARCH CRITERIA OF FREQUENCY
RESOURCES FOR 5G
To investigate the applicability and acceptability of
different frequency ranges for future development of 5G
communications, in particular the bands 5,925 - 40,5 GHz
and 40,5 - 95 GHz, search criteria of new frequency bands
for 5G based on the 5G functional requirements [8], and
the current properties of frequency bands that match
selected search criteria, as well as the capabilities of each
frequency band for the implementation of these
requirements were determined.
In the framework of the European program of 5G,
known as METIS project, are selected the following criteria
to make a choice of suitable frequency bands [9]:
 Utilization of the frequency bands that according to
Art.5 of the Radio Regulations of ITU-R are allocated
on a primary basis for the categories of mobile/fixed
radio services, or sharing utilization of a frequency band
on a primary basis (including bands used for transport
networks of mobile backhaul);
 Bandwidth: continuous frequency range of several
hundred megahertz in the bands below 40,5 GHz and at
least one gigahertz above 40,5 GHz are considered as
the minimum requirement to meet the needs of users;
 The first stage is not assumed to assess the
possibility of carrier aggregation, i.e. the
bandwidth must be continuous. However, if a
search of such frequency ranges will not lead to
positive results, the simple aggregation scenarios
that combine a small number of non-contiguous
portions of the spectrum can be assessed in the
second phase of the METIS project.
 Frequency ranges that allow deployment of only
one network due to their width should not be
excluded from consideration in the initial stage of
investigation, i.e. there is no need to accommodate
multiple networks simultaneously in the same
frequency band.
 Consideration of candidate bands for the 5G should be
conducted for both paired and unpaired spectrum
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(networks with frequency division duplex and time
division duplex).
 Availability of the regulatory basis for the frequency
bands selected for the development of 5G is considered
as an additional advantage.
In the following sections of this article the current
distribution and utilization of radio frequency spectrum
(RFS) that can be used for the development of 5G will be
reviewed. Then, most promising frequency bands, that have
real possibility of use, will be considered in more detail.
3. CANDIDATE BANDS FOR 5G DEVELOPMENT
Based on the criteria described above, special
attention was paid to the millimeter bands, because these
bands are the least loaded to date and allow to find
frequency ranges from 500 MHz to 1 GHz appropriate for
5G.
Table 1 shows the analysis results of the frequency
utilization in ranges from 27,5 to 40,5 GHz [8] according to
the European table of frequency allocation and estimation
of priorities for further studies of the frequency bands of
future 5G mobile networks based on METIS design
criteria.
The analysis of Table 1 shows that in the range
27,5–40,5 GHz there are four frequency bands that
allocated on a primary basis for the categories of
mobile/fixed radio services, which are most similar to
utilization scenarios of 5G. Assessment of their current
occupation by radio electronic systems (RES) of various
radio services shows that one of them has a high occupation
by radio-relay lines (RRL) and will be excluded from
further study for the development of 5G. High priority for
future research will have only one band 31,8 - 33,4 GHz.
Two bands of the low part of the millimeter-wave (27,5 29,5 GHz and 31,0 - 31,3 GHz) received medium priority.
Table 1. Prioritization of frequency bands in the range
27,5–40,5 GHz
Frequency band,
Bandwidth,
Priority
GHz
GHz
27,5-29,5
2,0
Medium
31,0-31,3

0,3

Medium

31,8-33,4

1,6

High

36,0-37,0

1,0

Low

further research of development of 5G networks. High
priority for future research will have eight frequency bands
and only one band 40,5 – 42,5 GHz in lower part of the
range has received a medium priority.
Russian communication regulator has already
established the possibility of using broadband fixed
wireless access (BFWA) and fixed services in some parts of
millimeter-wave range, that certainly makes it easier for
utilization in future development of 5G.
Table 2. Prioritization of frequency bands in the range
40,5-95,0 GHz
Frequency band,
Bandwidth,
Priority
GHz
GHz
40,5 – 42,5

2

Medium

42,5 – 43,5

1

High

43,5 – 45,5

2

Low

45,5 – 47,0

1.5

High

47,2 – 50,2

3

High

50,4 – 52,6

2.2

Medium-low

55,78 – 57,0

1.22

High

57 - 66

7

High

66 - 71

5

High

71 - 76

5

High

81 - 86

5

High

The detailed estimates of the existing regulatory
permits of State Radio Frequency Commission (SRFC) of
Russia [10], which determine the possibility of using
millimeter-wave for various RES, showed the possibility of
using considered bands for the development of 5G in
Russia (Table 3). Some of these bands are used by military
RESs, and will require conversion in the future.
Table 3. Russian regulatory permits for using millimeter
band
SRFC
Frequency
Types of RES
decision
band, GHz

Second part of millimeter-wave range to be analyzed
for the future development of 5G, was identified within
40,5 - 95,0 GHz. Assessment results of frequency bands
priorities for further research of future development of
mobile 5G networks based on METIS design criteria are
shown in Table 2.
Assessment of the current occupation of the frequency
range 40,5 - 95,0 GHz by RESs of various radio services
based on researches of European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) showed that
two of them, 43,5 – 45,5 GHz and 50,4 – 52,6 GHz have a
high occupation by RRL in Europe, despite their attractive
width over 2 GHz. These two bands are excluded from

№ 07-21-01-001
of 25.06.2007

27,5 - 29,5

№ 09-03-04-2
of 28.04.2009
№ 05-10-01-001
of 28.11.2005
№ 08-23-04-001
of 26.02.2008

27,5 - 29,5

RES of BFWA (27,8285 28,4445 GHz and 28,8365 29,4525 GHz)
Line of sight RRL

40,5 - 43,5

RES of BFWA

40,5 - 43,5

RES of BFWA (42,5 - 43,5
GHz)

№ 11-13-06-1
of 20.12.2011
№ 10-06-03-2
of 19.02.2010
№ 10-07-04-1
of 15.07.2010
№ 10-07-04-2
of 15.07.2010

58,25 - 63,25
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63,0 - 64,0
71,0 - 76,0
81,0 - 86,0
92,0 - 94,0
94,1 - 95,0

RES of BFWA
RES of intelligent transport
systems (ITS)
Line of sight RRL
Line of sight RRL
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Table 3 shows that regulation rules are created in
Russia for all frequency bands of millimeter-wave range,
marked as high priority bands for development of 5G
networks, except of the band of 31,8 – 33,4 GHz.
4. SPECTRUM RELEASE AND REDEPLOYMENT
ASPECTS FOR 5G DEVELOPMENT IN RUSSIA
The analysis of the actual spectrum utilization by
various radio services in the range 27,5 - 95 GHz shows
that utilization of this frequency band for development 5G
will require two procedures:
• spectrum release and redeployment of civil RESs;
• spectrum conversion and spectrum release of military
bands.
Currently spectrum rescheduling and release issues are
resolved by interested carriers without public funds, while
the conversion procedure is possible only with public funds,
because the law provides the purchase of arms and military
equipment only from the state budget for the armed forces
and release of the frequency bands used for military
purposes.
Authors' estimation of millimeter band utilization by
RES of mobile and fixed-line services in Russia showed
active use of these bands by operators of mobile networks
2G/3G/4G for its RRL backhaul networks, and by operators
of fixed broadband access services (Table 4).
Table 4. Number of RES working in millimeter band in
Russia
Frequency
Number of RES Number of RES of
band, GHz
of fixed service
other services

 The cost of spectrum conversion, including the
transition to new types of military equipment and
transfer of military RESs in other frequency bands.
The analysis of Table 4 shows that the release of the
band 27,5 - 29,5 GHz from the RES of wireless access
networks Local Multipoint Distribution Service (LMDS)
technology may require from 10 to 50 million USD, based
on the experience of the removal costs of RES of the
Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service (MMDS)
networks in the band 2,5 -2,7 GHz. A similar level of costs
may be required for the release of the bands 40,5-42,5 GHz
and 42,5-43,5 GHz.
Costs for organizational and technical activities
related to the redeployment of frequency assignments of
RRL networks in the band 57,0 - 66,0 GHz will be from 1
to 5 thousand USD per RRL span. Considering the amount
of RRLs working in Russia in this band, the total costs will
be from 0,5 to 2,5 million USD. While the competition for
the 5G frequencies was not held and operators have not
received 5G licenses these costs for redeployment of
frequency assignments can take on only the state budget.
Figure 1 shows the amounts of annual funding that are
allocated by the Russian state budget on work for the
conversion and spectrum release for the introduction of new
radio technologies [11]. Comparison of these costs with the
estimated costs for release of the spectrum in millimeter
wave shows that some bands require higher funds to
provide "clean bands" that may be offered on tender for
granting 5G licenses. Return of state investments is only
possible after the tender.
Conversion of millimeter bands from military RESs is
a separate task, and was not considered in this article.

25 - fixed-satellite

20 -RRL

not used

40,5 - 42,5

262 - BFWA

not used

40

42,5 - 43,5

84 - BFWA

not used

35

57,2 - 58,2

558 - RRL

not used

30

58,2 - 63,25

unlicensed band

no data

> 9000 RRL (TDD)

no data

> 1000 RRL (FDD)

no data

> 1000 RRL (FDD)

no data

31 - 31,3

71 – 76
81 - 86

Millions USD

312 - BFWA

27,5 - 29,5

25
20
15
10
5

More than 1000 RES work in the band 27.5 - 66.0
GHz on the basis of individual licenses, moreover more
than 11000 RRL work in the band 58.2 - 86 GHz on the
unlicensed basis.
Assessing the economic costs of search and release of
spectrum in the millimeter wave range, there is a need to
consider the following costs:
 The cost of conducting research on each considered
frequency band;
 The cost of removing and replacing spans RRL and base
stations of BFWA;
 The cost of work on the organizational and technical
measures in the frequency bands used by military RESs;

0

Year
Figure 1. State budget costs on spectrum conversion and
redeployment
5. CONCLUSION
Future implementation of 5G mobile networks in
Russia may require the release of a number ranges of the
millimeter band from RES of wireless access networks and
fixed networks, the number of which currently estimated at
more than 1000 RESs of BFWA and over 11000 RESs of
RRL.
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In scope of the millimeter band release activity by
2020 in order to grant licenses to the future 5G operators
Russian regulator needs to plan the costs in the state budget,
which can reach 100 million USD annually, that
significantly exceeds the previous annual budget spending.
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ABSTRACT
Cognitive femtocells have been envisioned as a highly
promising solution for spectrum scarcity problems and localconvergence demands for indoor network applications.
However, the achievable gains from cognitive femtocell
deployment are limited by the hidden node problem leading to
increased interference and consequently reduced spectrum
efficiency. In this paper we compare the degree of
performance enhancement when a cooperative mode is used to
share information about the channel versus when standalone
decisions are taken about the state of the channel. Simulation
results indicate superior performance of the cooperative mode
in terms of the number of observed hidden nodes and
probabilities of detection and false alarm. Hence there is need
to standardize cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive
femtocell networks to solve the hidden node problem.
Keywords—Femtocell, Cognitive Radio, Dynamic
Spectrum Access, Energy Detection, Hidden Node Problem,
Spectrum Sensing, IEEE 802.22
1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent surveys have shown that indoor traffic accounts for
more than 50% of the total data and voice traffic carried in
wireless networks [1]. Most of this traffic originates from
homes, airports, and schools. This skyrocketing growth of
indoor traffic coupled with the increased user demand for high
broadband services necessitates new solutions that will provide
the required indoor coverage and bandwidth. The existing
macrocells are not efficient at delivering indoor coverage due
to the high penetration losses in walls during signal
propagation which leads to low coverage regions (black spots)
[2].
A promising solution towards satisfying user requirements lies
in deployment of low-cost low-power Femtocell Access Points
(FAPs) [3]. FAPs can enhance indoor coverage, deliver the
required high bandwidth, and also offload traffic from
macrocell networks. A femtocell is implemented in IEEE
standard 802.16m (mobile WiMAX). It uses 2.3GHz or
2.5GHz as carrier frequency. Channel bandwidth can be
8.75MHz or 10MHz. Convolution coding or convolution turbo
coding is used for channel coding. Different kinds of

modulation techniques are used for uplink and downlink such
as QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM.
Due to proximity of indoor mobile users and the femtocell
access point, the indoor signal to interference and noise ratio
(SINR) is quite high [3]. Indoor measurements have also
shown that significant power leakage from FAPs exists
outdoors [4,5]. The degree of leakage depends on the nature of
the building and the location of the FAP within the building.
This can cause significant interference to outdoor macrocell
users with weak reception considering the fact that FAPs use
the same frequency bands as existing macrocells. Cognitive
radios (CR) which are able to make smart decisions based on
channel status have been proposed as a promising technology
to mitigate the interference problem. CRs can also improve the
spectrum efficiency in femtocell deployment scenario.
However, the performance gains achievable from the use of
CR is still limited by the hidden node problem in which even
nodes in close proximity will not hear each other [6].
Many standards including WiFi (IEEE 802.11), Zigbee (IEEE
802.15.4) and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) already include some
degree of CR technology but IEEE 802.22 WRAN (Wireless
Regional Area Networks) is the first standard developed using
CR technology that operates on TV white spaces. IEEE 802.22
focuses on constructing fixed point-to-multipoint WRAN that
will utilize VHF/UHF TV bands between 54 MHz and 862
MHz [7]. The WRAN systems share the geographically unused
TV spectrum on non-interfering basis in areas where it is
difficult to provide broadband access. IEEE 802.22 is
developed to utilize unused TV bands without providing
harmful interference to incumbent users [8]. One of the major
challenges that are faced by IEEE 802.22 is the issue of the
hidden incumbent problem.
In a system like IEEE 802.22, unlicensed devices are sharing
the spectrum under the presence of licensed incumbents. Thus,
the issue of self co-existence among multiple IEEE 802.22
operators in an overlapping region is very significant. When
multiple unlicensed operators are operating using a small
available band of frequency, there is a chance that the operators
will try to act greedy and occupy the available bandwidth [7].
As all the operators will act in the same way which may result
in interference among IEEE 802.22 networks themselves. Thus
an efficient channel allocation method needs to be invoked in
order to use the channels with least interference.
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(FAPs) to control the operation of the femtocell users’
equipment within their range. We consider the licensed users
as the primary users and the other users intending to use the
poorly utilized spectrum as secondary users.
We model the received signal at the energy detector of each
cognitive user as [18]:
(1)
y (n) = s (n) + w(n)
where s(n) is the signal to be detected, w(n) is the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) sample, and n is the sample
index. Note that s(n) =0 when there is no transmission by
primary user. The decision metric for the energy detector can
be written as:

Range of C

Range of A
Transmission

Node C

Node A

Node B

Figure 1. Hidden node problem [10]
The hidden node scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 comprising
of three communicating nodes. In this case, both Node A and
Node C can hear Node B but they cannot hear each other since
they are not in the same transmission range. Nodes A and C are
known as hidden with respect to each other. The fact that these
nodes are unaware of each other’s activity rises a possibility of
them sending data simultaneously to Node B. This leads to
collisions and packet loss at Node B [9]. This scenario can
exist in both macrocells and femtocells.
Spectrum sensing is an important component of cognitive radio
and the IEEE 802.22 standard [11]. Cooperation between the
FAP and femtocell users has been suggested as one way of
improving spectrum sensing performance [12]. Cooperation
solves the hidden node problem by improving performance in
multipath fading and shadowing channels by providing
spatiotemporal diversity [6, 12].
In this paper, we compare performance of a cooperative
scheme and a non-cooperative scheme in which there is no
coordination between different cognitive femtocell access
points. Several approaches have been adopted to mitigate the
hidden node problem in wireless networks. These include use
of the floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA) protocol [13],
and adoption of busy tone control packets sent by
sender/receiver to the neighbors to reserve the channel during
transmission [12,14]. Different variants of handshaking
mechanisms involving exchange of request to send (RTS) and
clear to send (CTS) signals have also been proposed to
eliminate the hidden node problem [15-17]. However, none of
these works address the hidden node challenge in cognitive
femtocell networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the system model adopted by the paper, while section
3 presents the approach adopted to minimize the hidden node
problem. Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
in Section 4 and the paper is concluded in Section 5.
2.

2

N

SYTEM MODEL

We consider a network in which there are cognitive radio users
served by FAPs. A sample of 50 cognitive radio users
uniformly distributed in an area of about one square kilometer
in an obstacle free environment was considered. As such, the
only loss that the devices face will be the path loss. Among the
50 CR devices, eight of them are femtocell access points

M =

∑

y (n)

(2)

n=0

where N is the size of the observation vector. The decision on
the occupancy of a band can be obtained by comparing the
decision metric M against a fixed threshold λE. This is
equivalent to distinguishing between the following two
hypotheses:
H o : y (n) = w (n)
(3)
H 1 : y (n ) = s(n) + w (n )

where ℋ1 is the alternate hypothesis, i.e., the hypothesis that
the observed band is occupied by a primary user.
The performance of the detection algorithm can be
summarized with two probabilities: probability of detection PD
and probability of false alarm PF. PD is the probability of
detecting a signal on the considered frequency when it is truly
present. Thus, a large detection probability is desired. It can be
formulated as [18]:
(4)
P D = Pr ( M > λ E | H 1 )
PF is the probability that the test incorrectly decides that the
considered frequency is occupied when it is actually not, and
it can be written as:
(5)
PF = Pr ( M > λ E | H 0 )
The white noise is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random
variable with variance σw2, i.e. w(n) = N(0, σw2). For a
simplified analysis, we model the signal term as a zero-mean
Gaussian variable as well, i.e., s(n) = N(0, σs2). The model for
s(n) is more complicated as fading should also be considered.
Because of these assumptions, the decision metric (2) follows
chi-square distribution with 2N degrees of freedom X2N2 and
hence, it can be modeled as:
 σ w2
X 22 N
Ho

(6)
2
M =  2
2
σ w + σ s X 2
H1
2N

2
For energy detector, the probabilities PF and PD can be
calculated as

λ 
(7)
p F = 1 − Γ  L f L t , Ε2 
σ
w 


λ
p D = 1 − Γ  L f Lt , 2 Ε
σ
w + σ


2
s





(8)

where λE is the decision threshold, and Γ(a,x) is the
incomplete gamma function.
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3.

METHOD TO REDUCE THE HIDDEN NODE PROBLEM

Complementary ROC of Non Cooperative Spectrum sensing
1

N

Q

=

d

∑ ( )p
N
l

l
d

(1 − p

d

)

Theory for 50 CR users
Theory for 25 CR users
Theory for 10 CR users
Monte Carlo Simulation for 50 CR users

0.9
0.8
Probability of False alarm (Pfa)

Let the licensed users be considered as primary users and the
other users intending to use the spectrum as secondary users.
We require that, at each instant, the user performs spectrum
sensing using an energy detection technique to avoid
interference to the licensed users. In our cooperative approach,
there is communication between the different CR users and the
Femtocell Access Point (FAP). Each CR user locally performs
spectrum sensing and forwards the results to the FAP. The
sensing results received at the FAP are then forwarded to the
Fusion Centre (FC) for a final decision. The final decision as to
whether the channel is occupied is determined using the OR
fusion rule at the Fusion Center. If we let N to denote the
number of users sensing the spectrum, and assuming
independent decisions, the fusion problem where k out of N CR
users are needed for decision can be described by binomial
distribution based on Bernoulli trials where each trial
represents the decision process of each CR user. The
generalized formula for overall probability of detection, Qd for
the k out of N rule is adopted from [19] as:

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

1

(1 − p d )

N −l

= 1 − (1 − p d )

N

(10)

l =1

For the case of a non-cooperative approach, each individual
user carries out local spectrum sensing using energy detection
techniques. Depending on the average energy detected, the user
then makes an individual binary decision regarding the
occupancy of the channel.
4.

0.9

Theory for 50 CR users
Theory for 25 CR users
Theory for 10 CR users
Monte Carlo Simulation for 50 CR users

0.8
Probability of False alarm (Pfa)

N

∑ ( )p

1

Complementary ROC of Cooperative spectrum sensing

The OR fusion rule (i.e. 1 out of N rule) can be evaluated by
setting k = 1 in Equation (9):
Q d OR =

0.8

(9)

N −l

where Pd is the probability of detection for each individual CR
user.

l
d

0.4
0.6
Probability of Detection (Pd)

Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristics for noncooperative sensing
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SIMULATION RESULTS

0

The performance of the cooperative spectrum sensing approach
relative to the non-cooperative approach was compared using
simulations in Matlab. Performance was compared in terms of
probability of false alarm and in terms of the number of hidden
nodes per approach. The probability of false alarm is that of
reaching a “detect” decision when there was nothing
transmitting.
From Figure 2 and 3, it is observed that the probability of false
alarm reduces significantly with cooperative sensing and thus
the number of hidden nodes reduces. This is attributed to the
fact that when spectrum sensing is performed using a single
node (non-cooperative), that sensor may be in a deep fade. Due
to this possibility, a secondary unit basing its decisions on
single node sensing may not engage in secondary transmission
unless it is highly confident in its detection of a spectrum
opportunity, i.e., it must be able to detect a transmitter even as
it experiences deep fading. To this end, the sensing node must

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Probability of Detection (Pd)

0.8

1

Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristics curves for
cooperative sensing
use conservative detection thresholds and/or highly sensitive
receivers, which cause high false alarm probability and high
cost devices, respectively [20]. The status of the cognitive
femtocell nodes after non-cooperative and cooperative
spectrum sensing are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5
respectively. The lines indicate connections among the nodes.
Hidden nodes are identified as those having no lines
connecting to them.
As can be seen in Figure 4 for the non-cooperative case, we
have seven hidden nodes (nodes 20, 24, 25, 36, 42, 49 and 50)
that are not available for communication. On the other hand,
only two nodes (nodes 36 and 42) are hidden in the case of
cooperative spectrum sensing, as seen from Figure 5.
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Non-cooperative Energy detection spectrum sensing
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Figure 6. Hidden nodes in non-cooperative spectrum sensing
on increase of the number of nodes

Cooperative Energy detection spectrum sensing
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Figure 4. Nodes hidden in non-cooperative spectrum sensing
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Figure 5. Nodes hidden in cooperative spectrum sensing
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Figure 7. Hidden nodes in cooperative spectrum sensing on
increase of the number of nodes

4.1. Discussion of results
optimally selecting the users for collaborative sensing [21].
Cooperation is the solution to problems that arise in spectrum
sensing due to noise uncertainty, fading, and shadowing.
Cooperative sensing decreases the probabilities of misdetection
and false alarm considerably. In addition, cooperation mitigates
the hidden primary user problem and it can decrease sensing
time.
Collaborative spectrum sensing is most effective when
collaborating cognitive radios observe independent fading or
shadowing. It is found that it is more advantageous to have the
same amount of users collaborating over a large area than over
a small area. It is shown that cooperating with all users in the
network does not necessarily achieve the optimum
performance and cognitive users with highest primary user’s
signal to noise ratio are chosen for collaboration. Constant
detection rate and constant false alarm rate are used for

4.2. Varying the system parameters
In doubling the number of nodes in non-cooperative spectrum
sensing, an increase in the number of hidden nodes was
registered and we were able to observe up to about 29 nodes
which are hidden as depicted in Figure 6.
On increasing the number of the nodes in cooperative sensing,
an increase in the number of recovered hidden nodes was
observed. The two hidden nodes that were observed when the
number of cognitive femtocell users was 50 have been
recovered as shown in Figure 7. This means that increasing
the number of nodes improves spectrum sensing performance
in the case of cooperative sensing thus leading to a reduced
number of hidden nodes. On the contrary, in the case of non-
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cooperative spectrum sensing, the number of hidden nodes
increases with increase in the number of nodes under
consideration. This can be attributed to the reduction in energy
used in spectrum sensing process.
Also on halving the sensing radius, about 28 out of 50 nodes
were hidden in non-cooperative spectrum method whereas for
cooperative, about 8 out of 50 nodes were hidden. This means
that reducing the sensing radius reduces the efficiency of
spectrum sensing in both cooperative and non-cooperative
sensing leading to an increase in the number of hidden nodes.
4.3.

Performance analysis

Cognitive radios can solve the hidden node problem using
cooperative spectrum sensing but the percentage of reduction
varies according to the parameters used [22]. For all
transmission ranges, cooperative spectrum sensing indeed
guarantees that after T time units, the percentage of hidden
nodes will decrease. Reducing the transmission range means
reducing the energy used in the spectrum sensing process. This
reduces the sensing rate and reporting speed leading to a
reduction in the sensing efficiency. This causes an increase in
the number of hidden nodes [23].
4.4.

Cooperative spectrum sensing delay

In CR networks, multiple cognitive radio nodes perform
spectrum sensing cooperatively in order to detect the primary
user more accurately. Previous works on cooperative spectrum
sensing have shown that the detection performance can be
improved through increasing either the observation interval or
the number of the sensing nodes. However, increasing the
observation interval will result in the reduction of transmit
efficiency and the agility of cognitive users, and at the same
time increasing the number of sensing nodes may lead to the
overhead increase of control channel and computational
complexity [24].
Table 1 presents results obtained for sensing time
measurements from 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations each of
the non-cooperative and cooperative spectrum sensing
approaches considered in this paper. The results show that the
higher the number of cognitive femtocell users, the lower the
percentage reduction in sensing time between non-cooperative
and cooperative spectrum sensing. However, in all cases,
cooperative spectrum sensing time is less than that for noncooperative for the same number of nodes.
4.5.

Comparison of sensing times with previous work

Comparing our simulation results with previous work, we
conclude that while cooperative sensing reduces sensing time,
it does so at a cost of reduction in transmission efficiency. Due
to hardware limitations, each CR user’s single RF transceiver
cannot simultaneously perform sensing and transmissions.
Hence, the more time is devoted to sensing, the less time is
available for transmissions which reduces the CR user’s

Table 1. Sensing time for varying number of users
CR users

Observed Sensing Time in seconds
Non-cooperative
Cooperative
Reduction

20

2275.00

2160.15

5%

50

2803.83

2708.57

3.4%

10

578.71

520.77

10%

throughput. This is known as the sensing efficiency problem or
the sensing-throughput trade off in spectrum sensing [25].
Although cooperative spectrum sensing improves the sensing
accuracy in cognitive radio systems, additional reporting time
is required to report the local test statistics until the existence
of the primary user is verified, resulting in detection delay [26].
Successful spectrum sharing in a cognitive radio network
depends on the correct and quick detection of primary activity.
Cooperative spectrum sensing is therefore suggested to
enhance the reliability of such detection. However, it renders
another significant problem of increased detection delay and
traffic burden [27].
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a performance comparison between cooperative
and non-cooperative spectrum sensing has been made in terms
of the observed number of hidden nodes and probabilities of
detection and false alarm. Simulation results show superior
performance of the cooperative approach over non–cooperative
techniques in which each node takes local control of its
channel state information. The main idea of cooperation is to
improve the detection performance by taking advantage of the
spatial diversity, in order to better protect a primary user, and
reduce false alarm to utilize the idle spectrum more efficiently.
This research has been conducted in the context of cooperative
sensing to improve the performance of CR femtocells networks
that seek to utilize TV white spaces. IEEE 802.22 WRAN is
the first standard developed using CR technology that operates
on TV white spaces. Its key challenge is dealing with the
hidden node problem.
The most significant application of IEEE 802.22 is to provide
rural and remote regions with wireless broadband access. The
significance of such an application comes from the fact that
about half of the population in many regions including Africa
and Asia exists in rural and remote areas. It should be noted
that the applicability of IEEE 802.22 is not restricted to such
rural regions. As a matter of fact, other targets of IEEE 802.22
applications include single-family residential, multi-dwelling
units, small businesses, multitenant buildings, public and
private campuses, etc [28]. Data, voice, and video traffic with
appropriate QoS are also examples of services that IEEE
802.22 supports. Cooperative spectrum sensing is an effective
method to improve the detection performance by exploiting
spatial diversity in the IEEE 802.22 networks (through)
improvement of the performance in multipath fading and
shadowing channels.
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A NON-COOPERATIVE TV WHITE SPACE BROADBAND MARKET MODEL FOR RURAL ENTREPRENEURS
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ABSTRACT
Leveraging on recent TV white space communications developments in regulations,standards initiatives and technology,this paper considers a suitable next generation network
comprising of two primary users (PUs) that compete to offer
a service to a group of secondary users (SUs) in the form
of mesh routers that belong to different entrepreneurs participating in a non-cooperative TV white space trading. From
a game theoretic perspective the non-cooperative interaction
of the PUs is viewed as a pricing problem wherein each PU
strives to maximize its own profit. Subsequently the problem
is formulated as a Bertrand game in an oligopolistic market
where the PUs are players who are responsible for selling
TV white spectrum in the market while the SUs are the
players who are the buyers of the TV white spectrum. The
PUs strategise by way of price adjustment ,so much such that
SUs tend to favour the lowest price when buying. The interoperator agreements are based on the delay and throughput QoS performance metrics respectively. A performance
evaluation of both models is comparatively performed with
regards to parameters such as cost, generated revenue, profit,
best response in price adjustments and channel quality. The
throughput based analytic model fares better in terms of
providing channel quality as it has a better strategy which
is a decreased price value.
Keywords — White Spaces, Smart Radio, Non-cooperative
Game Theory, Broadband Market, Traffic Engineering.
1. INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship are increasingly playing a vital transformative role in the rural telecommunications economy. Modern developmental trends in wireless
technologies are not only providing various opportunities
for entrepreneurs, but also overhauling the character of entrepreneurship by pioneering new business models. A welcome
development in technology advancement has been that of
wireless mesh networks. Increasingly Wireless Mesh Networks(WMNs) have indisputably and justifiably been touted as
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a candidate technology that is set to facilitate ubiquitous connectivity to the end user. The WMNs comprise wireless routers
and clients as well as an endowed ability to dynamically self
organize,self configure to the extent of nodes in the network
being able to establish and maintain connectivity among themselves. The candidature of this technology justifiably emanates
from its characteristic low upfront cost, ease of maintenance,
robustness as well as reliable service coverage. Indisputably,
WMNs have found applications ranging from broadband home
networking, community and neighbourhood networks, enterprise networking, building automation and other public safety
areas etc. However, while the currently deployed WMNs
provide flexible and convenient services to the clients, the
performance, growth and spread of WMNs is still constrained
by several limitations [2] such as limited usable frequency
resource. This emanates from a scenario of WMNs in which
the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band
has mostly been adopted for backbone communications. A
consequence of this adoption is that the WMN is affected
by all other devices in this particular ISM band eg. nearby
WLANS and Bluetooth devices. Ultimately,the limited bandwidth of the unlicensed bands cannot cope with the evolving
network applications and this has led to artificially high spectrum prices. To this end,empirical occupancy measurements
have revealed a gross under utilization of licensed spectrum,
called white space, while on the other hand, the analog to
digital Television transition has made available large chunks of
spectrum called TV White Space. Clearly, the urge to exploit
white spaces is irresistible as it provides an opportunity to
significantly enhance the performance of WMNs. Pursuant to
this cause, Smart Radio(SM) a device that has the capability
to sense the environment and automatically adjust the configuration parameters is proposed as a viable solution to the
frequency reuse problem. Moreover a fundamental application
of SM is that of Dynamic Spectrum Access(DSA) whose
technique allow SM radio to operate in the best available
channel. Specifically, the SM radio technology will enable the
users to [3](i) determine which portions of the spectrum is
available and detect the presence of licensed users when a
user operates in a licensed band (ii) select the best available
channel (spectrum management), (iii) coordinate access to this
channel with other users (spectrum sharing), and (iv) vacate
the channel when a licensed user is detected (spectrum mobility). A second constraint to the spread and growth of WMNs
has been a case of many rural areas being still not deemed
economically viable by operators. Service providers claim this
is a result of dispersed populations, cost of roll-out and lack of
power infrastructure remains a hindrance to the efforts of service providers [5]. Ultimately dynamic spectrum access(DSA)
wireless technology enables rural broadband internet service
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providers to access lower- frequency spectrum, reducing the
cost of network deployment and operation. This will translate
to service providers, for the first time being able to implement
profitable business models and will provide consumers and
businesses in rural areas with affordable and sustainable service [4]. According to [6], a combined decrease in the cost and
increasing pervasiveness of access will have a positive social
and economic impact in rural and remote areas. Moreover
with SWMN holding the key to the last mile, the challenge
is that of catalysing both decreased costs and increased access. An approach to this challenge involves leveraging on
the common knowledge that telecommunications networks
profit from network effects. The bigger the market the higher
value it holds giving the incumbent (primary user) telecoms
operator a massive strategic advantage. Essentially,the limited
spectrum availed to mobile services translates to a constrained
number of competitors in the market. To this end,in many
areas the effect has been a stagnation of competition and
undesirably high telecommunications costs. Thus increasing
spectrum availability, in particular to new entrants is likely
to lead to more competition and healthier markets. In this
paper,we concentrate our efforts on modelling the competition
in the rural telecommunication market in which the spectrum
sharing technique is implored within the context of a low cost
Smart Wireless Mesh Network(SWMN) for the provision of
broadband internet services. More specifically, we extend our
efforts in [7], to a non cooperative scenario in which network
nodes belonging to different licensed wireless providers(PUs)
engage in spectrum trade while competing to offer services to
a secondary service and simultaneously striving to maximize
profits. Thus our contribution is as follows: (i) we develop
an analytic model for the design of a SWMN from a game
theoretic perspective. Our SWMN is formulated as a Bertrand
duopoly market in which two PUs from varied wireless service
providers compete with each other with regards to their prices
so as to offer services to a secondary service. In the process
the PUs are aiming to maximize their profits under quality
of service(QoS) constraints. (ii) adapt to TV white space
the model [15] (iii) model the cost of sharing spectrum as
a function of QoS degradation with the throughput as QoS
performance measure. (iv)Comparative evaluate the models in
terms of the profit, cost, revenue, price strategy and channel
quality. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II, presents the related work which subsequently leads to a TV
white space market pricing model in section III. Performance
evaluation of the models is presented in section IV and the
conclusion as well as further work in section V.
2. RELATED WORK
From a competitive market perspective, Niyato et al. [1]
acknowledge the important role pricing plays in the trading
of any resource or service. Basically the objective of trading
is to provide benefits both to sellers and buyers. Thus the
choice of a price must be motivated by the desire to simultaneously maximize revenue for the sellers (service providers)
and satisfaction for the buyers (users). Pricing rules should

be developed over open platforms that guarantee not only
interoperability among the service providers, which would
facilitate their cooperation, but also the implementation of
their individual business strategies [2]. The choice of a price is
influenced by the user demand and competition among service
providers. Within the context of Cognitive radio networks,
pricing of spectrum resources has been addressed in numerous
works [8], [9], [10]. In [8], a framework to facilitate dynamic
spectrum access by way of an optimization problem approach
formulated for the purpose of maximizing the revenue for the
spectrum provider through pricing and spectrum assignment
is presented. A scheme for competitive spectrum sharing
wherein multiple self interested spectrum providers operating
with different technologies and costs compete for potential
customers is presented in [9] as a non cooperative game. A
stochastic learning algorithm is implored to determine the
Nash equilibrium which is itself a solution to this game.
However, the authors did not consider the dynamics of a
multi-hop cognitive wireless mesh network as well as the
issue of resource allocation in this kind of network. However
efforts involving multi-hop networks concentrate on spectrum
sharing with interference aware transmission mechanism for
each relay mechanism. In [11], a Media Access Control(MAC)
layer scheduling algorithm was proposed for a multi-hop
wireless network. An integer linear programming model was
formulated to obtain the optimal schedule in terms of time
slot and channel to be accessed by the cognitive radio nodes.
The problem of spectrum pricing and competition among
primary users (or primary services) and interactions among
the cognitive radios in a multi-hop mesh network were not
considered in this work. Initiatives to focus on competitive
spectrum sharing and pricing in cognitive wireless networks
are recorded in [12]. The initiative involves two levels of
competition the first being among primary users and the
second among secondary users for spectrum usage to choose
the source rate to maximize their utilities. Non-cooperative
games are formulated for these competitions with the Nash
equilibrium being considered as the solution. Clearly, these
efforts are not enough and can still be extended. Fang et
al. [13] affirm that in addition to networking technologies,
additional factors that determine the success of wireless mesh
networks is whether there exists viable business models. There
is limited research on this problem. In wireless mesh networks, wireless nodes are required to forward traffic for both
itself and its neighbours. If the nodes are controlled by selfinterested users, they may not efficiently share their capacity
to route traffic for other nodes. Such possibility undermines
the performance and feasibility of wireless mesh networks,
therefore effective pricing mechanisms need to be developed
before mesh technologies are commercialized.
3. TV WHITE SPACE MARKET PRICING MODEL
3.1 System Model
We present a competitive scenario within the context of
spectrum management wherein licensed users of spectrum
called primary users compete to offer services to an unlicensed
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TABLE 1: Notation Summary
Symbols
λi
Qi
Wi
P (i)
Pj
(p)
ki
(s)
ki
CiD
CiT
di
Di
ψ
(Q)
∆
(T )
φi
(D)
φi
yi
yj
T
n
β

a QoS sufficient to satisfy individual needs. The secondary
users implore adaptive modulation for transmissions in the
allocated spectrum in a time-slotted manner. In this kind of
modulation, transmission rate is a function of channel quality.
In this type of modulation, bit error rate must be maintained
at specified target levels. Accordingly, the spectral efficiency
of transmission for secondary user i can be expressed as in
Equation 1:

Description
Arrival rate
Spectrum size( Secondary user)
Spectrum size( Primary user)
Price
Price
Spectral efficiency(Primary users)
Spectral efficiency(Secondary users)
Cost function(delay)
Cost function(Throughput)
constant(elasticity)
Delay
Utility
Set of available spectrum size
Substitutability
Profit(Throughput)
Profit(Delay)
Channel quality(player i)
Channel quality(player j)
Throughput
number of users
constant

ki = log2 (1 + Kyi )

(1)

where
K=

1.5
0.2
ln( BER
tar )
i

users called secondary users. From a primary user perspective,
the cost of providing a service to a secondary service is
modelled as a function of QoS degradation. This being a game,
Nash equilibrium is considered to be the optimal solution.
Bertrand model generally depicts competition for an oligopoly
market scenario comprising a homogeneous product with static
and non discriminatory prices. In the classical case, this model
fits well for a case of two firms bidding in a project in which
the winner subsequently takes the entire project. Alternatively
two firms may attempt to dominate a market and each one of
the firms has sufficient manufacturing capacity to make all the
product. Ultimately the lowest bidder gets the business. We
however adapt the model to deal with the spectrum market
scenarios within the context of a SWMN as shown in Fig 1.
To begin with, a summary of the notation to be used in the
ensuing analysis is presented in Table 1.

The secondary user i transmits with spectral efficiency ki to
the extent that the demand of the secondary users is a function
of transmission rate in the allocated frequency spectrum as
well as the price charged by the primary users.
The secondary user i transmits with spectral efficiency ki to
the extent that the demand of the secondary users is a function
of transmission rate in the allocated frequency spectrum as
well as the price charged by the primary users.
3.2 QoS Measure and Cost
The QoS performance of a primary user is degraded in
the event of some portion being shared with the secondary
user. Thus cost function must be considerate of the QoS
performance of the primary user .On this basis we consider a
two pronged QoS measure in as follows:
(i) Average delay as a QoS measure obtained for the transmissions at the primary user based on an M/D/1 queueing
model [15].
(ii) Throughput Measure
With regards to the delay QoS measure , Equation 2 defines
the parameter as:
Di (Qi ) =

1
λi
2 (k (p) (Wi − Qi )2 − λi k (p) (Wi − Qi )
i

(2)

i

with the symbols meaning as given in the table. It is worth
(p)
to note that ki (Wi − Qi ) denotes the service rate. The
cost function is defined as in Equation 3 while that due to
throughput (Equation 4) is defined in Equation 5.
CiD = dDi (Qi )
Figure 1: Smart Mesh Network

(3)

The other QoS measure is the throughput given by:

We consider the existence of N primary users operating on
dissimilar frequency spectrum and a grouping of secondary
users desiring to share the spectrum with the concerned
primary users. If Pi is the tariff/pricing policy and the QoS
guaranteed by primary user i then each of the secondary
subscribers strives to subscribe at the given tariff so as to attain

T (Qi ) =

N
X
i=1

βQ
√ i
nlogn

(4)

The cost due to this measure is expressed as:
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TABLE 2: Bertrand Game Formulation
Entity
P layers
Strategies
P ayof f s

TABLE 3: System Parameters

Description
Primary users
Price per unit of spectrum (Pi )
The payoff for each player is the profit of primary user

Parameter
P rimaryuserSpectrum
BER
T raf f icArrivalRate
d
ChannelQualitySpan
λi
y1
y2
∆
P2
P rimaryusers

3.3 Utility Function
The utility gained by the secondary users makes it possible
to ascertain the level of spectrum demand. A quadratic utility
function defined as in [14] by Equation 6:

ψ(Q) =

M
X

M
M
X
1 X 2
Qi ki s − (
Qi + 2∆
Qi Qj ) + J
2 i=1
i=1
i=1

(6)

where Q = Q1 , ..., Qi , ..., QM and J is given by Equation7:
J =−

M
X

Pi Qi

(7)

i=1

Value
5MHz
10−4
1Mbps
1
10-20dB
4Mbps
15dB
18dB
0.4
1
2

The N E value in the context of delay QoS measure is
obtainable by differentiating —10 to obtain Equation 14
dφ(Q)
=0
(14)
dPi
for all i where the profit function due to the delay is given by
equation 15
(s)

The spectrum substitutability is included in the utility
function by way of parameter λ. This parameter permits the
secondary users to switch between frequencies depending on
the offered price. The demand function of the secondary user
is obtainable from Equation 8 by differentiating the utility
function w.r.t Qi as follows:
(8)

(s)

(s)

− Pi − ∆(kj − Pj )
1 − ∆2

(9)

− Pj

+

λi
d 1−∆2 (4Q
i −λi )

(2Q2i − 2Qi λi )2

(16)

(s)

(s)

− Pi − ∆(kj − Pj )
(17)
Qi = Wi −
1 − ∆2
The same computational procedure is logical followed with
regards to obtaining the NE for a model based on a throughput
QoS parameter.
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The Bertrand oligopoly is formulated as in Table 2.
The profit due to a delay QoS performance is defined in
Equation 10
(D)
(D)
φ(P)i = Qi Pi − Ci
(10)
While the throughput based profit is expressed by Eqneleven
(T )

(s)

− 2Pi − ∆(ki
1 − ∆2

ki

3.4 Bertrand Game Model

φ(P)i

ki

where Qi is defined by Equation 17

The demand function is the size of shared spectrum that
maximizes the utility of the secondary user given the prices
offered by the primary service in Equation 9
ki

(s)

0=

dψ(Q)
=0
dQi

Qi =

kis − Pi − ∆(kj − Pj )
dλi
−
= Pi
1 − ∆2
2(Wi − Qi )2 − 2λi (Wi − Qi )
(15)
The derivative of this profit function is equated to zero as in
Equation 16
φD
i (P)

(T )

= Qi Pi − Ci

(11)

The solution to this game is the Nash Equilibrium(N E)
obtainable by way of the best response. For a best response
of a Primary user i given the prices of other primary users Pi ,
where j 6= i is defined by Eqn 12-Eqn 13
BRi (P−i ) = argmaxφi (P−i ∪ Pi )

(12)

The set P∗ = {P1∗ , ..., PN∗ } represents the Nash equilibrium
of this Bertrand game, if and only if
Pi∗ = BR(P∗−i ), ∀i

(13)

We conducted a set of numerical simulations using the
parameters defined in Table 3.
4.1 Numerical Analysis
In this section, we present numerical results to validate the
efficacy of our low cost Smart Mesh network design using the
two analytic models.
Fig 2 depicts the demand function of the secondary user,
the revenue, cost and profit of the primary user under variable
pricing options for the delay and throughput QoS performance
metrics respectively. From a delay QoS performance metric
perspective,when the first primary user strategist by increasing the spectrum price, the secondary user correspondingly
demands less spectrum owing to the decrease in the utility
of the allocated spectrum. Moreover, the cost for the primary
user decreases given a small demand from the secondary user.
Needless to say, the size of the residual spectrum remains
bigger giving rise to a small delay. However the revenue
and profit of the primary user, traverses a parabolic path as
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(a) Delay

(a) Delay

(b) Throughput

(b) Throughput

Figure 2: Demand,Revenue,Cost and Profit

Figure 3: Best response

it initially increases and then after the optimal point begins
to decrease. Clearly for a small price, the first primary user
can sell a bigger spectrum size to the secondary user, this
translates to an increase in revenue and profit. Comparatively
from a throughput QoS performance metric perspective, when
the spectrum price increases, little spectrum is sold. Similarly
when the primary user increases the price, the secondary
user correspondingly demands less spectrum and vice-versa.
However, the cost function shows a cost that is initially higher
than that in the delay metric and then decreases sharply with
an increase in price as depicted by the negative line gradient
in the throughput version of the graph. The revenue and profit
functions also follow a parabolic path. Notably for all the
two QoS constraints, there exist points of maximized profit
at which the price is considered optimal. The gap between the
two parabolic curves, i.e profit curve and revenue curve is in
a way reflective of the differences in the cost functions.
In Fig 3, we consider two primaries and their best responses
under the delay and throughput QoS constraints. This in a
way depicts attempts to catalyse spectrum price decrease and
a subsequent increased access to internet services. The price
catalysation is brought about by a change in strategy by both
Primary 1 and Primary 2 as they both seek to attain the best
price that will be attractive to the secondary user. The price
strategy is itself a function of channel quality, thus when

channel quality increases, the spectrum demand increases as
it gives the secondary user a higher rate due to adaptive
modulation. Consequently as in accordance with the law of
demand and supply in economics, the primary user sets a
higher price. The intersection of the best response lines from
both primary 1 and primary 2 depicts the location of the
optimal point which is also the Nash equilibrium point. The
Nash equilibrium points for the delay metric are located at
a lower position value points as compared to those of the
throughput performance metric. This intuitively means it may
it advisable to implore this performance metric attempts to
catalyze a decrease in service prices and subsequently enable
entrepreneurs to achieve increased access in the rural and remote parts. Next we investigate and analyse, Nash equilibrium
under variable channel quality depicted by Fig 4 for both
performance metrics. A higher channel quality is deliverable
via the delay QoS metric as compared to its throughput
counterpart. This translates to a higher Nash equilibrium point
for the delay QoS metric. This is a result of a higher demand
emanating from the secondary users. For both graphs and
metrics, the channel quality offered by one primary impacts
the strategies adopted by the other primary. Consequently
when the demand offered by one player is varied,the other
player must responsively adopt the price to attain higher price.
Utimately, the throughput delivers the same channel quality at
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the-day traffic engineering based on white space availability.
Finally, with the wide promotion of white space communication for machine-to-machine communication in Internet-ofThings (IoT) settings, the application of the white space market
proposed in this paper to IoT schemes can boost long distance
sensor networking [19] for water quality monitoring in rural
and remote areas [20] in a more dynamic and efficient way
than proposed in [21].
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(a) Delay

(b) Throughput

Figure 4: Channel Quality
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ABSTRACT
Based on the analysis of the actual situation in
Broadcasting, the paper describes how access services for
people with disabilities (predominantly for those with
hearing and viewing disabilities) can be improved
substantially by linking broadcast and internet
technologies. The novelty is to provide access services such
as subtitles, audio-description, clean audio or sign
language videos via the broadband Internet for
simultaneous display with the broadcast content. People
with disabilities could thus choose from a large selection of
services made available for those who need these
additional forms of content. The work of ITU is presented
within this field of IBB (Integrated Broadcast-Broadband)
systems. The main challenges (selection, mixing,
synchronization, tailoring and displaying of such content in
a consumer-type of device) are described. It is also shown
that this kind of hybrid technique is not only to the benefit
of people with disabilities but, at the end, to all of us.
Keywords— Access to Audiovisual Media for people
with disabilities, Integrated Broadcast-Broadband (IBB)
systems,
interactive
Television,
hybrid
systems,
convergence of broadcasting and broadband Internet
1. INTRODUCTION – SOCIETAL MOTIVATION
There are more than one billion people on Earth suffering
from physical or mental disabilities [1]. About 15% of the
World‘s population suffer from more or less severe
disabilities that hamper their access to telecommunication
services. Around 16 % of the adult Europeans have health
problems that make access to and use of broadcast
programmes difficult or impossible.
Naturally, with age, an increasing number of people have
hearing and/or viewing problems as well as reductions in
mobility that can make the control of apparatuses difficult,
e. g. operating the TV remote control. By the year 2020,
50 % of the European population will be older than 50
years. Hardly any of our fellow citizens beyond the age of
80 has an adequate sense of hearing. International
organisation have been acting for many years in order to
make available additional access services and technical
means that alleviate or enable, for people with disabilities,
for the elderly but also for minorities, the access to TV
services.
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This paper describes how Integrated Broadcast- Broadband
(IBB) systems can improve access to audiovisual – notably
television - services for people with disabilities, for the
elderly and, in general, for us all.
2. REGULATORY BACKGROUND
In 2006, the United Nations released the UN Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCPD) [2]. Of
specific interest are Article 9 “Accessibility to information,
communication and other services, including electronic
services and emergency services” and Article 21 “Access to
Information: Encouraging the mass media, including
providers of information through the Internet, to make their
services accessible to persons with disabilities”.
Furthermore, the UNCPD especially recognizes and
promotes the use of Sign Languages. The Convention
entered into force on 3 May 2008.
Many states are now implementing programs to make life
easier for people with disabilities. Examples are the “21st
Century Communication and Video Accessibility Act”
(USA) and the “Equality Act” (UK), both issued in 2010.
The German public service broadcaster ARD (German
Television, www.ard.de) decided in September 2011 to help
people with hearing disabilities by adding subtitles in the
national TV programmes for all new programme items; and
to include them increasingly in the regional TV
programmes. For people with viewing limitations, audio
description will be provided for all fictional formats and all
nature films in the national TV programmes. ZDF, the
second national public service broadcaster in Germany, is
following suit. The associations representing people with
disabilities have reacted very positively to this decision.
In 2008, the European Parliament approved a Declaration
on the “Subtitling of all Public Service Television
Programmes in the European Union”. The EU Commission
followed with its “Audiovisual Media Services Directive” in
2010 [3]. Article 46 of this Directive (entitled “Access to
audiovisual media”) states: “The right of persons with a
disability and of the elderly to participate and be integrated
in the social and cultural life of the Union is inextricably
linked to the provision of accessible audiovisual media
services. The means to achieve accessibility should include,
but need not be limited to, sign language, subtitling, audiodescription and easily understandable menu navigation.”
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And there exist several ITU Resolutions on that matter,
inter alia:
Resolution 70 (Johannesburg, 2008) of the World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly, Resolution 58
(Hyderabad, 2010) of the World Telecommunication
Development Conference and Resolution 175 of the ITU
Plenipotentiary Conference (Guadalajara, 2010). The latter
is entitled „Telecommunication/information and communication technology accessibility for persons with disabilities,
including age-related disabilities“, and instructs all three
ITU Sectors “to take into account the needs of persons with
disabilities in the work of the ITU”.
In December 2013, ITU's World Telecommunication/ICT
Indicators Symposium (WTIS) “has sent a strong message
calling for the international community to explicitly
prioritize information and communication technologies
(ICTs) as essential to every nation's future social
development and economic growth.”[4]
2. IBB SYSTEMS
IBB systems combine content delivery over the broadcast
and over the broadband Internet networks. Additional
content selected by the consumer is either displayed (in
visual and/or audible form) on the same (television) screen
or on a so-called second screen, e. g. via a smart phone or a
tablet PC. ITU-Report BT.2067 describes three systems:
HbbTV (Hybrid broadcast-broadband Television, ref.
www.hbbtv.org), the Japanese system Hybridcast and (in
the next version that is about to be published) the Brazilian
middleware system GINGA [5]. Figure 1 depicts the
principle of an IBB system at the example of HbbTV [6]. A
description of Hybridcast can be found in [7]. For GINGA
see also [8]. The key to IBB systems is that, in contrast to
conventional smart or connected TV devices that operate
either in TV or Internet mode, there exists an engine in the
TV set or the settop box that links logically the broadcast
programme and the portal of the broadcast provider.
Additional content that can be displayed visually is thus
superimposed with the broadcast image/video. Note that
there are also non-broadcast related applications of IBB
systems; however, this article is not dealing with those.

Figure 2 When selecting a TV programme, the „RED
BUTTON“ signals possible access to HbbTV services. If
then the red button is pushed on the remote control, the
“Startleiste” (starting bar) is superimposed with the TV
image, indicating the available applications
(Screen shot of German TV ARD)
As for other IBB systems, the HbbTV specification does not
depend on a particular broadcast link or on a particular IP
link. It may be applicable with either or connection, but
gains most momentum in a connected environment to
broadcast and broadband. HbbTV has primarily been
designed to be applied in connection with DVB
broadcasting networks (such as satellite, terrestrial, CATV
or IPTV) but can, in principle, be used in connection with
other digital broadcast systems.
Depending on the available multiplex capacity, applications
can be entirely incorporated within the broadcast signal (no
Internet connection is required in this case) or are only
signalled as being available via the Internet. In the first
case, the applications are carried in the DSM-CC (Digital
Storage Media Command and Control) data carousel of the
MPEG-2 Transport Stream (Part 6 of the MPEG-2 Standard
(SO/IEC 13818-6). The first case is typical for the HbbTV
launching application that is superimposed with the
broadcast TV image (see Figure 2) or for alert messages in
cases of natural or man-made catastrophes as developed
within
the
EU
project
Alert4All
(ref.
http://www.alert4all.eu) [5], [12]. The latter case (i.e. apps
via the Internet) is the regular case for more complex
applications, catch-up TV or access services that encompass
high-data rate streaming such as the sign language video.
Owing to the high synergy with current web technology,
HTML-based HbbTV allows for easy content generation.
Content is primarily web content that is rendered in the
consumer equipment (CE) browser of the TV set or settop
box. HbbTV exists currently in its version 1.5 [5]. Version
2.0 is expected to be approved by ETSI by the end of 2014
(see details in Section 5).
3. ITU WORK ON ACCESS SERVICES FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Figure 1 Interlinking of broadcasting programme and
portal services by the broadcaster (Example HbbTV)

At ITU, a large amount of activities is ongoing with respect
to access services for people with disabilities. In autumn
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2010, a Focus Group on Audio-visual Media Access
(FG AVA) was founded within the framework of ITU-T
(ref. http://itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/ava). This FG AVA
encompassed a multiplicity of stakeholders from within and
outside of the ITU and elaborated, by 2012, a number of
deliverables that are all publicly available under the above.
website. FG AVA is now followed by the ITU-internal
Intersector Rapporteur Group on Audiovisual Media
Accessibility (IRG AVA).
This IRG is composed by participants from both, the ITU
Radiocommunication and the ITU Standardisation Sector
(ITU-R and ITU-T, respectively). The IRG is tasked to
develop draft ITU Reports and Recommendations for
approval by their parent Study Groups ITU-R SG 6
(Broadcasting service), ITU-T SG 9 (Broadband cable and
TV) and ITU-T SG 12 (Multimedia), ref
http://www.itu.int/en/irg/ava/Pages/default.aspx .
The ITU Telecommunication Development Sector (ITU-D)
is also active in the area of access services for people with
disabilities. Jointly with G3ict (www.g3ict.org ), the Sector
published, in 2011, the Report “Making Television
Accessible“, that provides a comprehensive tutorial on that
issue [9].
The Study Groups of ITU-T and ITU-R cooperate on
audiovisual media accessibility when developing their
Reports and Recommendations. For example with respect to
IBB systems, ITU-R SG 6 cooperates closely with ITU-T
SG 16. Recommendation ITU-R BT.2073 on IBB
requirements has already been developed [10]. A
Recommendation on IBB systems and common core
elements is in preparation by SG 6.
ITU-R Working Party 6B is about developing a working
document towards a preliminary draft new Report on
production, emission and exchange of closed captions for
all worldwide language character sets (Latin and non-Latin).
The problem here is to harmonize at least four different
proposals. Study Question 45-6/6 was updated accordingly,
also to include alternative display technologies such as
video glasses and second screens [11].

showcase includes the personalized retrieval of subtitles,
signer video and audio description.
Within the EU project FI-CONTENT, work was carried out
to develop the Second Screen Framework that allows to
display HbbTV content on either the TV screen (and/or the
TV loudspeakers) or on any other audiovisual device that is
equipped with a wired or wireless Internet connection. The
principal of the second screen framework is depicted in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 Principle of the Second Screen Framework
One of the great advantages of access services retrieved via
IBB systems is that the representation of the retrieved
content can be adapted to the individual needs of the endusers. In HbbTV, the additional content is basically a
website that is rendered in the CE-browser of the TV set (or
the settop box) or the second screen device. This fact
allows, in principle, for the end-user to adjust the
appearance on the screen in size, position, font, colour, etc.
Greater fonts are useful for people with reduced viewing
acuity, selecting colours helps people with reduced colour
sensitivity, and so on. The limits for adjustments can be set
by the content provider.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF ACCESS SERVICES IN
HYBRID DELIVERY
4.1 Research projects in Europe
For a number of years - and in various parts of the World R&D work has been ongoing to develop design and
technology for the hybrid delivery of additional content and
services for people with disabilities. Given the author’s
affiliation, this subsection is concentrating on research in
Europe.
Whilst the EU project DTV4All has collected important
knowledge on user expectations, the project HBB-NEXT
has first carried out intensive user tests in order to
determine how best to present access services such as
closed captions or sign language videos that are delivered
via the Internet [13]. Based on these results, a showcase was
implemented that demonstrated the technical and
programme possibilities for IBB access services. The

Figure 4 Second screen: The TV application (here the
enhanced video text service) has been switched from the
main screen to the tablet PC
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Very useful is the listening to additional sound (for example
to audio description for the blinds or to clean audio for the
hard of hearing) over headphones connected to the second
screen device. No other member of a family will thus be
disturbed by such additional audio signals if not desired.
Figure 4 illustrates the usage of a tablet PC as second
screen device. Linking of the TV set and the tablet is via the
Internet, initiated by photographing a PR Code that appears
on the main screen once the process of the second screen
framework has been initiated by the consumer (by a simple
click on the remote control)

Figure 5 Menue for selecting size, background and
position of subtitles delivered via the Internet (The example
shows subtitles at the bottom of the TV image, medium font
size and on a black background of 85 % of transparency)
Subtitles via HbbTV (see example in Figure 5) are the first
application of hybrid delivery that have become operational
in TV broadcasting. Since September 2013, the regional
German public service broadcaster rbb (http://www.rbbonline.de/) provides such a service as live field-test for all
their TV emissions that have conventional (DVB or
videotext) closed captions.
Note: The URLs of the mentioned EU projects are listed in
Section 7 “Acknowledgments”.
4.2 Special request: Synchronising services and
display devices
Broadcast and Internet delivered content have significantly
different delays due to the very different transport
technologies (push vs. Internet protocols). For applications
that are time-related to the broadcast signal, synchronisation
is required between the broadcast and the Internet delivered
content. Prime examples are subtitles, that need to appear in
correct relation to the TV dialogue, and audio descriptions
(AD) that need frame-precise synchronisation (accuracy in
the order of 20 ms). AD must fit exactly within the periods
between TV dialogues. Another example, where
synchronisation is required, is the sign language video.
Frame accuracy is not needed in this case but differences
beyond about a second should not be tolerated. Figure 6
provides a screen shot of an HBB-NEXT test signal
showing the signer video partially superimposed with the
broadcast video. Note that a prerequisite of this windowing

technique is the existence of a second video player in the
TV set. Top-of-the-line devices are already equipped with
dual video players as these are useful for other purposes,
e. g. showing the image of the door camera or allowing a
preview of recorded TV material.
Furthermore, synchronization is needed between display
devices within a home network (e. g. between a TV set and
a tablet PC). TV sound listened to on a tablet must fit to the
image on the main screen, a signer video displayed on a
second screen should be in sync with the broadcast video on
the TV screen, etc. The HBB-NEXT project has developed
solutions for these two types of synchronisation. They are
based, for DVB systems, on either Programme Clock
Reference (PCR) values in the header of the MPEG-2
Transport Stream (TS) in connection with Presentation
Time Stamps (PTR) in the header of the Programme
Elementary Streams (PES), or on additional timelines in the
TS that carry the PTRs. Timelines are a specific form of
PES and were defined by DVB in ETSI TS 183 063 in 2005
in the context of the standardisation of MHP (Multimedia
Home Platform, an earlier standardised DVB middleware
format, built on a Java subset, for interactive digital
television). In order to perform synchronisation between
sources, some buffering is needed that introduces additional
delay. The DSM-CC data carousel allows transmitting sync
info via broadcast using DSM-CC stream events. For interdevice synchronisation, HBB-NEXT proposes the usage of
mDNS-SD (multicast Domain Name System – Service
Discovery) as this protocol is supported by various
operating systems [14]. Synchronisation is expected to be
part of the next version of the HbbTV specification
(Version 2.0), which is to be published by the end of 2014.
Details of this sub-specification have still to be determined.
See more details in [15].
With respect to access services, research and development
is ongoing. The new EU project Hbb4All (launched in
December 2013) will foster hybrid access services via all
delivery paths. In Hbb4All, the prototype of the hybrid
signer video service (personalized and synchronized with
the broadcast video) will be further developed and in
extensive user tests evaluated.

Figure 6 Test service: Regular news via TV broadcasting,
signer video via the Internet – The window of the signer
video can be adjusted in size and position. Technical
challenge is time-synchronisation
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4.3 Automation of content production
A huge research challenge ahead is the development of
techniques that allow, for hybrid media, to automate (partly
or entirely) the production (generation) of additional
content for access services as required by people with
disabilities. Today, the production of access services is time
consuming and thus costly. Automated or semi-automated
production is thus a prerequisite for more broadcast and
online content being made available for people with
disabilities.
Let us illustrate this challenge for the sign language. There
were many attempts to define a notation for sign languages.
Such notation could be used for automatic translation from,
say subtitles, into signing gestures of an avatar. However,
people (especially adults) who depend on sign language are
still not tolerating avatars and request camera shots of
native signers. A notation could also help to translate from
one sign language into another one. Signing is not universal,
there are British, French, German, Japanese, etc. sign
languages. Not only gestures are different, also the usage of
hands, head, mouth and tongue vary from country to county
(even within a country). An idea for a solution currently
under investigation is to use a dictionary that contains a
collection of video shots (video clips) of individual
gestures. A specific algorithm could then compose a video
of continued signing, using text or voice as a basis for
transcription. This idea is similar to the use of PCM audio
junks for composing automatic telephone announcements
that sound rather natural. However, a significant amount of
research work is still needed to make this vision a reality.
Generally, cost could already be reduced if the additional
content were generated during the production of a video
programme and not in a separate session once all postprocessing is finished.
5. NEED FOR STANDARDISATION
When it comes to the usage and handling of audiovisual
consumer devices, manufacturers of smart TVs or settop
boxes can introduce their own technical solutions: Device
and user identification or voice control and gesture
recognition are improving everybody’s viewing and listing
experience. Voice control and user identification, however,
are of special benefit to people with motion difficulties.
Manufacturers may also develop their own implementations
for text-to-speech systems as needed, for example, for
“spoken subtitles”. (The verbal representation of subtitles is
helpful, inter alia, to many people with viewing deficiencies
but also to minorities and children). On the other hand,
manufacturers are bound to adhere to established coding,
multiplexing and transmission standards that are applied by
the broadcasters for their TV and online services.
Broadcasters (especially free-to-air broadcasters) heavily
rely on technical standards as well as on agreed operating
rules as established by ITU (such as use of frequencies or
the respecting of spectrum masks) in order to ensure that
their content and services are available on the consumers’

devices timely, faultlessly and in the form (“look & feel”)
the broadcasters had designed them. Of importance to both
broadcasters and end-user is the fact that standards allow
for interoperability and support thus a horizontal market,
i. e. empower the consumers to buy equipment from various
vendors to receive/retrieve the broadcasters’ content.
Well-known examples of ITU Recommendations are, inter
alia, ITU-T H.264 (MPGE-4) or ITU-R BT.709 (HDTV
formats) that are of paramount importance to the
audiovisual community world-wide. H.265 (also called
High-efficiency video coding – HEVC) was only recently
approved by both ITU and ISO/IEC (MPEG). HEVC
outperforms H.264 by a factor of between 1.5 and 2 with
respect to the video compression rate and is a prime
candidate for future HDTV and Ultra-HDTV (UHDTV)
services. Frame formats for UHDTV are specified in the
new (and already well known and established) ITU
Recommendation BT.2020 [16].
With respect to access services, ITU is about to compile a
whole series of Reports and Recommendations. For that
purpose, the Intersector Rapporteur Group of ITU-R Study
Group 6 and ITU-T Study Groups 9 and 12 (IRG AVA) has
started its work in February 2014 (see Details in Section 3).
Generally, with respect to access services, standards are
needed for
 the system and quality requirements (as derived
from established service requirements)
and
 the control and representation of access services on
the basis of their metadata.
Specifically, standards are, inter alia, needed for
 Subtitle systems (closed captions)
 Clean audio (adjustment of loudness for dialogue
and background sound/music)
 Audio description (time precision, mixing with
original sound)
 Sign language video (representation)
Agreed standards for access services are one factor that
ensures the economy of scale necessary for affordable and
interoperable audiovisual devices in the hand of the public.
The other factor is the general integration of these solutions
in everybody’s consumer devices. Only then, access
services can be made available broadly and to the benefit of
all citizens.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The advantages of combining broadcasting and Broadband
Internet are manifold:
 Multiplicity of services
A much larger selection of access services can be
offered via the Internet than would be possible by
inclusion into the broadcast multiplex. All of these
access services could, in principle, be made
available in a variety of mother tongues. This is
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rather a societal or a cost problem than a technical
one.
 Closed services
Hybrid services are generally “closed” services,
i.e. they are delivered on demand to those who rely
on them, unnoticed by those who do not need
them.
 Personalized services
The content provider can allow personalisation of
a hybrid service (size, position, colour, font, as
appropriate) to the need of individual end-users.
 Extensibility of services
The hybrid technique is extremely flexible and
future-proof. The offers provided via the Internet
can grow with time.
 Services on multiple screens
The second screen functionality enhances the
service quality by allowing further personalization
and by improving the inclusion of people with
disabilities in their family (or a group of mates). As
“second screen”, any display device that allows
connection to Internet can be used.
A remaining challenge is to reduce the cost of production.
The lower the cost, the more content for additional services
can be generated. Further research is needed in order to
automate (at least partly) the production process.
Whatever we do for people with disabilities, we do it for all
of us (sign language may be the only exception). Children,
minorities and foreigners profit from subtitles (for their
understanding but also for learning reading and foreign
languages); audio-description helps to understand a TV
programme even when watching the screen is difficult (e.g.
while driving or doing house work); clean audio improves
the audio intelligibility under unfavourable listening or
recording conditions.
From a technical point of view, some issues have still to be
solved (and standardised!), first of all the time
synchronization of the broadcast and the broadband content
(on the same and on different audiovisual terminals). For
example, audio description must fit exactly into the scene
periods where no dialogue is present; and subtitles have to
pop up at predefined video frames. Other issues are to find
the best possible user-machine interface (make it simple!)
and to display the content of the access services in a userfriendly and easily understandable form.
The basis for the successful introduction of IBB systems has
been laid. Much work is, however, still to be accomplished.
HbbTV, for example is awaiting the approval of the version
2.0 by DVB with subsequent standardisation by ETSI and,
hopefully, ITU (Note: As with other standardisation bodies
like ISO/IEC or SMPTE, ITU has a specific agreement with
ETSI that allows ITU to include ETSI specifications into
ITU Recommendations for world-wide standardisation.)
Version 2 of HbbTV will be entirely based on HTML-5
(plus updates to other current web technologies) and will
include a specification for time synchronization of streams
delivered via the broadcast and broadband connection. A

second video player is an optional feature and there will be
an interface specification for the second/multiple screen.
Downloadable fonts, push VOD via broadcast (incl.
protected content), advanced graphics and more features for
adaptive streaming will complement the specification.
Broadcasters, consumer equipment manufactures and
standardization bodies must continue to cooperate. Some
functions can be left to the manufacturers; others – those of
service nature - need to be standardized in order to ensure
the continued implementation of IBB systems to the benefit
of people with disabilities and for us all. ITU is, as a special
agency of the United Nations, best placed to assist the world
with pertinent standards and specifications (called
“Recommendations”).
The most important requirement is to make access systems
mainstream (so that everybody can take advantage of them)
and to develop quality standards for access services.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a Qt-based C++ application for fullreference stereoscopic video quality assessment. The application is platform independent and provides a friendly
Graphical User Interface (GUI). The stereoscopic video signals used in the application are based in two-view model,
such as the H.264/AVC standard with Multiview Video Coding (MVC), and several spatial resolutions are available. The
application provides objective video quality algorithms, such
as PSNR, SSIM and PW-SSIM and incorporates a recently
published technique for stereoscopic video quality assessment, called disparity weighting (DW), DPSNR, DSSIM and
DPW-SSIM. Numerical results corresponding to the performance of the objective measurements acquired using the
proposed application are presented. The ultimate goal is
that the application will contribute, as an open-source tool
to be used by academia and industry, for standardization
and development of objective algorithms and evaluation of
impairments in stereoscopic video signals caused by some
processing techniques.
Index Terms— Stereoscopic Video, Video Quality Assessment, Objective Algorithms, Platform Independent Graphical User Interface, Structural Similarity Index
1. INTRODUCTION
The diversity of the digital multimedia content available in a
wide range of services requires the use of different schemes
to distribute the multimedia signals over a variety of digital transmission technologies. Furthermore, the multimedia
streams must be adjusted to fulfill the requirements of applications, such as: IPTV, mobile TV, digital broadcasting,
video on demand and video surveillance. This adjustment
is performed according to parameters that have a significant
impact in the consumer electronics, such as: bandwidth, bitrate, storage space and power consumption.
The visualization of stereoscopic video content requires
more storage space and processing capacity from the devices,
moreover the power consumption is a critical parameter for
Thanks to CAPES and CNPq for funding.
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mobile devices. Compression, transmission, coding, quantization and other commonly used techniques to accomodate
the multimedia signals, cause impairments that degrade
the quality of the content. The Video Quality Assessment
(VQA) plays a important role for industry, because it is used
to establish the performance of a video processing system
and to obtain optimal parameters to maintain the Quality of
Service (QoS) in a pre-determined condition [1]. Therefore,
it is necessary to evaluate the quality of stereoscopic video
signals in a fast, accurate and reliable way.
There are two approaches to evalute the video quality: subjective and objective. The subjective assessment involves
psychovisual experiments with humans, providing adequate
accuracy. The complete methodologies of the subjective
experiments are described in Recommendations ITU-T
P.910 [2] and ITU-R BT.500-13 [3]. However, it is timeconsuming and impracticable for real-time applications.
The objective assessment is a fast and a low cost alternative
to time-consuming subjective evaluations. Objective algorithms are computational models, which use statistical characteristics of the video combined with features of the Human Visual System (HVS), to estimate a quality score, classified according to the availability of the original signal as:
full reference, in which the original video is compared with
the video under test (degraded); reduced reference, whenever only characteristics of the original video are available
for comparison with the video under test, and no reference,
in which only the video under test is used for quality assessment.
Successfull full-reference objective algorithms were developed to evaluate the 2D video quality, as verified in Recommendation ITU-T J.144 [4]. Several publications indicate that perceptual characteristics have increased the performance of the objective VQA algorithms [5–8]. However,
stereoscopic video signals have a new component that needs
to be considered in the design of the objective algorithms:
the depth. Recently, the disparity has been used as a depth
estimation in the development of objective algorithms [9,10].
The challenges of the objective stereoscopic video quality assessment have encouraged the development of research in the
subject [11–13].
This paper presents a platform independent application with
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a GUI for objective stereoscopic VQA, called SQUALES
(Stereoscopic video QUALity Evaluation Software). It has
been implemented using the Qt application framework and
C++ programming language. SQUALES provides important
objective algorithms.
The performance of the objective algorithms was verified
using the subjective results provided by NAMA3DS1COSPAD1 database [14, 15]. Statistical measures were used
to compare the performance of the objective algorithms. The
confidence intervals and hypothesis tests for the Pearson
correlation coefficient are also presented.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses related applications. A review of the objective algorithms is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the
SQUALES application. Numerical results that validated the
performance of the objective algorithms are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work.
2. RELATED APPLICATIONS
An application that implements image and video quality algorithms has a significant impact on academia and industry
to enhance and develop new video quality algorithms as well
as to determine the performance of video processing techniques, enabling the researchers to become more productive.
An image quality toolbox for MATLAB1 R has been implemented by Sprljan [16]. This toolbox does not present a
GUI-based approach and the objective algorithms provided
are limited to the Error Sensitivity, such as Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Normalised
Absolute Error (NAE) and Average Difference (AD).
Gaubatz [17] provides a MATLAB package for image quality assessment. This application is command-line based, so
the usage is not intuitive. It implements image quality algorithms, such as MSE, PSNR, SSIM, VIF (Visual Index
Fidelity) and other algorithms based on the Human Visual
System (HVS).
A MATLAB-based framework for 2D image and video
quality assessment has been implemented by Murthy and
Karam [18]. This framework provides a GUI-based approach
and has various objective image and video quality algorithms, full-reference, reduced-reference and no-reference,
and supports different image and video formats. It also
includes an interface for subjetive evaluation, generation
of simulated impairments and correlation analysis between
subjective and objective measures.
Nevertheless, MATLAB is an high-cost application, being
time-consuming for most of devices, mainly to execute operations with large video signals. The MATLAB requires
a robust hardware specification, being impracticable to analyze stereoscopic video signals in mobile devices scenario
and real-time applications.
Recently, Ucar et. al. [19] proposed the Video Tester – a
framework for video quality assessment over IP networks. It
1 MATLAB

is a registered trademark under Copyright license with all
rights reserved to MathWorks, Inc.

was implemented using Python programming language and
performs parameter extraction in packet, bistream and picture level of the video processing and transmission, in order
to gather information. The Video Tester is a Linux application and depends of Open Source Computer Vision Library
(OpenCV), GStreamer, Matplotlib and other libraries, that is
not optimized for multi-platform compatibility.
3. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION ALGORITHMS – A
REVIEW
3.1. Notation
Let V = {vL (x, y, n), vR (x, y, n)} be a stereoscopic video
signal, in which the scalar functions vL and vR correspond to
the left and right views, respectively; such that {(x, y, n) ∈
Z3 : 1 ≤ x ≤ X; 1 ≤ y ≤ Y ; 1 ≤ n ≤ N }, in which
X, Y and N represent the number of lines, columns and
frames, respectively. This is the same model used in the standard ISO/IEC 14496-10 – MPEG-4 Part 10 (H.264/AVC) in
Stereo and Multiview High Profiles.
Let F and H be the stereoscopic reference video signal and
the video signal under test, respectively. A full reference objective algorithm for stereoscopic video quality assessment
is a function G, such that its image (G(F, H)) represents the
quality of H with respect to F .
The following definition is used in this paper
G(F, H) :=

G(fL , hL ) + G(fR , hR )
,
2

(1)

since the importance of the left and right views is the same.
3.2. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Let f (x, y, n) and h(x, y, n) be scalar functions that represent 2D video signals. The Mean Square Error (MSE) between the signals is computed as
N X
X X
Y
X

MSE(f, h) =

2

[f (x, y, n) − h(x, y, n)]

n=1 x=1 y=1

N ·X ·Y

. (2)

The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is computed as
"
#
MAX
PSNR(f, h) = 20 · log10 p
dB,
(3)
MSE(f, h)
in which MAX = 2b − 1, b is the number of bits used in the
quantization of the gray value scale, in this paper b = 8, and
MSE(f, h) is the Mean Square Error between f and h.
3.3. Structural Similarity Index
The Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [20] is a full-reference
approach to image and video quality assessment based on
the assumption that the HVS is highly adapted to recognize
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structural information in the visual environment and, therefore, the changes in the structural information provide a good
approximation to the quality perceived by the human visual
system.
The SSIM(f, h) is computed as a product of three measures
over the luminance plane: luminance comparison l(f, h), the
contrast comparison c(f, h) and the structural comparison
s(f, h):
2µf µh + C1
,
(4)
l(f, h) = 2
µf + µ2h + C1
c(f, h) =

2σf σh + C2
,
σf2 + σh2 + C2

(5)

σf h + C3
,
σf σh + C3

(6)

s(f, h) =

in which µ is the sample mean, σ is the sample standard deviation, σf h is the covariance, C1 = (0.01 · 255)2 , C2 =
(0.03 · 255)2 and C3 = C22 .
The structural similarity index is described as
SSIM(f, h) = [l(f, h)]α · [c(f, h)]β · [s(f, h)]γ ,

(7)

in which usually α = β = γ = 1.
In practice the SSIM is computed for an 8×8 sliding squared
window or for an 11×11 Gaussian-circular window. The first
approach is used in this paper. Then, for two videos which
are subdivided into J windows, the SSIM is computed as
SSIM(f, h) =

J
1X
SSIM(fj , hj ),
J j=1

(8)

in the j-th window and |∇f j (k)| is the magnitude of the kth gradient vector in the j-th window. For the case that the
frames are partitioned uniformly in squares 8 × 8, K = 64.
The Perceptual Weighted Structural Similarity Index (PW–
SSIM) is computed as
PJ
j=1 SSIM(fj , hj ) · SI(fj )
. (10)
PW–SSIM(f, h) =
PJ
j=1 SI(fj )
3.5. Disparity Weighting Technique
The disparity, that is present in a stereoscopic video signal,
is an information related to the sense of the stereo perception [9]. This information is computed as the difference between two corresponding pixels in the left and right views.
Indeed, as is well know, the disparity should be considered
in the development of objective algorithms, to improve the
correlation between the objective prediction and the subjective scores.
The disparity map, D(F ), is computed as
D(F (x, y, n)) := |fL (x, y, n) − fR (x, y, n)|, ∀ (x, y, n).
(11)
Regis et. al. [10] included the disparity information into objective algorithms by means of a weighted average of the objective measurements with the values contained in the disparity map. This approach was implemented into three objective
algorithms, PSNR, SSIM and PW-SSIM, producing the DPSNR, DSSIM and DPW–SSIM.
The DMSEL , i.e., DMSE for the left view, is computed as
DMSEL (F, H) =

in which fj is the video signal observed in the j-th window.

N X
X X
Y
X

2

[fL (x, y, n) − hL (x, y, n)] · D(F (x, y, n))

n=1 x=1 y=1

3.4. Perceptual Weighted Structural Similarity Index

Y
X X
N X
X

Regis et al. [21] proposed a technique called Perceptual
Weighting (PW), which combines the local Spatial Perceptual Information (SI), as a visual attention estimator, with the
SSIM, since experiments indicate that the quality perceived
by the HVS is more sensitive in areas of intense visual attention [8], [22].
The PW technique uses the local spatial perceptual information to weigh the most visually important regions. This
weighting is obtained as follows: compute the magnitude of
the gradient vectors in the original video by means of the Sobel masks, then generate a perceptual map in which the pixel
values are the magnitude of the gradient vectors. The frame
is partitioned into window 8 × 8 pixels, and the SI in each
block is computed as
v
u
K
u 1 X
(µj − |∇f j (k)|)2 ,
(9)
SI(fj ) = t
K −1

D(F (x, y, n))

n=1 x=1 y=1

(12)
and the DPSNRL is computed as
"

#

MAX

DPSNRL (F, H) = 20 · log10 p
dB.
DMSEL (F, H)
(13)
The DMSE and the DPSNR for the right view (DMSER and
DPSNRR ) are computed in the same manner. Then the overall DPSNR is the average of the DPSNRL and DPSNRR .
The DSSIM is computed as
J
X

DSSIM(F, H) =

k=1

SSIM(Fj , Hj ) · D(Fj )

j=1
J
X

,

(14)

D(Fj )

j=1

in which µj represents the sample average of the perceptual
map in the j-th window, K is the number of gradient vectors

in which D(Fj ) is the average disparity in the j-th window.
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The DPW–SSIM is computed as

main.cpp
maindialog.cpp
maindialog.h
maindialog.ui

DPW–SSIM(F, H) =
J
X

SSIM(Fj , Hj ) · [SI(Fj ) · D(Fj )]

j=1
J
X

.

(15)

[SI(Fj ) · D(Fj )]

j=1

4. PROPOSED APPLICATION
This paper presents a platform independent application with
a user-friendly GUI for objective stereoscopic VQA. The application was developed using C++ programming language
with Qt2 R 4.8.4 (64 bits) under the license LGPL v2.1, using Qt Creator R 2.6.2 as an integrated development environment and GNU C and C++ Compiler (GCC v4.7.2).
Qt is a multi-platform application framework developed in
C++ programming language , widely used for developing
applications with GUI. Qt is used in applications such as
Google Earth and KDE. The C++ programming language
was chosen because it is more efficient than other programming languages such as MATLAB.
MATLAB is time-consuming and requires large computational resources, being impracticable for mobile devices,
mainly due to large processing time. On the other hand,
C++ is appropriate for mobile devices, because it executes
quickly, even in scenarios of limited computing resources.
The block diagram of the SQUALES application is depicted
in Figure 1. The project architecture of the SQUALES application is shown in Figure 2, evidencing the easiness to insert
new objective algorithms to the project only implementing
them in C++ programming language. Figure 3 depicts the
GUI of the proposed application running in different platforms.

PSNR.h
SSIM.h
PWSSIM.h
DPSNR.h
DPWSSIM.h
Sobel.h
Disparity.h

PSNR.cpp
SSIM.cpp
PWSSIM.cpp
DPSNR.cpp
DPWSSIM.cpp
Sobel.cpp
Disparity.cpp

Figure 2. SQUALES project.

(a) OpenSUSE 12.3 KDE.

User Inputs

Graphical User Interface (PIGUI)
Plataform Independet

Objective Algorithms
Implementation
(b) Windows 7.

Figure 1. SQUALES block diagram.

Figure 3. Main window of the SQUALES application.

4.1. User Inputs
The application requires that the user indicates some input
parameters, including: spatial resolution, video signals and
metric selection.
2 Qt and Qt Creator are registered trademarks under Copyright license
with all rights reserved to Digia Plc.
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1. Spatial resolution: The resolutions available are:
176 × 144 (QCIF); 352 × 288 (CIF); 640 × 480;
704×480; 720×480; 768×576; 872×480; 1024×576;
1048 × 576; 1280 × 720 and 1920 × 1080.
2. Video signals: The application supports video signals
in YCbCr color space format, with 4:4:4, 4:2:2 and
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Table 2. Performance measures of the objective algorithms.

4:2:0 chroma subsampling.
3. Metric selection: The metrics available are those discussed in the previous section, namely: PSNR, SSIM,
PW-SSIM, DPSNR, DSSIM and DPW-SSIM.
4.2. Objective Algorithms Implementation
The implementation of the objective algorithms available in
the proposed application are made in C++ programming language, according to the description presented in the previous
section. The output of the objective measurements is generated in a text file. The time consumed, in seconds, by the
objective algorithm is also presented.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The SQUALES application was validated using the stereoscopic video signals available from NAMA3DS1-COSPAD1
database. The NAMA3DS1-COSPAD1 stereoscopic video
quality database [14, 15] provides subjective results, using the Absolute Category Rating with Hidden Reference
(ACR-HR) method [2], considering scenarios restricted to
coding and spatial degradations, including: H.264/AVC
and JPEG2000 coding. Table 1 summarizes the coding
conditions used for subjective experiments performed by
NAMA3DS1-COSPAD1 project.
Table 1.
COSPAD1.

(a) H.264 scenario.

Algorithm

PLCC

SROCC

KROCC

RMSE

PSNR
SSIM
PW–SSIM
DPSNR
DSSIM
DPW–SSIM

0.774946
0.730523
0.915983
0.863640
0.901635
0.954403

0.721424
0.716222
0.906776
0.838604
0.892266
0.937166

0.533869
0.555117
0.756978
0.640111
0.746354
0.815412

0.689299
0.744770
0.437573
0.549789
0.471688
0.325572

(b) JPEG2000 scenario.

Algorithm

PLCC

SROCC

KROCC

RMSE

PSNR
SSIM
PW–SSIM
DPSNR
DSSIM
DPW–SSIM

0.828049
0.896314
0.972477
0.914034
0.969310
0.975911

0.825865
0.907419
0.965980
0.927596
0.962132
0.971048

0.662380
0.750010
0.860836
0.770629
0.853104
0.865991

0.734844
0.581185
0.305388
0.531663
0.322222
0.285951

(c) Joint scenario.

Algorithm

PLCC

SROCC

KROCC

RMSE

PSNR
SSIM
PW–SSIM
DPSNR
DSSIM
DPW–SSIM

0.790152
0.832476
0.951992
0.875461
0.944039
0.967001

0.766721
0.841566
0.943427
0.858578
0.942530
0.955609

0.588923
0.658728
0.800988
0.678167
0.801872
0.830147

0.750780
0.678694
0.374981
0.592001
0.404026
0.312082

Coding conditions used in NAMA3DS1-

Type
Video Coding (H.264/AVC)

Still Image Coding (JPEG2000)

to the subjective quality scores. The function is the following [4],

Parameter
QP = 32
QP = 38
QP = 44
Bit Rate = 2 Mbits/s
Bit Rate = 8 Mbits/s
Bit Rate = 16 Mbits/s
Bit Rate = 32 Mbits/s

(p)

DMOSl

= β1 + β2 · Ql + β3 · Q2l + β4 · Q3l ,

(16)

in which Ql represents the quality that an objective algorithm
predicts for the l-th video in the NAMA3DS1-COSPAD1
(p)
Video Quality Database and DMOSl is the fitted objective
score. The β coefficients are determined using a simple nonlinear least squares optimization.

5.1. Statistical Measures
The statistical measures used to compare the performance
of the objective algorithms were: Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC), Spearman Rank-Order Correlation
Coefficient (SROCC), Kendall Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (KROCC) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).
In practice, the PLCC evaluate the accuracy, SROCC and
KROCC evalute the monotonicity and the RMSE estimate the consistency of the objective model prediction
with respect to human subjective scores available from
NAMA3DS1-COSPAD1.
The statistical measures were computed after performing a
non-linear regression on the objective video quality assessment algorithmic measures, using a four parameter monotonic cubic polynomial function to fit the objective prediction

The results of the statistical measures, to compare the performance of the objective algorithms, are presented in Table 2,
the two best results are shown in boldface. It is noted that the
inclusion of the disparity weighting technique enhance the
performance of the objective algorithms. The DPW–SSIM
achieved the best performance, for all scenarios, since this
algorithm uses the perceptual weighting combined with the
disparity weighting.
Figure 4 presents the trend between the set of subjective
scores and the set of objective results. The observation of the
scatter plots indicates a lower dispersion around of the prediction curve for the algorithms that use the disparity weighting.
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of subjective scores (DMOS) versus model prediction. Each sample point represents a 3D test video
sample.
5.2. Hypothesis Tests for ρ
A statistical analysis was performed under the following hypothesis
(
H0 : ρ = ρ0 ,
(17)
H1 : ρ > ρ0 ,
in order to verify if the Pearson correlation coefficients have
increased significantly.
It uses the Fisher’s Transformation


1
1+r
Z = loge
= arctanh(r),
(18)
2
1−r
in which r is the sample correlation coefficient (PLCC).
Indeed, Z follows approximately the Normal distribution
N (µZ , σZ ) with
2
µZ = arctanh(ρ0 ), σZ
=

1
.
Ns − 3

(19)

The Crictical Region (CR) for Z, in the significance level of
95%, is
CR = {Z : Z > µZ +1.654·σZ } = {Z : Z > ZCR }. (20)
For each Pearson correlation coefficient presented (r) in Tables 2a, 2b and 2c, CR and Z0 were computed according to
the Formulas (20) and (18). If Z0 6∈ CR, the hypothesis H0
is accepted, i.e., there is not evidence that the Pearson correlation coefficient has increased, otherwise the hypothesis H1
is accepted meaning that the Pearson correlation coefficient
has increased with a confidence level of 95%.

For example, let be ρ0 = 0.730523 (PLCC for SSIM in
H.264 scenario), then ZCR is computed according to the Formula (20). The next step is to transform the other Pearson
correlation coefficients in Zi (the index i meaning the i-th
algorithm) according the Formula (18). If Zi > ZCR then
the i-th algorithm presents a PLCC more significant than ρ0 ,
with a confidence level of 95%.
In Table 3 the values ‘0’ and ‘1’ mean that one of the hypothesis H0 or H1 was accepted. In practive, a symbol value
of ‘1’ indicates that the statiscal performance of the objective
algorithm in the row is superior to that of the objective algorithm in the column. On the other hand, a symbol value of
‘0’ suggests that the statiscal performance of the objective algorithm in the row is equivalent to that of the objective in the
column. The sequence of the values in a cell corresponds to
the hypothesis test for H.264, JPEG2000 and Joint scenarios,
respectively.
5.3. Confidence Interval for ρ
Figure 5 presents a 95% confidence interval for ρ in the
H.264 and JPEG2000 scenarios under the hypothesis H0 :
ρ = 0, H1 : ρ 6= 0. The Z Fisher’s transformation was
applied to r to produce the confidence interval.
Under that hypothesis, Z follows the Normal distribution
with zero mean and with variance given by Formula (19).
The confidence interval for this random variable is defined
as
IC(z, 1 − α) = (Z − z1−α · σZ , Z + z1−α · σZ ).

(21)

For α = 0.05, i.e., an interval with 95% of confidence,
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Table 3. Hypothesis test for the correlation coefficient (H.264 – JPEG2000 – Joint Scenario).
Algorithms

PSNR

DPSNR

SSIM

DSSIM

PW–SSIM

DPW–SSIM

PSNR
DPSNR
SSIM
DSSIM
PW–SSIM
DPW–SSIM

–
0−1−1
0−0−0
1−1−1
1−1−1
1−1−1

0−0−0
–
0−0−0
0−1−1
0−1−1
1−1−1

0−0−0
1−0−0
–
1−1−1
1−1−1
1−1−1

0−0−0
0−0−0
0−0−0
–
0−0−0
1−0−1

0−0−0
0−0−0
0−0−0
0−0−0
–
0−0−0

0−0−0
0−0−0
0−0−0
0−0−0
0−0−0
–

1

1

0.9

0.95
0.9
PLCC

PLCC

0.8
0.7

0.85
0.8

0.6

0.75

0.5

0.7
PSNR

SSIM

PWSSIM DPSNR

DSSIM DPWSSIM

PSNR

(a) H.264 scenario.

SSIM PWSSIM DPSNR
(b) JPEG2000 scenario.

DSSIM DPWSSIM

1
0.95

PLCC

0.9
0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7
0.65
PSNR

SSIM PWSSIM DPSNR
(c) Joint scenario.

DSSIM DPWSSIM

Figure 5. The 95% confidence intervals for the PLCC.
z0.95 = 1.96, and the Formula (21) is rewritten as
IC(z, 0.95) = (Z − 1.96 · σZ , Z + 1.96 · σZ ).

(22)

The inverse of the Z Fisher’s transformation is
r=

e2z − 1
= tanh(z),
e2z + 1

(23)

and the confidence interval in terms of r is defined as,
 2·(Z−1.96·σZ )

e
− 1 e2·(Z+1.96·σZ ) − 1
IC(r, 0.95) =
,
.
e2·(Z−1.96·σZ ) + 1 e2·(Z+1.96·σZ ) + 1
(24)
Figure 5 suggests that, besides an increase in the correlation
coefficient, there is a reduction in the length of the PLCC
confidence interval for the algorithms that use the disparity
weighting technique.
6. CONCLUSIONS
An application that computes the video quality plays an important role for the development and standardization of new

objective video quality prediction models. A platform independent application with GUI for objective stereoscopic
video quality assessment was presented. The main contributions of the application are: stereoscopic video quality assessment, it is platform independent, it quickly computes the
video quality, because the C++ programming language was
used in the implementation, it presents a user-friendly GUI
and is not based on closed-source architectures such as MATLAB. SQUALES is able to evalute stereoscopic video signals
in two-view model for several spatial resolutions with reliable objective algorithms specifically developed for stereoscopic video quality assessment. The performance of the objective algorithms available in SQUALES were verified using correlation coefficients, confidence interval for the PLCC
and hypothesis test. These figure of merits validate the performance of the objective algorithms, evidencing the outstanding performance of the algorithms that includes the disparity weighting technique, suggesting that SQUALES is an
useful tool for be used by academia, industry and standards
organizations. For future works, the authors purpose to agregate a statiscal analysis tool in the application.
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ABSTRACT
Real-time data generated by the many sensors and other
sources today can serve as important input to mobile and
web applications. This data, however, is often either proprietary or in a format that is not easily usable by real time
applications. Furthermore, if an application developer needs
to integrate (mash-up) data from multiple sources it is quite
burdensome to develop interfaces. The present platforms for
open data repositories are designed for static non real-time
data. We propose a design and specifications for a platform
that will accept real-time open data from multiple sources in
multiple formats and make the data accessible in a standard
format at any desired frequency. The data is held for a finite
period of time (depending on factors such as frequency, precision, etc.) and digests made so that developers can also
make use of historical data.
Keywords— Open data, Real-time systems, Sensor networks, Data repository, Open source
1. INTRODUCTION
Open data as defined by the Open Knowledge Foundation
is data or content that is free to use, reuse, and redistribute
subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and/or
share-alike [1]. The World Bank further defines openness as
a combination of being both technically and legally open [2].
Many Governments worldwide are currently going through
an open data revolution. The focus is currently on increasing transparency [3] such as in the case of the United States
of America with its Open Government Directive [4] and the
European Union’s Public Sector Information (PSI) directive
[5]. As a result, many data portals and open data platforms
have sprung up to accommodate the needs of these initiatives [6]. Examples include data.gov, data.gov.uk, data.tt etc.
The World Bank has also been actively working with various
countries and informing the Governments of the advantages
of making their data open and available to the public.
These data platforms, such as CKAN and Junar, work well
for processed, aggregated and summarized data but fall short
of providing any efficient means of supporting raw real-time
data. Furthermore, many institutions that deal with real-time
data do so using proprietary methods. For example, CitySDK
[7] is an open data portal that caters for a city’s data but has a
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separate module specifically designed for dealing with realtime transport data. This makes it extremely difficult, and
most times impossible, to use multiple real-time data sources
in a collaborative effort. The lack of a proper system designed for real-time data also discourages many people from
publishing much needed real-time data even if they are willing to provide it to the public. Platforms have been created
to use real-time data such as the systems designed in [8] and
[9]. These platforms manipulate the data to create Linked
Data. Linked Data, however, simply is not able to guarantee
the open data principle of reuse [10]. For geo-spatial data,
the platform of choice is Geonode but this does not support
real-time sources.
The ability for almost anyone to develop web and mobile
applications with minimal training has resulted in an explosion of these applications, especially for the Android and IOS
smartphone markets. Some of these applications depend on
real-time information and so developers need to work closely
with the providers of the required data in order to ensure
compatibility and also to come to an agreement on usage
policies. If an application requires data from several data
sources then the time, complexity and cost of development
can grow rapidly. We propose a platform that would significantly reduce this burden by allowing the application developer to focus on the application and simply assume that
the required data can be obtained in a standard format at
whichever frequency is desired. Note that we assume that
both content providers and content consumers will work according to some agreed upon set of policies and licenses.
In the next section we provide an overview of the currently
available platforms that were developed for open data. We
then compare them with our proposed platform which will
be called the Real-Time Open Data repository (RTOD) platform. Next we present the requirements for a real-time repository and indicate how these are incorporated in our proposal.
In particular, we discuss how received data is processed. If
the data is requested faster than it is collected then extrapolation techniques are used to provide data when it is needed
even if a new value has not been received. Similarly if data is
requested at a slower rate then what is collected then filtering
(e.g. simply skipping some samples) can be used. Finally we
provide some more implementation details of how application developers can access data via standard APIs (Application Programming Interface) as well as some use cases.
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2. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PLATFORMS

Junar can be downloaded via the web interface or programmatically retrieved through HTTP requests.

In this section we provide a brief overview of the leading
open data platforms, CKAN, Junar, Geonode and the SensorMasher system designed in [9]. We follow the approach
used in [6] to compare these platforms and consider the properties that they considered. We focus on the ease of uploading, downloading, accessing and using data. Although the
Geonode platform is Open Source and heavily utilized for
the storage of geo-spatial data (e.g., GIS data) it does not satisfy all requirements of an Open Data platform and so is not
included in our comparison table provided in Table 1.
2.1. CKAN
As described on their website ckan.org, “CKAN is a powerful data management system that makes data accessible by
providing tools to streamline publishing, sharing, finding and
using data. CKAN is aimed at data publishers (national and
regional governments, companies and organizations) wanting to make their data open and available.”
CKAN is an open source open data platform streamlined
for data publishers whether private or Government. CKAN
allows registered users to upload data in many different
formats including CSV, XLS and JSON. Each resource belongs to a parent dataset which contains metadata for the
data. CKAN allows for entire datasets or single resources
to be downloaded via the client web interface or through a
semi-RESTful API. Data for select formats such as CSV and
XLS can be retrieved as JSON, displayed as charts or even
shown as tabular data. CKAN also has a geospatial component which allows for visualizing geospatial data on a map.
CKAN has turned out to be the most popular Open Data
platform and is used by many Governments worldwide (e.g.,
data.gov in the United States of America and data.gov.uk
in the United Kingdom).
2.2. Junar
According to their web site www.junar.com “Junar provides
everything you need to open data with confidence. It’s built
for massive scale and supports local and global data-driven
organizations. With Junar, you can easily choose what data
to collect, how you want to present it, and when it should
be made publicly available. You can also determine which
datasets are made available to the public and which datasets
are available only for your internal use. Think of it as a
next generation data management system for sharing information.”
Junar is a specialized data platform geared towards governments and organisations at a commercial price which varies
based on the size of establishment. Junar provides similar
services as does CKAN such as the uploading of data in
many different formats. Junars service being more tailored
towards business needs allows a user to enhance uploaded
data by making custom charts. It also incorporates different
analytic features for business and government use. Data in

2.3. SensorMasher
According to the web site sensormasher.sourceforge.net,
“SensorMasher is a platform which makes sensor data available following the linked open data principle and enables the
seamless integration of such data into mashups.” According
to Wikipedia, “In computing, linked data (often capitalized
as Linked Data) describes a method of publishing structured
data so that it can be interlinked and become more useful. It
builds upon standard Web technologies such as HTTP, RDF
and URIs, but rather than using them to serve web pages for
human readers, it extends them to share information in a way
that can be read automatically by computers. This enables
data from different sources to be connected and queried.”
The SensorMasher system is quite different from both
CKAN and Junar. SensorMasher gets its data through the
Linked Open Data cloud in streams using the RDF format. It
also does not provide any API to programmatically download
the data. The data has to be manually downloaded through
the web interface. SensorMasher allows a user to create
interesting mashups between different streams of sensor data
but the process is very difficult and not user friendly. The
web interface, though unfriendly, does provide some data
visualisations through maps and charts. The approach taken
in [12] is also based on the RDF format.
2.4. Geonode
According to their site geonode.org, “GeoNode is a webbased application and platform for developing geospatial information systems (GIS) and for deploying spatial data infrastructures (SDI). It is designed to be extended and modified, and can be integrated into existing platforms.”
GeoNode is the most popular Open Source geospatial content
management system. GeoNode is used through a web application. Using the web application users can upload different
types of geospatial data as layers. This data is made public
through the very same web application which allows viewing
the data by wrapping the layers over maps. Despite GeoNode’s ability to upload, publish, download and view data it
was excluded from the open data platform comparisons because the system does not allow programmatic publishing or
downloading of data. The system does incorporate some internal APIs that deal with customizing the system but there
are no public APIs for manipulating data.
The aforementioned platforms while providing helpful services are not suitable candidates for a real-time open data
repository. CKAN and Junar both target governments and
business organisations, as a result they cater directly for summarized data in document form as opposed to real-time data
which is granular and updated more frequently. The SensorMasher system uses real-time data but in the form of Linked
Data from the Linked Open Data cloud and therefore it is not
raw real-time data.
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Table 1. Platform Comparison

General
Use

Metadata

Open Data

Finding
Data

Using Data

CKAN

Junar

SensorMasher

RTOD

Supported
Languages

Multiple

English and Spanish

English

English

Registration

To upload data

To upload data

To upload data

To upload data

Type

Contextual and detailed

Not very contextual
and detailed

Not applicable

Contextual and detailed

Structure

Machine readable

Machine readable

Not applicable

Machine readable

Uploading

Registered users

Registered users

Registered users

Registered Users

Target

Governments

Governments
businesses

Academia

Public

Value

Description,
focused on data economy,
innovation,
transparency
and
collaboration

Description,
focused on data economy,
innovation,
transparency
and
collaboration

Focused
mashups

Type

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Level

Mainly national

Mainly national

Low level sensor data

Any

Format

Multiple
formats
(CSV, XLS, PDF,
etc.)

Multiple
formats
(CSV, XLS, PDF,
etc.)

RDF

Multiple Formats

Searching

Keyword search

Keyword search

Location search only

Keyword Search

RESTful API

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Interfaces

Simple to use

Simple to use

Complicated controls

Simple to use

Navigation

Clear

Clear

Not very clear

Clear

Cost

Free to use

Organisations are required to pay for the
service

Free to use

Free to use

Download

Metadata and data

Data only

Data in RDF format

Data (metadata provided during registration)

Tools
for
changing
format

XLS,CSV to JSON

XLS, CSV to JSON

No

Yes

Collaboration

No

No

Through using
Mashup option

Version control

Yes

No

No

Yes

Visual
display of data

Yes, tabular, map and
multiple charts

Yes,
tabular
charts

Yes, line chart, limited maps and raw
data display

Real-Time graphs
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3. SPECIFICATIONS FOR PROPOSED PLATFORM
The system architecture consists of three components (see
Figure 1), the data providers (which are the sources of data),
the Real-Time Open Data Repository (RTOD) and the data
consumers (these are the developers who develop mobile and
web applications for the end user). Hence we need to specify the interfaces between the data sources and RTOD, the
data consumers and RTOD and the RTOD platform. In this
section we provide an overview of this design. In the next
section we provide some more details on the software architecture of RTOD.

3. Use the specified upload protocols to upload data to
RTOD.

3.2. The RTOD Server
The requirements for the RTOD server are based on our earlier discussions. The server must:
1. Provide a registration interface for data providers and
allow for the authorization of streams
2. Provide a registration interface for data consumers
3. Be able to simultaneously receive multiple data streams
from multiple data sources in real time

Data Providers
1

2

3

4. Be able to store and manage data and metadata for each
received stream

Frequency x, Format y

RTOD Server

5. Be able to process (i.e., filter, extrapolate, convert, digest etc.) data from each stream

Retrieve
Store
Extrapolate/Filter
Convert
Manage
Display

6. Be able to serve data streams to data consumers at the
requested frequency (within limits)
7. Be able to display the stored data in various formats
(tabular, graphical etc.) and allow users to manually
download data

Frequency a, Format b
3

1 23

8. Provide search capabilities

Data Consumers

9. Manage data and periodically flush dated data
Figure 1. Architecture Overview

10. Allow registered users to maintain their accounts (e.g.,
data providers can add/drop/modify data streams, data
consumers can add/drop/modify requests for data and
regular users can modify details of their accounts)

3.1. Data Providers
Each data provider may provide multiple streams of data.
The provider must first register on the RTOD platform and
also register each stream that will be made available. Details
such as format of the data, frequency of generation, metadata
for the streamed data and other pertinent data must be submitted as well as acceptance of the data policies of the RTOD
owner. For each stream an appropriate license must be chosen by the provider under which the data is made available
(e.g, the Creative Commons License which is specified at
creativecommons.org). The RTOD platform supports various APIs for receiving data including the RESTful API. The
data provider will also need to specify which protocol will be
used. In summary the data provider must:
1. Follow the policies and guidelines specified by the
provider of the RTOD platform
2. Register on the RTOD platform and provide details of
each data source (e.g., metadata, frequency, protocol
for uploading, data format and precision etc.)

3.3. Data Consumers
The data consumers are the application developers who use
the provided data in their mobile and web applications. Although they are called data consumers, the real consumers
are the users of the applications which are the end users. Application developers will be able to access the data via the
standard RESTful API. This allows the developer to choose
the rate at which data is retrieved based on the requirements
of their application. The developer will be provided limits
on the rate at which the specific dataset can be retrieved as
well as the number of simultaneous streams that can be accessed so as to maintain acceptable performance levels for all
developers. Data consumers must agree with the data policies specified on the RTOD platform. Note that these data
consumers will develop user friendly applications for use by
the general public who need not understand technical details
such as APIs.
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Figure 2. Software Design
4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The server was developed in python using the object oriented
programming paradigm along with various design patterns.
The server uses the Waitress Web server because it has excellent performance and is also platform independent.
All user tasks fall under a specific category e.g. an account
task or dataset task. Each category is represented as a Service Class. A service is attached to a URL which gives users
access to them. Each service class defines a function for every HTTP method that it supports, thereby allowing many
actions to be represented by one URL. These service classes
and associated URLs makeup the request handler (RH) component of the server.
Requests, that require querying the database, are passed over
to the database handler (DH) from the RH. Every table in
the database maps to a Model Class in the database handler.
The DH then uses instantiations of these classes to communicate with the database via database sessions. In order to
allow multiple concurrent users to perform database dependent tasks simultaneously a registry design pattern is used to
allocate a database session to each client.
The server contains a views module that allows users to GET
the client application. The client application is built on the
MV* architecture using both HTML and JavaScript. The application itself is a single page application that uses its own
Router class to determine which view to present. Views are
populated using a combination of static data and dynamic
data contained by the client’s models. The client’s models
are similar to their server side brothers and are populated
with data from AJAX calls to the RH, which are forwarded
to the DH whose response is further forwarded to the client
via the RH.

The client application’s feed view provides real-time updates
of the data stream that is currently being viewed, which are
displayed on line graphs. In order to avoid costly polling
of the server both the client and server implement sockets.
When a client goes to a feed view it sends a GET request to
the socket service running on the server. When the socket
service receives a socket connection request to the feed
socket service the connection is established and added to the
namespace. Once the client has established a connection it
requests access to a given feed and the server then adds it to
a list of sockets for that feed. The client application listens
on the socket through non-blocking code for updates from
the server. Each feed being viewed has its own socket connection. When the RH receives a POST request to a feed and
the DH successfully inserts the data the RH passes the data
to the socket service which then emits the data to all sockets associated with the given feed. When a client navigates
away from a feed the socket is disconnected and the socket
service removes the socket from its lists. The socket service
is micro-threaded allowing multiple sockets to be managed
concurrently. See Figure 2 for a depiction of the software
architecture.
5. SAMPLE USE CASE
In this section we present a simple use case to illustrate usage of the RTOD platform. This is just for illustrative purposes. The data source machine feeds its CPU utilization
information to the RTOD server. This information is then retrieved at a third computer which then displays the data in
graphical form. This example, although simple, illustrates
the 3 components of the system. One can see that additional
sources can be added and multiple applications using multiple streams can be used by simply following the process
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illustrated in this simple example.
Figure 3 provides a simple application for displaying the retrieved data (i.e. the CPU utilization of the data source) on
the client (the data consumer). Note that the feed also provides metadata for the source such as the last updated time,
data format and freshness of the data. In this particular case
the client requested, in addition to the original feed, an exponentially smoothed version with a filter constant of α = 0.9.
The smoothed samples ds (n) are computed from the raw
samples dr (n) as follows:
ds (n) = αds (n − 1) + (1 − α)dr (n)
Both versions of the feed are displayed graphically and is
updated in real time. The top graph contains the raw data
while the bottom one contains the filtered version.
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ABSTRACT

So-called multimedia cloud services (MCS), including SNS,
have been widely spread, while various issues expressly
related to privacy have been confirmed. For example, users'
privacy would be significantly infringed if information
aggregated from cloud services is collected, analyzed and
utilized without users' permission or without full
understanding by users, especially due to the nature of
multimedia contents whose readability differs among users.
This study aims to investigate how these services are
accepted focusing on the influence of user's privacy
awareness by comparing two contrasting countries in terms
of recognition and regulation on privacy infringement,
namely Germany and Japan. An online questionnaire
survey was conducted for 500 Internet users in each
country and analyzed by our technology acceptance model
(TAM) based research framework and Partial least squares
structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM).
As a result, it was confirmed that the users' privacy
awareness positively affected the social identity that was
the strongest factor to affect the utilization of MCS in both
Germany and Japan
Keywords— Multimedia cloud service, Service
acceptance, Privacy awareness, Technology Acceptance
Model
1. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia cloud [1] services (MCS), represented by online photo and video sharing services have been widely
available for easy operation of richer multimedia contents
with higher quality, resulting from rapid worldwide
dissemination of global social media services represented
by social media as well as of smart phones since 2010.
Sharing of rich multimedia contents made non-verbal (nonlinguistic) communication on the Internet an everyday
affair providing highly realistic communication service,
while various issues have been confirmed resulting from
differences in media literacy among users or linkage with
other available information online, e.g., occurrence of a
situation where information not intended by a poster is
transmitted. In the case of most social media for example,
some mechanisms to control privacy are available in

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

regards to the scope to disclose information posted, and it is
the user’s responsibility to establish such scope of
disclosure; however privacy setting takes time and effort
and there are cases of usage without proper setting or some
users do not even realize the existence of privacy setting,
suggesting that appropriate support is not fully provided. In
the case of MCS, convenience for users is enhanced with
organic and seamless linkage of various services and users’
terminals. However, concerns on security and protection of
personal information are increasing because of potential
aggregation of information in the multiple cloud services.
For example, various services including mail and social
media can be utilized with a single ID and password in the
case of the service by Google, while users’ privacy would
be significantly infringed if information aggregated in the
cloud service is collected, analyzed or utilized without
users’ permission or without full understanding by users.
Contrary to such concerns, analysis and utilization of
various information aggregated in the cloud such as
individuals’ hobbies, tastes, user history, etc. is expected to
provide information communication services optimized for
the individual and at the same time to benefit not only the
service providers but also the users.
Hashimoto [2] and Rosa [3] pointed out that users have
anxiety of privacy utilization on the Internet and networked
world. However these papers did not cover how the users’
privacy awareness influenced the users’ behavior to utilize
MCS. Therefore we develop a comprehensive model by
focusing on the users’ privacy awareness. To empirically
test our model, an online questionnaire survey was
conducted in regards to user acceptance in Germany, as a
representing country with relatively strict recognition and
regulation on privacy infringement as well as in Japan, as
one of the most advanced countries where people can enjoy
various MCS with high-speed fixed and wireless broadband
network infrastructure.
This study shows the results of adequacy evaluation of our
research model investigating acceptance of MCS and path
analysis by partial least squares - structural equation
modeling (PLS-SEM).
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND DATA
COLLECTION
2.1. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses
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To clarify motivation to use the Internet, Kondo [4] used
the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), a human
behavior and attitude model introduced by Davis [5] [6] to
verify whether motivation to use the Internet in Japan was
explainable. Kondo introduced TAM2, an extended model
of TAM, for modeling and analyzing the processes in
which the perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of
use form attitudes toward use. TAM was originally
advocated by Davis, but Taylor and Todd [7] pointed out
the need to modify or extend the model. In response to
these comments on TAM, Venkatesh [8] and Davis
proposed TAM2 (Figure 1) by extending and modifying
TAM with social norms, the user experience.

This report compares how each of these factors in the TAM
is different between Japan and Germany.
Therefore we constructed our research framework and
hypotheses based on our previous research interview for
users [16] and the White Paper of Information and
communication in Japan of 2011 [17]. Figure 2 shows our
research framework. Our hypotheses are as follows:

Figure 2. Our Research Framework
Figure 1. Framework of TAM 2
On the other hand, Hong [9] pointed out that in the
traditional TAM theory (Davis, Todd, and Venkatesh, etc.)
the focus of these perspectives was on performanceoriented technology innovations within organizational
settings.
But in comparison, social media can be used for many
different purposes in the personal dairy life of individual
users. So we try to add items especially on privacy factor.
Questions relating to the social identity, the privacy
awareness, etc. were prepared as motives specific to social
media while applying the TAM in this survey. A model is
established with the perceived usefulness, the perceived
ease-of-use, the social identity [10], the self- disclosure, the
privacy awareness [11], the external perceived locus of
causality (PLOC), the internal PLOC and the innovation as
motives to utilize social media.
The social identity was originally used for organizational
survey in social psychology as an index to measure the
sense of belonging and trust of an organization or group to
which one belongs. Kwon [12] clarified that the social
identity became an important motive to utilize social media.
External and the internal PLOC is for clarification of
perceived causality, i.e., causal relationship of external and
internal factors with behavior (social media utilization).
The internal PLOC is an index to clarify whether social
media utilization can be inspired by internal desire of
oneself such as “fun” in utilizing social media for example
[13]. In the case of the external PLOC, on the other hand,
causal relationship between external factors irrelevant to
desire of oneself and behavior to utilize social media is
clarified, including the cases where it is impossible to
develop or maintain a relationship with friends without
utilizing social media or is possible to suffer from certain
disadvantages relating to work, etc. [14]. The innovation
[15] is used as an index to measure the attitude to accept
new information communication technology or service.

Hypothesis 1:
The perceived ease of use positively
influences the user’s intentions
Hypothesis 2:
The perceived usefulness positively
influences the user’s intentions
Hypothesis 3:
The social identity positively influences
the user’s intentions
Hypothesis 4:
The innovation positively influences the
perceived ease of use
Hypothesis 5:
The external PLOC positively influences
the perceived usefulness
Hypothesis 6:
The internal PLOC positively influences
the perceived usefulness
Hypothesis 7:
The privacy awareness positively
influences the user’s intentions
Hypothesis 8:
The self-disclosure positively influences
the user’s intentions
2.2. Sample and Data Collection Procedure
We conducted an online Web survey in both Germany and
Japan. However the respondents are limited to the Internet
users, the goal of our study was to show how the users’
privacy awareness influenced the users’ behavior to utilize
the multimedia cloud service. The outline of the Web-based
survey is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Outline of the Web-based survey
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 show respondents’ overview of the
age and gender structure of each country.

Figure 6. The use of social media in Japan
Figure 3. Respondents Overview in Germany (n=500)

Figure 7 shows respondents overview of Frequency of
using social media Germany and Japan.

Figure 4. Respondent’s Overview in Japan (n=500)
Proportion of respondents’ age and gender comply with
Germany and Japanese composition of population.
Among the all respondents, there were 403 (81%) social
media users in German and 262 (52%) social media users in
Japan.
Figure 5 and 6 give details of the use of social media each
country.

Figure 7. Frequency of using social media in
Germany and Japan
We followed the standard psychometric scale development
procedures [18]. Table 2 and Table 3 and the Appendix
show all scales used together with descriptive statistics and
psychometric properties.
We relied on existing scales as much as possible, but
developed and adapted others to a new context.
Table 2. Measurement Information: Germany

Figure 5. The use of social media in Germany

Variable
Range M
SD CA CR AVE
1 External PLOC
1-7 3.50 1.41 0.86 0.90 0.64
2 Innovation
1-7 3.32 1.24 0.75 0.82 0.53
3 Internal PLOC
1-7 3.53 1.33 0.80 0.87 0.62
4 Perceived ease of use 1-7 5.22 1.24 0.92 0.94 0.80
5 Perceived usefulness 1-7 4.76 1.38 0.89 0.92 0.75
6 Privacy awareness
1-7 4.35 1.42 0.77 0.82 0.53
7 Self - disclosure
1-7 3.18 1.35 0.82 0.87 0.58
8 Social identity
1-7 3.84 1.40 0.89 0.92 0.70
9 User's intentions
1-7 4.14 1.64 0.95 0.97 0.91
Note: AVE = average variance extracted; CA = Cronbach’s α;
CR = composite reliability; SD = standard deviation.
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Table 3. Measurement Information: Japan
Variable
Range M
SD CA CR AVE
1 External PLOC
1-7 2.74 1.33 0.90 0.93 0.71
2 Innovation
1-7 2.75 1.10 0.78 0.84 0.55
3 Internal PLOC
1-7 2.80 1.35 0.87 0.91 0.73
4 Perceived ease of use 1-7 4.49 1.48 0.93 0.95 0.83
5 Perceived usefulness 1-7 3.64 1.41 0.95 0.96 0.86
6 Privacy awareness
1-7 3.54 1.43 0.86 0.90 0.70
7 Self - disclosure
1-7 3.03 1.24 0.85 0.90 0.64
8 Social identity
1-7 3.08 1.36 0.92 0.94 0.76
9 User's intentions
1-7 3.14 1.67 0.95 0.97 0.88
Note: AVE = average variance extracted; CA = Cronbach’s α;
CR = composite reliability; SD = standard deviation.

In the survey, we measured the intention to utilize social
media (3 items, The Appendix shows the detail). We used
reflective measures for the perceived usefulness (4 items),
and the perceived ease of use (4 items) (Kang [19]). We
measured the internal PLOC with a reflective 4-item scale
and the external PLOC with a reflective 5-item scale based
on Richard [20] and Wunderlich [21]. We measured the
privacy awareness with a reflective 4-item scale draw on
Featherman [11] and the innovation with a reflective 5-item
scale based on Agarwal [15], and the social identity with a
reflective 5-item scale draw on Kwon [12]. We made
measures for the self-disclosure based on Jourard [22] and
Christofides [23].
We assessed the convergent validity of our items on the
basis of three criteria. First, each item’s Cronbach’s α (CA
in the Table 2 and 3) should be higher than .70. Second,
composite reliabilities (CR in the Table 2 and 3) should
exceed the threshold of .70. Third, the average variance
extracted (AVE in the Table 2 and 3) for each construct
should exceed .50. As a result, all items proved to be
significant. Table 2 and Table 3 summarize information of
both German and Japanese samples.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Comparative analysis between Japan and Germany
with t-test
Questions are asked in this survey in regards to each factor
in our research framework using the 7-point Likert scale.
We assessed most items on 7-point Likert-type rating scales
ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).
To verify the difference between Japan and Germany,
points on the Likert scale from questions that belong to
each factor are added to compare the average points with ttest. The results are shown in Table 4
When the results of analysis from the t-test were examined,
it was clarified that the average points for all factors were
higher for Germany than Japan (5% significance level) in
regards to motives to utilize social media analyzed in this
survey.
According to the comparison with t-test, difference between
Japan and Germany is found to be significant for perceived
ease-of-use. And the privacy awareness marked the highest
mean score among these variables for both Germany and

Japan. So it is inferred that the privacy awareness is the
most important factor for utilization of social media.
Table 4. Result of t-test for Germany and Japan
Country
Germany
Japan
Germany
Japan
Japan
Social identity
Germany
Privacy
Germany
awareness Japan
Germany
Self-Disclosure
Japan
Germany
External PLOC
Japan
Germany
Internal PLOC
Japan
Germany
Innovation
Japan
Perceived
usefulness
Perceived
ease-of-use

N
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

Mean
4.35
3.54
4.76
3.64
3.84
3.08
5.22
4.49
3.18
3.03
3.50
2.74
3.53
2.80
3.32
2.75

SD
1.42
1.43
1.38
1.41
1.40
1.36
1.24
1.48
1.35
1.24
1.41
1.33
1.33
1.35
1.24
1.10

P Valu
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.066
0.000
0.000
0.000

3.2. Relationship between social media utilization and
privacy awareness
Next, the relationship between the social media utilization
and the privacy awareness in Germany and Japan was
summarized with cross tabulation. For the purpose of cross
tabulation, respondents were categorized into seven score
categories (1(Low) to 7(High)) based on points scored for
questions on the privacy awareness, and these score
categories and social media utilization are summarized in
the cross tabulation.
In Table 5, the relationship between the users’ privacy
awareness and the social media utilization was summarized
in the cross tabulation in regards to Japanese respondents.
Significant characteristics were particularly observed in the
relationship between respondents who utilize facebook and
who do not utilize social media and the privacy awareness
in Japan.
Table 5. Relationship between major social media
subscription and the privacy awareness in Japan
n
facebook
Google+
Twitter
mixi
Social
Gme
LINE
Blogs
Do not
use SNS
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Low
1
72
3
4%
4
6%
7
10%
4
6%
1
1%
2
3%
0
0%
63
88%

2
108
27
25%
2
2%
21
19%
22
20%
9
8%
17
16%
12
11%
58
54%

Privacy awareness
3
4
5
46
89
37
13
38
15
28%
43%
41%
2
10
3
4%
11%
8%
11
27
11
24%
30%
30%
13
25
11
28%
28%
30%
5
9
6
11%
10%
16%
7
28
9
15%
31%
24%
6
11
6
13%
12%
16%
22
32
10
48%
36%
27%

6
73
26
36%
4
5%
13
18%
12
16%
2
3%
14
19%
9
12%
34
47%

High
7
75
37
49%
11
15%
26
35%
24
32%
6
8%
23
31%
15
20%
19
25%

Living in a converged world - Impossible without standards?

Namely the relationship between facebook and the privacy
awareness of respondents is observed. Specifically, the
utilization rate of facebook was around 40% in the case of
the group of respondents with the privacy awareness for the
categories higher than 4 from questions on privacy. On the
other hand, the utilization rate was found to decrease to
around 20% in the case of the group of the privacy
awareness, particularly the group of respondents for the
categories lower than 3.
However, a completely opposite tendency to such an
association between the privacy awareness and social media
utilization was indicated in the case of respondents who “do
not utilize social media.” The non-use rate of social media
was over 50% for the group of respondents for the
categories lower than 2, which means that the proportion of
non-users tends to gradually decrease as the total points for
the privacy awareness increases in the case of this group of
respondents . Particularly in the group of respondents with
category 1, 88% of respondents did not use social media,
which significantly represents the difference between the
groups of respondents with the higher privacy awareness
and the higher utilization rate of social media.
To verify the association between the privacy awareness
and social media utilization of Japanese respondents
further, the correlation coefficients between the privacy
awareness and social media utilization were calculated.
The results are indicated in Table 6.
Table 6. The correlation coefficients between privacy
awareness and major social media subscription in Japan

Next, the association of social media utilization and the
privacy awareness is reviewed by cross tabulation in the
case of German respondents.
In Table 7, the relationship between the users’ privacy
awareness and social media utilization is summarized in the
cross tabulation in regards to German respondents.
Table 7. Relationship between major social media
subscription and the privacy awareness in Germany
n
facebook
xing
Google+
stayfriends.de
Twitter
VZLinkedIn
Skype
Do not use
SNS

Low
1
90
49
54%
8
9%
17
19%
7
8%
14
16%
3
3%
3
3%
30
33%
30
33%

2
61
40
66%
7
11%
20
33%
16
26%
11
18%
7
11%
4
7%
8
13%
8
13%

Privacy awareness
3
4
5
65
110
67
44
70
40
68%
64%
60%
11
18
5
17%
16%
7%
18
22
17
28%
20%
25%
12
19
8
18%
17%
12%
10
13
8
15%
12%
12%
4
7
3
6%
6%
4%
3
8
1
5%
7%
1%
11
17
11
17%
15%
16%
11
17
11
17%
15%
16%

6
41
21
51%
6
15%
7
17%
7
17%
4
10%
2
5%
0
0%
10
24%
10
24%

High
7
66
43
65%
10
15%
16
24%
18
27%
9
14%
5
8%
1
2%
10
15%
10
15%

According to the results of Table 7, a clear relationship
between the privacy awareness and the social media
utilization was not observed unlike the results of Japan. But
German non-users of social media have the same tendency
as Japanese non-users.
To confirm this issue, correlation coefficients were
calculated in regards to social media utilization and the
privacy awareness for Germany. The results are indicated
in Table 8.
Table 8. The correlation coefficients between the privacy
awareness and major social media subscription in Germany

Table 6 indicates that a weak positive correlation was
observed between the privacy awareness and facebook (r=
.289, p<0.01) or LINE (r= .204, p<0.01), and a negative
correlation (r= -.360, p<0.01) was observed between the
privacy awareness and no social media utilization, namely
for those who “Do not use social media”.
According to these results, the privacy awareness seems to
be involved in the background of utilizing some social
media including facebook that requires utilization with a
real name, otherwise respondents’ choices were no
utilization of social media. In other words, the privacy
awareness seems to be involved as a factor to influence
social media utilization or to inhibit such utilization in the
case of Japanese respondents.

In accordance with the results shown in Table 8, association
between the privacy awareness and the utilized social
media was not found in the case of respondents in
Germany, either.
In this study, therefore, motives to utilize social media were
analyzed with PLS-SEM in order to clarify parameters that
became motives to utilize social media in Japan and
Germany, respectively.
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3.3. Hypothesis Testing
We tested the hypothesized effects in our model by using
SmartPLS version 2.0.M3 [24]. SmartPLS based on PLSSEM [25]. PLS-SEM is primarily used to develop theories
in exploratory research, by focusing on explaining the
variance in the dependent variables when examining the
model [26]. PLS-SEM is evolving as a statistical modeling
technique.
We estimated the significance of the parameter estimates
using bootstrapping with n = 5,000 samples [27].
Table 9. Results of Model Estimation
Sample
Germany Sample Japanese Sample
Pass
Path Coefficient Path Coefficient
H1 Perceived ease of use -> Users' intentions 0.24***
0.09
H2 Perceived usefulness -> Users' intentions 0.14***
0.14***
***
H3 Social identity -> Users' intentions
0.62***
0.46
***
H4 Innovation -> Perceived ease of use
0.46***
0.33
H5 External PLOC -> Perceived usefulness
0.10
0.15
H6 Internal PLOC -> Perceived usefulness
0.53***
0.60***
H7 Privacy awareness -> Social identity
0.16***
0.26***
H8 Self - disclosure -> Social identity
0.70***
0.64***
Significance levels: ***p < .01. **p < .05.

Table 9 shows the results of our model estimation. Results
show Hypothesis 1 posited that the perceived ease of use
would positively influence the user’s intention. While this
supposition is confirmed for the German samples
(βGermany=0.24, p<0.01), it does not hold true for the
Japanese (βJapanese=0.09, p>0.05). The effect of the
perceived usefulness on user’s intention is positive and
significant for the German samples (βGermany=0.14, p<0.01),
confirming Hypothesis 2, which is also confirmed for actual
users’ continuance intentions (βJapanese=0.14, p<0.01).
Hypothesis 3 is supported: The social identity positively
affects the user’s intention (βGermany=0.46, p<0.01;
βJapanese=0.62, p<0.01). In line with Hypothesis 4, the
innovation positively affects the perceived ease of use in
both of our subsamples (βGermany=0.33, p<0.01;
βJapanese=0.46, p<0.01).
With respect to the role of PLOC, the internal PLOC
positively affects the perceived usefulness (βGermany=0.60,
p<0.01; βJapanese=0.53, p<0.01), whereas the effect of the
external PLOC is not significant (βJapanese=0.10, p>0.10;
βJapanese=0.15, p>0.10). Thus, while we find support for
Hypothesis 6, we must reject Hypothesis 5 in both
subsamples.
In line with Hypothesis 7, the privacy awareness positively
affects the social identity in both of our subsamples
(βGermany=0.26, p<0.01; βJapanese=0.16, p<0.01). And also in
line with Hypothesis 8, the self-disclosure positively affects
the social identity in both of our subsamples (βGermany=0.64,
p<0.01; βJapanese=0.70, p<0.01).
As a result of analysis by PLS-SEM, both of German and
Japanese users’ privacy awareness positively affects the
social identity that is the strongest factor to affect the
utilization of MCS. Especially in Japan the influence of
social identity are strong (r=0.62). And the privacy
awareness positively affects the social identity higher in

Germany than in Japan. In contrast, the self-disclosure
positively affects the social identity in Japan higher than in
Germany.
4. DISCUSSION
The goal of this study is to clear how the users’ privacy
awareness is actually influencing the behavior to utilize
MCS represented by social media.
We conducted a cross-country comparison between Japan
and Germany on user acceptance of MCS. We tested our
model with survey data from 500 Internet users of each
country. From the results, our three major findings are as
follows.
First, differences between Japan and Germany are found to
be significant for the seven variables except the selfdisclosure of our model. Among which, the privacy
awareness marked the highest mean score and is inferred as
the most important factor for utilization of social media.
Second, the relationship between the social media
utilization and the privacy awareness in Germany and Japan
showed significant contrasting characteristics. Namely this
was observed in the relationship for Japanese respondents
who utilize facebook and do not utilize social media, but
not for Germans. In other words, the privacy awareness
seems to be involved as a factor to influence social media
utilization or to inhibit such utilization only in the case of
Japanese respondents.
Third, as a result of analysis by PLS-SEM, all of our
hypotheses are supported without H1 (the perceived ease of
use would positively influence the user’s intention) in Japan
and H5 (External PLOC would positively influence the
perceived usefulness). Especially both of German and
Japanese users’ privacy awareness positively affect the
social identity that is the strongest factor to affect the
utilization of MCS.
Our initial assumption that the users’ privacy awareness
directly affects the utilization of MCS was rejected though
this model. This result shows that the users’ privacy
awareness does influence formation of the social identity,
but not the behavior to utilize MCS. In other words, the
users’ behavior to utilize MCS might not be directly limited
by the privacy awareness.
And this study has the following limitations that should be
addressed by future research.
First, we measured the privacy awareness only by positive
questions (e.g. “The databases that are used to save my
SNS data are protected against unauthorized access”). But
it is normally thought that the privacy awareness negatively
affects the users’ behavior to utilize MCS. Therefore we
also measured the privacy awareness by negative questions
(e.g. “Internet hackers might take control of my personal
data if I would use SNS”). However if those negative
questions are included in the privacy awareness factors,
their Cronbach's α values do not reach the generally
suggested level. Considering this result, negative questions
were dropped out from our research model. Our future
research should design another research model, considering
negative influence of the privacy awareness to users’
behavior to utilize MCS.
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Second, the target countries of this study are limited only to
Germany and Japan. We are planning to investigate other
countries in future research.
Third, the results of cross country comparison should be
investigated from various perspectives including the
cultural, regional, and especially legal and regulatory
factors such as how the privacy protection laws are
different.
The social identity is characterized by its solidarity to the
social group, conformity to norms of own social group, and
discrimination against outside of own groups [28].
Therefore it seems that the privacy awareness positively
affects the social identity if the user’s’ privacy awareness
and behavior will be toward inside of own social group in
MCS. On the other hand, but if it will be toward outside of
them, the privacy awareness negatively affects the social
identity. Each individual user has multi-social identities and
is playing multi-personas. Though performing multipersonas could be complicated task and stressful for some
users. The results showed that the self-disclosure, one of the
factors constituting of users’ personas, affects strongly the
social identity (H8). This could mean that the acceptance of
MCS is influenced depending on how users accept the
behavior of playing multi-personas. If there are perception
gaps of personas, this could bring users stress and become
one of the causes of privacy related issues. Recently
emerged new MCSs are generally open globally and this
makes these privacy related issues more serious and
complex. Therefore it becomes more essential to grasp the
current status of service usages and discuss how we can fill
interpersonal and international gaps for utilizing social
media. Thus we are facing a lot of issues to be solved, for
example,
1) How to make adjustment of privacy protection
mechanisms across borders
2) How to draft recommendations or guidelines for safer
and more privacy aware utilizations of MCSs
3) How to standardize related technologies or share
information
on
potential
privacy protection
technologies for safer service operations of MCS.
In order to solve the above issues, we expect the ITU to
take initiative and lead the discussions.
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Appendix
Perceived usefulness
・ Using the SNS is a convenient way to acquire information and
communicate with others
・ Using the SNS improves my productivity in managing personal
information, photos, and social relationships
・ Using the SNS improves my effectiveness in managing my personal
information, photos, and social relationships
・ Using the SNS improves my efficiency in managing my personal
information, photos, and social relationships

Perceived ease of use
・ Using the SNS is be easy for me
・ Learning to operate the SNS is easy for me
・ It would take me some time to become skillful at using the SNS
・ I would find it easy to use the SNS to do what I want to do

Social identity
・ People whom I meet in the SNS tend to be aware of my existence
・ People whom I meet in the SNS give me great encouragement
・ Friendships via the SNS are necessary for me
・ Using the SNS are aPart of my life
・ It is important for me to be in SNS community

Privacy awareness
・ Using SNS could lead to a loss of my privacy, because my personal
data in the SNS could be used without my knowledge
・ My personal data will not be used for otherpurposes (marketing,
advertising, etc) by the service provider (e.g. Facebook, Google,
・ My personal data that is gathered due to the SNS will not be sold or
share to third party providers
・ Internet hackers might take control of my personal data if I would
・ The databases that are used to save my SNS data are protected
against unauthorized access
・ I should manage access and take responsibility for my SNS activities

Self - disclosure
・ I'm not bothered if strangers read information if I have posted on a
・ I want to share my worries and anxieties through use of a SNS even
with unknown strangers
・ I have no problem with uploading of photos of me or writing about
events involving me
・ I'm not opposed to having my data from SNS sites used if there are
benefits to me. (e.g., Discount coupons）
・ Through the use of SNS, I can make friends with strangers
External PLOC
・ I use the SNS because there are disadvantages to not using these
・ I use the SNS because it is recommended to me by friends, family,
and media
・ I use the SNS because it is the normal among my peers or friends
・ I use the SNS because it is expected of me by the people around me
Internal PLOC
・ Through the use of SNS, I can find like
・ I use the SNS because I enjoy using SNS
・ I use the SNS because I want mypeers to think I am a good friend
・ If I cannot use the SNS, I will feel aggitated and not be able to
・ It is very important to me to use an SNS
Innovation
・ If I heard about a new technology or computer gadget, I would look
for opportunities to experiment with it
・ In general, I am uncomfortable with and hesitant to try out new
information technologies
・ I like to experiment with new information technologies and I want to
share my impression
・ Among my peers, I am usually the first to explore new information
technologies
・ I like new technologies, like PCs and mobile phones, so I frequently
visit electronics shops to get information about new products
Intention to Use
・ I'm very satisfied using SNS
・ I like to use SNS
・ I enjoy using SNS
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GUIDELINES TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE ASSISTED-LIVING AND HOME-CARE
B. Spyropoulos
Biomedical Engineering Department, Technological Educational Institute of Athens, Athens, Greece

ABSTRACT
The continuously prolonged life-expectancy and the
increased demand for accessibility of various prematurely
disabled groups of fellow-citizens worldwide, intensifies the
need for action, towards the creation of a global home-care
technology platform. This should combine first, common
ICT-standards and medical-managerial Guidelines and
second, it should regulate fairly enough the Essential
Patents involved, in order to facilitate globally, assistedliving and home-care. However, this proper sustainable
milieu should be adapted to the local economic, social and
medico-technical conditions. It is the purpose of this paper:
First, to review and present, in a usable form, the homecare “state of the art”, as depicted on searched, retrieved
and evaluated relevant Industrial Property documents.
Second, to summarize the most relevant ICT-standards and
medical-managerial Guidelines involved, enabling, thus,
interoperability in contemporary home-care and assistedliving. Finally, to create various home-care related
«patent-maps», attempting, thus, to use their early
disclosing potential of published IP-documents, to reduce
intentional obscuring of IP-portfolios.
Keywords—Home-care, Medical Guidelines, Industrial
Property, Essential Patents, ICT-standards, Semantic tags.
1. INTRODUCTION

disclose, intentionally or not, all patents relevant to comply
with a standard. Thus, SDOs fail to get licenses to all SEPs,
allowing for the unlicensed patentees to sue for ex post
royalties, from companies adopting the standard. This
practice inhibits SDOs to get reasonable licenses to all
SEPs and thus, to obtain fair, reasonable, nondiscriminatory (FRAND) commitments by patent holders,
to mitigate the mentioned risk.
In this paper it is argued that although determining SEPs
can be complex, the close cooperation of the SDOs with
Industrial Property (IP) Organizations may efficiently
mitigate and soon marginalize that risk. We have tried to
carry out a rather small-scale simulation of the “real world”
conditions, limited to the subject-matter of home-care. We
have reviewed and presented, in a usable form, the homecare “state of the art”, as depicted on searched, retrieved
and evaluated relevant Industrial Property documents.
Further, we have summarized the most relevant ICTstandards and medical-managerial Guidelines involved,
enabling interoperability in contemporary home-care and
assisted-living. Finally, we have created various home-care
related “patent-maps”, by employing the European Patent
Office (EPO) search-engine esp@cenet and other sources.
By combining these three steps, we have attempted to use
the early disclosing potential of published IP-documents, to
reduce eventually intentional obscuring of IP-portfolios, as
it will be presented in details, in the following sections.
2. ICT STANDARDS-ESSENTIAL PATENTS

Biomedical Device Standards reduce production costs and
increase their usability, for both, patients and health-care
professionals, contributing, thus, to an affordable and
accessible Health System. However, the adoption of a
standard may often result in the diminishing, or even the
elimination of competition, between related technologies
and methods, because it is occasionally based upon one or
more standard essential patents (SEPs).
A SEP is a patent that claims an invention that should be
employed in order a product, software or service to comply
with a technical standard. This could potentially lead to
even the monopolization, of a Biomedical Technology
(BMT) sector, in our present approach home-care, and
harm the patients’ immediate or long-term interests.
Therefore, Standard developing Organizations (SDOs) or
Standard-setting Organizations (SSOs) such as ISO, IEC,
ITU, ANSI etc. often require the participating stakeholders
to disclose their patents or patent applications, relevant to a
standard under development. Patentees often fail to

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

Standards-setting organizations (SSO) exist in many
industrial branches; however, the ICT ones, are of special
importance, since they are setting the interoperability and
interconnection standards that are of strategical importance,
since they facilitate the global communication, in our
“networked society”.
In a SSO, the stake-holders’ implementation proposals,
concerning a specific issue, often originate from scientists
involved in R&D of public or private Institutions,
immediately related to the subject-matter of the drafted
Standard and consequently, they might already have filed
one or more patent applications, in the same technological
field. If some patented technology is “essential” for the
implementation of a standard, then the corresponding patent
granted is called Standard Essential Patent (SEP). A
standard usually is based on more than one SEPs.
The idea that the implementation of standards could require
the use of patented technology appears already in 1932. The
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ANSI’s Committee on Procedure made the following
recommendation: “…if a patentee be willing to grand such
rights as will avoid monopolistic tendencies, favorable
consideration to the inclusion of such patented designs or
methods in a standard might be given” [1].
However, only in the early ’90s, the SSOs begun seriously
establishing IP-Rights policies, starting in the field of ICT.
Driving force was the GSM-standardization needs that have
led to the establishment of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in 1988. ETSI is a large
SSO, well-known in wireless communications standards
and its policy includes the following IPR-related definition
[2]:
“Essential as applied to Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
means that it is not possible on technical grounds, taking
into account normal technical practice and the state of the
art generally available at the time of standardization, to
make, sell, lease, otherwise dispose of, repair, use, or
operate Equipment or Methods which comply with a
Standard without infringing that IPR”.
Two major approaches about SEPs and their relation with
IPRs have been expressed.
The first argues that concerning a SEP laden with a so
called “fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory” (FRAND)
licensing commitment, the patentee should be prevented
from using the threat of an injunction to extract unfairly
high royalties and hinder the implementation of the
standard.
Table 1. The six major large, broad-scopes world-wide
Organizations involved in the Standard-setting process.
Major
Organizations
ITU (SSO)

Full-name and Field of Activity
International Telecommunication
Union
Telecommunications

IEC (SSO)

ISO (SSO)

IEEE
(Consortium)

ETSI (SSO)

ANSI
(Accreditation)

International Electrotechnical
Commission
Electro-science & Technology
International Organization for
Standardization
General except ITU/IEC subjectmatter
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
ICT, Power, Energy,
Nanotechnology etc.
European Telecommunications
Standards Institute
Telecommunications
American National Standards
Institute
Any technology or service (no
standard setting)

Table 2. The other six major narrow-scope world-wide
Consortia involved in the Standard-setting procedures.
Major
Organizations

Name and Field of Activity
Internet Engineering Task Force
Internet Architecture and
Engineering
World Wide Web Consortium
Standards used in connection with
the Web and associated to other
technologies
Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Standards
e-business and web-service
Standards
VMEbus International Trade
Association
Electronics and connectors for highdemand environments
High-Definition Multimedia
Interface
Compact audio/video interfaces
Near Field Communication Forum
Short-range wireless interaction
specifications in consumer devices

IETF

W3C

OASIS

VITA

HDMI
Forum
NFC
Forum

The other one claims that a rule excluding injunctive relief
for FRAND-encumbered SEPs, is changing the dynamic of
negotiating the specific details of a FRAND license, and
wears away the commercial value of these SEPs. These
issues involving FRAND-encumbered SEPs are especially
essential for the ICT-related Patents. Therefore, the Courts
in the United States, in Europe and in other regions, have
repeatedly ruled on important cases, among well-known
and leading ICT corporations.
ICT essential patents became very important for home
health-care during the last 10-15 years. The dispersion of
mobile and wireless phones has been gradually transformed
to spreading of powerful pocket-computers, allowing for
rapidly the replacement of previous generation equipment
with miniaturized, low-cost and extremely reliable devices.
Mobile wireless related IP-documents filed during
the period 993-2013
45; 2%
120; 6% 24; 1%
24; 1%
200; 10%
151; 7%
97; 5%
871; 41%
140; 7%
92; 4%

336; 16%
motorola
siemens
apple

samsung
panasonic
ibm

nokia
sony
blackberry

ericsson
alcatel

Figure 1. Mobile wireless related IP-documents filed
during the period 1993-2013 by selected leading
manufacturers.
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In Figure 1 the distribution of wireless-equipment related
IP-documents is presented, filed during the period 19932013, by selected leading manufacturers. The SSOs aim to
achieve extensive implementation and adoption of their
standard-specifications, although there are always some
conflicts, with companies or other groups, possessing
intellectual property rights (IPRs), related to a drafted
standard. Patent owners are “pushing” for their own
technology, within a SSO, seeking royalty payments and
licensing revenues for the use of their technology, when it
is essential to the implementation of an industry standard.
SSOs prefer to avoid IPRs conflicts and barriers to the
implementation of their standards; however, they have to
evaluate also such proposals, brought into discussion by
their patent-holding members, in order to determine the
trade-off between technical quality and openness. When
IPRs are involved, the SSOs seek assurances from the
owners that they will license the technology to any
interested standards implementer, on FRAND terms.
The catch is that they are not (yet) obliged to carry out,
eventually in cooperation with a Patent Organization, a
relevance search in advance, to avoid intentional obscuring
of IP-portfolios. These results in legal confrontations, as for
example a recent (2013) case between Microsoft and
Google-owned Motorola. Motorola’s SEPs-portfolio based
demands have been over-ruled by the Court
(2013/4/25/4267830). More specific, the two companies
have been involved in a legal process over Microsoft's
licensing terms of several Motorola SEPs that are part of
the 802.11 Wi-Fi and H.264 video standards. These Patents
should be licensed to other parties at a FRAND rate.
However, according to the Court, Motorola violated the
FRAND-Rules by demanding 2.25 % of the price of each
product using the patents, i.e. Xbox 360 and any PC using
the Windows 7 Operating System.
The court's ruling is that the appropriate for Motorola
FRAND royalty rates are: For H.264 Standard SEPs 0.555
cents for each end-product sold, while a reasonable range
would stretch up to 16.389 cents. For the 802.11 SEPs
3.471 cents per unit Xbox-products, while a reasonable
range would stretch up to 19.500 cents). In the following
part, we shall try to describe specifically the home-care
state-of-the-art as depicted on relevant IP-documents, to
further examine, if similar conflicts might arise also in this
specific emerging field of health-care.

Figure 2. Two typical IP-documents home-care related
search-reports from EPO (left) and FPO (right).
However, this proper sustainable milieu should be adapted
also to the local economic, social and medico-technical
conditions. In order to establish the state of the art, an
extensive search concerning home-care related patented
software and equipment has been performed. The search
has employed the European Patent Office (EPO) IP-Docs
search-engine esp@cenet, the US Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO) and other ones, e.g. Free-Patents-Online,
FPO http://www.freepatentsonline.com etc. for home-care,
health care and other terms, related to our project.
The following 20 patent documents presented in Table 3,
beyond the broad scientific literature of the field, and
numerous other IP-documents that have been retrieved and
evaluated, represent adequately, precisely and legally
binding, the “state of the art” for the field of Home-Care
Technology, in contemporary Medical Care.
The figures 3 and 4 display the number of home-care
related IP-documents per publication year for the period
1988-2013 and the number of home-care related IPdocuments according to the Patent Office of origin for the
same period.

Number of Homecare related IP-Docs per year
9
8

8

7
6

3. THE HOME-CARE STATE-OF-THE-ART AS
DEPICTED ON RELEVANT IP-DOCUMENTS

5
4

The continuously prolonged life-expectancy and the
increased demand for accessibility of various prematurely
disabled groups of fellow-citizens worldwide, intensifies
the need for action, towards the creation of a global homecare technology platform. This should combine first,
common ICT-standards and medical-managerial Guidelines
and second, it should regulate fairly enough the Essential
Patents involved, in order to facilitate globally, assistedliving and home-care.

4

3

3

2
1
0
1985

3

2
1

2
1

1990

1995

4

3
2 2
1 1
2000

3 3 3

2
1

2005

2010

2015

Homecare related IP-Docs per year

Figure 3. The number of home-care related IP-documents
per publication year for the period 1988-2013.
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Table 3. The 20 more relevant granted US-Patents related
to home-care technology according to our extended search.
Granted
on

US-PTO
ID Nr.

09/13/2011

8019622

11/30/2010

7844473

11/16/2010

7835926

03/24/2009

7508307

03/17/2009

7505916

06/12/2007

7229409

Number of Homecare related IP-Docs according to
Patent Office of origin

Patent Title
Home health point-of-care and
administration system
System for allocating home
health services
Method for conducting a home
health session using an
integrated
television-based
broadband home health system
Home health and medical
monitoring method and service
System and method for
allocating home health services
Method of providing a home
health care service and system
for providing a home health
care service
Interface device
for
an
integrated
television-based
broadband home health system
At-home
health
data
management
method
and
apparatus
Method of providing a home
health care service and system
for providing a home health
care service

02/27/2007

7185282

04/20/2004

6723046

06/03/2003

6572564

04/08/2003

6543068

Home health care bed bath

02/25/2003

6525670

In-home health care system

01/11/2000

6014432

Home health care system

10/19/1999

5967975

10/05/1999

5961446

08/03/1999

d412577

05/11/1999

5902234

11/04/1997

d385881

09/10/1996

5553609

07/18/1995

5434611

01/05/1988

4717042

KR; 5; 11%

CA; 2; 4%

WO; 7; 15%

CN; 5; 11%

US; 10; 21%

JP; 16; 34%

EP; 2; 4%

WO US EP JP CN KR CA

Figure 4. The number of home-care related IP-documents
according to the Patent Office of origin (usually 1st filing).
The displayed data corroborate the close relation between
ICT and Home-care technology, since both fields have a
rush development and equipment transformation, from the
mid-’90s. If you compare the titles of the granted patents,
taking into account the 5-7 years of filing to granting lag, it
becomes obvious that without the ICT-revolution, no
development of supervised home-care and “Telemedicine”
would be possible at all (cf. Figure 5).

Home
health
parameter
monitoring system
Patient terminal for home
health care system
Oxygen concentrator used in
home health care
Medical communication system
for ambulatory home-care
patients
Home health care terminal
Intelligent
remote
visual
monitoring system for home
health care service
Home health care system which
employs a two-way community
antenna television network to
permit
communi-cation
between a doctor and patients
at different locations
Medicine dispenser for home
health care
Figure 5. A recently published Patent application
concerning tele-monitoring of the position of kinetically
handicapped or elderly people at home.
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Table 4. Indicative Standards-setting Organizations (SSO)
and Home-care Standards.

4. STANDARDS AND MEDICAL-MANAGERIAL
GUIDELINES RULING HOME-CARE
The Home Care Standards in most developed countries
comprise of three groups of important aspects, related to
contemporary home-care.
The first group concerns the effective management, by the
service provider, of the necessary managerial, planning and
delivery processes and the continuous improvement of the
service. This concerns Governance and regulatory
Compliance issues,
employment
of Information
Management Systems, Community understanding and
engagement, achievement of continuous improvement and
provision of a safe environment safety, for the service users
and the staff and finally, efficient human and physical
resources management.
The second group relates to appropriate service access,
participation to appropriate assessments and service
delivery and care-plan development and distribution.
Service users’ needs reassessment and/or referral to other
providers, if necessary, must be also included.
Finally, the third group of aspects of the home-care
standards is linked to service-user rights and
responsibilities, concerning information provision, privacy
and confidentiality, as well as, complaints and service user
feedback, advocacy and independence of service users.
Most of the documents released by Home-care Standardssetting Organizations (SSO) set out the minimum Standards
for home-care agencies and/or local authorities. These
standards ensure the minimum quality of care and support
which people receive whilst living at home and they
establish the minimum service provision required.
These standards admit the complex needs of individuals,
and the specific personnel training required, in order to
deliver proper home-care services, adapted to the needs of
each patient or person in need.
They apply to agencies providing personal care to a wide
range of people, who need care and support, whilst living in
their own home, including:
 Elderly and chronically ill people.
 People with physical disabilities and/or sensory loss.
 People with mental problems or learning disabilities.
 Children and their families and/or their care-takers.
Care and support workers should involve, if possible, the
persons needing assistance in their own care, as much as
feasible, in order to maintain a minimum independence and
ability level. Emphasis is needed to encourage people in
need, living in their own home, instead of in nursing homes.
Home-care services are evolving rapidly and they reflect
the new emerging interface between health and social care.
Table 4 presents some important and indicative home care
Standards-setting Organizations and their corresponding
home-care Standards.
Table 5 displays selected special-purpose medico-technical
home-care Standards that are becoming gradually
important, for post-Hospital enhanced home-care and
monitoring of patients, undergone serious surgical
operations and other crucial medical interventions.

Standards-setting
Organizations (SSO)
Australian Government and
State and Territory
Governments
www.health.gov.au
Child Welfare League of
America (CWLA)
www.childwelfare.gov
Joint Commission
International (JCI)
http://www.jointcommission
international.org
UK Department of Health
http://www.ageplatform.eu/
images/stories/uk_minimum
care tandarts_athome.pdf
Natural Products
Association (NPA)
https://www.npainfo.org

Home-care
Standards
Home and
Community Care
(HACC) Standards
Standards for Outof-Home Care
Services
Accreditation for
Home Care
Domiciliary Care
National Minimum
Standards
Natural Standard for
Home Care Products

Table 5. Selected Standards & Guidelines Organizations
and their special-purpose Home-care Standards issued.
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Standards-setting and Guidelines
Organizations

Focused on
specific
home-care
Guidelines

Point-of-care testing
The National Academy of
Clinical Biochemistry - American
Association for Clinical Chemistry
(AACC) www.aacc.org
ISO 22870:2006 Point-of-care
testing (PoCT) http://wwww.iso.org
Clinical Pathology
Accreditation (UK) Ltd
www.cpa-uk.co.uk
Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) www.accreditation.ca
British Committee for Standards in
Haematology (BCSH)
http://www.bcshguidelines.com

EvidenceBased
Practice for
PoC Testing
PoCT-Requirements for
quality and
competence
Standards for
PoC Testing
facilities
Point-of-Care
Testing
Standards
Z22870-07
Guideline for
Near Patient
Testing:
Haematology

Respiratory Therapy

The College of Respiratory
Therapists of Ontario (CRTO)
http://www.stmichaelshospital.com

Optimizing
Respiratory
Therapy: A
Continuum of
Care from
Hospital to
Home
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Table 6. Two examples of US-Patents and their citations of
other granted Home-Healthcare related US-Patent.

5. USING THE DISCLOSING POTENTIAL OF IPDOCUMENTS TO TRACK POTENTIAL “SEPS”
After the above mentioned aspects, it becomes apparent that
the interaction between Standards and Patents has increased
and their mutual interrelation, influences their reliability,
efficiency, efficacy and functionality.
Current information on claims in granted patents and on
patent applications are necessary for the SSOs. On the other
hand, the employment of drafts or finalized standards is
inevitable, for the determination of the “state-of-the-art”, by
the endorsed patent examiner, due to the interconnections
between disclosure and licensing commitments.
Patents are easily compared across time and industrialbranch, however, finding-out whether a patent could be
essential for a specific standard, might become a difficult
home-work, especially outside the “systemic” PatentOrganizations (e.g. WIPO, USPTO, EPO etc.). Therefore,
we propose an approach that could facilitate single
researchers, small-firms in developing countries,
Universities etc. to simplify this problem.
The citations number a specific patent has received, by
other patents, could become a useful parameter or index for
its technological innovation content. That means that the
frequency a certain patent is being cited, in other relevant
IP-docs, is a kind of a “measure” of the probability to
become a “SEP”.
Rysman and Simcoe have found that “SSO patents receive
far more citations than an average patent, around 3 times
higher” [3]. Thus, it is argued in this paper, that the
reciprocal approach, i.e. the statistical estimation of the
most frequently appearing patents, cited by others, might
lead to a relatively small subset of documents that has a
relatively high probability, to fulfill the criteria to become a
potential “SEP”, in this subject matter. The dramatically
reduced number of documents, receiving high numbers of
citations, allow for their necessary detailed examination,
leading to an even smaller set of candidate-patents.
Citation frequency of each of the 20 more relevant granted
US-Patents related to home-care technology by the other ones
3,5

C ita tio n fre q u e n c y

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

3500000

4500000

5500000

6500000

7500000

8500000

Granted US-Patent ID Number
Series1

Cited US-Patents Titles
Home health care terminal US D385881

5553609
9/1996
5441047
8/ 1995
D358583
5/1995
D354741
1/1995
5361755
11/1994
D338271
8/1993
5024225
6/1991
4933873
6/1990

Intelligent remote visual monitoring system for
home health care service
Ambulatory patient health monitoring techniques
utilizing interactive visual communication
Portable computer with an articulating display
panel
Health information console for storing and
retrieving a medical history
Method and apparatus for medical monitoring
Blood pressure monitor
Personal health monitor enclosure
Interactive patient assistance device
Home health care system US 6014432

5867821
2/1999
5709216
1/1998
5704364
1/1998
5666404
9/1997
5611038
3/1997
5594786
1/1997
5550902
8/1996
5546395
8/1996
5544649
8/1996
5539452
7/1996
5522396
6/1996
5474090
12/1995
5467773
11/1995

0,5
0
2500000

Cited US
Patent Nr.

5357427
10/1994
5339821
8/1994

Figure 6. Tracing the six most cited and thus candidates for
being SEPs US Patens (their details in Table 7).
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Method and apparatus for electronically accessing
and distributing personal health care information
and services in hospitals and homes
Data reduction of sensed values in an implantable
medical device through the use of a variable
resolution technique
Concurrent medical patient data and voice
communication method and apparatus
Device for telephone monitoring of patients having
peripheral arterial occlusive disease
Audio/video transceiver provided with a device for
reconfiguration of incompatibly received or
transmitted video and audio information
Patient care and communication system
Remote stethoscope signal processing system
Dynamic selection of compression rate for a voice
compression algorithm in a voice over data modem
Ambulatory patient health monitoring techniques
utilizing interactive visual communication
Video telephone system
Method and system for monitoring the heart of a
patient
Exercise monitoring system capable of simultaneous transmission of voice and physiological data
Cardiac patient remote monitoring using multiple
tone frequencies from central station to control
functions of local instrument at patient's home
Remote monitoring of high-risk patients using
artificial intelligence
Home medical system and medical apparatus for
use therewith
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Table 7. Tracking potential Standard essential patents: An
example of six US-Patents cited more than twice in other
granted home-healthcare related US-Patents.
Potential SEPs traced by frequency of been cited
Patent Nr.

Patentee
Date
Granted

US5997476

Brown
12/07/1999

US5867821

Ballantyne
et al.
02/02/1999

US5553609

Chen et al.
09/10/1996

US5544649

US5339821

US5301105

David et al.
08/13/1996
Fujimoto
08/23/1994
Cummings,
Jr. 04/05/
1994

Title
Networked
system
for
interactive communi-cation
and remote monitoring of
individuals
Method and apparatus for
electronically accessing and
distributing personal health
care information and services
in hospitals and homes
Intelligent remote visual
monitoring system for home
health care service
Ambulatory patient health
monitoring
techniques
utilizing interactive visual
communication
Home medical system and
medical apparatus for use
therewith

As far as the final results are concerned, it seems that none
of these 6 (or 20) could become “candidate” for “hidden”
patents, since an integrated home-care specific Standard is
not likely to be adopted in the near future. However, this
practical example has also successfully served our own
“prior art search”, in the field of home-care, for the needs of
another ongoing research project, in the same field. This
fact indicates that patents receiving a lot of citations might
have within their claims, single features or components [4]
that could probably allow them for, to be considered as
potential SEPs. Consequently, this method permits a fast
and cost-free “emergency” approach, to reduce, if needed,
the number of “suspicious” IP-docs.
A far more complicated issue is the determination of an
essential claim that is “... an intellectual property ownership
right that allows the owner to control the use of an
invention required to practice a given industry standard,
making it impossible to implement the standard without
infringing the essential claim.” [5]. Unfortunately,
Statistics-based searching, seems to be rather insufficient
and inefficient for the huge amounts of “claim-searches”
and an alternative approach should be employed. The
experience from the field of Chemistry-Patents indicates
that Semantic Concepts based search, might be the answer.
Considering the intrinsic uncertainty, due to the big number
of claims, a semantic annotation approach, focused on
tagging the mentioned entities in the documents, would
improve the search capacity for “essential claims
determination” in the near future. Such an approach might
solve definitely the problem; however, this is beyond our
very limited capacity and necessitates the direct cooperation
of the systemic Patent Organizations. As far as components
are concerned, a last example from home-care related ECGsystems proves that components of a system such as homecare Technology can create numerous IP-Docs and
eventually IP-rights, obstructing the precise determination
of an essential claim or patent. This is displayed in Table 7
where two closely related meanings, i.e. “ECG-Home” and
“ECG-Mobile” are giving discrete wordings. However, the
content-analysis of the IP-Docs proves overlapping
significance. This example and numerous others, justify the
necessity for the introduction of semantic tagging approach,
in crucial searches, as SEPs.
ECG Home/ Mobile/ Home+Mobile related published IP-Docs
14
13
Number of published IP-Docs

Mathematically, this approach is easy, since the problem is
equivalent to the sorting of a “cohort” (not a set!) of integer
numbers, according to their appearance frequency. Any
commercially available Statistics Package software or
anyone bustling on a “spreadsheet” can provide fast and
accurate results.
The expected appearance-frequency outcome in a random
sample of patents in the same field is expected to be lower
than the ones described in [3], due to the fact that the SSO
selects patents that represent important technologies.
This fact, combined with the public interaction between
SSOs and the applicants, affect more or less, the citation
frequency. The proposed method facilitates searches for
non-disclosed or “hidden” Patents, in a small range.
However, a permanent solution requires the involvement of
the largest Patent Offices.
Table 6 describes in details two examples of US-Patents, a
utility and a design patent, and their citations of other
granted Home-Healthcare related US-Patent.
Figure 6 presents the tracing of the six most cited homecare related US Patens and thus, “candidates” for becoming
SEPs, after employing the above proposed method, for the
20 more relevant US-Patents, related to home-care
technology and displayed in Table 3. The details of these
six preliminary selected documents are included in Table 7.
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Figure 7. ECG-related published IP-Docs per Year related
to Home-ECG, Mobile-ECG and Home & Mobile ECG.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In our gradually globalizing economy, Industrial Property
assets are becoming almost synonymous with
competitiveness. Therefore, it is not amazing that
Intellectual Property in the Standard-setting procedure will
take up a more important role.
The Standards development system is converging, more or
less, to a common approach in the United States, in Europe,
in Japan, in Canada, in Australia and in New Zealand.
However, the system should also be adapted and adjusted,
to the rise of large developing economies that are already
major rising markets for new technologies and, at least
some of them, as China, India and Brazil, demand also a
not negligible share, in several emerging or even already
technologically mature industrial branches.
These aspects are especially important for the Biomedical
Technology and Pharmaceutical Industries, since their
products affect the life expectancy and the quality of life for
billions of people worldwide.
Among them, Home-care Technologies are becoming
imperative for the developing countries, since they are
offering an affordable alternative to the very expensive
hospitalization, for a generalized health-care, especially for
the mentioned emerging industrial countries.
These countries, in spite of their economic growth, are still
deficient in Health-care and Social Services, as far as, a
significant portion of their population is concerned. This is
the first reason for the selection of the presented Home-care
Technologies case-study.
The second reason is the close association of Home-care
with and its dependence on the ICT-technologies and
consequently, to the probability of its crossing with
eventually not disclosed ICT-SEPs.
These emerging major economies (BRICS) and especially
China make gradually their presence in the systemic Patent
Organizations, considering the legal protection of their
technological and industrial achievements, as well as, their
economic exploitation, of high national priority.
Further, the importance of technical Standards is also
growing, attracting national, state and/or corporate,
representation of these countries, in the SSOs.

Therefore, the attention of all stake-holders world-wide i.e.
Standard-setting Organizations, Patent-Offices and Industry
representatives, should be focused on the coordination of
their efforts, towards ensuring reasonable licensing to all
SEPs, based on FRAND.
On the other hand, controllable commitments, by SEPs
holders, are necessary, in order to avoid, for the emerging
and growing economies, the development of local IP-Rights
and Standards policies, that could endanger their smooth
inclusion, within the existing norms and institutions,
presently regulating international standardization and IPRights affairs.
.
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ABSTRACT
It is particularly relevant the role of standardization in a
complex and highly converging context. The pace of
technology growth and the lack of comprehensive
technology adoption programs and a sound regulatory
environment present important challenges to take full
advantage of the new world scenario of digitalization and
global convergence. On the one hand, national ICT
regulatory administrations of emerging economies are
committed to consolidate and strengthen their
standardization processes and policies. On the other hand,
the national health institutions acknowledge the need of
standards that include information technology elements in
the medical practices. This paper delineates the basic
elements for the development of a comprehensive
framework for e-Health standardization in emerging
economies taking into account the multidimensional and
complex nature of the standardization process and the
importance of the interactions among all the actors
involved. Our proposal emerges from the establishment of a
National Program for e-Health in Mexico as suggested by
both WHO and ITU.

Keywords—e-Health, standardization,
digital divide, emerging economies

innovation,

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the last decade joint and independent efforts from the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) have generated a series
of recommendations to all countries regarding the
integration of ICT in their national health information
systems and health infrastructure [1, 2]. The aim is to
support member states with vision and resources for the
development or revitalization of their e-Health policies and
strategies focusing on key emerging technologies such as
mobile health (m-Health), telemedicine, e-Learning,
management of patient information, legal frameworks,
safety and security on the internet. Both WHO and ITU
consider e-Health standardization and interoperability

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

issues as fundamental components for accomplishing a
sound national strategy on e-Health urging their member
states to structure roadmaps for the implementation of
health data standards and to ensure the compliance and
adoption in public and private sectors [3].
Recognizing the existing disparity between developed and
developing countries in standards development matters,
ITU has placed special attention to reducing this divide. In
this regard, the program “Reducing the Standardization
Gap” was established in 2009 [4]. One objective of this
program is to identify and understand the gaps that inhibit
the process of standards development and implementation
in developing countries. At the same time, ITU
acknowledges that the standards capability of a country
represents a significant element affecting the digital divide
between developed and developing nations.
In relation to the above-mentioned concerns, reviewing and
upgrading the public policies of ICT standardization in
emerging economies becomes central to accelerate their
transit toward the knowledge economy and to position them
as players, not just in the application, but in the design and
development of standards of global impact. In this respect,
a diagnosis of the national standards capacity is an
important element for assessing and identifying the primary
standardization gaps of each country. As part of the
“Bridging the Standardization Gap” program, ITU
developed the Tool for Assessing Standards Capability
(TASC) to evaluate the national standards readiness in the
developing world [5]. The application of this tool provides
key indicators to develop recommendations and best
practices for capacity building and the establishment of
public policies geared to reducing the existing
standardization gap.
The case of e-Health standardization calls for diverse and
tailored solutions for each country involving complex and
multidimensional issues in which the understanding and
interplay of health, trade and intellectual property is vital
for sound policy making. A balance between regulation and
innovation is essential in configuring public policies for
tapping the opportunities of cross-fertilization among the
areas involved in e-Health standardization. In this scenario,
it is crucial to acknowledge that innovation in medical
technologies differs from innovation in general due to the
ethical dimension of medical research, the national health
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regulatory framework and the liabilities, costs and risks
involved [6]. Considerations of these issues entails for an
interdisciplinary approach in the development of a
comprehensive e-Health standardization framework.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a
summary of the Mexican e-Health context, highlighting
some key indicators, issues and challenges. Section 3
describes the elements of a framework for e-Health
standardization in Mexico with reference to WHO, ITU and
current policies of health agencies of the Mexican health
ecosystem. We identify major challenges that, in our view,
emerging economies face to develop a sound and
sustainable e-Health standardization framework. Finally,
our recommendations and conclusions are presented in
Section 4.
2. THE MEXICAN CASE OF E-HEALTH
STANDARDIZATION
With respect to the Mexican health sector, important efforts
from government agencies have been placed to structure
strategies and actions to increase the role of ICT in
practically all the pieces of the value chain of the national
e-Health ecosystem [7, 8]. Furthermore, the ICT regulatory
bodies had acknowledged the importance of standardization
to advance the competitiveness indicators of the country
and at the same time, the national health institutions
recognize the need of standards that include ICT in their
medical practices, delivery of services and equipment.
Current governmental and legal structures create a
foundation for the development of a comprehensive eHealth standardization framework. The following initiatives
are noteworthy:
• Establishment of a national platform for
standardization in the health sector covering agencies,
instruments for medical attention, processes and
capacity building [9]. The General Directorate of
Quality and Health Education, an agency of the
Mexican Ministry of Health (SSA), has the
responsibility of coordinating efforts on health
standardization processes in the country.
• Creation of the National Center for Health Technology
Excellence (CENETEC). This Center was created
under the auspices of SSA to produce and disseminate
information and use of medical technologies, based on
evidence of their safety, effectiveness and efficiency,
for the benefit of the population and the advancement
of medical practice [10].
• Publication of two key regulatory instruments: The
Mexican Standard of Electronic Health Records and
the Mexican Federal Law of Personal Data Protection
[11, 12].
• Establishment and strengthening of the e-Mexico
National System. This national program was created
in December 2000 to impulse the transit of the country
toward the information society [13]. This program
works under the coordination of the Mexican Ministry
of Communications and Transport (SCT).

In spite of the efforts of government and private entities to
support, increase and systematize the use of ICT in the
health sector, e-Health standardization matters require more
sustained attention and strategic actions. A general
overview of issues concerning the current status of e-Health
standardization is described as follows:
• Results of the application of the ITU-TASC tool for
assessing standardization capabilities indicate that the
country faces major challenges in standardization
matters [5].
• The e-Health country profile for Mexico of the WHO
Global Observatory for e-Health shows a significant
deficit in key indicators, particularly those related to eHealth standardization [14].
Mexico has a significant platform to enable a more
comprehensive and focused participation in e-Health
standards development. The strategies and current
regulatory structure of the health sector however, show an
orientation towards meeting the needs of standardization of
technology users. That is, there is not a focus on innovation
and technology development to boost local participation in
the creation of standards related to systems, processes and
next generation medical devices (including m-Health).
Although there is a substantial platform of standards
covering different areas of medical practice, e-Health
standards development requires concentrated strategies and
actions in order to reducing the gap and improving the
status of e-Health standardization in the country. But more
importantly is the understanding and awareness on the part
of the key actors of the Mexican health, ICT and regulatory
environments of the complex and interdisciplinary nature of
standardization and its crucial role in the global scenario.
3. ELEMENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE E-HEALTH
STANDARDIZATION FRAMEWORK
The pressing need of improving the quality and coverage of
medical services in developing countries, particularly in
remote and under-served locations, represents an important
opportunity to develop a comprehensive framework for eHealth standardization. We argue that this framework
should consider an interdisciplinary and collaborative
approach and that Mexican health and ICT regulatory
bodies need to take into account the importance of the
development of endemic e-Health standards rather than
merely focusing on their use and implementation.
Moreover, we also posit that the process of standards
creation emerges from the interactions of the four
subsystems forming the e-Health ecosystem. This
ecosystem can be viewed as an open socio-technical-legal
system. Figure 1 shows the four subsystems considered in
our approach: The innovation subsystem, the national
health subsystem, the sustainable development subsystem
and the ICT subsystem.
We also believe that a sound e-Health standardization
process requires strategic and integrated action at the
national level, making use of existing capacity while
providing a solid foundation for investment and innovation
as suggested in the National eHealth Strategy Toolkit [2]
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developed jointly by WHO and ITU. Figure 2 shows the
components of the National e-Health Strategy Toolkit
identifying the critical steps in each one of its three stages.

Figure 1. Components of the e-Health Ecosystem.

standard. The authors of the flexible standards strategy
argue that standards must be simple and easy to change and
at the same time support a wide range of work practices,
enabling in this way, radical change through small steps.
We concur with the authors of the flexible standards
framework that an integrated health information
infrastructure should be based on common standards for
information sharing and exchange between systems,
programs, and institutions. These authors explore
complexity science as the point of departure for a
framework to analyze and discuss standardization in the
health care sector. Their methodology consists of a
longitudinal action research study to explain the ontological
and epistemological basis for standard creation experiences
in South Africa, Ethiopia and Thailand [15].
We also draw on complexity science, which offers a
perspective that helps us understand how social, economic
and technology contexts interrelate, to propose our
standardization framework. In the same manner, we argue
that the e-Health ecosystem is in itself an open system
where the interaction and interdependence of technological,
sociocultural and economic factors play a key role in the
characterization of this system, hence a disciplinary
approach is insufficient for a comprehensive analysis.

Figure 2. Toolkit for developing a National e-Health
Strategy. (Adopted from [2]).
The National e-Health strategy for Mexico becomes the
platform for the development of our proposal. In our view,
a program for e-Health standardization should arise from a
sound national strategic plan with participation of
government, industry and academy stakeholders, including
the key agents of the health sector: medical specialists,
patients, health administrators and decision makers (see
Figure 1). We propose concrete steps for the development
of a framework for e-Health standardization; Figure 3
describes the elements of our approach. We build our
proposal around the use and creation of flexible standards
that will be able to adapt to the frequent changes that are
experienced in the complex health environment. The
flexible standards approach has demonstrated its usefulness
when applied in various developing countries. In this
perspective, standards can be created and maintained as
complex adaptive systems where flexibility in use and
scalability is central to accomplish the purpose of the

Figure 3. Elements of a framework for e-Health
standardization.
We propose to initiate the process of e-Health
standardization in emerging economics such as México
through the selection of one particular priority standard. It
is important in this initial step to review and evaluate the
current standard environment in order to identify priorities
taking into account the standard creation capacities the
local expertise and the unfolding needs of the health sector.
The experiences gained in the implementation of this
standard would allow to scaling higher levels of complexity
including other standards and other requirements of the eHealth ecosystem as suggested in [15].
We identify three major challenges towards a
comprehensive e-Health standardization framework:
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a)

The aspect of culture: Emerging economies face
challenges in their efforts to increase the
competitiveness and productivity indicators. As
mentioned above, a sound standardization framework
is a key factor for strengthening the national
regulatory environment, providing at the same time,
an opportunity for interaction of government and
academia, working together, as in the case of Korea
[16], in building a national “culture of
standardization” permeating all strata of society. In
order to develop this culture, a long-term vision with
strategic, tactic and operational stages including the
participation of all the stakeholders is necessary.
Furthermore, reducing the standardization gap in a
comprehensive manner calls for the adoption of an
interdisciplinary approach.
b) Capacity Building: This factor becomes an essential
element for the deployment of a comprehensive
national standardization plan. This is particularly
relevant for e-Health and related emerging
disciplines. Academic institutions play a key role in
the design and implementation of educational and
training programs stressing the technical, legal and
innovation issues involved.
c) Learning by doing: Allocation of funds to allow the
participation of specialists in standardization working
groups from ITU and other international agencies is a
crucial factor to develop skills and practical
knowledge in all the links of the value chain of eHealth. In many occasions, the lack of resources and
a clear vision on the long-term nature of the learning
process of standards creation limits the participation
of professionals from emerging economies in special
working groups and standardization committees.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on our analysis presented in chapters 2 and 3, we
identify major areas that should be addressed in order to
improve the status of e-Health standardization in emerging
economies:
 It is fundamental to establish a national e-Health policy
emphasizing the crucial role of standardization in the
value chain of medical processes and technologies. The
framework for e-Health standardization would emerge
as a key component of such national plan.
 Given the nature and dynamics of the e-Health
ecosystem, the legal and ethical aspects of the
framework become relevant and must be addressed.
 Capacity building and the establishment of a national
program to permeate all levels of society are two
critical aspects to foster a culture of standardization in
the country [16].
 As suggested by WHO [14], the e-Health
standardization framework should consider the
following disciplines: Telemedicine, m-Health, eLearning in health sciences for all the medical
specialties, management of patient and medical

infrastructure, as well as the legal and ethical elements
involved.
 In order to fully capitalize interoperability, it is
important to focus on the patients´ needs and
interaction with data and technology. In this respect,
patient education and the departure from a fragmented
and technology centric perspective will be crucial to
take advantage of the full potential of e-Health. Our
approach of conceptualizing the e-Health ecosystem as
a socio-technical-legal system would support the
development of an integrated and a comprehensive
national e-Health plan.
 A perspective from complexity theory as suggested in
the flexible standards strategy [15] constitutes a
pragmatic and integral approach for standards creation
in developing countries. Complexity becomes relevant
to understand, and to explain the challenges and needs
of a sustainable e-Health framework.
An integral framework for e-Health standardization can
provide a catalyst for moving away from a technology
adoption condition toward a technology development
model. Embracing this transition would allow, in the long
term, the deployment of cost-effective medical services and
products to meet the different needs of citizens and health
institutions.
Without a comprehensive framework for e-Health in
emerging economies, the role of ICT as a vehicle for
socioeconomic development will be elusive and an
important opportunity to participate in the definition and
creation of standards of global impact will be lost. The
experiences of emerging economies and developing
countries in the provision of e-Health services in rural and
under-served areas is very important, the development of a
national standards framework for e-Health supported by all
the regulatory agencies involved is viewed by the authors as
a fundamental step in the transit toward the knowledge
society. Rather than defining or recommending the
development of a particular standard or set of standards, our
aim in this paper has been to propose a starting platform for
e-Health standardization. We acknowledge that it is
necessary to develop a strategic and tactical plan with its
associated lines of action around the proposed platform. We
finally stress the pertinence of adopting an approach from
complexity science, which may contribute to develop an
integrated view of the standardization process and to
understanding the context and nature and magnitude of the
interactions of all the actors involved in the particular
national e-Health ecosystem. The experience of CENETEC
in Mexico regarding the creation of Medical Guidelines and
Medical Clinical Practices constitute a significant step that
might be escalated to standards creation following the
recommendations of both WHO and ITU. For the case of
other emerging economies it is recommended to structure a
detailed e-Health standardization framework according with
their respective national e-Health ecosystems.
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ABSTRACT
Standardization activities exist for a range of e-health
services concerning personal and public health, and many
standard results are available. Yet these standards
sometimes cover the same use area and it is difficult to
select appropriate ones. This paper discusses e-health
standardization activities and an e-health ecosystem
targeting public health in anticipation of its continuous
evolution. We introduce a portable health clinic with body
area network (BAN-PHC) technologies providing
affordable healthcare and telemedicine as a candidate
service for health screenings that can be useful for
emerging nations, which collectively have a massive
population of around 5.8 billion people. The effectiveness
of such health checks is evaluated through actual mass
examinations in Bangladesh, and key features to
accelerating standards deployment are raised. This success
leads to adoption of the standards in emerging nations and
can be reversely deployed in developed nations. Machineto-machine (M2M) technologies are also important for
providing scalable solutions and accelerating global
integration of back-end systems. We propose integration of
two key enablers – BAN-PHC and M2M technologies – to
provide evolved services for quick and broad standard
acceptance from emerging nations to developed nations.
Keywords— e-health, telemedicine ecosystem, BAN, M2M
1. INTRODUCTION
“E-health” was introduced as a term to describe the
combined use of information and communications
technology (ICT) in the health sector [1]. It provides
substantial benefits both for personal and public health, but
primarily focuses on individuals through self-monitoring.
E-health services evolve to satisfy those interested in selfmanaged healthcare, such as chronic disease management,
in a well-managed ICT environment. Enhancements of
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these services, however, do not necessarily lead to seamless
integration of preventive medicine [2] and medical
treatments. ICT is used for privacy-protected and
interoperable patient record access among hospital
databases. The other use is managing personal health
conditions at home via the Internet. These developments
are triggered by efficient record management, such as
electronic health records (EHRs) management accepted in
hospitals.
Standardization activities in e-health services are
underway in different organizations, such as standard
development organizations (SDOs), but the usage ratio of
the services is still small because activities are overlapped
in e-health platforms and are mainly used for medical
equipment in hospitals. There are few activities in the
public health arena, though standard deployment in public
health ushers in widespread acceptance.
E-health services in public health are slow to penetrate
emerging nations because of the difficulty in establishing
ecosystems based on their non-business nature.
Standardized ICT that is easy-to-use and links to qualified
medical treatment for end users is expected to be widely
accepted in the public health arena along with the ICT
requirements: security, privacy protection, device
identification, configurability, and interoperability.
This paper surveys e-health-related standardization
activities and discusses the relationships with public and
personal health. We introduce an ecosystem targeting
public health, expecting sustainable operations. We then
discuss a portable health clinic with body area network
technologies (BAN-PHC) for affordable healthcare and
telemedicine. A BAN-PHC targets mass medical
examinations and treatments because of its easy-to-use and
mistake-free features. Effectiveness of the BAN-PHC is
evaluated via actual deployments in Bangladesh. The result
analysis shows improvements of the health conditions of
examinees. For further acceptance in public health, we
discuss machine-to-machine (M2M) enabled scalability to
allow automatic and qualified health services. We propose
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integration of BAN-PHC and M2M technologies to provide
evolved services both to end users and medical/healthcare
experts with further standards acceptance. We then discuss
issues that we have learned from BAN-PHC work. This
paper concludes with methods for accelerating standards
deployment in public and personal health.
2. STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES IN E-HEALTH
Current e-health standard organizations have published a
number of recommendations, specifications, guidelines,
reports, and white papers. Yet they do not fully assure the
deployments because of insufficient or mismatching
requirements between ICT providers and nearby users. In
particular, this issue poses an obstacle for quick launch of
e-health services in emerging nations. Such countries also
tend to require a service launch that is more agile than
standards’ publication.
2.1. Overview of Current E-Health Standardization
In personal and public health, many standardization and
forum activities exist for health information, healthcare ICT,
and medical devices (Figure 1).
Higher
layer

Electric health Health monitoring
record reference
& reporting

HIMSS

Telemedicine
ISO/
TC 215
GS1

Intervention
management

IHE

DICOM

ITU-T
SG16

Lower
layer

2.2. Public Health Position in E-Health

E-Health Application Examples
Surveillance

HL7

Assisted living
IHTSDO

Health information

CDISC

GSMA

CEN/
TC 251

epSOS

Healthcare ICT
Medical/Healthcare device

D Q13/2 [15], and the Focus Group on Machine-toMachine service layer (FG-M2M) [16], and continually
spearheads ICT applications and standards for improving
access to e-health services. The ITU and World Health
Organization (WHO) are strengthening coordination in
technical areas for e-health standardization and uses of ehealth protocols [17].
In addition to the above activities, e-health forums, such
as mHealth alliance [18], HIMSS [19], Continua alliance
[20], and GSMA [21] are promoting e-health services and
standards implementations in related industries by
publishing informational reports, white papers, and
guidance.
A large number of standards are available especially for
health information and its relevant systems, which are
widely implemented in hospitals but do not include
standards for close-to-user medical and healthcare devices.
They also have gaps, overlapping, and counterproductive
efforts, even in the case of joint collaboration groups. It is
difficult for e-health service providers to select appropriate
standards and customize them in a timely manner. It is even
worse in emerging nations since these countries have few
opportunities to actively engage in standards development
and maintenance [22].

ITU-T
FG-M2M

Continua

Figure 1. E-health applications and standardization activity
In health information standardization, regional and
international bodies and standards, such as Digital Imaging
and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) [3],
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) [4] and
European Patients Smart Open Services (epSOS) [5] have
been developing and promoting themselves through
collaborative approaches. As the result of trials for
harmonization, the joint initiative on standards developing
organization
(SDO)
global
health
informatics
standardization [6] was established among six SDOs:
ISO/TC 215[7], HL7 [8], CEN/TC 251 [9], CDISC [10],
IHTSDO [11] and GS1 healthcare [12] to address and
resolve long-term accumulated issues concerning gaps,
overlaps, and counterproductive efforts.
In ICT standardization, on the other hand, a global
standards committee has held an annual global conference
at which most international ICT SDOs present their current
activities and discuss future issues. They have addressed
the importance of avoiding standardization overlap for
borderless multiple industries including e-health with M2M
[13].
In
these
activities,
the
International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) has progressed in e-health
standardization activities lead by ITU-T Q28/16 [14], ITU-

The WHO focuses on public health and implements core
functions such as health monitoring and health trend
assessment. It has addressed e-health and enhanced roles
several times in World Health Assembly (WHA)
resolutions: EB101.R3 (1998, Cross-border advertising,
promotion and sale of medical products through the
Internet), WHA58.28 (2005, eHealth) and WHA66.24
(2013, eHealth standardization and interoperability) [23]. It
has also published the “Global Observatory for eHealth
series” as a result of global surveys [24].
Actual deployments of e-health services, however, have
mainly been dedicated to personal health in developed
nations. Examples include health checking, health
monitoring, assisting disease prevention, telemedicine,
diagnosis, treatment, health monitoring, and lifestyle
management [25], and demands for public health are
increasing. ICT in health information systems has
contributed to the challenges in improving public health,
such as surveillance of pandemics and infectious diseases.
In hospitals, Web-based applications assist public health
professionals in operational support to monitor, report,
detect, and manage health problems, including outbreak
management for communicable diseases such as SARS,
tuberculosis, and influenza. These services require a Web
browser and a wide area network (WAN) connection to the
back-end database system. These health information
systems help reduce medical expenses and the burden
placed on public healthcare workers.
Emerging nations, on the other hand, have confronted
insufficient infrastructure in healthcare delivery for masses
of people. Some countries, such as India, Indonesia, and
Vietnam, are in a transitional phase wherein non-
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communicable diseases (NCDs) are increasing and
healthcare delivery systems in such region need to treat
infectious diseases and also be upgraded to combat NCDs
[26]. Recently, m-health has been growing rapidly since it
is a cost effective and easy-to-use delivery tool for services.
Examples include services for prevention and control of
NCDs among the elderly in low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) [27]. Even though the level of m-health
activity has been growing in these countries, the actual
activities are evaluated as being at a very low level (12% of
WHO member states). Actual deployable e-health services
including m-health are highly needed, but not fully
achieved for public health worldwide.
2.3. Public Health as Big Enabler for Standardization
Public health has substantial influence on the e-health
industry because of the increasing ratio of m-health
services in the world and lifestyle-related illnesses, such as
NCDs, in emerging nations, as similarly observed in
developed nations. In most emerging nations, a variety of ehealth standards have combined service providers when
implementing them effortlessly and agilely. Standards also
have their variants and are often interrelated. WHO
member states have actually admitted that if they could
share ICT standards and architecture, they would progress
further in implementing m-health, mainly for public health
[22].
Emerging nations can accelerate the acceptance of
standardized ICT by easy-to-use and qualified service links
to medical treatments for end users in addition to the ICT
requirements: security, privacy protection, device
identification, configurability and interoperability, and
influence on deployment of the technologies as
international standards.
3. E-HEALTH ECOSYSMTEM IN PUBLIC HEALTH
E-health provides substantial benefits to both personal and
public health. E-health in public health has the feature of
personal health, abilities to support surveillance and
management for global and regional health, and statistical
analysis on population health outcomes.
3.1. E-Health Ecosystem
E-health is concerned with improving the flow of
information to support the delivery of health services and
management of health systems using ICT such as
telemedicine, surveillance, health monitoring and reporting,
interventions management, EMRs, EHRs, PHRs, and
mHealth. These examples have different impacts on
stakeholders such as citizens, professionals, hospitals,
health-related business actors, and governments.
Personal health focuses on personalized healthcare,
whereas public health identifies diseases and risk factor
trends in populations, in addition to personalized healthcare.

It is important to establish an ecosystem that sustains
personalized and public healthcare services.
3.2. E-Health Ecosystem in Public Health
E-health in the public health domain deals with this
ecosystem mainly from the viewpoint of governments,
locally and globally. E-health in the personal health domain,
on the other hand, deals with the ecosystem in business
models. E-health examples (Figure 2) involve e-health
systems in application development to provide services for
actors in an ecosystem in the public health domain. Either
domain provides enhanced services and components to the
other domain. The public health domain, in particular,
foresees a large number of medical/healthcare devices.
Once they are standardized, the cost will be reduced and the
personal health domain will accept them.
Public health
Application Deployment
Examples

Personal
health

Surveillance system

Telemedicine system

Health monitoring
& reporting system

Health information system

Deployment
environments

Community
center
Home

Local medical
facilities

Figure 2. Public and personal health
4. DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC E-HEALTH
Public health deals with broader health-related services
than personal health and needs various forms of ICT to
handle harsh environments.
4.1. Deployment Environment and Requirements
Public health needs to tackle tough situations such as slow
and unstable networks and harsh climates. ICT is also
required to function correctly in these situations to retrieve
qualified medical/healthcare-related data for analysis and
diagnosis for telemedicine. Some off-the-shelf ICT devices
may not work under unstable power supply. All essential
functions used in public e-health should work in the
environment; or degradation of essential functions should
not stop operations even in an isolated ICT environment.
In public health, measurement devices are durable enough
to work in poorly managed environments and are usable
among many people. For health checks, we use the same
device to measure medical data, such as a pulse oximeter or
blood glucose meter, for each person, and the usage count
of each device becomes high. In personal health, a user
measures, for instance, once a day, which is only 365 times
in a year, whereas in public health each ICT device is used
for many people, for example 300, which hikes the usage
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3.

4.2. Portable Health Clinic Concept
The Portable Health Clinic (PHC) system was designed by
Kyushu University and Grameen Communication’s Global
Communication Center (GCC) to be an affordable e-health
solution for low-income people in inaccessible
communities [28]. It consists of a back-end system and
inexpensive front-end portable briefcases, each consisting
of medical sensors and measuring equipment. The frontend system communicates with the back-end using a mobile
network and the Internet. Web-based telemedicine and
medical call center applications work on the back-end
system.
The system processes patients’ electronic health records
(EHRs) and doctors’ e-prescriptions. Doctors at the medical
call center access the database via the Internet or have a
copy of the data in the call center. Upon receiving a
multimedia call from a patient, the doctor finds the patient’s
previous record, creates a record, and sends an eprescription, as telemedicine. This saves time and effort as
the doctor does not need to ask questions about the
patient’s profile and focuses on the immediate health
inquiry.
The PHC front end consists of a briefcase containing
medical sensors referencing appropriate international
standards, a data transmission system with a mobile
network, an easy-to-use data management application,
telemedicine via Skype connection, and local EHR
preservation for reference.
The briefcase is meant to be low-cost and portable;
envisaged to cost less than US$300 (an amount an
entrepreneur can borrow from a micro-finance institution
such as the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh) and can be
carried by a female health assistant.
4.3. Easy-to-use Portable Health Clinic
The PHC system is devised to be scalable and serve a
large queue of patients with minimum administration in the
shortest period of time. The most sustainable process
includes: a group-checking methodology, a triage to
classify patients according to medical risk, and remote
consultancy with a doctor for only those who need it. The
general process includes five steps (Figure 3).
1.
2.

Registration: A patient registers his or her vital
information such as name, age, sex, location, and
illness complaints, and pays for the service in advance.
Health checkup: A healthcare assistant takes the
patient’s physical checkup and data are automatically
sent to the local server. The server grades the patient
according to a color-coded risk stratification: green
(healthy), yellow (caution), orange (affected) and red

4.

5.

(emergency). Green patients are given their health
checkup results. Yellow marked patients receive health
guidance booklets. Orange and red marked patients
consult with a call center doctor.
Telemedicine: Orange and red marked patients talk to
the remote doctor for further investigation of their
illness and explanation of their medical records. Telehealth consultancy is over voice and video.
Prescription and suggestion: The remote doctor
identifies the illness after checking the clinical data,
discussing with the patient for symptom analysis and
viewing his or her past health records, if any. The
doctor then files the prescription and a technical
assistant helps the doctor input the necessary
information into the database and sends it to the
healthcare assistant onsite.
Signoff: The healthcare assistant prints and gives a
copy of the EHR and prescription to the patient and
schedules a follow-up health checkup within two
months.
Conversation Data
Vital Data

Clinical Data
Triage

1.
Registration

Database

Prescription Data

number upward of 90,000, and each device is expected to
have a mechanical resistance mechanism. This is also a
requirement for medical/healthcare ICT devices. Once a
device is accepted in emerging nations, it is also used in
developed nations.

2.
Health
checkup

Healthcare
Guideline

Triage
3. Tele
Consultancy

4.
Prescription
& Suggestion

Figure 3. Health checkup process
Key points for an actually deployable PHC are userfriendly and easy-to-provide clinic functions for
medical/healthcare personnel, such as the healthcare
assistant. BAN technology provides qualified and secure
data retrieval from the human body.
5. BAN PORTABLE HEALTH CLINIC
A BAN is designed as a short-range communication
network around the human body to retrieve sensed data
securely from the human body. It is also called Medical
BAN (MBAN) because it is designed for medical
frequency bands. A PHC using BAN technologies takes
advantage of the features of MBAN. It can collect
measured data from various medical devices and sensors
simultaneously at a coordinator using secure and qualified
wireless communication.
5.1. BAN and Surroundings
Short-range radio devices are defined in ITU-R WP1A
[29] and expect a short-range wireless network within 10
meters. There are several technologies, such as Bluetooth
and MBAN, in this category.
Bluetooth [30] is dedicated to the 2.4 GHz ISM (IndustryScience-Medical) band and used for point-to-point
communications with no security, such as between a cell
phone and a sensor device. Bluetooth has the ability to
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configure a 1:7 network but is not used since Bluetoothenabled smartphones expect to receive data from a paired
device by a preconfigured ID on both sides. Secure
networking is not assumed. Bluetooth networking expects
manual configuration and this is cumbersome. This type of
configuration
requires
additional
operations
for
medical/healthcare personnel.
MBAN, on the other hand, is a new short-range wireless
network targeting medical/healthcare usage. The first
MBAN IEEE802.15.6 [31] was published in 2012.
IEEE802.15.6 uses frequency bands approved by national
medical and/or regulatory authorities and ISM band as an
option. In addition to the dedicated medical bands, it
provides quality service, extremely low power and a data
rate up to 10 Mbps, supports medical security, and
emergency data handling. The second IEEE802.15.4j [32],
which uses the 2.36-2.4 GHz band that MBAN rule is
defined by Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
was published in 2013.
As long as the 2.4 GHz WLAN interference issue does not
come to light, the 2.4 GHz band can be used with automatic
frequency selection since the band is common around the
world. The 400 MHz MBAN can easily be switched to for
a PHC since the current media access control (MAC) of a
BAN works on MBAN IEEE802.15.6.

Android terminal + BAN

BAN blood pressure with IHB

BAN pulse oximeter
BAN waist/hip meter

BAN blood
glucose meter

BAN height meter

BAN contactless body
temperature meter

BAN weight meter

Figure 5. BAN-enabled devices and Android terminal
The clinic is comprised not only of equipment but also a
well-trained health center team. This team is important for
maintaining the quality of measured data for remote
diagnoses and managing the system under unstable power
conditions.
Each device is equipped with a BAN and a unique ID. The
coordinator has a USB dongle to send/receive data to/from
devices with an automatically assigned timeslot to maintain
quality of service in the wireless communication. A
terminal running the Android operating system plugins the
USB dongle as a coordinator and to categorize measured
data checks and upload them to a remote database system
for doctors to diagnose remote examinees (Figure 4).

5.2. BAN Portable Health Clinic Components
A BAN portable health clinic (BAN-PHC) is expected to
have reliable small-factor devices that can be carried
anywhere easily. It consists of a briefcase equipped with
measurement devices, coordinator to collect data, local
server (laptop PC), and remote database (Figure 4).
(Epidemiological study)

Remote medical help center

Remote database

Point-of-care medical
examination, categorization,
and telemedicine

Remote diagnosis and prescription

Examinees

Cellular/Internet

Blood pressure,
blood, urine, etc.

Medical certificate and prescription

Use measurement devices
for automatic categorization
Red: Emergent -Telemedicine + Encouragement to visit clinic
Orange: Affected -Telemedicine
Yellow: Caution -Provide a leaflet about healthcare in Bengal

Portable health clinic management
Non-invasive medical BAN devices
Blood test
Urinalysis

Green: Normal

Figure 4. BAN portable health clinic model

Designed by Naoki Nakashima, M.D., Kyushu University Hospital and
Kunihisa Kobayashi, M.D., Fukuoka University Chikushi Hospital

The devices (Figure 5) are used to measure height, weight,
waist and hip size, body temperature, pulse rate,
oxygenation of blood, blood pressure, blood glucose, blood
hemoglobin, urinary protein, urinary glucose, and urinary
urobilinogen. Paramedics in a healthcare team manage
blood tests (glucose and hemoglobin) and urinalysis to
maintain the operation and measurement quality and to
manually enter data into the coordinator.

Figure 6. B-Logic2012
Data are sent from the Android terminal to a local server,
at which a paramedic examines the measurement results
with an automatic health-check result based on BLogic2012, which is a triage-like stratification process to
determine the priority of subjects’ treatments based on the
risk determined by the health checkup result (Figure 6). An
application using B-Logic2012 automatically determines
the color of each subject after input of all health checkup
data and without a doctor’s assistance.
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5.3. Health Analysis
We conducted health checkups on 8,527 subjects in
FY2012 partly by using BAN-PHCs. Through assessment
of the current health condition, we found 29% affected
subjects (orange and red), 65% as yellow, and 16% as
green using the results (Figure 7). The immediate results
show 65% of subjects need health guidance onsite and
telemedicine improves health conditions 55% by comparing
the first check and a check two months after telemedicine.
Results of Second Visit, n=1,003
(repeat rate = 1,003/1,635 = 61% )

Results of First Visit
n=8,527

Emergent (13%)

Telemedicine
(n=1,635)

We invited Red and Orange
subjects 2 months later

Emergent (2%)
Affected (17%)
Healthy (16%)
n=8,527
Caution (65%)

n=1,003
Affected (87%)
First Visit

team. A doctor can also access anonymous examinee data
for epidemiological study in addition to remote diagnosis.
An examinee can acquire his or her health condition result
and remote diagnosis when the category is orange and red.
We need to estimate the costs and revenue of the
ecosystem. As long as each role has benefits in addition to
cost reduction, the ecosystem exits. Device durability
improvement, consumables to non-invasive and reusable
devices, and SMS-like affordable data transfer to remote
site are candidates for cost reduction. A doctor in a remote
site has the benefit of accessing anonymous examinee data
for epidemiological study. BAN-PHC operation personnel
can increase revenue since the number of examinees in a
day increases. Examinees can select a doctor depending on
the illness. The increase of micro-finance entrepreneurs is a
key enabler to maintain the ecosystem.

After 2 months

Application/service provider

Emergent (8%) Healthy (7%)
n=1,003 Caution (48%)

Health Guidance

Caregiver

Network provider

Affected (38%)

Device provider

Second Visit

Figure 7. Report of PHC in FY2012 result

Examinee

Figure 8. BAN-PHC ecosystem

It is difficult to figure out who in the improvement ratio
was first categorized as yellow because statistics of yellow
people coming to the second health check are not
investigated.
5.4. BAN Portable Health Clinic Model and Ecosystem
The BAN-PHC ecosystem has five roles; device provider,
network provider, application/service provider, caregiver,
and examinee (Figure 8).
Device providers supply durable devices and consumables
for health checks. Electronic devices are basically durable
in and of themselves, but some, that have BAN waist
meters, have mechanical components that need parts
exchanged depending on the number of usages. Smallfactor devices are designed for personal use, not group
examinations, and do not have international standards for
mechanical durability. Blood test and urinalysis
consumables are currently used for each person and the
cost increases in line with the number of examinees. Noninvasive or reusable devices for health screening are
expected.
Network providers are responsible for the quality of
remote data access, but sometimes only voice
communication is available from a rural area. We may need
to send data via SMS. This kind of data delivery service
may be an alternative method for remote data delivery.
Application/service providers provide secure data storage.
It is better for a design to work on any provider in
anticipation of affordable database management costs.
Caregivers have two roles: doctors at remote sites and
BAN-PHC operation personnel of an onsite health center

5.5. Issues in BAN Portable Health Clinic
The BAN-PHC system provides easy-to-use operations
and data gathering without data input failure for mass
medical examinations where more than 10,000 people are
expected, but we clarified issues on the front-end system
including sensors.
1) Durability of medical sensors is typically 10,000 uses
because a single person at home usually uses them.
The number comes from mechanical components.
2) All devices need to work only on battery power
during a mass medical examination in a day, including
a local server and wireless access point.
3) Some medical sensors support only peer-to-peer
wireless communication between a sensor and the
coordinator. Extra manual operations onsite may lead
to mistakes and slow down the examination.
4) Consumable test kits increase the cost for the
operation. It is preferable to investigate nonconsumable kits to maintain the screening quality of
the test.
5) A device such as an Android terminal whose battery is
not replaceable should have an alternative device with
an onsite handover function. It is required to transfer
the measurement function, BAN configuration, and
measured data on the current device to a new device
6. M2M-ENABLED BAN PORTABLE HEALTH
CLINIC
M2M technologies allow a device to communicate
directly with other devices of the same type. The M2Menabled BAN-PHC ecosystem reduces the costs of health
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checks and medical treatment and improves the efficiency
of the work of caregivers; paramedics and nurses onsite and
medical doctors at remote sites. It provides quick replies for
healthy and conscientious people with no consultation with
a doctor.
6.1. M2M-enabled Ecosystem
The M2M-enabled ecosystem shown in Figure 9 has an
additional role as M2M service provider and M2M device
provider.
Application/service provider

Caregiver

6.3. Impact on Standardization

M2M service provider
Network provider
M2M device provider

Examinee

Figure 9. M2M enabled e-health ecosystem
The M2M service provider collects data from the network
provider and supplies the application/service provider with
cost-effective M2M service layer services. These services
are to provide e-health specific features such as preprocessing of collected and accumulated data for diagnostic
records and epidemiological research, and common features
used by other M2M applications and services such as
electricity meters, transportation, and agriculture.
The M2M device provider provides M2M capabilities in
conjunction with the M2M service provider; privacy
protection, device profile such as international standard
support, time stamp, and audit trail support in a device in
order to maintain the quality of measured data.
Application/service provider

examinees in the field of public health. This ecosystem also
increases its scalability from the viewpoint of network
traffic since it can reduce real-time network access load
through less frequent wide-range network communications.
This ecosystem can provide affordable opportunities to
caregivers – paramedics and nurses onsite and medical
doctors in remote sites – for advancing research on
epidemics, and also provides equal opportunity for a vast
number of people to check their health and examinees to
select a doctor from available doctors for telemedicine
service at a low cost.

BAN-PHC and M2M technologies are key enablers for
efficient public health. The service using an M2M-enabled
BAN-PHC is an example in one country, but can also be an
effective solution expandable to other emerging nations and
worldwide.
As discussed, the service requirements anticipate higher
device durability, higher portability and usability of clinic
equipment, and higher frequency in user ID configurations.
It is an effective approach for emerging nations that desire
the same or similar public health services in that we can
build up standards based on successful (semi-)actual
deployment of affordable services and applications if these
service requirements are also applicable to what they
require.
6.4. M2M-enabled medical/healthcare and farming
service
The integration of medical/healthcare and farming
networks using M2M technologies may provide new
farmer-life innovation that provide efficient harvesting and
keep the farmer’s health (Figure 11).

Caregiver

Today’s work and health

Plant growth assessment
M2M
device

Network service provider
BAN device
M2M device provider

Self-measurement
400MHz BAN

BAN device

Self health-check

Examinee
Pedometer, heart rate monitor

Figure 10. Ecosystem of M2M-enabled BAN PHC
When there is no caregiver’s intervention, this ecosystem
can reduce the caregiver’s workload because the BANPHC coordinator locally provides medical feedback to
examinees onsite if they are healthy and/or being
conscientious about their health. This leads to much quicker
responses for thousands of examinees than procedures with
a caregiver’s intervention (Figure 10). It therefore has the
potential capability to accommodate enormous numbers of

M2M
device

Visible light , near infrared sensors

Outdoor horticulture

New farmer-life innovation using M2M technologies

M2M service provider

400MHz Wireless sensor network

Figure 11. Image of M2M-enabled service
The 400MHz band differs in the propagation
characteristic of an electric wave as compared with the
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2.4GHz band. The 400MHz band has its long wavelength
and produces diffraction of the electric wave. For example,
there is a case where an electric wave diffracts through a
window, a well, and stairs in a building.
The 400 MHz band BAN-PHC can be used both for
intelligent farming networks in horticulture expecting many
obstacles between sensor nodes and the coordinator and for
the health-check services for the farmer. This is an example
of M2M-enabled self-sustained services.

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We surveyed e-health-related standardization activities
and discussed their complexity and difficulty in public and
personal health. For affordable healthcare and telemedicine,
we introduced a portable health clinic with a BAN-PHC as
a key enabler for large deployments and standard adoptions
targeting mass medical examinations and treatment. We
also discussed issues that we learned from real BAN-PHC
use. Still there are challenges to reducing BAN-PHC costs.
It is not easy to replace consumables with reusable devices
by deploying new technologies, such as biosensors, but as
long as the solution provides a triage function, it can be
quickly deployed when need arises. We also described
medical BAN deployment in the near future. For further
acceptance in public health, we discussed M2M-enabled
services to allow qualifying of health services automatically
and provide scalability in the services. We proposed the
integration of BAN-PHC and M2M technologies to provide
evolved services both to end users and medical/healthcare
experts with further standard acceptance. The integration of
the two enablers provides evolved services for quick and
broad standard acceptance from emerging nations to
developed nations. When the 400 MHz band is used for
BAN-PHC, it can also be used for intelligent farming
services in horticulture. The integration of 400MHz band
medical/healthcare and farming networks using M2M
technologies may provide new farmer-life innovation that
provide efficient harvesting and keep the farmer’s health.
International standards not from e-health services but from
being close to users usher in a large number of medical
device deployments and create affordable ecosystems in
emerging nations.
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Users of first responder (FR) communication systems are
aware of the benefits that the integration of new advanced
data services could bring to their professional sectors. In
order to satisfy the need for broadband data services in
Public Safety, plenty of effort has already been put to
improving data transmission capabilities of various
Professional Mobile Radio (PMR) technologies. For
example, the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) proposed in 1995 the Terrestrial Trunked
Radio (TETRA) technology for PMR. Later in 2005, the
TETRA Association, working with ETSI, developed the
TETRA Enhanced Data Service (TEDS) standard, which
has been considered suitable for advanced security services
such as video surveillance, extensive image sharing and
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Convergence, Interoperability

UMTS R99

Nowadays, the Critical Communications networks are
experiencing the transformation that will lay the
foundations
for
next
decades
of
emergency
communications. Although different forums claim for the
benefits of different technological solutions, this evolution
seems to be driven towards the adoption of commercial
radio technologies and mass market devices. Although new
standards are being developed by different standardization
organizations, the concept of interoperability between
Public Safety organizations as a holistic standpoint is still
an open issue standards should address in the near future.
This paper analyzes the current trends in next generation
Critical Communications, and reviews the different efforts
carried out by different standardization organizations. It is
shown that, although different aspects of interoperability
are addressed, an integral interoperability framework is
needed. Additionally, the specific area of Operation and
Management is discussed as one of the missing pieces. A
series of system requirements and design principles are
finally provided.

positioning. However, TEDS technology is becoming
obsolete in view of the requirements of new emergency
applications and considering the need for upgrading it to
broadband. In fact, due to limited spectrum availability for
existing TETRA systems resulting in 50-100 kbps data
services (far from theoretical maximum of 540 kbps), the
first wave of TEDS speeds will not meet the broadband
requirements despite its potential capabilities.
At the same time, public mobile networks are evolving
from the existing 2G (GSM / GPRS), 3G (UMTS / HSPA /
HSPA+) technologies towards more advanced 4G
wideband solutions such as Long Term Evolution (LTE),
supporting wider coverage and higher data rates (50-100
Mbps for uplink/downlink without antenna diversity). The
future of mobile communications seems to be directed
towards an all-IP world, with direct impact on the provision
of multimedia services. It is evidenced that the evolution of
public communication network technologies supports a
number of enhanced services (e.g. video calls, geolocation,
efficient multicasting, etc.), which are not currently offered
to the Critical Communications sector.
Figure 1 illustrates the different technology release rate for
Critical Communications PMR technologies and public
mobile networks. It’s clear that emergency and commercial
sectors have traditionally shown significantly different
technology evolution timescales.
As a result, various forums’ discussions lately focus on the
evolution of PMR technologies in comparison to the
integration of mission critical aspects into public wideband
networks.

GSM

ABSTRACT

Analog

1

2020

Figure 1. Evolution of Private and Public mobile networks
technologies.
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Figure 3. SECRICOM interoperability levels [6].
Figure 2. Expected evolution of Public Safety
Communication (U.S. Department of Homeland Security).
It is therefore commonly accepted that future mission
critical networks will evolve from the current narrowband
audio-only communications to media-enriched wideband
communications [1]. This will endow emergency
professionals with enhanced capabilities to response against
hazardous situations.
The main technological candidate for supporting this kind
of service is LTE [2]. In fact, several PMR organizations
have already initiated the use of both public and private
communication technologies providing their professionals
with dual terminals, although they are used for different
purposes -critical and non-critical services. A converged
scenario will enable those professionals to make the most
of both worlds, while assuring efficient use of critical
resources.
Unfortunately, since current situation of commercial
standards is not considered mature enough as to provide
Critical Communications, no timeframe or specific
roadmap has been yet proposed. For example, the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security published in November
2011 a now famous figure of expected evolution (Figure 2).
Note that no time scale has not even been foreseen, and the
convergence scenario is denoted as “Long Term”.
Meanwhile, traditional PMRs would be used for mission
critical voice while data will use novel technologies.
This paper overviews the current state and trends of Public
Safety networks in Section 2, with special focus on
international Standards Development Organizations (SDO)
concerning private-public convergence and interoperability.
Focusing on the interoperability topic, Section 3 analyzes
the interoperability in a multi-organization environment
from the Operations And Management (OAM) standpoint.
From this analysis, Section 4 provides a series of
requirements and infers a set of design principles that a
complete interoperability system should take into account.
Section 5 discusses the need for international standards
proposing high level architectures and common procedures
regarding OAM and service abstraction in interoperable
multi-organization networks. Also, an IMS-based multidomain framework is analyzed. Finally, Section 6 offers the
conclusions to the paper.

2. NEXT GENERATION PUBLIC SAFETY
NETWORKS AND STANDARDIZATION TRENDS
Critical Communications networks are currently
experiencing the main transformation that will lead to the
next generation infrastructures to be used for the
forthcoming decades. Therefore, the design of these
networks must be performed very carefully, and taking into
account different aspects such as professional users’
requirements, the current economical situation and new
business models for the sector, etc.
Among many studies and reports, the European
Commission Joint Research Center (JRC) states the
following challenges to be considered in the next
generation of Public Protection Disaster Relief (PPDR)
systems [3]:
• Interoperability.
• Broadband Connectivity.
• Underground/Lack of coverage.
• Degraded or Destroyed infrastructures.
• Technological gap with commercial technologies.
As can be observed, the evolution of network capabilities
towards those already available in commercial mobile
networks is one of the key aspects. At the same time,
aspects of interoperability remain as a hot issue in Critical
Communications networks, not only between different
PMR networks but even more when considering
commercial radio technologies and the possible
convergence of both worlds.
The concept of interoperability involves many different
aspects. One of the most complete definitions of PPDR
interoperability can be found in [4]: “interoperability
between various responder agencies may be defined as the
capability of two organizations or discrete parts of the same
organization to exchange decision-critical information and
to use the information that has been exchanged.” The
interoperability stack in Figure 3 depicts the different
compatibility levels required for a true interoperability
solution.
In addition to numerous research and commercial
initiatives, several SDOs are working on different aspects
of interoperability nowadays. Yet, different SDOs cover
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different aspects of interoperability and the overall picture
remains pending of operative solutions.
In the context of 3GPP, worldwide stakeholders are
currently discussing and developing the concept of
Professional LTE or Public Safety LTE [5]. The following
are the main features proposed for the LTE Release 12 in
order to fulfill the professional users’ needs:
• Proximity Services (ProSe).
• Group Communication System Enablers for LTE
(GCSE_LTE).
• Uplink Congestion Control (UPCON).
Different potential users are collaborating in defining the
3GPP work and time-plan concerning Public Safety
requirements. The U.K. Home Office and the U.S.
Department of Commerce, which are in the initial phases of
deployment of nationwide FR networks, have been
involved in the definition of priorities for the different
Public Safety LTE features based on their current and
future needs. As well, the TCCA CCBG System
Architecture Group provided different Use Cases to the
3GPP to better accommodate the 3GPP progress to actual
needs of Critical Communications [6].
As cited in [7], the 3GPP limits its scope to the technical
features of the LTE operation while other aspects relevant
to the evolution and interoperability of Public Safety
networks remain uncovered. Some examples are the
spectrum-related and other kind of regulation, application
designs, legacy coexistence and migration strategies,
handset and infrastructure ecosystem, etc.
As well, an efficient call signaling suite is required for
deploying Public Safety communications over the IP-based
LTE network. Typically, the 3GPP designates IP
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) as the control plane for LTEbased communications, although other type of protocol
suites could be specifically designed for this aim. The
authors’ of this paper claim the convenience of IMS as an
access network neutral technology, which would alleviate
the interoperability problems in the future converged
worlds.
Being aware of the heterogeneity in the area of emergency
related communication networks, the ITU-T started an
effort to bring together the most relevant SDOs and
protocol suites. Thus, the ITU-T Study Group 11 includes a
question (Q3/11) devoted to signaling requirements and
protocol for emergency telecommunications in its Study
Period 2013-2016 [8]. This item continues with the efforts
carried out in the area during the previous Study Period
2009-2012, where different documents were generated:
• Draft ITU-T TRQ.ETS-overview: Overview of
Standards Development Organizations (SDOs)
and Other Organizations’ Work on Emergency
Telecommunications Service (ETS) [9].
• Draft ITU-T TRQ.ETS-protocol: Signaling
Protocol Mappings in Support of Emergency
Telecommunications Service in IP Networks.
TRQ.ETS-overview (Q Supplement 62) provides a
thorough list of ETS-related recommendations and
standards as published by different SDOs, including 3GPP,
ATIS, ETSI, IEEE, IETF and different ITU-T Study

Groups. TRQ.ETS-protocol (assigned Q Supplement63)
focuses on the technical interoperability, and provides
mapping concepts between different types of ETS signaling
protocols (i.e., ISUP, SIP, H.248, H.225, Diameter) to
support the proper setup and admission of ETS
communications.
Although these documents may be used to lay down the
foundations for future interoperability solutions between
multiple heterogeneous networks, they need to be updated
to the protocol suites that will eventually make up the
future wideband Public Safety networks.
Beyond these technical interoperability features,
interoperability in the procedures between different types of
organizations is also required. One of the most active SDOs
in this areas is the ETSI SC EMTEL [10], which
specifically focuses on emergency communications
including emergency call services, caller location enhanced
emergency services, Public Safety communication systems,
etc. The wide representativeness from different emergencyrelated sectors allows ETSI EMTEL to understand the
requirements of emergency communications between
citizens and Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) and
between different PSAPs, both at functional and
operational levels [11]-[14].
One of the areas not covered yet by SDOs is related to the
OAM of networks and organizations within networks. Two
standpoints are required to address this area: on one hand,
an analysis of OAM from a high-level is required, in order
to define the methodologies and procedures for the
management
of
intraand
inter-organization
communications; on the other hand, specific technical
solutions that cope with this high-level solutions must be
provided.
3. OAM ASPECTS OF PUBLIC SAFETY
INTEROPERABILITY
This section covers main relevant aspects of
interoperability among different emergency organizations
from an organizational point of view. Upon the analysis of
these aspects, main requirements and design principles for
the overall ecosystem will be derived in Section 4.
3.1. Aspects
organizations

of

interoperability

among

multiple

In today’s FR organizations, most of the individual
agencies demand their own communications network so
that they can manage their users and resources
autonomously.
Therefore,
some
communication
functionalities are supposed to be controlled internally,
such as the creation of private groups, the assignment of
permissions and priorities or the organization of units, to
cite some. In fact, daily operation in emergency
organizations is mostly carried out using internal
communications without external participation.
However, major emergency situations require that different
organizations cooperate in order to act fast and efficiently.
Therefore, the challenge is often to ensure integrated
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communications across multiple agencies, enabling a
coordinated intervention by an array of first responders or
emergency organizations while maintaining autonomous
management capabilities.
This paper aims at depicting an intercommunication
platform for these emergency organizations, which will be
independent from the network technology used by each of
them. In addition, the solution shall not only allow
interoperability between emergency organizations with
each other, but also with citizens residing in next
generation commercial networks. Hence, the proposed
multi-user ecosystem comes across different types of
networks resulting in different OAM-related requirements
in the future converged Critical Communications world.
1) Private networks. Different private emergency networks
managed independently by each emergency organization,
which can be based on different technologies:
• PMR technologies (TETRA, TETRAPOL, P25...)
for voice and data communications.
• Metropolitan radio communication technologies
(e.g. LTE) for voice and data communications.
• Hybrid methodology with PMR for voice and LTE
for data communications.
2) Commercial public networks. Generally, emergency
calls are based on commercial, public circuit switched
networks. In emergency communications, these kinds of
networks normally include the following users:
• Users in emergency calling the emergency
number.
• Users with special needs (e.g. users owning
special devices).
Considering
such
an
heterogeneous
emergency
communication
ecosystem,
full
but
controlled
interoperability between
different networks and
organizations is a must. In a word, a special communication
platform is required to support such model, which will
facilitate the communications and interoperability among
different users while assuring isolation and maintenance of
security domains and without preventing each user group
from accessing its own special blend of voice and data
solutions.
Next sub-sections analyze all the interoperability issues that
may arise when achieving these objectives and how they
can be solved. More specifically, organizational,
technological, security and OAM aspects are addressed.
3.2. Interoperability levels
The communication between different emergency
organizations will not only imply overcoming technical
restrictions, but it will also have an effect on organizational
aspects, for example how the teams will work together or
which/whose security constraints should be taken into
account. Hence, interoperability between the different
emergency organizations and agencies should be based on
the following considerations:
1) Organizational interoperability
• Between agencies/organizations: the system must
offer different connected agencies the possibility

to communicate with other agencies for
cooperation and a wide range of enhanced services
to improve their internal processes.
• Between end-users within an organization: users
settled within each organization are dependent on
the specific networks' characteristics, which can
provide them with a full or limited set of PMRgrade services.
2) Regional interoperability
Since users from different countries may become part of the
system, a suitable interoperation will be based on the
correct coordination of the different ways of working. The
following differences can be noticed:
• Between regions: it is possible that some regions
within the same country do not share the same
procedures in emergency situations.
• Across national borders: national regulations and
modes of operation can vary from one country to
another.
• Cross-agency and cross-border: a communication
manager hould be responsible, on a multi-agency
partnership basis, for planning the arrangements
for command and control of communications
across borders. Expertise and familiarity with the
structures, terminology and key individuals within
other emergency services and partner agencies are
important.
Regarding the two aforementioned levels, the following are
the most relevant aspects to bear in mind in order to ensure
correct interoperability:
• Operating procedures and practices may vary
among organizations and probably new ones
should be developed for inter-organization
management.
Therefore,
any
technical
interoperability enabling system must be flexible
enough as to support different communication
schemes. Additionally, means for setting different
priorities and/or access levels in per-organization
basis must be provided.
• Information security: each organization in a multiorganization environment must have full
capabilities to decide which information to make
accessible and to whom.
• Legislation and/or regulation: although there exists
common directives for emergency services,
different regions and states may have different
laws regarding for example the recording of
conversations or location tracking in emergency
situations. The proposed system must provide both
lawful recording and privacy ensuring capabilities.
• Preservation of OAM procedures: associated to
the operation and maintenance operations within
every emergency network, there usually exists a
set of procedures intrinsically bound to the
specific characteristics of each organization. The
system must ensure the continuity of existing
mechanisms while enabling the development of
new procedures targeting the inter-agencies
scenario.
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3.3. Technological interoperability
One of the main challenges of providing a solution to
technical interoperability is to ensure that organizations
using different technologies can communicate with each
other in a transparent manner. Although most emergency
networks nowadays belong to a limited set of different
technologies (P25, TETRA and TETRAPOL) existing
incompatibilities among different vendors and the
emergence of LTE depict a highly heterogeneous
ecosystem. Furthermore, the size and technical capabilities
of organizations addressed range from small scale first
responders with no communications/IT departments to
nation-wide organizations that technically manage their
own infrastructure. As a result, the proposed
interoperability ecosystem must be capable of enabling
different business models to cover such different needs.
From a pure technical point of view, there exist significant
differences among the ways different network technologies
deal with the communications problems (in terms of
identity management, call signaling, services, protocols,
physical layers and so on). Additionally, backwards
compatibility must be ensured with a twofold objective.
Firstly, a smooth migration / convergence to next
generation emergency networks must be guaranteed, since
existing networks may still have 10-15 years lifetime.
Secondly, PMR users are not commonly required to
develop complicated technical skills. Therefore the working
mode must be similar to traditional PMR ones in order to
reduce the learning curve and facilitate the adoption of the
new system.
3.4. Sensitive information exchange
When sharing the same communication system for voice
and/or data exchange, each organization must be aware of
the fact that some information may be sensitive and
agreements should be established. The technologies used
must also be accredited to the appropriate standard for
handling sensitive or confidential information. The
following sensitive information may be considered:
• Internal user groups (used on a day-to-day basis)
within each organization. These groups might be
for internal use and they are therefore preferably
not used when interconnecting with other first
responder agencies.
• The composition of internal groups (user names
or/and network identities) is full responsibility of
each agency. Therefore they must be fully capable
of deciding to which extent this information will
be available for other agencies and the
interoperability system itself.
• Interoperability-enabled user groups/user names,
which are designed to facilitate interoperability
between organizations. It may be necessary to use
network/technology interoperable user groups/user
names in order to facilitate immediate exchange of
critical information at the appropriate level. A
protocol should state clearly which names can be

used, who can use them and under what
circumstances.
• Security constraints or algorithms. Although
security through obscurity is not commonly
considered among the best practices, in some cases
low level details of ciphering mechanisms will not
be publicly available.
• Location or presence information (fleet control)
demands fine grain control by each organization.
The interoperability system should provide the appropriate
mechanisms in order to preserve the confidentiality of this
sensitive information coming from the different emergency
organizations when they intercommunicate.
3.5. Considerations
organization scenario

regarding

OAM

in

multi-

On a multi-agency scenario the different organizations may
implement different OAM, network prioritization schemes,
etc. An interoperability system must enable the compliance
of all the different players, as well as ensure media-plane
communication and facilitate user orchestration (location,
prioritization, etc.). In other words, the system shall permit
an automatic communication between the involved
organizations.
In terms of interoperability, instead of peer-to-peer
agreements, a common plane to solve the interoperability
issues in a common way is usually preferred. Nevertheless,
there are various issues to be considered that will require
previous manual intervention from the individual
organizations in order to achieve full interoperability:
• Procedures and protocols: to ensure efficient interdomain communications between different
agencies common protocols and procedures must
be made in advance. It is essential that the
different organizations (at top operator level) as
well as PSAP operators understand the operating
protocols to best establish inter-agency
communication.
• Individual information sharing: individual FRs
have a duty to share information relating to
capabilities, resources, processes and procedures
and key personnel with PSAP operators.
• User management: before enabling the
interconnection a user management procedure
should be performed both within each
organization and on the common plane. That is,
top level operators within an organization should
first decide which internal users will participate in
inter-agencies communications.
4. REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES
After analyzing all the interoperability issues that are likely
to occur when interconnecting different networks and
organizations for emergency communications, the
following list summarizes the most relevant identified
requirements for the interoperability system, including both
technical and organizational ones.
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The interoperability system MUST:
• R1: Address different types of PMRs and citizens.
• R2: Cover both basic and enhanced services.
• R3: Provide interoperability of both legacy and
next generation emergency networks (including
any IP network for example if no native LTE
coverage is available).
• R4: Allow users within any organization to access
enhanced services also internally with their legacy
terminals (of course, subject to display/multimedia
capabilities restrictions).
• R5: Ensure autonomous (per-organization)
management.
• R6: Preserve Information ownership/access rights.
• R7:
Easily
allow
trans-national/regional
communications (therefore, no physical layer must
be enforced).
• R8: Enable the connection of significantly
different organizations in terms of sizes,
capabilities and OAM procedures.
• R9: Allow different business models (i.e.
subscription, peering, etc.).
• R10: Integrate recording and location tracking
capabilities in order to fulfill possibly different
national/regional/internal laws and rules.
• R11: Harmonize user access level and priorities
while maintaining internal existing ones.
• R12: Not affect existing internal procedures and
working modes must be preserved to reduce the
learning curve.
• R13: Ensure efficient operation implying reduced
use of internal and interconnection resources
(especially in the air interface).
• R14: Permit the integration of an intermediary
control room for emergency communications.
Out of these requirements a set of principles that will guide
the whole analysis have been proposed:
• DP1: Multi-domain ecosystem so that each
organization becomes a full member of the
interoperability architecture regardless its size and
capabilities (R1, R2, R5, R6, R8, R9).
• DP2: Standardized IP based “core network”.
Avoiding access network technology dependence,
a quick deployment of inter-organizations and
across frontier emergency networks is guaranteed
(R3, R7).
• DP3: Ensure optimized technology independent
operations and take advantage of Technology
Dependent (TD) enhanced capabilities. This way,
the system ensures seamless integration today with
existing infrastructure while making it possible to
enhance service performance with native TD
support (i.e. native multicast/simulcast will reduce
the use of resources if available (R4)).
• DP4: Enable IP-Level Mobile Virtual Network
Operator (MVNO) scheme so that every
organization can choose the operation mode
according to its size and resources. This way, a

full operator will operate and manage all the nodes
and equipment that allow interoperability
communications and enhanced services. On the
other hand, a smaller one may prefer to hire
virtualized services from a PSSP (Public Safety
Services Provider) and use their legacy PMR
access network or hire LTE connectivity from
commercial networks (R3, R8, R9).
• DP5: Follow Session Border Control-like
architecture
(R5,
R6),
therefore
the
interconnection element will be responsible for:
o DP5a: isolation and specific entry points for
each organization to avoid common network
security related problems.
o DP5b: restricted access to identities and any
other internal information, even from the top
level domain.
o DP5c: topology hiding: in order to preserve
the confidentiality regarding network
characteristics of a certain emergency
organization; the system enablers should be
able to hide them to the other users.
o DP5d: security management.
o DP5e: QoS and policing (although following
also DP10).
o DP5f: agency-specific CAC for establishing
sessions from the outside with internal users.
o DP5g: mapping between internal and external
identities, priorities, services, etc.
• DP6: Define common technology independent
naming and call routing mechanisms at individual
and group level (R11).
• DP7: Avoid any assumption about the naming,
services, needs, structure and composition of the
internal groups of any organization (R6, R8, R12).
• DP8: Ensure scalability by avoiding centralized
user management (R7, R8).
• DP9: Ensure controlled access by managing any
session among users from different organizations
(R6, R7).
• DP10: Orchestrate the use of resources without
requiring direct access to policy enforcement
mechanisms of the underlying network
technologies (R13).
• DP11: Flexible multi-level dispatching to enable
different command and control mechanisms,
PSAPs hierarchies, etc (R12, R14).
• DP12: Rely on OAM for these inter-agencies
operations that commonly follow specific
procedures when applied internally (i.e. user and
groups creation) (R12).
• DP13: Enable recording and location tracking
mechanisms (R10).
• DP14: Allow citizens to easily upgrade their
terminal to be able to connect to the
interoperability services even in restricted
ways(R1).
Figure 4 illustrates all the matches established between the
identified requirements and the design principles set up.
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5. NEED FOR OAM INTEROPERABILITY
STANDARDS

Figure 5. IMS-based interoperability solution.

International SDOs are currently working on the evolution
of mission critical networks and, at the same, time dealing
with different aspects of interoperability. Unfortunately,
both trends do not follow a common working roadmap:
each feature is addressed from different SDOs, or even are
responsibility of different boards within the same SDO.
Proposed solutions in the area of interoperability seem to be
non scalable to future Public Safety networks. Meanwhile,
the design of future mission critical networks seem to be
related to technical communications aspects, rather than
covering OAM and service-level solutions.
As a result, next generation emergency communications
networks will continue missing integral interoperability
solutions. Even if a common technology such as LTE is
selected, this could only solve physical layer
interoperability and provide technical solutions for the
development of certain communications services. However,
the bigger picture will still be missing.
The definition of a common high-level architecture, not
coupled to a specific technology, will benefit the actual
interoperability between different mission critical
organizations. The required solution will need to create
standards taking into account the following aspects:
• Related standards should be defined in a
technology neutral basis, in terms of access
network technologies.
• A common service abstraction layer should be
defined, in order to allow interoperability between
heterogeneous organizations. These service
procedures need to be easily mapped to different
access network technologies, in order to cover
legacy and future types of networks.
• Common inter-organization OAM solutions
should
be
adopted.
The
intra-domain
independency shall be guaranteed, while at the
same time providing mechanisms to easily deploy
communication agreements between any pair of
organizations.
This way, the solution would be feasible for the transient
period and in future next-generation emergency
communications networks.

5.1. IMS-based interoperability framework
Taking into account all these conditions, IMS seems to be a
good candidate for building up the required standards.
First, IMS is conceived to support a variety of
heterogeneous access networks. Second, IMS mechanisms
have been already designed to deal with emergency
communications and to support a variety of emergencyrelated voice and data services. Finally, IMS is the
predominant candidate for deploying a managed service
layer over LTE networks.
As a result, the proposed solution would make use and
enhance existing IMS procedures by including interdomain service and OAM capabilities into the technology
agnostic management to ensure the seamless operation of
professional users regardless the technology used.
Figure 5 depicts a network architecture that complies with
this kind of proposed interoperability architecture. The
solution envisages a standardized intermediate IMS
domain, in order to support interoperability between
heterogeneous organizations. This central interoperability
IMS domain plays the role of a Trusted Third Party (TTP)
agent, which establishes connectivity agreements with any
professional organization and implements common and
public IMS procedures for offering interoperability
services. Each mission critical organization will implement
these shared procedures to access the interoperability
services, performing mappings to internal procedures.
From the analysis of requirements and design principles,
we summarize how these principles may be translated into
specific IMS-related design decisions [15] that might lay
down
the
main
pillars for multi-organization
interoperability in next-generation Public Safety networks:
• Any-to-one peering scheme.
Typically, interconnection gateways aim at ensuring peerto-peer connectivity and data agreements with each
partnering organization. A more generalized solution,
instead, provides a common framework (the TTP
intermediate IMS domain) for centralized addressing,
border controlling, priority management and security. A
unique peering agreement with the TTP agent will be
sufficient for interoperating with any other organization.
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• Per organization IMS domain.
Both native IMS and IMS-enabled (e.g., PMR)
organizations will operate a self-managed IMS domain.
The TTP agent will rely on each organization to manage
internal access control, etc. In order to be fully compliant
with the IMS-standardized TTP procedures, an enabler
function may be needed at each domain for mapping
internal procedures.
• Compliance with IMS standards.
The interface with TTP will be based on standard IMS
procedures, with technology-specific details left to the
access operators. Although specific features such as group
call, location and other emergency services will take
advantages of native network support (by technology
dependent elements), all the inter-domain signaling is
considered as pure IMS mechanisms. This way, related
services will be able to work out-of-the-box without
demanding additional support by the access networks.
• OAM managed push model.
Each organization will be responsible for gathering internal
information regarding users’ status and presence and
sharing this information to the TTP domain following
common IMS-compliant procedures. Therefore, the TTP
systems will not access internal organizations’ information
and it will be each organization itself the only responsible
for deciding which information to upload proactively.
• Session controllers.
Both the TTP and organizations domains deploy session
controllers responsible for managing interoperability
sessions. On the one hand, internal communications will
not be affected (therefore, facilitating scalability). On the
other hand, access control, session adaptations and flexible
dispatching will be easily accomplished.
6. CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the design of a dynamic mobile sensor
network platform, consisting of mobile sensors, mobile
sensor gateways, and sink servers. The sensor network
platform supports heterogeneous protocols in the network
layer and performs ID-based communication to deliver
sensor data from the mobile sensors to the sinks, as well as
to send control and monitoring commands from a sensor
administrator to the mobile sensors. To reliably provide
sensor data irrespective of their locations, the mobile
sensors and mobile sensor gateways natively support
mobility and multihoming and possess network access
authentication and data transport security functions. The
users can freely install new application programs over an
already-deployed sensor network. They can configure the
sensor network to operate in light-weight or full-function
modes depending on the application requirements or
available networking environments. Some components of
the proposed sensor network platform are already in the
standardization process in ITU and others can be brought
for standardization in the near future.
Keywords—ID-based communication, mobile sensor,
future network
1. INTRODUCTION
Different types of sensors are being available for sensing
physical events and transmitting sensor data through
wireless communications [1]. Sensor networks are being
the major component of new network architectures and
applications. However, most of the current sensor networks
are application-specific, i.e. they are designed and deployed
for providing only a specified service [2]. Their
configurations are mostly static and cannot be adapted
easily to different networking environments or applications.
Their networking protocols and applications (e.g. ZigBee)
are pre-installed as a package, which cannot be separated,
replaced or changed by the user.
The novel contribution of this paper is the design of the
mobile sensors and mobile sensor gateways as the major
components of the dynamic mobile sensor network
platform, in which users can freely install new applications
of their choice. We apply the ID/locator split protocol stack
developed for HIMALIS (Heterogeneity Inclusion and
Mobility Adaptation through Locator ID Separation) [3] to
the design of the sensor network platform. The application

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

sessions or endpoints identification functions do not use IP
addresses or locators, which are the network topological
location-dependent numbers, but rather use newly assigned,
location-independent,
static
IDs.
We
call
the
communication using the IDs as ID-based communication.
Since the ID-based communication does not use locators,
whose values and structures depend on the network layer
protocol, to identify the sessions in the application and
transport layers, it can take place between heterogeneous
network-layer protocols. It allows changing locators present
in packets as the packets traverse different network
segments. The ID-based communication also survives even
when the communicating endpoints change their locators.
Thus, the proposed dynamic mobile sensor network
platform natively supports mobility of not only mobile
sensors but also of mobile sensor gateways or the sensor
network as a whole. The mobile sensor gateways support
multihoming, i.e. they can use multiple upstream access
links for enhancing reliability by raising the fault tolerance.
Mobile sensors and mobile sensor gateways can support
heterogeneous network-layer protocols, e.g. IPv4, IPv6, or
6LoWPAN [4], whatever is available in their surrounding
networks. Similarly, the mobile sensor network platform
includes inbuilt authentication and security mechanisms for
identification of sensor nodes, their access control,
registration and update of ID/locator mappings in the name
registry servers, name resolution, and mobility and
multihoming management.
The proposed dynamic mobile sensor network platform is
based on the ID-based communication, which has already
been accepted as an important approach to the design of
future networks being standardized in ITU-T Study Group
13 [5]. Since the basic concepts of ID-based
communications and ubiquitous sensor networks have been
standardized [6, 7], the other component technologies
explained in this paper can be gradually brought to ITU for
standardization. For example, the methods for supporting
heterogeneous network protocols, detecting and managing
mobility across heterogeneous networks, authentication and
network access control, and the interfaces between the
sensing and communication units are the potential
candidates for standardization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the components of the proposed dynamic
mobile sensor network platform. Section 3 presents the
implementation detail and Section 4 illustrates the service
scenarios. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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consumption the latter has been implemented in our system.
In conjunction with IEEE 802.15.4, 6LoWPAN protocol [4]
has been used in the network layer. The MS possesses
capabilities for securely identifying itself and attaching to
the mobile sensor network, initiating ID-based
communications with sinks, and mobility management.
These functions are elaborated in the latter part of this
section.

Mobility

Figure 1. Components of the proposed dynamic mobile sensor
network.

2. DYNAMIC MOBILE SENSOR NETWORK
2.1. Network components

The MSG possesses all functions of the communication
unit of the MS for performing the ID-based communication.
It includes additional functions for network layer protocol
conversion, multihoming management, routing, and packet
forwarding. It has at least two radio interfaces: one for
connecting with the mobile sensor network and another for
connecting with the access network. The mobile sensor
network link is a low power radio, i.e. IEEE 802.15.4, and
the access network link is a WiFi. Optionally, it may have
additional wireless and wired interfaces for connecting to a
cellular and wired access networks. The mobile sensor
network interface uses 6LoWPAN protocol in the network
layer while the access network interface is IPv4 or IPv6.
2.1.3. HIMALIS gateway

Figure 1 shows the components of the dynamic mobile
sensor network platform. The mobile sensor network
consists of mobile sensors (MSs) and mobile sensor
gateways (MSGs). The mobile sensor network is connected
to one or more access networks via the MSGs. The MSG is
attached to the access network through a wireless access
point (WAP). The access network can use IPv4 or IPv6 as
the network-layer protocol. Moreover, two access networks
can use different network layer protocols, e.g. one using
IPv4 and the other using IPv6. The access networks
connected to the Internet through HIMALIS gateways
(HGs). The figure shows a sink server located in the
Internet which collects sensor data from the MSs. The sink
can distribute the sensor data to other storage servers such
as Big Data servers to offer sophisticated sensor application
services. The mobile sensor network is monitored and
controlled by a sensor administrator by issuing control
commands. These components are briefly described in the
following subsections.
2.1.1. Mobile sensor
The MS has two units: sensing unit and communication
unit. The sensing unit is composed of sensors to sense the
environment, generate sensor data, and provide the data to
the communication unit. The communication unit is
composed of the communication functions and applications
for collecting and transmitting sensor data to the sink
through the network. The communication protocol stack is
based on ID/locator split [3] and contains mobility
management [8] as well as security functions [9]. Its link
layer access technology can be WiFi (i.e. IEEE 802.11) or
IEEE 802.15.4 [10], but for the reason of low power

The HG is similar to the MSG as it also possesses functions
for network layer protocol conversion, mobility and
multihoming management for the ID-based communication.
It also has at least two interfaces: a radio interface (e.g.
WiFi) for setting up a downstream link with the access
network and the other wired interface (e.g. Ethernet) for
setting up an upstream link to the Internet or transit
network. Optionally, it can have additional upstream links
for making the access network multihomed. It supports both
IPv4 and IPv6, and performs IPv4-to-IPv6 translation, and
vice versa, if needed. It takes part in the network access
control of the MS and MSG through an authentication
mechanism. Note that some access networks may have no
HGs, i.e. they are simply Internet access networks and the
MSGs are directly connected to the Internet.
2.1.4. Sink
The sink is a host in the Internet which possesses
ID/locator split-based protocol stack to perform ID-based
communication with the MSs and MSGs. It has either IPv4
or IPv6 or both protocols in the network layer. It also
possesses sensor applications for gathering sensor data from
the MSs and distributing them to clients or other storage
servers such as Big Data servers which create various
applications such as Internet of Thing (IoT) services. For
distributing the sensor data to the storage servers, the sink
may use current TCP/IP protocols, i.e. ID-based
communication may not be required when servers are not
mobile nodes. Thus, the Big Data servers are not the
integral part of the dynamic mobile sensor network
platform proposed here.
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2.1.5. Sensor administrator
The sensor administrator issues commands to monitor,
configure, or control the MSs and the MSGs through IDbased communication. Although in Fig.1 the sensor admin
is located in the Internet, she may be located in any access
network.
Although not shown in Fig. 1, there are name registry
servers in the Internet access networks for storing,
updating, and retrieving ID/locator mappings of the MSs
and MSGs. These servers may also exist in the HIMALIS
access network for helping the MSs in resolving other
node’s (e.g. the sink’s) hostname into ID and locator.
2.2. Network functions
The network functions can be classified into two planes: the
control plane and data plane. We briefly describe the
various control and data plane functions below.

access network, additional information such as the IDs and
locators of the HG, local name registry server and
authentication agent are included in the HIMALISmodified DHCP offer message. We have opted to enable
the MSG to access either the HIMALIS access network or
the Internet access network for the reason of flexibility in
the deployment of the sensor network. The HIMALIS
access network empowers the MSG with the additional
functions of network access security, seamless mobility and
communication across heterogeneous access networks,
while its absence makes the mobile sensor network
deployment simpler as it would not require special nodes in
the access network, but may need additional authentication
and mobility management mechanism not specified here.
Depending on the access network type, the MSG can
operate in any of the following three modes for the MS’s
network access: as an HG, as a relay node, and as a proxy
node. In the first mode the MSG would have attached to an
Internet access network and in the latter two modes it
would have attached to a HIMALIS access network.
2.2.3. Mobile sensor’s network access functions

2.2.1. Control plane functions
The control plane functions are used for network access
control, mobility and multihoming management, and
registering, retrieving and updating of ID/locator mapping
in name registries. The data plane functions establish IDbased communication sessions and transport sensor data
from the MS to the sink through heterogeneous network
segments of various network-layer protocols.
Network access control functions specify the procedure for
the mobile sensor network to attach with the access
network. So, it mainly specifies how the MSG and the MS
identify themselves to get securely attached to the access
network and the sensor network, respectively.
2.2.2. Mobile sensor gateway’s network access functions
As shown in Fig. 1, the MSG can be attached to an access
network that contains an HG or that does not contain the
HG. The network access signaling sequence performed by
the MSG varies in these two cases. In the access network
containing the HG, which is here referred to as the
HIMALIS access network, the MSG executes the signaling
sequence specified in [9] to securely attach with the access
network. In this case, the MSG first obtains the access
network parameters such as ID, locators and security
information of the authentication agent from the HIMALISmodified Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
server collocated with the HG and performs the
authentication and local registration process. The HG
supports the MSG for seamless mobility across the
heterogeneous HIMALIS access networks. In case there is
no HG in the access network, which is here referred to as
the Internet access network, the MSG attaches using a
conventional host configuration protocol, such as DHCP,
offered by the access network. To help the MSG to
distinguish the HIMALIS access network from the Internet

The sequence of signaling messages exchanged by the MS
to attach to the sensor network depends on the operational
mode of the MSG, which is indicated by the latter in the
access registration offer message advertised in the sensor
network.
When the MSG is operating as an HG: The MS’s
network access procedure is similar to that specified for the
network access of the host in [9]. The MSG enforces the
MS to pass through an authentication procedure for
controlling the network access and maintains MS’s
ID/locator mapping in its ID table, which would be used for
helping the MS in mobility and communication across
heterogeneous protocols.
When the MSG is operating as a relay node: The MS’s
network access procedure is similar to that specified for the
network access of the host in [9]. In this mode, the HG
located in the access network enforces the MS to pass
through the authentication procedure. The MSG simply
translates 6LoWPAN to IPv6/IPv4 in the signaling packets.
When the MSG is operating as a proxy node: The MS’s
role in the network access procedure becomes lighter as it
needs only to initiate the access procedure and the MSG
takes care of the remaining steps of authentication and local
registration required for completing the network access by
interacting with the HG. Figure 2 shows the sequence of
signaling messages exchanged for the network access. After
having finished the layer 2 (L2) link setup by using the
IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, the MSG sends a registration offer
message containing the MSG’s hostname, ID, local locator
(LLoc) i.e. its IP address used within the sensor network,
and public key (PK) to the MS. The MS configures and
sends a host registration message, containing its hostname,
ID, and integrity algorithm used to calculate a signature for
protecting the message, to the MSG. The MSG verifies the
MS’s identity by retrieving MS’s ID and PK from the name
registry or authentication server. On verification, the MSG
stores the MS’s above parameters in its ID table then sends
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Figure 2. Network access procedure when the MSG is a proxy for the MS.

a host registration request containing the MS’s ID and a
reference locator to the HG. The reference locator is the
locator of the MSG’s upstream link, i.e. the locator the
MSG has obtained from the access network. The HG stores
the MS’s ID and reference locator in the ID table and sends
a response back to the MSG. The MSG then configures a
host registration response message containing an access ID
and an access key, both encrypted by the MS’s public key,
and the reference locator. The message is signed by the
MSG and sent to the MS. On receiving this message by the
MS, the network access procedure concludes successfully.
The MS then sends a location update message containing
its new reference locator to its name registry. Thus, the
name registry stores the up-to-date value of the MS’s ID
and locator mapping so that any other host willing to
initiate an ID-based communication session with the MS
can retrieve the MS’s current ID/locator mapping.
In this way, the MS and the MSG become capable to
flexibly operate in different modes, i.e. light-weight
signaling mode or full signaling mode, and able to select a
network-layer protocol and wireless technology that match
with the available network environments, device capability
(e.g. low computation and battery power) and application
requirements
(e.g.
higher
reliability,
continuous
connectivity).
2.2.4. Mobility management functions
Mobility is the major feature of the proposed dynamic
mobile sensor network platform where the mobility of the
MS, the MSG or the whole sensor network is natively
supported. The MS can securely change its link from one
sensor network (i.e. MSG) to another and the MSG can also
securely change its link from one access network to another
without disrupting their ID-based communication sessions.
For mobility support, the MS and MSG use the HIMALIS
mobility functions [8].
When the MS moves from one sensor network to
another, it performs the network access procedure by
authenticating itself in the new network and getting a new
locator. It then updates its locator stored in the name

registry and in the sink by sending location update
messages containing its new locator. The sink node updates
the MS’s locator in its ID table and sends a response back
to the MS. Then, the MS resumes the ID-based
communication with the sink.
The MSG can move alone or together with all MSs located
beneath it (i.e. the sensor network mobility). In both cases
the MSG performs the same handover procedure, i.e.
network access in the new access network to obtain its new
local locator (i.e. configured with the network prefix of the
access network) and global locator (i.e. configured with the
network prefix of the HG’s upstream interface) and updates
its name registry with the new global locator. It informs the
MSs located beneath it about the global locator change by
broadcasting a new registration offer message. By
receiving this message, the MS moving along with the
MSG knows that its global locator has changed and
performs locator update with the sink and continues the IDbased communication. The other MSs that were not moving
along with the MSG but encountering the registration offer
message for the first time start the network access
procedure as described earlier to get connected to the
mobile sensor network and start ID-based communication.
The MSG can support seamless mobility of the sensor
network when it possesses two upstream wireless interfaces
for performing a make-before-break handover in the
HIMALIS access networks. The MSG also possesses
multihoming support functions and can change the
upstream link used for the ID-based communication when
some trouble occurs in the currently used link.
2.2.5. ID/locator mapping registration, retrieval and
update functions
When the MSG or the MS is securely connected to the
access network or sensor network through an initial
registration process specified in [9], it gets its hostname,
ID, and public key registered in the name registry. The
name registry also provides a shared secret key. Whenever
the MSG or the MS changes its locator due to mobility, it
sends a locator update message secured by the shared key
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Figure 4. Implementation overview.

to the name registry. The name registry verifies the security
and updates its record accordingly. Similarly, any other
hosts (e.g. sink or administrator) willing to establish an IDbased communication session with the MS can retrieve the
MS’s ID, locator and security key by sending a name
resolution query to the name registry.

based communication is prevented from being disrupted in
the event of the MS, the MSG, or the sink moving from one
network to another. The ID-based communication
maintains session continuity even when underlying network
protocols or locations of the endpoints have changed during
the session. Moreover, the MS, the MSG, or the sink can be
located in any network layer-protocol (e.g. IPv4 or IPv6).

2.2.6. Data plane functions
3. IMPLEMENTATION
The data plane uses the information such as ID/locator
mapping and security keys provided by the control plane to
establish ID-based communication between the MS and the
sink for transferring sensor data via the MSG. To establish
an ID-based communication session, the MS or the sink
starts a communication initialization procedure exchanging
their IDs and locators, verifying each other identities, and
negotiating a shared secret key through handshake
signaling. As shown in Fig. 3, both the MS and the sink
store each other’s IDs, locators, and the security keys in
their ID tables. Similarly, the sink’s ID and locator are also
stored in the ID tables of the MSG and the HG so that they
can perform network layer header (i.e. locators) translation
in the sensor data packets traversing from the MS to the
sink.
For ID-based communication, the application and transport
layers use IDs, instead of IP addresses, in functions such as
socket identification and checksum computation. Although
IPv4 and IPv6 protocols are used in the network layer for
routing and forwarding by using IP addresses i.e. locators,
these IP addresses are not used in the application and
transport layers. The identity layer inserted between the
transport and network layers maps the IDs to locators, and
vice versa, using the ID table. The ID tables of the MS and
the MSG are updated when the MS or the MSG changes its
locator due to mobility. Because of this provision, the ID-

We have been implementing the components of the
proposed dynamic mobile sensor network platform as
illustrated in Fig. 4, where the small oval shapes represent
the software components. As shown in the bottom part of
the figure, the mobile sensor, consisting of the sensor unit
and communication unit, has currently four sensors in the
sensor unit: light, temperature, pressure and humidity. Any
other sensors can be added as required in the future. The
sensor unit is connected to the communication unit through
a USB cable. The communication unit is composed of
Raspberry Pi [11] and XBee RF module [12]. Raspberry Pi
includes an ARM 1176JZF-S 700MHz processor, 512MB
memory, 8GB SD card storage, and Raspbian Linux OS.
The HIMALIS stack and the sensor application are installed
on it.
Similarly, the mobile sensor gateway has been implemented
on a Nexus 7 node with specifications: NVIDIA Tegra 3
Quad-core 1.3GHz processor, 1 GB memory, 16 GB
storage, and Android 4.2.2 OS. An XBee RF module and an
extra WiFi interface are added to enable the MSG to
communicate with the MS as well as have multihoming
with the access networks. The HIMALIS stack and the
sensor application are installed on the Android 4.2.2 base
software environment.
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The upper part of figure shows the sink and the HIMALIS
gateway which are built of PCs having the HIMALIS stack
on Linux Ubuntu 12.04. The sink has the sensor application
for collecting sensor data from the mobile sensors and
distributing them to other storage servers and clients.
Although not shown in the figure, we have also
implemented the name registry functions in PCs by
extending the open source DNS implementation BIND [13]
for storing, updating, and retrieving the ID/locator
mappings.
Figure 5 shows the software modules of the MS and the
MSG. The sensor application and 6LoWPAN daemon are
in the user-space and the HIMALIS stack, TUN (a virtual
network kernel device), and serial connection modules are
in the kernel. The sensor application in the MS collects
sensor data by activating the sensor unit through the USB
connection. It creates sensor data packets and sends them to
the HIMALIS stack through UDP sockets. In the HIMALIS
stack, the packet passes through the UDP, ID and IPv6
layers which add UDP header, ID header containing its and
the sink’s IDs, and an IPv6 header containing its and
MSG’s locators, respectively. The HIMALIS stack gives
the packet to the TUN device, which delivers it to
6LoWPAN daemon in the user-space. 6LoWPAN daemon
converts the 40-octet IPv6 header into 6LoWPAN header of
3 octets (if no fragmentation) or 8 octets (with
fragmentation). The packet may get fragmented if its size
does not fit into 102 octets to be carried as the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU). 6LoWPAN
daemon writes the packet in the serial port attached to the
XBee RF module. Then the data gets transmitted through
the mobile sensor network.
In the MSG side, the processing occurs in the reverse
direction. That is, the XBee RF module receives the packet
from the sensor network and gives it to 6LoWPAN daemon
through the serial port. 6LoWPAN daemon assembles the
packet fragments, creates a full IPv6 header and writes the
packet to the TUN device. The packet then passes through
the HIMALIS stack, which can either give the packet to the
sensor application in the MSG or forward the packet to the
access network through the WiFi interface. In the former
case, the sensor application may add more information to
the sensor data, e.g. location information obtained from

GPS, and then transmits the packet to the access network.
In the latter case, the MSG simply acts as a router for
forwarding the sensor data packet received from the sensor
network to the access network. Note that the HIMALIS
stack natively supports the network-layer protocol
translation from IPv4 to IPv6, or vice versa. Therefore, the
access network can be an IPv4 or IPv6 network.
We have also developed a mechanism for controlling and
monitoring the MS remotely. As shown in Fig. 1, a sensor
administrator can issue sensor control and monitoring
commands which are transmitted to the MS securely by IDbased communication. The control commands can turn
on/off or change data sampling rate of the MS. Similarly,
monitoring commands can read the sensor status, e.g.
whether it is on or off, its latest data, time, and location.
4. APPLICATION SERVICE SCENARIO
4.1. Current basic application
The currently implemented mobile sensor network platform
can offer sensor application services based on four
environmental sensor data: temperature, light, pressure, and
humidity. The MS can generate sensor data at a preset
sampling rate and transmit them to the sink. The MSG can
add location information to the sensor data. An MS can
transmit sensor data to one or more sinks through a MSG.
Similarly, a sink can get sensor data from many MSs. The
relationship between the MS, the MSG and the sink can be
controlled by the sensor administrator. That is, the sensor
administrator distributes MS identities (e.g. hostnames) and
security keys, which are required to establish ID-based
communication sessions to collect sensor data from the MS,
to the sinks. The ID-based communication sessions persist
even when the MS, the MSG or the sensor network as a
whole moves from one access network to another. For
enhancing reliability and seamless handover, the MSG can
have two or more upstream links simultaneously connected
with the different access networks. Then, to access the
sensor application services, a client or user can establish an
ID-based communication session with the sink.
Alternatively, the sink can distribute the sensor data to
storage servers, which would offer sensor application
services.
4.2. Prospective applications
We envision the following two prospective applications of
the proposed dynamic mobile sensor network.
4.2.1. Self-healthcare
As the proposed platform easily supports addition of new
sensor modules to the mobile sensor nodes, new sensors
can be added to read human body parameters, e.g. blood
pressure, insulin level, and heart or lung conditions, besides
the ambient light, temperature, pressure and humidity. A
patient can carry the MS along with the MSG to
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continuously send the sensor data, irrespectively of her
location and mobility, to the sink where the self-healthcare
application uses these data to evaluate the patient’s health
condition. In an alternative deployment approach, the
patient can carry only the MS and use the MSG carried by
others or installed in homes and public places where people
do visit frequently. In this case the MS and the MSG
authenticate each other using the HIMALIS access control
mechanism [9] before enabling the MS to send sensor data
to the sink. In this way, the body parameters can be
monitored automatically without requiring the patient to be
involved in the measurement or transmission procedure. If
the patient likes to know her health condition, she can use a
client device to establish an ID-based communication
session with the sink at any time and download information
about herself. If the patient is carrying both the MS and the
MSG, the MSG can also be used as the client device to get
the online healthcare service.

establish sensors to sinks ID-based communications, which
can be one-to-one or one-to-many or many-to-one. IDbased communications remain intact even when sensors or
sinks move from one network to the other. The concept of
ID-based communication is already in the standardization
process in ITU-T Study Group 13 and the other components
can be brought for standardization in the near future.
For the validation and evaluation of the proposed dynamic
mobile sensor network platform, we have been
implementing the mobile sensors, mobile sensor gateways
and sink servers on a testbed network composed of
Raspberry Pi, Android and Linux. We will evaluate the
system performance under different mobility scenarios for
the mobile sensors and the mobile sensor gateways and
design and develop the prospective applications for selfhealthcare and automatic patient registration.

4.2.2. Automatic patient registration at hospital

The authors are grateful to Kenji Fujikawa, Yasunaga
Kobari and Tomoji Tomuro for their contributions to the
research reported here.

Another application of the mobile sensor network can be in
the automatic monitoring and registration of patients when
they visit hospital. Patients carry the MSs and hospital
installs the MSGs in the entrance gates and waiting rooms.
When the patient enters the hospital premises, the MS
accesses the sensor network through the MSG and sends
her body parameters to the sink server located in the
hospital. The healthcare application running in the sink
server evaluates the patient condition based on the past and
current sensor data and distributes the result to the client
devices carried by the nurses and doctors so that they know
about the patient’s arrival as well as current health
condition in advance. Even if the patient moves around the
hospital, her location and body parameters can be
continuously monitored. Thus, the implementation of this
service would be helpful to effectively reduce delays in
patient registration and checkup by providing patient
information to nurses and doctors automatically as soon as
the patient enters into or roam around the hospital.
5. CONCLUSION
The proposed dynamic mobile sensor network platform
provides a flexible platform, in which various sensor
applications can be developed and deployed over the same
physical sensor network infrastructure. It is mainly useful
for sensing scenarios where sensor users and/or sensor
gateways as well as application servers are located in
heterogeneous mobile networking environments. It can find
applications in self healthcare and tracking of mobile
objects such as people, animals and vehicles.
The platform provides flexibility in operating sensors in
different modes (e.g. light-weight signaling mode or full
signaling mode) and selecting network-layer protocols and
wireless technologies to match with available network and
device capabilities (e.g. low-power, low computation) as
well as application requirements (e.g. continuous
connectivity, higher reliability). It can dynamically
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider the implementation and
experimental test-bed of the current IEEE 802.15.5 LowRate Wireless Personal Network (LR-WPAN) Mesh
standard. The IEEE 802.15.5 enables the deployment of
Wireless Mesh Sensor Networks (WMSN) consisting of
hundreds or thousands of WPAN devices to monitor broad
areas of interest in multiple technological fields (e.g.,
agriculture, forestry or industry, among others) during
large periods of time. In this regard, real-world
experimentation based on this specification is barely
addressed in the related literature, mainly because an
open-source IEEE 802.15.5 implementation was still
unavailable. For this reason, we want to contribute with an
overview of our developed free source code referred to the
IEEE 802.15.5 standard and implemented under TinyOS2.1. Test-bed experiments are conducted and discussed,
paying special attention to one of the main unsolved
concerns of the IEEE 802.15.5 standard: the well-known
hidden terminal phenomena.
Keywords— Wireless Mesh Sensor Networks, IEEE
802.15.5, open-source implementation, TinyOS, hidden
terminal problem
1. INTRODUCTION
The IEEE 802.15.5 Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area
Network (LR-WPAN) Mesh specification [1] (henceforth,
IEEE 802.15.5) is a standard released by the IEEE
organization in 2009 to facilitate wireless mesh
connectivity between hundreds or even thousands of tiny,
low-power and low-cost WPAN devices, which in turn
self-organize into a so-called Wireless Mesh Sensor
Network (WMSN). To this end, the IEEE 802.15.5
standard defines a novel communication tier on top of the
physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers
of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [2], the most commonly
adopted specification in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
This research has been supported by the MINECO/FEDER
project grant TEC2010-21405-C02-02/TCM (CALM). It is also
developed in the framework of “Programa de Ayudas a Grupos de
Excelencia de la Región de Murcia, de la Fundación Séneca, Agencia
de Ciencia y Tecnología de la RM”.
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to perform one-hop/point-to-point communications.
Thereby, the IEEE 802.15.5 takes full advantage of the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard, extending its scope to large-scale
mesh networks. Thus, the IEEE 802.15.5 standard adds a
set of mesh capabilities such as multi-hop mesh routing,
scalability, robustness, reliability, energy efficiency,
interoperability, self-organization and ease of maintenance
with the aim of offering an appropriate solution to the
WMSN domain.
In this sense, unlike other wireless WMSN approaches,
such as Zigbee Pro [3], IPv6 over Low power Wireless
Personal
Area
Networks
(6LoWPAN) [4] or
WirelessHART [5], the IEEE 802.15.5 standard is the
solution which satisfies the greatest number of mesh
capabilities in order to assure efficient communications in
WMSNs [6]. This is the reason why the IEEE 802.15.5
standard arises as a suitable paradigm to be considered
both, by the scientific community and the industry, to make
possible a plethora of potential applications/services
comprising automation and control (home, building and
industrial),
environmental
monitoring,
precision
agriculture, and health services, among others.
Despite the highlighted features with which the IEEE
802.15.5 standard contributes to the WMSN field, there is
few research referred to the experimental evaluation of this
specification through real hardware and under realistic
conditions. In this sense, the related work found in the
specialized literature is basically restricted to the studies
[7], [8]. In those works, authors described a test-bed
consisting of 50 MicaZ devices deployed in an indoor
scenario. The goal of studies [7], [8] is to evaluate the
performance of the main functions of the IEEE 802.15.5
standard through the measurement of different metrics of
interest such as the message delivery ratio and latency.
Their implementation of the IEEE 802.15.5 standard is
written in C language and compiled with AVR-GCC.
Unfortunately, authors have not made their software
modules available to researchers and end-users, which is a
gap to solve. Therefore, we face a lack of open-source
implementations of the IEEE 802.15.5 standard, which in
turn, restricts the definitive boost of WMSNs in the
consumer market.
This paper deals with this concern, presenting as a first
contribution an open-source implementation of the IEEE
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802.15.5 standard accomplished for TinyOS 2.1 [9]. To the
best of our knowledge, these new software modules are the
first IEEE 802.15.5 implementation available for the
researchers and developers communities. In this regard,
since IEEE 802.15.5 mesh layer employs the PHY and
MAC primitives of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [1], our
software modules are built on top of TKN15.4, an opensource implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack
released by Hauer [10] for TinyOS 2. TKN15.4 was
developed under the premise of guaranteeing platform
independence, that is, TKN15.4 allows us to use, a priori,
any sensor platform whose radio is fully compliant with the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard (e.g., CC2420 [11]). Therefore, our
IEEE 802.15.5 implementation takes advantage of this
feature, providing flexibility to develop WMSN
applications. It should be noted that currently there exists
another competing TinyOS 2 implementation of the IEEE
802.15.4 standard, called Open-ZB [12]. However,
TKN15.4 provides better modularity and timing accuracy
than Open-ZB stack [10], [13], which led us to select
TKN15.4 as a starting point to develop our IEEE 802.15.5based functionalities.
In addition, this paper presents as a second contribution,
the experimental study of one of the main concerns in
wireless communications, namely the hidden terminal
problem. These problems occur when two (or more) sender
nodes, out of each other’s coverage range, transmit
simultaneously, giving rise to collisions at one or several
receiver nodes which are within the coverage range of the
senders. The result is the increase of the number of message
collisions and, consequently, of the messages that must be
retransmitted or simply discarded. Therefore, the
appearance of the hidden terminal problems implies an
extra power waste for transmitting a single message. To
evaluate these issues in a real WMSN, we select the
Asynchronous Energy Saving (ASES) mode, one of the
two energy-saving methods defined by the IEEE 802.15.5
standard. ASES mode is conceived, on the one hand, to
provide mesh capabilities to large-scale networks. This fact
guarantees efficient data transmissions through multiple
alternate paths composed of an arbitrary number of
intermediate nodes between a source (devoted to collect
sporadic physical measurements such as temperature,
humidity, pressure or soil moisture), and a destination. On
the other hand, ASES implements a well-designed duty
cycle which is able to extend the duration of devices’
batteries to months or even years. However, the IEEE
802.15.5 standard does not offer any mechanism to deal
with the hidden terminal phenomena which negatively
affects transmissions under ASES operation. Therefore, in
this paper we aim to evaluate and quantify the hidden
terminal problems through a real test-bed in which nodes
implement and run our IEEE 802.15.5 software modules.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 outlines the IEEE 802.15.5 standard and its
ASES mode. Section 3 describes the IEEE 802.15.5
software modules implemented under Tinyos 2.1. Then, in
Section 4, we present our test-bed experiments in order to

thoroughly evaluate the hidden terminal problem. Finally,
Section 5 concludes.
2. THE IEEE 802.15.5 STANDARD
The IEEE 802.15.5 LR-WPAN Mesh standard is a
complete recommendation aimed at developing robust,
reliable and scalable WMSNs. To this end, the IEEE
802.15.5 standard defines new functions and primitives
which are divided into two main categories: mandatory,
which establish the rules to initiate and operate a mesh
network; and non-mandatory, including added-value
features such as multicast and reliable broadcast
transmission modes, energy-saving mechanisms, route
tracing and mobility support for those applications that
require them. Mandatory group comprises aspects related
to the mesh network establishment and unicast data
transmission. In particular, the creation of the mesh
network is achieved by the execution, in sequential order,
of three functions which are listed as follows: (i) formation
of a tree multi-hop topology, (ii) addressing, and (iii) local
links generation. These functions enable different
connection paths between a same source and a destination
pair. To this end, the standard assigns a node, called Mesh
Coordinator (MC), as the responsible for coordinating all
these functions into the network. In the next paragraphs, we
detail how a mesh network is formed, in order to later carry
out the transmission/reception tasks.
The formation of the tree topology is aimed at facilitating
simple and robust data forwarding along the tree branches.
Observing Figure 1(a), the MC, as root of the network (tree
level 0), accepts requests from every node within its
coverage area (nodes A and B, which comprise the tree
level 1). These nodes, neighbors of the MC, are named
children nodes and can directly transmit/receive
information to/from the MC without employing other
intermediate (routing) nodes. In addition, these children
nodes become parents of other new nodes (tree level 2) that
want to join the network and are out of the coverage range
of the MC. In this sense and as it is illustrated in Figure
1(a), nodes C and D join the network through node A while
node B connects to node E. Thereby, nodes A and B are
new parents that act as intermediate nodes between the new
nodes joining the network and the MC. This process
continues until all nodes form part of the network.
Once the tree topology is set, the address assignment
process starts, it is performed in two stages. The first stage
is done to learn about the total number of children that the
MC has below it. To do this, each leaf node of the tree
network, which, according to Figure 1(a) are the nodes
labeled as F, K, L, H, M and J, sends a message to its
parent requiring an address. When a parent node receives
all its children’s messages, it calculates the number of
children associated to it by summing the requested
addresses (e.g., node G reports two addresses to its (up)parent C since node G is only connected to two children,
nodes K and L, which are leaf nodes and, therefore, they
have no associated children). This result is dispatched to its
corresponding (up)-parent, which repeats the same
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procedure to calculate its own number of children for every
branch. When this process is executed between the MC and
its children, the MC finds out the total number of nodes
composing the network, thus finalizing the first stage and
triggering the second one.
In the second stage, the MC assigns blocks of consecutive
16-bit IEEE logical short addresses to its children. These
blocks contain a number of addresses equal to the number
of nodes in each branch. These MC’s children (converted in
its turn into parents of their respective children) reserve an
address and divide the rest of the block into consecutive
sub-blocks. As in the MC’s procedure, these sub-blocks are
assigned to their corresponding children by the parents. The
process goes on until all leaf nodes of the tree are reached.
This stage assures that every node is identified by a unique
address and then the transmission/reception of information
can be unambiguously carried out. The assignment process
of the IEEE 802.15.5 addresses is one of the key features of
the standard, since it uses short addresses (in contrast to the
64-bit IEEE 802.15.4 MAC addresses [2], or the 128-bit
IEEE addresses –IPv6– employed by 6LoWPAN [4]),
which significantly reduces the memory space required to
store the routing information of neighbor nodes. In
addition, this accelerates the access time to this information
in order to transmit data faster and consuming less energy.
Figure 1(a) shows an example of the reporting of the
children nodes’ number to the MC, and the address
assignment (in the Figure, each address is identified by an
integer number, e.g., 1 and 2). Thus, the MC (which is
always identified by address 0) assigns blocks (1-8) and (913) to each of its two branches. To appropriately
understand the assignment procedure, we focus our study
on the branch corresponding to node A. Therefore, upon

receiving block (1-8) from MC, node A retains the first
address for itself (labeled as 1), and assigns the rest of the
block of addresses as follows: sub-block (2-6) to node C
and sub-block (7-8) to node D. Following this rule, the
address assignment continues along each network branch
until reaching the leaf devices. They are the last network
nodes to obtain an address.
Finally, the network formation phase concludes with the
local links generation. To this purpose, every node
exchanges local information with nodes placed within its
coverage area (neighbors) with the aim of generating local
links between the node under consideration and each one of
its neighbors. This information including address block,
number of neighbors, distance in number of hops, among
others, allows each node to construct its own routing table
and connectivity matrix with a distance of k-hop nodes (k is
a value greater than 1 configured by the user). The routing
table and the connectivity matrix are used for every node in
the mesh network to select the best neighbor to deliver its
data, generating alternative source-destination paths beyond
the strict tree-based routing. Once the mesh network
formation is completed, the unicast data transmission may
be performed by any source-destination pair. Figure 1(b)
exemplifies the generation of local links among neighbor
nodes and the unicast transmission of a data message. As
can be observed, local links enable several alternative paths
to route the information. In order to show an example of
data transmission in a mesh network, node L is selected as
source, and node B as destination. In this context, source L
can select any of its neighbors in coverage to begin the data
transmission. Nevertheless, following the shortest path
criterion (path/-s with less number of hops towards the
destination) [7], the selection range is reduced to two
targets, node G or node H. In Figure 1(b), source L
transmits the data message to node H, which forwards the
message to the nearest node to the destination, node D. This
node has a local link with the destination (node B), which,
upon receiving the message, delivers it to the application
layer. Accordingly, the transmission process between
source L and destination B is accomplished in three hops.
In contrast, only by making use of a tree scheme, data
would employ five hops to reach the destination (links L-G,
G-C, C-A, A-MC and MC-B) which, in comparison with
the previous mesh scheme, impacts negatively on several
figures of merit such as the message latency or the network
lifetime.
2.1. Energy saving in mesh networks

Figure 1. (a) Formation of the tree topology and address
assignment process. (b) Local links generation and data
forwarding.

The IEEE 802.15.5 standard provides a non-mandatory
solution for energy saving consisting of maintaining the
network nodes most of the time in a state of low-power
operation (OFF), and then waking up them periodically
during a short time period to carry out the
transmission/reception of information (ON). The idea
behind this approach is to reduce the energy consumption
of the nodes and, therefore, extend the network lifetime.
For this purpose, the time line of a device is divided into
Wakeup Intervals (WI), which, in turn, contains (i) a period
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of activity (ON), named Active Duration (AD), where
nodes conduct the transmission of information, plus (ii) a
period of inactivity (OFF), called Inactive Duration (ID),
where nodes remain in sleep state to save energy. The WI
and AD time intervals are related according to the
following expressions:
(1)
WI  meshBaseActiveDuration  2WO [ms], 0  WO  14
(2)
AD  meshBaseActiveDuration  2 AO [ms], 0  AO  WO  14
where meshBaseActiveDuration is a value fixed by the
standard to 5 milliseconds whereas WO and AO variables
are the Wakeup Order and Active Order parameters,
respectively. Based on this duty-cycle scheme, the IEEE
802.15.5 standard specifies two energy-saving modes:
Synchronous Energy Saving (SES) and Asynchronous
Energy Saving (ASES). SES mode was conceived to
support, thanks to its synchronous character, time-sensitive
applications (fast transmission of information over multiple
hops). To this end, the ADs of all network nodes must be
synchronized with each other, that is, they must trigger at
the same time. On the other hand, ASES is planned to
support most of the traditional WSN applications, which
employ an asynchronous time schedule for data
transmission at very low traffic generation rates. Therefore,
SES and ASES modes, together with the mandatory and the
remaining non-mandatory functions of the IEEE 802.15.5
standard substantiate its advantage to other mesh proposals
[3]–[5], which do not appropriately furnish some of the
aforementioned features [6]. In this regard, at the time of
the making of this research work, SES mode is not included
in our IEEE 802.15.5 implementation for TinyOS, although
we plan to fill this gap in the near future. This is the reason
why we briefly describe the ASES mode operation in the
next subsection in order to later conduct our test-bed
experiments using this particular energy-saving mechanism.
2.1.1. The Asynchronous Energy Saving mode
As shown in Figure 2, under the ASES mode, every node
transmits an announcement message, denoted as Wakeup
Notification (WN), at the beginning of its AD to inform
potential senders within its coverage area (and listening to
the physical medium) that the node under consideration can
receive data. Based on this approach, for unicast data
transmissions and following with the example in Figure 2,
node B (sender) must wait for the reception of the WN
from node A (receiver). In particular, WN messages
include valuable information such as the receiver’s WO and
AO parameters, which allows the sender to estimate the
duration of the receiver’s AD. The result tells the sender if
the receiver’s AD is long enough to fulfill the transmission
process. In this case, Figure 2(a) shows how the sender
transmits the data message using the well-known unslotted
Carrier-Sense Multiple Access-Collision Avoidance
(CSMA-CA) medium access mechanism, which follows the
rules of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer [1], [2]. Once the
data message is transmitted, node A confirms its reception
to B with an acknowledgement (ack) frame. However, in
the case that the duration of the remaining receiver’s AD is

Figure 2. Unicast transmission in ASES: (a) normal mode;
(b) requirement of transmission of EREQ/EREP messages.
insufficient for accepting messages, Figure 2(b) illustrates
how ASES has the capability of extending the receiver’s
AD. In order to carry this out, the sender (node B) transmits
an Extension Request (EREQ) message with the time
requirements that it demands to perform the data
transmission. Upon the successful reception of the EREQ,
the receiver extends the duration of its AD and answers the
sender with an Extension Reply (EREP) message. Now, the
data transaction can be completed and the sender forwards
its data message.
Finally, as an additional feature, ASES allows data
broadcasting. To this end, before transmitting the data
message, a sender node broadcasts consecutive EREQ
messages during a fixed interval to ensure that all its
neighbors are active and able to fully receive data
messages. Then, the sender broadcasts the data message.
3. ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
3.1. Directory structure
The specific files of our IEEE 802.15.5 implementation
have been uploaded to the website identified by url
http://labit301.upct.es/~ajgarcia/ along with the user’s
manuals. In this sense, Table 1 shows a general snapshot of
all directories which are addressed to develop our software.
We have included the directories which contain the set of
components and interfaces implemented along with the
necessary directories to access to the TKN15.4 software
modules through the TinyOS Contribution Tree. It should
be noted that the source code of TKN15.4 is under active
development and most of the functionalities described in
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard have been already provided,
tested and evaluated.
3.2. Components decomposition
At the time of writing this research work, the status of our
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Table 1. TKN15.4 and
Breakdown of directories.
Content

IEEE

802.15.5

standard.

Directory

TKN15.4 (available in the TinyOS Contribution Tree
Components
Interfaces
Placeholder
components
Test applications
Configuration
files for different
sensor platforms

tinyos-2.x/tos/lib/mac/tkn154
tinyos-2.x/tos/lib/mac/tkn154/interfaces
tinyos-2.x/tos/lib/mac/tkn154/dummies
tinyos-2.x/tos/lib/mac/tkn154/apps
tinyos-2.x/tos/platforms/<mote>/mac/tkn154

IEEE 802.15.5 Implementation at website
http://labit301.upct.es/~ajgarcia/
Components
Interfaces
Test applications

~/mesh/mesh155
~/mesh/mesh155/interfaces
~/mesh/mesh155/apps

Figure 3. UML component diagram of the IEEE 802.15.5
implementation for TinyOS 2.1.
implementation includes almost the complete functionality
described in the IEEE 802.15.5 specification, except for the
following features: (1) minor services as nodes leaving the
network; (2) path consistency and maintenance; (3)
multicast and reliable broadcast transmission; (4) SES
mode; (5) mobility support; and (6) the trace route function.
Regarding (1) and (2), they are part of the main
mandatoryfunctions and their implementation is currently
under intensive development. In relation to (3), (4) and (5)
functionalities, they comprise part of the non-mandatory
operations that belong to the IEEE 802.15.5 standard;
therefore, their inclusion in our software is planned as an
upcoming work.
Figure 3 illustrates an overview of the IEEE 802.15.5
architecture in UML 2.0 notation as proposed by
Bachmaier [14]. In this work, components and modules in
TinyOS are represented by white-colored rectangles which
include a simple rectangle with two bars as stereotype icon

in the upper right corner; while interfaces are identified by
a complete circle or port (provided interface) plus a halfcircle (required or used interface). In addition, to
distinguish between TinyOS configuration components
(specification of the component, which offers access to its
functionality through one or more interfaces) and module
components (implementation of the component), the
stereotypes specification and realization are respectively
employed. Finally, the stereotype delegate links an
interface offered to other components as a service with the
internal component which implements the functionality
provided by this interface.
Thereby, Figure 3 shows how the main configuration
component, denoted as Ieee802155C, provides mesh
functionality as defined by IEEE 802.15.5 standard [1] by
means of several TinyOS interfaces. These services are
accessed through the definition of 14 straightforward
primitives in the IEEE 802.15.5 standard, of which 9 have
been already implemented in TinyOS 2.1. Table 2
summarizes each of these interfaces, along with the
component which offers the associated functionality and a
brief explanation of the service/primitive furnished. In
particular, Core155P component implements most of the
IEEE 802.15.5 services, for instance, this component
allows a node to (1) initiate a mesh network as MC; (2) join
an already created mesh network as an intermediate node or
leaf node, and (3) transmit data. In particular, the
components to model a messages queue, and our developed
NeighborListP module to include routing capability in
Ieee802155C in compliance with the IEEE 802.15.5
specification [1]. Furthermore, as an important issue,
Core155P component also implements the ASES mode,
belonging to the group of non-mandatory functions of the
IEEE 802.15.5 standard. Many of these services require, on
the one hand, the use of components such as timers
(WaitingForAssociationsTimer, ChildrenReportTimer and
HelloTimer are employed for the mesh network generation
phase, while WakeupIntervalTimer and EREPTimer are
triggered during the ASES operation mode), control of leds
(LedsC), and random number generators (RandomLfsrC);
and, on the other hand, the transmission and/or reception of
control messages, namely, commands according to the
IEEE 802.15.5 nomenclature, and whose format is
managed by the IEEE155Msg module. Finally, the MibP
component allows a node to access to different
configuration parameters, such as the network identifier,
the 16-bit IEEE logical short address assigned to the node
under consideration, or the tree level in the mesh network,
among others.
Another relevant aspect depicted in Figure 3 is related to
how the mesh layer accesses to the MAC services. The
IEEE 802.15.5 standard employs the non-beacon mode of
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard since this mode provides higher
flexibility to accomplish the data transmissions into the
mesh network [6]. This fact, translated to TinyOS, is solved
by TKN15.4 through the Ieee802154NonBeaconEnabledC
component, which implements the necessary MAC
primitives to offer upper layers the functionality of the
IEEE 802.15.4 non-beacon mode.
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Table 2. Primitives provided by the IEEE 802.15.5 standard.
Interface name

Components involved

MESH_DATA
MESH_PURGE

Core155P, NeighborListP,
Ieee802155MsgP, MibP,
PoolC, QueueC
Core155P

MHME_DISCOVER
MHME_START_NETWORK

Core155P, MibP
Core155P, MibP

MHME_START_DEVICE

Core155P, MibP

MHME_JOIN
MHME_RESET
MHME_GET

Core155P, NeighborListP,
MibP, Ieee802155MsgP
MibP
MibP

MHME_SET

Ieee802155MsgP

Function [Primitive in the IEEE 802.15.5 standard and/or section
number in [1]]
Dispatch data messages [MESH-DATA in Sec. 5.2.1.1-5.2.1.3]
Release resources of canceled transmissions [MESH-PURGE in sec.
5.2.1.4-5.2.1.5]
Mesh network discovery [MESH-DISCOVER in sec. 5.2.2.1-5.2.2.2]
Generate a new mesh network [MESH-START-NETWORK in sec.
5.2.2.3-5.2.2.4]
Initiate activities related to an intermediate node different from the MC
and an leaf node, including routing and accepting of association requests
from other devices [MESH-START-DEVICE in sec. 5.2.2.5-5.2.2.6]
Join a mesh network [MESH-JOIN in sec. 5.2.2.7-5.2.2.9]
Reset operation [MESH-RESET in sec. 5.2.2.13-5.2.1.14]
Obtain the value of a network parameter, such as the network address or
tree level, among others [MESH-GET in sec. 5.2.2.15-5.2.2.16]
General IEEE 802.15.5 message assembling [sec. 5.3-5.4]

no hidden terminal effect exists (collisions only occur by
the unslotted CSMA-CA mechanism operation).
Conversely, in scenario (2), every node has up to four
neighbors in coverage range (excluding border nodes (3
neighbors) and nodes at the corners (2 neighbors)). In
addition, all nodes initiate a data traffic flow with the
destination, the node located at the center of the grid
(MC). Thereby, we can study the real network behavior
when nodes are affected by the hidden terminal
phenomenon.
The metrics under study are the throughput (bandwidth
utilization), latency (average message delay) and
message delivery ratio (percentage of messages
delivered successfully); all of them measured at the sink
node. Also we present the outcomes for the average
power consumption by a sender node for each scenario
under consideration. To carry out this evaluation, the
traffic generation rate is configured to 0.1, 1 and 2
messages per second for all scenarios, along with a
message size equal to 127 bytes, the maximum size
supported by the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY layer. All nodes
run under the ASES mode, for which we selected 4 and
3 as representative values of the WO and AO
parameters, respectively.
Results for scenario (1) are depicted in Figure 5. Here,
we can observe that the greatest performance
degradation occurs for the case (1.i) in comparison with
(1.ii) regardless of the traffic generation rate. For
instance, Figure 5(a) illustrates that at 1 message per
second, the throughput achieved in the scenario (1.i)
decreases a 24%, 45% and 50% for 2, 3 and 4 source
nodes respectively in relation to the outcomes obtained
in the scenario (1.ii). Similarly, for the same traffic
generation rate under study, latency suffers an increase
between a 60% and 80%; the message delivery ratio
(Figure 5(c)) drops below 18%, 30% and 60%; and the
power consumption (Figure 5(d)) increases up to 12%,
14% and 18%, respectively. Another crucial aspect

Figure 4. Test-bed scenarios: (1.i) single-hop with n-hidden
source nodes; (1.ii) single-hop with no hidden terminals; (2)
grid topology.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section details the experiments performed to study
the hidden terminal problems by means of the software
modules described in previous section. To conduct our
experiments, we deployed two different test-beds (Figure
4): (1) a single-hop scenario composed of n (from two to
four) TelosB devices acting as source nodes and located
at the same distance (25 meters) around a destination
node (a TelosB running as MC and sink station) which is
in coverage range of all the sources; and (2) 25 TelosB
devices arranged in a regular 5x5 grid topology, where
the distance between any two nodes is also 25 meters.
Note that all TelosB devices are equipped with the radio
transceiver CC2420 [11], which incorporates a single
omnidirectional antenna. In the first scenario (1), two
different cases are taken into consideration: (1.i) all
source nodes are hidden terminals to each other, so we
can quantify the effect caused exclusively by the hidden
terminal problems; (1.ii) all source nodes are in the same
coverage range, which provides a reference case where
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Figure 6. (a) Throughput, (b) message delivery ratio and (c)
power consumption in the single-hop (1.i) and grid (2)
scenarios.
improvement of the throughput achieved for the grid
topology if it is compared with the single-hop scenario
under consideration. The reason of this improvement is
the increase in the number of messages injected in the
network, which is measured at the destination as the sum
of messages delivered by its neighbors. These nodes
have to carry out more transmission attempts to forward
not only their own data, but also the information coming
from farther nodes. However, this same circumstance
negatively affects the message delivery ratio metric, as
can be seen in Figure 6(b). This is because sender nodes
act as hidden terminals to other senders in the vicinity,
which provokes a significant increase in the number of
collisions and further retransmissions. Besides, these
retransmissions are prone to collide with other data
transmissions simultaneously sent by hidden terminals.
This situation yields a clear reduction in the number of
messages successfully delivered at sink (Figure 6(b)) and
a higher power waste (Figure 6(c)) by nodes. Note that
this fact is more noticeable at rates of 2 messages per
second because the network is highly overloaded.
Finally, Figure 7 represents the latency as a function of
the hop distance between source and destination in the
grid scenario. At traffic generation rates of 0.1 and 1

Figure 5. (a) Throughput, (b) latency, (c) message delivery
ratio and (d) power consumption in the single-hop scenario (1).
shown in Figure 5 is that results get worse as traffic
generation rate increases. This is because at high traffic
rates nodes are continuously attempting to access to the
channel since the unslotted CSMA-CA protocol is
unable to resolve the hidden terminal problems, thus
provoking a large number of collisions (along with the
subsequent message retransmissions) and messages lost.
On the other hand, Figure 6 illustrates the results
obtained for the (a) throughput, (b) message delivery
ratio and (c) power-consumption metrics in the grid
layout. In this Figure, we also include the outcomes for
the case of the single-hop scenario with 4 hidden
(source) nodes in order to better observe the effect
produced by the hidden terminal phenomena when the
network is extended to a multi-hop mesh topology.
Regarding the throughput, Figure 6(a) shows a slight
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messages per second, the latency slightly increases as the
number of hops separating source and destination
enlarges. The reason lies in the values selected for the
WO and AO parameters, which facilitate that data flow
quickly toward destination and reduce the occurrence of
hidden terminal problems. However, at higher rates (2
msg/s), the latency notably increases due again to the
high (total) traffic load supported by the network, which
provokes that messages remain in the transmission
queues of nodes a much longer period until they are
dispatched or discarded (because the nodes’ queue
overflows).

normal operation of WMSNs, in particular, when
running under the premises of the ASES mode of the
IEEE 802.15.5 standard.
Our future research in this area is aimed at the short-term
completion of the remaining features defined by the
IEEE 802.15.5 standard which have not been developed
in this work. Furthermore, we plan to upload our
software modules to the TinyOS Contribution Tree in the
near future. Finally, we will continue our investigation
on the design and further evaluation of
proposals/solutions that alleviate the hidden terminal
problems in WMSNs, in particular, those compliant with
the IEEE 802.15.5 standard.
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Figure 7. Latency as a function of the hop-distance between
source and destination in the grid scenario (2).

To sum up, the study performed in this section reveals
that collisions and number of messages lost caused by
the hidden terminal problems are an important concern
that noticeably degrades both the network as well as the
application performance.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an open-source
implementation of the IEEE 802.15.5 Low-Rate
Wireless Personal Area Network Mesh standard for the
TinyOS 2 operating system. This implementation
includes, on the one hand, almost all the features
supported by the IEEE 802.15.5 standard, including the
mandatory functions for the generation and operation of
a mesh topology and, on the other hand, the nonmandatory function accomplishing the Asynchronous
Energy Saving mode (ASES), which enables energy
saving in Wireless Mesh Sensor Networks. We
illustrated the architecture of our implementation
through a breakdown of TinyOS components, modules
and interfaces, and how this software is developed on
top of TKN15.4, a TinyOS 2 implementation of the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard which guarantees platform
independence. Additionally, we deployed different
scenarios in which our software modules are run to
obtain a quantitative evaluation about the interference
effects caused by the hidden terminal problems. This
contributes to show that the hidden terminal phenomena
are not deal at all in the current specification of the IEEE
802.15.5 standard. To this end, we measured different
metrics of interest (throughput, latency, message
delivery ratio and power consumption), demonstrating
the negative impact of hidden terminal problems on the
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ABSTRACT
2. ON SOFTWARE STANDARDS PHILOSOPHY
This paper discusses the global unified standards for
software products and existing approaches (de-facto
standards). Using specific examples of interaction with
Bluetooth Low Energy tags we compared existing
approaches to the development and the proposed global
standards (FI-WARE). Can a unified approach to the
creation of services to cover all the possible use cases and
scenarios for new services? The paper emphasizes the need
to address the prevailing trends in the design to create a
standard. Also, we highlight the critical importance of such
a thing as the time to market for new applications and
services developed according to the proposed standards.
Keywords— Internet of Things, FI-WARE, API, DPI,
Bluetooth
1. INTRODUCTION
We want to dwell on the importance of the opinions and the
emerging trends in the development during the creation of
new standards. We are talking about the standards that
affect software development. Here is an adaptation
(adoption) of standards by the existing development
community ensures their wide distribution and use.
Otherwise (which is not uncommon), we are faced with a
situation where standards exist in parallel and
independently of the established practice. In recent history,
we can recall examples of real opposition to the proposed
standard from the existed approaches and practices. For
example, we can point out here the confrontation of TCP/IP
protocol stack and the ISO, Corba and Web services, IIOP
and XML, and on the same Web Services versus REST,
XML versus JSON, etc [1]. And it is not always the
confrontation ended with the benefit (in favor) of an official
standard. As seems to us, the standards proposed for the
software development have their own specifics.
Using specific examples of interaction with Bluetooth Low
Energy tags, we compared existing approaches to the
development and the proposed global standards (FIWARE). The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the philosophy behind the software
standards. Section 3 presents Bluetooth Low Energy tags.
Section 4 discusses de-facto standard programming
approach for Bluetooth Low Energy tags. Section 5
describes FI-WARE project. Section 6 targets Smart City
programming in FI-WARE. Section 7 presents a discussion.
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In general, the typical standards committee starts with an
idea. The idea could be adopted as a work item and then
committee takes it through the successive stages of
standardization (i.e. the standards process) [2]. As a result,
we can get the standard specification. It could be
implemented in a product or a service (a standard
implementation). The paper [2] highlights the following
sources of implementation problems:
•
The idea that underlies a standard may not be
implementable (e.g. too comprehensive).
•
The ideal of consensus decision-making may
affect the standards process. Typically, it leads to too many
options (“a camel is a horse designed by a committee”). It
affects, of course, the implementability of standards.
•
Different use of terminology in a standard
specification may lead to problems of interpretation,
implementation and interoperability.
•
Modest user requirements and cost-constraints in
the implementation process may lead to partial standard
compliance and incompatible implementations.
In the telecommunications world, the most interesting
example is, of course, the whole story behind the Parlay.
We saw a whole family of APIs: Parlay/OSA, Parlay X,
which can be described as a simplified version of
Parlay/OSA, then JAIN. This constant redesigning and
repositioning of standards leads to a loss of meaning as to
that constitutes a standard [3]. Parlay is also a great
example of incompatibility for standards implementation.
An interesting fact is that for software systems the standard
implementation does not oppose to some already wellestablished technology. With programming standards,
where emerging de facto procedures play the major role,
the whole picture is more complicated. At the time of
introduction (during initial phases) common standards for
their respective approaches to development have yet to
develop. So, we can say that standard committee and
developers outside of it are in the same conditions. But
nevertheless, a more pragmatic approach invariably won.
Each standard (relating to software development) proposes
an all or nothing approach. And, accordingly, it sought to
cover all the imaginable aspects. It leads (especially, with
the above mentioned ideal of consensus decision-making)
to the highest possible level of generalization. This, of
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course, is both the strength and weakness of this approach.
In general, the problems with such an approach are the
same as with the introduction new enterprise architecture.
What are the typical key challenges for the enterprise for
implementing a new architecture? On the first hand it is the
alignment of the organization's capabilities and strategy
with the environment in which it operates. The same is true
for the world of software development. A new standard will
play a significant role in realigning organizational structure
for the software companies. Obviously, it changes the
stability. And too many changes in a short time frame can
cause the resistance. But in the same time misalignment can
create big problems for software companies.
Capacity varies across development teams. So, the need for
resource commitments is another reason for the resistance.
Obviously, the resource commitments affect the
implementation plan in any software company (team of
developers). Other factors we can mention here are
diversity of software companies, complexity of new
offering as well as the need for coordination during the
implementation phase.
But from our point of view, the main (determining)
parameter is the answer to the main question of interest to
developers. This issue is the time it takes to build services
(applications) using a novel approach. Time is a key factor
in software development [4]. Can we save a time with new
approach? The biggest problem with Parlay was the fact
that actually this standard increased the time for
development (time to market for new services).
In light of the above, we want to compare two approaches
to the development of services for the same type of sensors.
One of these approaches is the proposed standard FIWARE and the second one is the de facto folding (forming)
approach to development: Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).

But the whole picture of a low energy sensors landscape
has been changed since iOS7 release by Apple. Apple has
been embedding Bluetooth Low Energy in its devices since
iPhone 4s. Since iOS7 release, Apple has released iBeacon
API. It is programming interface to low energy sensors
from Apple (iBeacons). In 2013, over 250 million
Bluetooth Smart accessories are expected to ship. By 2016,
this is expected to reach over a billion [9]. These Bluetoothenabled devices will interact with iOS7 devices, and some
Android devices. Existing use cases include retailers and
venue owners (see Figure 1). Actually, the same picture is
correct for Estimote beacons [10] too, for example. It is a
new serious argument in the proximity versus location
debates [11, 12]. We can present this device as a tag. In the
general case it is low power tag. We have presented
iBeacon here just due to fact that the functionality described
in the specific embodiments wide enough by itself. And the
model, selected for this family of tags can be used in many
applications. Therefore, it is important to standardize access
to such facilities (tags). This standard should affect
applications (services) that work with tags. Standardization
will ensure the porting of applications and easy replacement
of hardware devices.

3. BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
Bluetooth low energy (BLE) as a technology started as a
project in the Nokia Research Centre. Later it was adopted
by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group [5]. The aim of this
technology is to enable power sensitive devices to be
permanently connected to the Internet. BLE sensor devices
are typically required to operate for many years without
needing a new battery [6]. As an ecosystem of other
devices, BLE may also be known as Bluetooth v4.0 and is
part of the public Bluetooth specification [7]. A device that
operates Bluetooth v4.0 may not necessarily implement
other versions of Bluetooth, in such cases it is known as a
single mode device. Bluetooth classes are:
Class 1 (100mW, 100m range)
Class 2 (2.5mW, 10m range)
Class 3 (1mW, 1m range)
There are other low power technologies that could be
deployed. For example, ANT which operates in the 2.4GHz
spectrum, ZigBee, Zigbee Reduced Function Device
(RFD), etc. [8].

Figure 1. iBeacons use cases [13]
And it is a perfect example for standard versus de facto
approach in software development. On the one hand, we
have FI-WARE standards that should cover sensors, on the
other hand, we have developers around exiting mobile
operational systems.
Bluetooth Low Energy uses Generic Attribute Profile
(GATT) for service discovery [14]. One device looks for
others and sends ID Packets. One or more other devices
listen (these devices are discoverable). When acceptable
packet is received, searching device may continue with this
device or continue looking for other devices. When a
desired device is found, connection process begins. There is
always master-slave communication. One master controls
communications and can support up to 7 active slaves. This
system does not support slave-to-slave communication. So,
only one device always initiates the connection. Other
device has to be willing to accept a connection. Once
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listening device hears the ID packet with its address, it
replies.
GATT provides a framework for developing profiles. A
profile is composed of one or more services. A service is
composed of characteristics or references to other services.
Each characteristic contains a value and may contain
optional information about the value [15]. Note, that it is a
classical client-server model. Also, we should note that
response’s description is a good fit for JSON (one of the
favorite formats for the modern programming).
Mobile phone supports the central role and BLE device
supports the peripheral role. Once the phone and the BLE
device established a connection, they start transferring
GATT metadata to one another.
4. BLE PROGRAMMING APPROACH: EXAMPLE
The description given below targets Android 4.3 (API
Level 18). The BluetoothAdapter is required for any and all
Bluetooth activity [16]. The BluetoothAdapter represents
the device's own Bluetooth adapter. There is one Bluetooth
adapter for the entire system.
// Initializes Bluetooth adapter.
final BluetoothManager bluetoothManager =
(BluetoothManager)
getSystemService(Context.BLUETOOTH_SERVICE);
mBluetoothAdapter = bluetoothManager.getAdapter();
To find BLE devices, we can use the startLeScan() method.
This method takes a BluetoothAdapter.LeScanCallback as a
parameter. In this callback we can deal with scan results.
mBluetoothAdapter.startLeScan(mLeScanCallback);
Here is an implementation for callback as per Google
manual:

}
};
As soon as the device is updated, we can connect to a
GATT server on the BLE device: connectGatt() method.
This method takes three parameters: a Context object,
autoConnect (a boolean indicating whether to automatically
connect to the BLE device as soon as it becomes available),
and a reference to a new callback.
Once our Android application has connected to a GATT
server and discovered services, it can read and write
attributes. So, if we skip the Android callback-based
architecture, it is very straightforward: discover the device,
make a connection and read attributes.
The application can ask to be notified when a particular
characteristic changes on the device. And of course, we can
stop and start scan.
Some vendors can provide a high level API for access to
low energy tags (Samsung, HTC, Estimote [17]). There is
BeaconManeger object (in iOS) that plays a role of proxy
and hides details of the connection:
(void)beaconManager:(ESTBeaconManager *)manager
didDetermineState:(CLRegionState)state
forRegion:(ESTBeaconRegion *)region
{
if(state == CLRegionStateInside)
{
[self setProductImage];
}
else
{
[self setDiscountImage];
}
}
5. FI-WARE APPROACH

private LeDeviceListAdapter mLeDeviceListAdapter;
...
// Device scan callback.
private
BluetoothAdapter.LeScanCallback
mLeScanCallback =
new BluetoothAdapter.LeScanCallback() {
@Override
public void onLeScan(final BluetoothDevice device, int
rssi,
byte[] scanRecord) {
runOnUiThread(new Runnable() {
@Override
public void run() {
mLeDeviceListAdapter.addDevice(device);
mLeDeviceListAdapter.notifyDataSetChanged();
}
});

Now let us describe FI-WARE approach [18]. The highlevel goal of the FI-WARE project is to build the Core
Platform of the Future Internet. FI-WARE is based upon
elements (called Generic Enablers) which offer reusable
and commonly shared functions serving a multiplicity of
Usage Areas across various sectors [19]. Generic Enablers
(GEs) are considered as software modules that offer various
functionalities along with protocols and interfaces for
operation and communication. The Core Platform to be
provided by the FI-WARE project is based on GEs linked
to the following main FI-WARE Technical Chapters:
Cloud Hosting – the fundamental layer which provides the
computation, storage and network resources, upon which
services are provisioned and managed.
Data/Context Management – the facilities for effective
accessing, processing, and analyzing massive volume of
data, transforming them into valuable knowledge available
to applications.
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Applications/Services Ecosystem and Delivery Framework
– the infrastructure to create, publish, manage and consume
FI services across their life cycle, addressing all technical
and business aspects.
Internet of Things (IoT) Services Enablement – the bridge
whereby FI services interface and leverage the ubiquity of
heterogeneous, resource-constrained devices in the Internet
of Things.
Interface to Networks and Devices (I2ND) – open
interfaces to networks and devices, providing the
connectivity needs of services delivered across the
platform.
Security – the mechanisms which ensure that the delivery
and usage of the services is trustworthy and meets security
and privacy requirements.
Let us see what is offered by IoT and I2ND enablers. From
a physical architecture standpoint, IoT GEs have been
spread in two different domains: Gateway and Backend.
The deployment of the architecture of the IoT Service
Enablement chapter is typically distributed across a large
number of Devices, several Gateways and the Backend
(Figure 2).

inspection from smartphones (other personal devices).
Mandatory data sharing just adds the complexity.
6. FI-PPP SPECIFIC ENABLERS FOR SMART
CITIES
The FI-PPP follows an industry-driven, user-oriented
approach that combines R&D on network and
communication technologies, devices, software, service and
media technologies; and their experimentation and
validation in real application contexts. The platform
technologies will be used and validated by many actors, in
particular by small- and medium-sized companies and
public administrations. Program Architecture is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. FI-PPP Program Architecture.

Figure 2. IoT service enablement
FI-WARE IoT Gateway is a hardware device that hosts a
number of features of one or several Gateway Generic
Enablers of the IoT Service Enablement. It is optional
element and could be eliminated (as per FI-WARE spec).
FI-WARE IoT Backend is a setting in the cloud that hosts a
number of features of one or several Generic Enablers of
the IoT Service Enablement. In the FI-WARE IoT model, at
least one IoT Backend is mandatory, which will be
connected to all IoT end devices either via IoT Gateway(s)
and/or straight interfaces [19].
It is a first problem for the below discussed applications for
access to Bluetooth Low Energy tags. FI-WARE spec defacto sets mandatory data sharing to some cloud
environment. Do we really need it for all imaginable
scenarios? The typical use case for BLE tags is their

According to [20], there are more than 60 FI-WARE
Generic Enablers (GE) as common building blocks across
Use Case projects, and more than 100 Specific Enablers as
dedicated building blocks coming from the Use Case
projects so as to support their proof of concept and build
prototypes.
17 Specific Enablers relate to the OUTSMART project
(Smart City project) but only a few are implemented by
now. Let us name the most interesting between them.
CKAN – an open data platform software, where data are
securely extracted from a SCADA/production system.
CKAN is used as a core of the odaa.dk platform in Aarhus.
Service Information Repository – aims at providing the
possibility to search/retrieve and store the information
about services, is used in Santander and Birmingham
services.
A lot of work should be done on these Specific Enablers for
use as software standards for Smart City projects.
7. DISCUSSION
The top level application description is very simple. The
application finds a tag (device), obtains a descriptor and
uses it for getting data. Actually, it could be a good
mapping for AJAX based technologies. We are getting data
via some asynchronous call and proceed them in some
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callback. Sure, this approach will be supported sooner or
later in some JavaScript environment. The best candidate
for top level presentation is Web Intents [21]. It is
practically the same proxy for asynchronous calls
accessible from JavaScript. Note, that the same approach
works for many sensors. For example, our own SpotEx
approach [22] that collects information from network nodes
could be presented in the similar manner. It raises the
following question: do we really need Application Program
Interfaces (API) always, or our goal could be described as
Data Program Interfaces (DPI)? We can describe DPI as an
interface at the edge of an IoT device that exposes and
consumes data. IoT devices very often do not support
commands (instructions). Many of sensors just provide
some data and nothing more. There is a Webinos project
[23] with a very similar model. It is a European Union
project, which aims at developing software components for
the future Internet, in the form of Web Runtime Extensions.
We can mention also OpenRemote project [24]. Another
example is a MQTT protocol from IBM [25]. Actually,
publish/subscribe systems are good examples of data
centric communications. In the publish/subscribe
communication model components which are interested in
obtaining data register their interest. For our BLE example,
they scan and discover tags. In publish/subscribe systems it
is called subscription. Components which want to share
some information do so by publishing their data. There is
also a broker - the entity which ensures that the data gets
from the publishers to the broker. This actor coordinates
subscriptions. In our case this broker is personalized. It is
an in-application proxy. There are three principal types of
pub/sub systems: topic-based, type-based and content-based
[26]. With topic-based systems, the list of topics is usually
known in advance. E.g., in our case we know the tags and
their data. In type-based systems, a subscriber states the
type of data it is interested in (e.g., temperature data). It
means that we need to maintain some directory of tags with
metadata. In content-based systems the subscriber describes
the content of messages it wants to receive. Subscriber
describes types of data for receiving and condition for the
delivery (e.g., the temperature is below a certain threshold).
Publish/subscribe it is a good example for DPI too.
We can mention here a wide set of papers devoted to the
Web of Sensors with linked data and HTTP based REST
protocol [27]. But the basic point for such models could be
a serious limitation. The models assume that the HTTP
server is deployed on each sensor node, making it an
independent and autonomous Web device. It is definitely
not DPI.
Keeping in mind the above-mentioned examples with BLE
tags, FI-WARE GE for this task should be personalized by
some way and placed right on the mobile phone. For the
many exiting BLE deployments backend is the mobile
phone. And no cloud is involved into operations.
How can we map this scenario (“phone directly reads data
from tags”) to this generic picture? Can we call it over
engineered? Note, that this scenario with direct access from
mobile phone to tags (sensors) is pretty standard. And we
should make it by the most convenient way for mobile
developers. They will be responsible for the putting new

services in place. Can we declare that excessive
generalization creates problems here? And it is a very
significant question to the standard committee. Actually,
this is a very important (if not a most important) point. It
belongs to any standard devoted to the software
development. Shall the standard follow to the “all or
nothing” model and covers all the areas of life cycle?
Actually, we are talking about all the imaginable areas at
the moment of the standard’s development. The alternative
approach is to target individual technical areas and let
developers assemble applications like mashups from
standard components. We should note, that mashups are
finding their way into telecom area already [28, 29]. The
key moment here is exactly time to market. Mashups allow
developers seriously decrease time to market for new
services.
Let us provide some analogue from telecom market. Shall
we provide standards for SMS (SMPP) and MMS only or
provide a standard framework for all messaging based
services? Sure, we can have some benefits from the unified
framework, but at the same time we may lose the
flexibility. Guarantee, that such a standard model will cover
all conceivable services is very low.
Let us now go back to our example with BLE tags. There
are many applications that will benefit from the existence of
a single unified model, for example, metering systems.
Saving data in the cloud for the future processing could be a
big plus [30, 31]. But what shall we do with the personal
tags? Definitely we do not need the cloud for all tasks. And
it is not due to security reasons. The key point is the
simplicity and finally, time to market for new applications.
Note, that telecom projects could be heavily affected by
standard problems due to high diversity in the devices and
use case models. Not taking into account the interests of
developers to create standards, we risk facing a parallel
existence of the standard model and the actually utilized the
existing approaches.
8. CONCLUSION
Using specific examples of interaction with BLE tags we
compared existing approaches to the development and the
proposed global standard FI-WARE. The paper raises the
question of the limits of acceptability for universal global
standard, covering the technical stuff and the problem of
representing models of applications. It was shown that allencompassing standard can be a problem in conjunction
with the developers. The paper emphasizes the need to
address the prevailing trends in the design to create a
standard. Also, we highlight the critical importance of such
a thing as the time to market for new applications and
services developed according to the proposed standards.
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ABSTRACT
Recognition is growing of the importance of including
standardization in an academic education. Standardization
committees create a defined order applied to a specific
application, e.g., a safety standard, a measurement
standard, a telephone jack, a WiFi signal, a quality
standard, a process standard, lumber size.
This
standardization activity is certainly necessary, but
theoretically the details of any standard are largely
arbitrary, which reduces any academic interest in
standardization. This widespread view is simplistic and
needs to change. Creating and maintaining a standard has
significant technical and economic effects, even when the
details of the standard are arbitrary. Teaching this basic
theory of standards and its impact is missing from the
existing academic curriculum. This primer develops and
presents this theory with a focus on current issues related
to interoperation.
Keywords—Standardization, interface standard, history
of technology, standardization and innovation, standards
and intellectual property rights
1. INTRODUCTION
The standardization of products, services and requirements,
such as safety, is universal. Yet there is a major disconnect
between the universal need for standardization and the low
academic interest in standardization. This paper identifies
that this disconnect occurs because, in theory, the specifics
of any standard are arbitrary, except for physical
constraints.
From this perspective, common in the
academic and technical community, standardization appears
to be based on a committee's preferences and therefore not
of academic interest. This incorrect analysis is behind the
lack of interest in teaching about standardization in
academic courses. The purpose of this standardization
primer is to present a theory of standardization, called
isology, which explains why and how standardization
impacts the design, manufacturer, use and commercial
profit generation of every product or service; and why
standardization becomes more significant as technology
evolves into complex systems.
The development of excellent academic course material on
how standardization is accomplished and used is
proceeding world-wide [1]. What is lacking is a theory of
standardization [2]. A widely accepted theory that offers
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insight into the field is required before isology will be
acceptable in academia. The standardization discipline
"will never truly establish itself as an academic discipline in
its own right until those that profess the subject demonstrate
that it is capable of developing, and has developed, its own
theoretical foundations" [3].
The following sections
develop isology and identify its significance in different
academic fields.
2. STANDARDIZATION THEORY
The history of standardization is one way to study isology
[4]. First, standardization was a divine right. The
Pharaoh's forearm was the length of a cubit – a
measurement standard. Then standardization was the right
of a king. King Henry's foot was a measure of length. Next
standardization became a means of taxation via the 'weigh
house' where imported goods were measured and taxed
using the local system of measurement. In 1670, the
French Academy of Sciences proposed a minute portion of
the circumference of the earth to be the standard for length
[5]. In this system (which eventually became the metric
system), volume and weight were defined relative to a fixed
volume of water.
The developing metric system
represented a significant change in thinking, from
standardization based on gods and kings, to standardization
based upon a human perception of the physical world. The
rise of physically defined standards is one facet of the
Renaissance, the evolution from a god-centered to a humancentered world.
In 1663, in England, the Royal Society was chartered by the
King "for the Improvement of Natural Knowledge" [6].
The Royal Society, a collection of technical experts
working to define technology under a charter from the
government, is an early formal standardization
organization. One aspect of the Royal Society's work was
to define measurement technology. As measurement
technology became more rigorous, multiple measurements
were combined to define the similarity between objects or
processes. Such sets of measurements become similarity
standards and specifications for dead eyes, wire, oil, bolts,
nuts, railroad standards, automobile standards, clothing
sizes, etc.
With the industrial revolution, these definitions of
similarity were necessary to define manufactured products,
often first as government requirements or company
specifications. Beginning in the 1800s, countries began to
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create and fund their own standardization organizations.
By the late 1800s, standardization organizations with
membership consisting of commercial organizations and
government representatives developed to create standards
for many manufactured products. By the 1950s, national
standardization bodies had changed from mostly public
membership (with members either a part of or controlled by
a government, e.g., railroads and utilities) to mostly private
membership. By the 1980s, consortia emerged which often
focused on the need for software or system compatibility by
defining interfaces.
The brief history above identifies three different
classifications of standardization (successions in this
paper): measurement, similarity and compatibility which
Each succession of standards
emerged over time [7].
provides the advantages of the previous successions and
adds new advantages which increase the economic effects.
Measurement standards (including currency) facilitate trade
and taxation by making exchanges more consistent and
repeatable. For these reasons measurement standards are
often promulgated by a government.
Standardization of similarity (e.g., similar clothing sizes,
lumber grades, time zones, or battery voltages) reduces
variation and therefore reduces potential innovation [8].
Definitions of similarity are a facet of the industrial
revolution as they define the result of repetitive processes
(e.g., manufacturing). Similarity standardization reduces
commercial costs (in production, operation and
maintenance) which adds to the advantage of increased
trade caused by the measurement standards used to define
similarity [9].
The standardization of compatibility defines interfaces and
protocols which increase variation and innovation [10].
Such interfaces include: wire and wireless interfaces,
software APIs or user interfaces.
Examples of
compatibility standards and specifications: Bluetooth, WiFi,
the cellular air interface, the Universal Serial Bus (USB
2.0), and Windows™ APIs. In each case, large new
markets (respectively: wireless headsets, wireless LAN,
smart phones, memory cards, PC application software) have
emerged from the creation of these compatibility
standards/specifications.
Compatibility standardization
creates interoperation, which in any communications
system augments the cost reduction effect of similarity
standardization and the increased trade effect of
measurement standardization.
While similarity and compatibility standardization have
very different effects, similarity and compatibility are
technically intertwined. In all cases, when the similarity of
each of two interrelated entities is standardized (e.g., a cell
phone and base station), a compatible relationship (an
interface) between the two interrelated entities is also
defined (the same protocols connect both) [11].

When standardization studies do not differentiate between
the different successions of standards, the results are
confusing. The additive economic effects from each
succession of standardization impact various commercial
organizations very differently.
Manufacturers (e.g.,
pharmaceutical companies) and most inventors have very
different concerns from interface providers (e.g., Google or
Microsoft) often called information and communications
technology (ICT) providers.
As example, the
pharmaceutical industry is very supportive of intellectual
property rights (IPR) because this industry is concerned
about competitors copying proprietary drugs or processes
(i.e., controlling similarity) [12]. The ICT industry is
concerned about excessive patent litigation and IPR
acquisition costs over patents which apply to the interfaces
they develop or use (i.e., controlling compatibility).
3. BALANCING PRIVATE GAIN AND PUBLIC
VALUE
Private gain refers to gain that a standardization process
may confer on private parties based on copyright (rights to
the documents that describe the standard), patent rights
(rights to a technology that the standard uses or requires), or
backwards compatibility (where the standard provides
interworking with an existing proprietary product or
service). The legal means to control these private gains is
called intellectual property rights (IPR).
Public standardization value is created by what economists
describe as self-reinforcing effects. Simply stated, the more
a standard is employed, the more advantageous it is for all
users or implementers (the public) to use it. A standard for
the measurement of weight grows in acceptance as it is
used in more transactions. Another example, the first
telephone user finds no value, as there is no one to call, but
as each additional telephone user is added and capable of
calling the others, the value of having a telephone increases
for all with telephone access. Since this advantage accrues
to all users of the weight standard or telephone interface, it
represents a public value. Looking at the economic effects
of asserted IPR which controls similarity or compatibility: a
patent on a specific design of a telephone set (similarity)
may create a private value to the patent holder, if the
specific design is desirable. But a patent which applies to a
telephone interface (defined by a compatibility standard)
will create a royalty cost to every telephone user and/or
implementer.
Isology identifies why IPR issues unbalance more and more
compatibility standardization activities [13]. Patents are
used to allow an inventor to profit from their inventions by
precluding competition from similar (i.e., copied) products.
However, when IPR is applied to both sides of a
standardized interface, created not by invention, but
standardization agreement, such an application of IPR
represents a significant increase in the IPR holder's private
gain unforeseen as the use of IPR developed from the 15th
century.
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Since a compatible interface has very powerful selfreinforcing effects when interworking is required, it may
become widely utilized. Some proprietary examples:
Microsoft APIs, Intel x86 interfaces and IBM SNA
proprietary networks were very important to the great
success of these companies. These examples identify that
control of market standardized interfaces enable very
significant private gains.
When two companies try to include conflicting proprietary
technology in a future compatibility standard, commercial
conflicts ("standards wars") can occur. One solution to
such conflicts is to prevent or avoid any occurrence of
private property in a standard. There are some who believe
that a standard should only address public value, not private
gain (e.g., W3C). This is misguided. Taking this path
removes private (commercial) incentive from the creation
of standards. There is extensive economic history and
theory indicating that removing private incentive from any
market is ultimately disadvantageous to all who participate
in the market (communism is the overarching example).
It is challenging to find a reasonable balance where both
public value and private gain may be served. Establishing
and maintaining a balance between private gain (e.g.,
market control and royalties) and the public's need for
available, economical interworking may be the most
difficult task facing modern standardization committees.
4. ESTABLISHING ORDER
Table 1 provides the definitions of the different terms for
order as they are used in isology. Establishing order, a
much broader term than standardization, may describe
social requirements, customs and laws, or technical
(quantified requirements) order. This paper addresses only
technical order. Table 1 identifies the different ways
technical order is established and identified.
F.A. Hayek identifies that any order develops in two ways:
kosmos (self-generating) and taxis (created by humans)
[14]. Table 1 identifies that much standardization is taxis.
But kosmos standardization, established in the marketplace,
may emerge from a successful commercial specification.

Kosmos standardization occurs after the fact. Where trade
is not restrained by regulation, the market recognizes when
order exists, independent of whether a standardization
process was kosmos or taxis.
5. THE DIMENSIONS OF COMPATIBILITY
STANDARDIZATION
Isology identifies that the standardization of measurement
and similarity have evolved in the past and related issues
(e.g., public and private partnerships, the need for
consensus, broad stakeholder representation) have been
worked out in the past. The remainder of this paper focuses
on the standardization required for the information age –
compatibility standardization. Here significant issues have
not yet been resolved, mostly because they have not been
fully understood. Technical standards for compatibility are
developed in a range of organizations: government
regulations for telephone jacks, government mandated ITU
Recommendations for DSL and cable interfaces,
independent standardization organization such as IEEE for
Ethernet or IETF for Internet RFCs (request for comments,
what the IETF names its standards), to consortium
standardization for commercial goals, as example the 3GPP
consortium for cellular systems.
5.1. W hich standardization organization
World-wide,
government-funded
compatibility
standardization is common. Likely this is based on the
successful
history
of
government
measurement
standardization and on the impact any standard has on
trade. However, the US government has a laissez faire
approach to standardization, letting commercial interests
fund and dominate US standardization and US participation
in international standardization organizations.
Since
commercial interests are often different among competitors
in an industry, the US approach to standardization has
resulted in the fragmentation of standardization activities,
where multiple different standards for the same or similar
technologies/applications may occur and compete in the
marketplace. One example of this fragmentation was in the
development of mobile cellular standards in the 1990s.
Three different 2G cellular

Table 1. Technical order
Established by
Physical laws
Convention
Private entity
Government
Formal stds. body
Consortium
Market

How order occurs
Inherent
Kosmos
Standardization
Commercial
Taxis
Required
Consensus
Consensus?
Kosmos
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standards were considered in the US: TDMA, CDMA and
GSM and both TDMA and CDMA were approved. In
Europe, the cellular standards did not fragment and GSM
became the de jure standard.
While fragmented
standardization has caused problems related to
measurement and similarity standards, it can offer
significant advantages in future standards successions. The Responsive
potential advantages of fragmentation of compatibility Standardization
standardization are discussed in section 6, below.
5.2. W ho participates in a standardization
process

Need

Anticipatory
Standardization

Participatory
Standardization

The creation, implementation or use of a standard
represents different processes of creating order by different
groups, regardless of the succession of standardization
addressed.
The creators, implementers or users of
standards focus on different aspects of standardization.
These different views help to understand how the term
"standardization" is applied.
1. A standardization committee creates a standard.
2. A commercial organization may call to its own
implementation a standard.
3. An end user organization may refer to their
company's decision to use specific hardware or
software as standardization.
In 2, an implementation of the commercial organization is a
specification or, if market accepted, a de facto standard.
Microsoft, as only one example, frequently refers to their
products as standards. As an example of 3, an end-user
organization may state, "We have standardized on
Microsoft applications for all company documents." Such
an end-user organization only participates in the
implementation-of-the-use-of-the-standard, not in the
standardization creation process.
5.3. W hen standardization is started
Using the terms de facto and de jure to identify a standard,
while common, does cause confusion, as the terms relate to
the timing of the standardization process not the standard
produced. When considering compatibility standardization
it is necessary to relate the standardization to the time when
a product or service emerges in its market [15]. See Fig. 1.
Anticipatory standardization defines future implementations
where a standard is needed before a product or service can
go to market. This is often necessary for physical layer
communications. Anticipatory standards are generally of
most interest to creators and implementers, those with a
direct interest in developing a new standard for an emerging
market. The implementers may be interested in creating an
anticipatory standard to increase the potential market size,
include a controlled technology in the standard, or prevent a
competitor from controlling an emerging market.
Anticipatory standardization occurred with telephone
modems, cellular systems and optical fiber systems.

Product or Service
Figure 1. Relating the standardization process to the
existence of a product or service.
Participatory
standardization
occurs
during
the
development of implementations. The IETF calls their
standards Request For Comments, because they want
participation
during
the
development
of
the
implementation. In fact, the IETF requires two usable
implementations of an RFC prior to approving it. This
would be near impossible for a physical layer compatibility
standard before the approval of what the standard includes.
Participatory standards (Internet gateway protocols, naming
requirements, domain name formats, file transfer protocols,
etc.) are of interest to implementers and/or users of
implementations of these standards.
Responsive standardization codifies the implementation of
existing compatibility specifications.
That is, an
implementation is formally standardized after it has been
widely accepted. Responsive standardization is of most
interest to users as responsive standardization may protect
the user's existing investment (e.g., Microsoft's Open Office
XML OOXML). Responsive standardization is also of
value to the implementers who have a proprietary interest in
the specific technology being standardized. As example,
IBM's SDLC (synchronous data link control - a layer two
communications protocol) became ISO HDLC (high-level
data link control).
Responsive standardization, the practice of standardizing an
existing widespread implementation, is one indication of
the importance of standards to society. When a responsive
standard is defined, somewhat irrespective of which
standardization organization first standardized it, the user
and the implementer both feel that their investment in the
use and implementation of the standard is more secure. As
any standard is less subject to change (compared to a
company specification, for example), the risk of
obsolescence or incompatibility for the user or implementer
decreases (but not to zero, which is sometimes assumed).
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Once a standard is made, multiple sources of the
implementation are more likely to exist, which may
decrease the user's risk and cost when committing to
products that implement the standard.
The de jure standardization of existing implementations can
represent a windfall to the organization that controls a
proprietary existing implementation. For this reason,
commercial organizations may desire responsive standards
based on their own implementations whenever possible. A
company with a proprietary existing implementation is
rewarded in several ways:
• When their intellectual property is included in the
de jure standard, other companies must pay them
royalties to use that IP.
• Their own products remain compatible (including
user familiarity) with new products based on the
de jure standard, while their competitors' products
may not. This offers users an incentive to
purchase their products instead of the competitors.'
Anticipatory standardization is focused on the lower OSI
layers (X.200) and therefore has physical constraints. The
IETF pioneered participatory standardization and was very
successful initially as it was standardizing in a way that had
not been possible before. Responsive standardization is
focused on approving existing products and is therefore
more political. Responsive technical standardization is
increasing and increasingly political (as technology impacts
more people). The work in ICANN (Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers) that deals with the
usage of existing words and phrases (responsive
standardization) as part of universal resource locators (urls)
has been very political. This is not surprising when the
world-wide use of .xxx or .sex urls is debated.
6. STANDARDIZATION IS AN EVOLUTIONARY
PROCESS
The beginnings of the theory of isology is the recognition
that standardization is one aspect of an evolutionary system.
Biological evolutionary systems do not succeed by
optimizing efficiency. In biological systems, survival is all
that is required. Most biological systems are not simple.
Biological systems function to increase the likelihood of
survival by minimizing risk, rather than minimizing the
total energy used (being efficient). In the evolutionary
system we are familiar with, the most complex, diverse and
inefficient species — humans — are the most successful.
For an engineer, the "best" standard requires the minimum
resources (to design, operate and use) and allows maximum
performance. Engineers, trained to create the most efficient
and simple designs, consider standards that are fixed or
with limited options to be the most efficient standard and
often argue in a standardization process against adding
technical complexity (increases design costs). This is quite
different from biological systems which evolve with
amazing complexity. Comparing biological development

with compatibility standardization indicates that alternative
approaches to compatibility standardization are worth
considering.
When one design focuses on optimizing certain aspects and
another design focuses on optimizing other aspects,
conflicts in a compatibility standardization process arise.
These conflicts are more significant in compatibility
standardization as the rewards the self-reinforcing effects
create are greater and the potential for greater rewards
makes compromise less likely (e.g., VHS vs. Beta TV
recording or Blu-ray vs. HD DVD). The conflicts over
compatibility standardization can create a "standards war"
[16]. In the 2G cellular standardization, CDMA designers
optimized for maximum calls per cell site while the TDMA
and GSM designers optimized for the simplest backward
compatibility. Because of this conflict of goals there was
no way to compromise and eventually all three technologies
were included (multi-mode operation) in cellular systems.
The successions of standards are markers in the evolution
of technology and the standardization process evolves to
meet the needs of each new succession. Each standard
succession (e.g., measurement, similarity and compatibility)
requires a different standardization approach to establish
and maintain the balance between public value and private
gain that a standard represents. Fragmented measurement
standards are usually undesirable as they reduce trade.
Fragmented similarity standards are inefficient but may be
acceptable. When independent markets are large and
separate, multiple standards for the same requirement may
exist (e.g., AC plugs in different regions of the world).
Fragmented compatibility standardization and the resulting
multi-mode standards is acceptable if interoperability is not
reduced. As example, an automatic mechanism exists to
select compatible audio and video codecs (algorithms for
coding and compressing audio and video) already is used in
video and audio conferencing standards.
Even in the cellular standards, now including LTE-A,
different standards proposals are combined into a final
standard so that each proposal becomes a mode within the
completed standard. While this is not energy efficient or
simple, it may be "standardization efficient." That is, with
more supporters, the new multi-mode standard is more
likely to be supported in the world-wide market.
Recognizing standardization as an evolutionary process,
when programmable processors and very low cost memory
are available, different technologies/implementations (e.g.,
audio and video codecs) can compete in the marketplace
rather than in the standardization committee.
This
alternative approach to the single mode for each
requirement supports multiple modes for the same
requirement or even multiple standards with an automatic
means to select among the alternatives. Supporting such an
alternative approach greatly reduces the risks: The risk to
society of standardizing what later turns out to be a less
desirable technology, the risk to a company (or country) of
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not having their proprietary technology accepted by a
standards committee, the risk of IPR (and related royalties)
emerging after the standard is approved and the risk of
market dominance by a single vendor. In each case if one
mode or even standard becomes undesirable, there are
alternative modes so long as an automatic peer-to-peer
means of mode selection exists.
For complete
interoperability this automatic mode selection must be
defined by adaptability standards, the next succession of
standards [17].
7. APPLYING THE THEORY
Table 2 summarizes the way the three different groups
(creators, implementers and users) may evaluate five
compatibility standardization approaches. The complexity
and variation of the design and implementation increases in
the higher numbered approaches. This range of variation
can only be achieved where it is practical. The upper layers
of the OSI model coupled with implementations that allow
for change (via programmable processors and changeable
memory) favor increased variation, while lower OSI layers
and/or less changeable systems favor the fixed approaches.
The use of XML supports more flexible systems (masterslave), but XML does not allow an innovative implementer
to gain an economic advantage. Such advantage is only
possible when a peer-to-peer negotiation is supported
across an interface. Such negotiation allows multi-mode
(or multi-standard) operation which can balance the desires
for private gain by applying market forces [18].

•
•
•

When physical construction prevents any change.
When changing modes may cause system
problems.
When there is no opposition to a single standard.

There are also situations where adaptable standards are
most desirable:
• When programmable processors and changeable
memory are available.
• When the standard applies to higher layer
functionality.
• When there are conflicting views on how to
implement the standard.
• Where there is IPR associated with implementing
or using the standard.
Standardization practices appropriate for one succession of
standards applied to another can cause unforeseen
problems. Applying IPR, designed to control similarity and
intended to prevent copying, to the compatibility of
interfaces adds a cost to these interfaces borne by every
user of that interface. It is neither necessary nor desirable
for a standardization committee to select the commercial
winners and losers as no single compatible operating mode
will be "best" for all stakeholders over time. Ubiquitous
programmable processors and low cost changeable memory
have created a new standardization succession —
adaptability standardization. No longer are commercial
organizations rewarded with profits
only for
the
products or services they offer.

There are situations where a single compatibility standard
may be most desirable:
Table 2. The different effects from different standardization approaches.
*
1

Approach
Single standard

Creators
Most efficient

2

Single standard with
extensions or options
automatically selected

Added complexity

3

Multiple standards without
automatic means to select
between them
Mechanism to identify and
select among multiple modes
(e.g., XML)

4

Implementers
Most risk and most
reward (creates winners
and losers)
Less risk & less reward
(still creates winners
and losers)

Users
Acceptable if IPR costs
are acceptable

Poor standards - reduced
interworking

Negative

Not acceptable

State of the art

Low risk and low
reward

Acceptable in
master/slave systems,
does not work peer-topeer
Acceptable as IPR costs
are set by the market

5

Adaptive mechanism to
New technical approach
Some risk, possible
identify, negotiate and select
reward
among multiple modes or
standards
*The approaches (rows) are shown from the simplest (1) to the most complex (5).
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Commercial organizations that control compatible
interfaces have found a major new source of profit and/or
control of their markets. But this new cost should be
controlled by market forces. Adaptability mechanisms
support a way forward.
Previous successions of
standardization have taken hundreds of years to be
commercialized. As standardization rightfully becomes a
discipline of its own, the commercialization of adaptability
standardization will evolve more rapidly.
8. TEACHING ISOLOGY
Teaching isology must have at least two phases. First, the
subject should be introduced into existing courses,
especially technical courses. A big gap in existing
standardization education is the lack of discussion of
standardization theory in any technical courses. Likely this
occurs due to the feeling that standards are arbitrary and
therefore standardization is an after thought. Few physics
courses address the significance of standards for mass, time
and space to the understanding of all physical phenomena.
Second, there needs to be higher level courses specifically
addressing isology.
Standards are perceived much like air, necessary but not
noticed, in academia today. Even trade and technical
courses aimed at implementing Internet standards do not
address why such standards make the Internet possible. It
is in such trade and technical classes that a recognition of
why standards exist should be first presented. With such
introductions to standardization, it is reasonable to expect
an increased interest in higher level, specific courses on
standardization.
Training current and future teachers and professors of
technical courses to recognize the importance of standards
to their students will take time. To accelerate the process,
these teachers should be among the first to learn about
standardization. Web-based courses promoted to existing
teachers of technical curriculum would be helpful. One
such course was developed by four Asian and two
European universities, and offered by the Helmut Schmidt
University
Hamburg,
Germany
(http://www.standardization.de/_sites/_elehre/standardisierung_en.htm).
Isology provides the basis for an academic education in
standards and standardization. Existing courses in many
fields, especially technical fields, will benefit from
understanding and integrating isology. When isology is
taught, then an academic education in standardization will
be more appealing and effective.
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ABSTRACT
Content industries go through a demanding time adjusting
to the digital age, revamping their business processes when
sales of paper documents are not an option any more.
Formal standardisation is facing the same challenges as
organisations like ISO and CEN see sales of publications as
their core business. This paper presents a case study from
European pre-standardisation. CEN Workshop on Learning
Technologies was in 2013 put on hold due to the threat the
European standardisation body CEN sees to its business
model. The conflict is centred on open work processes, and
open and freely available documents. Standardisation
experts in education claim that stakeholder engagement,
input from research, and willingness to implement the
developed standards will be harmed by following CEN’s
strict interpretation of their rules. Open Research, Open
innovation, Open Data and a series of other open policies
are now values that make up the foundation for driving the
Innovation cycle underlying standardisation activities.
Barriers to openness could hamper participation from
research and restrict implementations and user
engagement.
Keywords— Standards management, Innovation
management,
Open
standards,
European
prestandardisation, CEN-CENELEC
1. INTRODUCTION
CEN Workshop on Learning Technologies (CEN WS/LT)
was established in 1999, and has since then published 26
CEN Workshop Agreements (CWAs) made available for
free from CEN’s website1. A CWA is a consensus
document, a kind of lightweight standard, designed by a
group of experts representing themselves and their
institutions. A CEN workshop is open to all willing to
contribute, and has therefore been an auspicious vehicle for
pre-standardisation activities in such an emergent field as
learning technologies.
According to CEN-CENELEC Management Centre
(CCMC), the Workshop has been under the false
impression that CWA are free-of-charge documents. The
1

http://www.cen.eu/cen/Sectors/Sectors/ISSS/
CWAdownload/Pages/Learning%20Technologies.aspx

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

Workshop chairs and participants would rather see free
availability of the results of their gratuitous work as a
precondition to engage in standardisation. Therefore, when
the CCMC chose to «redress the situation» in 2013, the
Workshop was put on hold. The members could not accept
a work process with only document exchange via email and
a password protected repository, and no use of open
collaborative tools like wikis. Therefore, they saw no point
in contributing to closed CWAs behind a paywall, and the
Workshop activities were suspended.
The current situation for European pre-standardisation of
learning technologies raises questions that go far beyond
this particular domain, e.g., how formal standardisation
would work to engage stakeholders in standards
development in a world that increasingly embrace openness
policies (as in Open Data, Open Research, Open
Innovation, etc.). The CEN policy also raises serious
questions about how formal standardisation will approach
innovation management.
This paper will position pre-standardisation as an essential
part of ICT standardisation; furthermore, a simple model of
the innovation cycle will be presented as the theoretical
framework for discussing the case represented by the CEN
WS/LT. The questions raised in this study is whether the
closed model promoted by CEN Management could be
sustained in the domain of learning technology
standardisation in Europe.
2. RELATED WORK
Pre-standardisation is often the first stage in a
standardisation process, where stakeholder representation is
being prepared, requirements are solicited, the new work
item for formal standardisation is scoped, etc. [1]. Prestandardisation is said to offer a lighter and iterative process
better tailored to interactions with the research community
[2]. The European Research community has for some time
been exploring how research and standardisation could be
better aligned. In the European Union Framework 6
program, the INTEREST and COPRAS projects were
examining how research and standardisation could
cooperate. INTEREST pointed to CEN Workshops as a
more generic tool to bring research and development
(R&D) closer to standard-setting. «For medium-length
projects (about 2–3 years), they offer the opportunity of
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developing standards (in the form of CEN Workshop
Agreements, CWAs) within the lifetime of the project
(which may be very helpful, given the EU’s current funding
policies for R&D projects) [3].
Timing of standardisation is key to understanding the
different stakeholder positions to a particular project and
their participation in different phases of a development
project [4]. To boost European industry, the European
Commission has proposed to use standards as a way to
leverage R&D results, which “inherently means ‘early
standardisation’: standardisation takes place at a very early
stage of technology development” [4]. This means
promoting anticipatory standardisation. Sherif [5] linked
standards timing with the technology lifecycle, and derived
three classes of standards. Figure 1 shows the technology Scurve depicting the trajectory of technology, from idea to
mature technology, and transition to a new technology.
Anticipatory standardisation works hand in hand with
product design; while participatory standardisation is
initiated only at the stage when knowledge of the
technology is shared and products start being brought to the
market. Responsive standards codify knowledge already
established in practice.

Egyedi and Blind [6] speak of ‘standards dynamics’,
referring to ‘the changes to and interactions between
standards, that is, what happens to standards once they have
been set’. Van den Ende et al. use the term standard
flexibility for changes in a standard’s contents over time
applying an adaptation perspective, emphasizing the
abilities of standard-supporting networks to change the
standard as well as the network over time [7]. These authors
include in their analysis the processes that create path
dependencies in the evolution of a standard, i.e., the
processes that gradually narrow down the range of options,
going through a pre-formation phase, a formation phase and
a lock-in phase.
In the simple model (Figure 2) provided by Egyedi [8] the
factors influencing the standards development and the
factors influencing implementation are highlighted as two
different settings to be analysed.

Figure 2. A simple model of standardisation phases, from
[8]
This model will be used to analyse the standardisation
management issues raised by the case study presented in
this paper. The paper follows a single case study approach
[9].
3. THE CASE OF CEN WS/LT

Figure 1. Timing of standards in relation with the
technology S‐curve (source: [5])
Most of the standards the Learning, Education and Training
(LET) community has been working on fall into the first
category, anticipatory standards. Early standardisation may
inhibit innovation if introduced at an inappropriate time,
with premature lock-in to a specific technology and
economic inefficiency as a results [4]. The alternative, to
wait till the technology is more mature before gathering the
participants around the committee table is not very
attractive when you realise that you then will be working
with yesterday’s technologies. E.g., to standardise content
packaging technologies in 2013 modelled on the CD-ROMs
of the 1990s is not very meaningful when the content is
moved into the cloud. So, for the LET community the only
viable approach is to find a way to do anticipatory
standardisation right when it comes to timing and
stakeholder engagement.

CEN WS/LT work has fallen into two categories, projects
funded by the European Commission, and unfunded
projects. For funded work, the EC has mandated open
publication free-of-charge of the resulting CWAs.
However, for the last 5 - 8 years the EC funding did not
keep up with the need for standards, and therefore, for some
projects the Workshop members have been willing to
engage in unfunded work in order to get standards the
market need. The CWA 15903 Metadata for Learning
opportunities (MLO)2 is one example of such unfunded
work.
In 2013, after the finalisation of InLOC3, one of the most
successful projects in the history of the Workshop (in terms
of stakeholder engagement in development), the CCMC put
on the brakes. The CEN Standards Director and Program
Manager were alarmed by the openness of the work
procedures, e.g., by using a wiki for collaborative writing,
2

This standards was published free-of-charge by CEN,
even if it was not funded by EC.
3
InLOC stands for «Integrating Learning Outcomes and
Competences» - CWA 16655-1
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/CEN/Sectors/List/ICT/CWAs/CWA%20166
55-1.pdf
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commenting, and consultation outside the password
protected wall of the standards setting body. The CCMC
insisted on a work process restricted to the use of an e-mail
reflector with a limited list of participants, and document
exchange via their Livelink repository system.
The CCMC also discovered that unfunded work had been
published from their website free-of-charge (e.g., CWA
15903). This was inconsistent with CEN rules laid out by
CCMC, and when the chairs of the workshop tried to write
the current practice into a memo intended to clarify
procedures, the CEN Management put up the red flag.
Meeting minutes and e-mail exchange between CCMC and
the Workshop chairs show that it is the «sustainability of
the standardisation system» that is as stake. «CEN assumes
the protection and legal responsibility for the copyright of
its publications. CEN and its members are the only entities
entitled to benefit from the exploitation rights on CWAs.»4
In 2013 CEN also introduced a new policy that will impact
on the ability of CEN workshops and committees to solicit
input from external organisations, e.g., EU projects. CENCENELEC Guide 25 on «Partnership with European
Organisations and other stakeholders» regulates that each
organisation has to pay 500€ as an annual fee to participate.
While CCMC and the Workshop chairs were mapping the
boundaries towards openness in formal standardisation the
European Commission launched their new initiative
Opening Up Education. On 25 September 2013 EC
published a communication stating that all educational
materials supported by EU projects should be available to
the public under open licenses [10]. EC states that open
interoperability standards are necessary to ensure
economics of scale, and «such standards must remain
open». Therefore, the Commission will «promote the
development of open frameworks and standards for
interoperability and portability of digital educational
content, application and services, including OER, in
cooperation with European standardization organisations
and programmes» [10]. When CCMC learnt about this key
action in the Opening Up Education initiative, they
requested a meeting with the responsible EC Directorate
General (DC EAC). Obviously the CCMC met no
understanding for their view in the EC, as concluded in a
report to the CEN Technical Board: «The policy officer
made it clear that by open standards was meant free-ofcharge specifications (which is clearly clashing with CEN’s
business model), and that a concrete list of actions to
implement the action plan would be agreed upon in Q1
2014.» [11]
What to do with the Workshop on Learning Technologies is
an issue to be discussed in the CEN Technical Board, which
consist of one delegate from each CEN national member.
CCMC explains that there has been a Technical Committee
(TC 353 ICT for education, learning and training)
established in 2007, with «no clear delimitation of the
responsibilities of CEN WS/LT and CEN TC 353» [11].
However, a closer look at the interaction between the
Workshop and the TC 353 will show that both groups find
4

Summary of discussion between CEN Standards Directors
and the CEN WS/LT chairs 24 September 2013

this delimitation quite clear, the Workshop delivering prestandardisation results that are brought forward to European
norms by the technical committee (as EN 15981:2011
Metadata for Learning Opportunities (MLO) Advertising is
a good example of, being built on CWA 15903).

4. DISCUSSION
The observed breakdown of European pre-standardisation
activities in the field of learning technologies raises a
number of issues related to the ability of standardisation to
contribute to innovation. The European Commission seems
to put a lot of trust in standards being able to «level the
playing field for all market players» within education,
provided they «remain open» [10]. A response by CEN,
only focussing on the threat to their business model, seems
to ignore what drives the innovation cycle within learning,
education and training (LET). Resistance to pay for
standards document is not due to lack of money in this
sector, but the fact that a pay-per-document model conflicts
with basic values in the education and research community
that provides input to the standards development.
A framework for discussing the input factors contributing
to standardisation is presented in Figure 2. The model is
based on a simple innovation model, where Ideas form
Design, leading to Implementations, and then a feedback
loop back to new Ideas. In standardisation this gives three
main states of a standards development: the conceptual
idea, the specification, and the implementation, with two
translation processes intermediating between these states,
the standards process and the implementation process.
The challenge for emergent technologies (like ICT for
learning) is that the short innovation cycles make it
necessary to keep the different sub processes well
coordinated. To come up with a successful standard it is as
important to have a grasp of the implementation setting as
to make sure that the best ideas are fed into the design. This
is difficult to achieve if the main stakeholders in the
standardisation setting, implementation setting and the
users are three dispersed groups. A problem for LET
standardisation has been lack of participation from
implementers, and weak representation of users. The
activities of CEN WS/LT have mainly been supported by
university researchers, often taking part in European
projects. When participation from implementer’s’ side has
been wanted, it has been pointed in the direction of the
market to solve the problems. However, the market for
learning technologies is very fragmented with a mix of
small enterprise players together with big institutional and
even governmental actors - none of them seeing LET
standardisation as their main field of interest. With so many
barriers to participation, the key question is how to design
the standardisation cycle in a way that gives easy access to
these different stakeholders to contribute.
The case study showed that open processes and open
documents are considered to be «clashing with CEN’s
business model» [11]. However, all aspects of openness
could be considered to be vital in order to provide visibility
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to projects, to engage dispersed stakeholder groups, to
disseminate results, solicit feedback, etc. The use of social
media and online collaborative work practices in the LET
community is built upon the idea of openness and easy
access to information resources. The idea that only the ones
with privileged access to a Livelink account (the CEN
repository system) should be able to comment and
contribute to specification development is not realistic,
especially when the standardisation business in itself is
highly competitive. There are a number of consortia in the
educational domain that embrace open standards, e.g.,
www.open-stand.org.
Formal standardisation adheres to the principles of
transparency and an open and due process, and would not
like to be described as not embracing the principle of
openness. However, Krechmer [12] have observed that
different stakeholders in standardisation
(creators,
implementers, users) emphasise different aspects of
openness (Table 1). Open documents are not an important
requirement for standards creators, who are more concerned
about the formalities of the process, like open meetings,
consensus, due process, and open IPR. Implementers and
users have more practical interests, and access to
documents and functional aspects of the specification are
highlighted.
Table 1. Open Standards Requirement [12]

The problem for the formal standardisation organisations
like National Body Bodies, CEN and ISO is the fact that
their business models are not in line with their core
business, i.e., staging open and due processes and creating
consensus documents. Their business model is to sell
documents. This is not compatible with innovation in
general, and ICT standardisation in particular. More than
six years ago Van Eecke, Pinto Fonseca and Egyedi [4]
recommended in a EU study on the specific needs for ICT
standardisation that a coherent and harmonised (free)
availability policy should be developed for Europe. They
recommended that new business models should be
investigated. Five years later, the CEN Standards Director
is maintaining that «for the sustainability of the
standardisation system, CEN assumes the protection and

legal responsibility for the copyright of its publication», and
that «CEN and its members are the only entities entitled to
benefit from the exploitation rights» [10].
The line of arguing by CCMC demonstrated in the case
study shows a confidence in one’s own competitive
strength. If the Workshop does not comply with the rules,
the LET standards could be developed by the CEN
Technical Committee 353. This presupposes there is a
strong need for LET standards in the market, and that the
market already have candidate specifications ready for
formal standardisation. This is not the case, and there are
many reasons for this.
One is the role of pre-standardisation and incubation.
Timing is a key in anticipatory standardisation [13]. A
project initiated too early could stifle innovation; a too late
project could easily become irrelevant. Therefore, there is a
need for incubation and pre-standardisation activities that
explore the opportunities and come up with lightweight
specifications that could be tested, built upon, or just
ignored. When CCMC states there is «no clear delimitation
of the responsibilities of CEN WS/LT and CEN TC 353»,
they clearly do not understand the distinction between prestandardisation and formal standardisation. First, the TC
participants need to be appointed by National Standards
Bodies, and so far very few participating in TC 353 have
had expertise in the domain. In contrast, everybody with an
interest in the domain can sit around the table of a CEN
workshop. Second, the timeframe of a TC projects says that
a first draft should be ready six month after the project has
been launched. Without first hand expertise and good initial
proposals, there is no chance a TC will have high quality
drafts after six months. This is the reason why the CEN
WS/LT and the TC 353 potentially was such a good vehicle
for standards development. The open process of the
Workshop, engaging research and industry stakeholders in
pre-standardisation activities, would fit well with the formal
process of the TC 353, which could prepare for a rapid
progression of work into a European Norm when the time
was right for amplifying good results from the Workshop.
Without a workshop to coordinate and prepare work items
on a European level, the TC has to wait for national
initiatives to emerge and mature – something that could be
wishful thinking given the flux of learning technologies at
the moment.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Successful standardisation of technologies related to
Learning, Education and Training is rare and depending on
a lucky coordination of a number of unruly factors. In 2007,
the European SME interest group asked themselves what
were the key factors to change the perception and the use of
standards? Their study on the specific policy needs for ICT
standardisation by the European Office of Crafts, Trades
and Small and Medium sized Enterprises for
Standardisation produced this simple list:
• Create better access to them,
• Effectively enable the users to participate in
making them,
• Reduce the cost of using them,
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ABSTRACT
To realize lively situation of the global standardization
education in universities, it is very important to know the
education in
situation for the global standardization
universities. In this paper, a new crawling technology to
collect and analyze syllabuses published on the websites of
universities is proposed. Using the technology proposed,
syllabuses of 132 Japanese universities including all the
88 national universities have been crawled. As a result of
the extraction of the global standardization courses, it is
made clear that 45 courses of the global standardization
education are being offered by 24 Japanese universities.
This paper also shows a result of knowledge extraction
from the 45 syllabuses. In addition, collaboration for
global standardization education between universities is
proposed based on the successful results of collaboration
education between two universities by using TV
conference ICT system.
Keywords—standardization, education, crawling,
course, knowledge
1. INTRODUCTION
The circumstances of the global society become
extremely hard, because of changing ecological system by
global warming, environment contamination by developed
industrialization, increase of ecological footprints due to
increasing population, and decrease of bio capacity.
The 3 billion as world population in 1960 have increased
by 2.3 times to 7 billion in 2011. Human behavior coupled
with the activities that need more convenience and more
comfort, which has linked with decrease of natural
resources and biological products. It has been a big threat
to the global sustainability.
To make the sustainable global society with the above
serious problems, it would be important to tackle the
problem to solve in cooperation with both advanced
countries and advancing countries.
One of the important systems to encourage the
cooperation of the countries is an approach to global
standardization.
ICT makes it possible to overcome distance and times,
e.g. people can connect to the world while sitting in the
comfort of his/her home, and contributes significantly to
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the realization of sustainable global society through the
reduction of energy of cars and trains.
Products and services in conformity with the global
standardization will be available for users everywhere in
the world, and it can realize the bulk production with
stable low price to the world markets and will advance
efficient use resources and energies for manufacturers.
Additionally, the formulation of global standards for
environmental protection and the control of toxic
substances will greatly contribute the sustainable global
society.
As it is described above, the role of global standards is
extremely important to achieve the sustainable global
society. To continue formulating global standards, it is
necessary to cultivate ‘human resources for global
standardization’ who will act for the formulation of global
standards, and strengthening and popularization of the
global standardization education are highly important.
In this research paper, situations of global standardization
education at Japanese universities and the research results
concerning ‘knowledge’ offered by the courses for
standardization education are described.
To understand and analyze the situations of global
standardization education in Japanese universities and
‘knowledge’ offered by the courses for standardization
education, syllabuses crawling is proposed using a new
system technology. The system collects syllabuses
published on the websites of many universities with the
crawling technology. Then, the system extracts the
knowledge from the syllabuses with a morphological
analysis and filtering technologies. Finally the system
generates comparison table of the extracted knowledge.
With the proposed technology, syllabuses of 132
universities including all the 88 national universities were
successfully crawled. As a result of crawling and
knowledge extraction of the global standardization courses,
it is clarified that the 45 courses of 24 universities are
being offered, and also the results of comparison and
analysis of the offered knowledge concerning global
standardization are described.
2. ANALYSIS OF CURRENT STATUS OF GLOBAL
STANDARDIZATION EDUCATION
2.1. Examination of current education for global
standardization in Japan
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2.1.1. Global standardization education in universities
Through checking websites of universities including all
88 national universities, it has found that many courses are
offered at Japanese universities which include the
knowledge concerning global standardization. Also, it has
found that Kanazawa Institute of Technology and Osaka
University have been offering global standardization
education programs [1][2][3][4] which consist of plural
courses for graduate students. It is summarized as follows.
1) Osaka University offers the global standardization
education programs as a minor program for all the
graduate students and also for credited auditors [3].
2) Kanazawa Institute of Technology is offering the global
standardization education programs as a major program of
professional graduate school [4].
The purpose of the above global standardization education
program is to let the graduate students to obtain the
knowledge and abilities that are necessary for global
standardization activities [5].
2.1.2. Situation of education in industries, government and
academia association
At the companies that approach global standardization,
training by each department and commendation to their
approaches to standardization are set up. At academic
societies and higher education institutions, various global
standardization educations are conducted as follows.
As global standardization education at academic societies,
study groups are formed and hold research meetings or
symposium concerning standardization education at the
Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication
Engineers, the Institute of Image Electronics Engineers of
Japan, and Japanese Society for Engineering Education,
etc.
Some academic societies offer delivery lectures. Japanese
Standard Association (JSA) makes and opens various
electronic educational materials with basic and applied
contents as well as delivery lectures.
As global standardization education at higher education
institutions, many universities offer the global
standardization courses concerning ‘manufacturing’,
‘information and communication’, ‘intellectual property’
and provide education with recognition of credits to their
students. Some universities offer education programs for
people in society.
As standardization investigative commission in
collaboration with academic societies, universities and
government, “Standardization Education Research
Committees” are formed under the Institute of Electronics,
Information and Communication Engineers and conduct
their activities from 2012. Since March 2013, ‘network of
universities for standardization education’ by voluntary
professors has been studying the education on global
standardization.

3. SYLLABUSES CRAWLING AND KNOWLEDGE
ANALYSIS OF THE COURSES ON “GLOBAL
STANDARDIZATION” IN JAPANESE
UNIVERSITIES
3.1. Automatic collecting system of syllabuses
Almost all the Japanese universities open the syllabuses
in their homepages.
To automatically collect and analyze syllabuses published
on the websites in Japanese universities, Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) using a commercially
available crawler is very efficient.
The problem when the syllabus is automatically collected
with ICT system is that each university has different ways
to store and retrieve data [6][7][8][9].
As shown in Figure 1, there are 2 different ways;
Type 1) To store syllabuses in the database and retrieve
the stored syllabus by searching.
Type 2) To retrieve syllabus described on the pages of the
websites.
Type 1:Syllabuses stored in a data base
syllabuses
DB
Course A
Course B
Course C

Syllabuses
List
Course A
Course B
Course C

・

Syllabus A
of
Course A

Syllabuses

Net
Work
Data to get
syllabus

crawling
server

Data input to access the DB
Type2:Syllabuses described in a web page
syllabuses web pages
Syllabuses
List
Course A
Course B
Course C
・

Syllabus A
of
Course A
Data to get
syllabus

Figure 1. Two different types of syllabuses filing
In Type 1, syllabuses are stored in a database. Syllabuses
list can be obtained by entering data to access the database.
Then, syllabuses can be crawled by designating courses in
the syllabus list.
In Type 2, syllabuses are described in web pages.
Then, syllabuses can be crawled by designating courses
in the syllabus list. A system has been developed by the
authors, named “Interdisciplinary education support
system” [10], that crawls syllabuses from different types of
syllabuses web pages described above.
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The crawler collects syllabuses automatically and also
generates index words for the syllabuses by the
morphological analysis of the description in syllabuses.
The index words are used for syllabuses searching.
3.2. Knowledge extraction from crawled syllabuses
Important things are to extract the knowledge contained
in syllabuses [11].
Index words generate by a crawler contain various kinds
of words such as the academic knowledge, lecture’s name,
room number of lectures and so on.
To extract words relating academic knowledge, it is
necessary to remove academically meaningless words
from the index words.
To realize this, a filtering software has been developed.
The software extracts knowledge from syllabuses,
removing the words that are defined to be meaningless
from the index words as shown in Figure 2.
The crawler collects syllabuses and also generates the
indexes for the syllabuses by the morphological analysis as
shown in Figure 2.
Home
Syllabuses
Page of Net
Crawler
Univ.1 Work
syllabuses
Collection
syllabus
A
syllabus
B
・
・

Home
Page of
Univ.2
syllabus
X
・
・

Index
words
detection
by
Morphological

Analysis

Syllabus
A
Index
words
Syllabus
B
Index
words
Syllabus
C
Index
・
words

Syllabus
B
Knowl
-edge
Syllabus
C
Knowl
-edge

Table 1. Number of Global standardization courses of
universities in Japan

・
・

・

Manually collected
syllabuses
Syllabus
・・
C

(2)Extraction of syllabuses concerning global
Standardization
Keyword searching of syllabuses with the knowledge
concerning global standardization was executed among the
132 crawled syllabuses using the keywords of a.~f. shown
above.
As a result of searching, 45 syllabuses of 24 universities
were found. 40 syllabuses are offered at graduate schools
and 5 at undergraduate schools as shown in Table 1. These
45 syllabuses are obviously still available now.

Syllabus
A
Knowl
-edge
Filtering

(1)Definition of knowledge in connection with global
standardization
The syllabuses crawled in the way mentioned in section
4.1 are the whole syllabuses of 132 universities.
To extract the syllabuses that offer the knowledge
concerning global standardization, appropriate searching
key words are necessary. There are various reports about
the
necessary
knowledge
concerning
global
standardization and it can be summarized as follows;
a. knowledge concerning “meaning of global standard and
related organizations and associations”
b. knowledge concerning “organizations which formulate
global standard and procedure”
c. knowledge concerning “intellectual properties relating
to global standardization”
d. knowledge concerning “strategies of business and
management”
e. knowledge concerning “national strategies towards
global standardization”
f. knowledge concerning “ability of negotiations”

Number of
universities

Words
to be
removed

24

Figure 2. System block diagram for syllabuses crawling
and their knowledge extraction.

Number of courses
for Graduate
school
40

for Undergraduate
school
5

4.3. Analysis of the knowledge structure of the courses
concerning global standardization

4. RESULTS OF SYLLABUSES CRAWLING AND
KNOWLEDGE ANALYSIS
4.1. Crawling syllabuses from Japanese universities
Using the “Interdisciplinary education support system”
explained in section 3.1, syllabuses crawling was
successfully done from 132 Japanese universities
including 88 national and 44 major public and private
universities.
4.2. Extraction of syllabuses that offer the necessary
knowledge in connection with global standardization

Knowledge extraction from the 45 syllabuses was
executed by using the system shown in Figure 2.
The results are shown in Appendix Table 1.
In Appendix Table 1, 13 knowledge terms are written in
column wise and 45 syllabuses in line writing direction.
13 knowledge terms are as follows.
1) Meaning and institutes of global standardization
2) Procedure for formulation of international standards
3) Policy of standardization
4) Human resources for standardization
5) Intellectual properties and patent system
6) Patent pool
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7) Management of intellectual properties / strategies
8) Negotiation
9) Communication ability
10) Innovation
11) Research and development /strategies
12) Business model
13) Business competitiveness in international market /
strategies / management
It can be understood that each syllabus contains lots of
knowledge and some of the same knowledge each
other.To make it clear the number of syllabuses that
contain each of the knowledge is calculated as shown in
Table 1.
From Table 2, the following items can be understood,
1) The 44 courses offer the knowledge which is common
to all the courses and the different knowledge which
reflects the purpose of education of each course.
2) The course offering all the knowledge does not exist.
3) The knowledge concerning ‘meaning and institutes of
global standardization’. ‘intellectual property and
patent system’, ‘business model’ is offered by more
than one half of the courses.

Standardization

Intellectual
properties
Negotiation
Research and
Development
Business

Knowledge
(Middle classification)
Meaning and institutes of
global standardization
Procedure for formulation of
international standards
Policy of standardization
Human resources for
standardization
Intellectual property
and patent system
Patent pool
Management of intellectual
properties / strategies
Negotiation
Communication ability
Innovation
Research and development /
Strategies
Business model
Business competitiveness in
international market / strategies /
management

(2) Consideration on the validity of designing the global
standardization education programs by combing courses
offered by universities.
To get knowledge relating the global standardization,
graduate students should study an education program that
offers necessary ‘lump of knowledge’ of global
standardization by combining the courses with adequate
knowledge. Namely, the education program should be
designed by using the knowledge information of the
courses that this paper has clarified.
(3) Consideration on the validity of adistant learning.
Distant learning makes it possible to overcome the
problem of distance between students and lecture rooms.
As described in Section 2.1, Osaka University has been
offering the global standardization program consisted of 7
courses, and the 2 courses of ‘International Business and
Global
Standardizations’
and
’InformationCommunication and Global Standardization’ are offered
by Waseda University. These 2 courses are delivered to 4
distant classrooms by using teleconference systems. In this
distant learning, not only the questions and answers during
the class, but also the debate on standardization topics
between classrooms have been done well without any
trouble,keeping the same qualities as the lectures offered
in a same room.
In addition, offering the global standardization program
collaborated with Osaka University, Waseda University
and University Technology Malaysia is in the planning
stage.
As just described, the operation of the global
standardization education will be possible at many
universities by using teleconference systems and offering
the courses one another among the universities.

Table 2. Knowledge classification of courses of
universities
Knowledge
(Large
classification)

(1) Consideration on the validity of offering courses for
global standardization at graduate schools.
In Japanese research universities, almost all the students
of science and engineering study at graduate schools.
Graduate students have enough times to study some
courses for global standardization. Also, graduate students
have cultivated the ability to think things such as global
standardization with broader perspectives.
So, offering courses for global standardization at graduate
schools is reasonable and effective.

Number
of
Courses
44
14
9
4
25
7
8
9
6
18
12
31
17

6. CONCLUSION

5. CONSIDERATIONS
At first, it is considered the reason why 90 percent of the
courses for global standardization are offered at graduate
schools. Secondary, the design of the global
standardization education programs based on the lump of
knowledge, its utility and the implementation status is
considered. Then, distant learning is considered.

In this paper, firstly, survey results on current education
for the global standardization in Japan were described.
Namely,
(1) It has found that many courses are offered at Japanese
universities which include the knowledge concerning
global standardization.
(2) Also, it has found that Kanazawa Institute of
Technology and Osaka University have been offering
global standardization education programs which consist
of plural courses for graduate students.
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Secondary, technologies for syllabuses crawling and
knowledge extraction of courses are proposed. Namely,
(3) New ICT technology that enables to crawl 2 different
types of syllabus storage in the web-site is proposed .
(4) Also, to extract words relating academic knowledge
from the crawled syllabuses, a filtering software has been
developed. The software extracts knowledge from
syllabuses, removing the words that are defined to be
meaningless from the index words
In the third, syllabuses crawling and knowledge
extraction were executed by using the proposed methods.
As a result , following fruitful results are confirmed.
(5)Syllabuses were successfully crawled from 132
Japanese universities.
(6) 45 syllabuses for global standardization education of
24universities were extracted from 132 crawled
syllabuses.
(7) Knowledge was extracted from 45 syllabuses and
classified into 13 knowledge categories as shown below.
1) Meaning and institutes of global standardization
2) Procedure for formulation of international standards
3) Policy of standardization
4) Human resources for standardization
5) Intellectual properties and patent system
6) Patent pool
7) Management of intellectual properties / strategies
8) Negotiation
9) Communication ability
10) Innovation
11) Research and development /strategies
12) Business model
13) Business competitiveness in international market /
strategies / management
(8)The knowledge concerning ‘meaning and institutes of
global standardization’, ‘intellectual property and patent
system’, ‘business model / global competitive power’ is
offered by more than the half of the courses.

[2] Hiroshi Nakanishi, ”Graduate Minor education Program on
Global Standardization”, Proceedings of IEICE General
Conference, BP5-2, 2013.
[3] http://www.osaka-u.ac.jp/jp/facilities/gakusai/en/index.html
[4] http://www.kanazawa-it.ac.jp/tokyo/ip/ip2.htm

[5] “Education about Global Standardization in Japan:
IEICE Questionnaire Survey”, Standards Education
AHG – Document 009, Documents 2nd Meeting
20130425-Japan, TSB Director’s Ad hoc Group, 2013.
http://www.itu.int/en/ITUT/academia/Pages/stdsedu/documents.aspx?RootFolder=%2
Fen%2FITU-T%2Facademia%2FDocuments%2Fstdsedu&
[6] Yasuhiko,Tsuji, ”Information Extraction from Course Syllabi
for Automatic Metadata Generation”,IEICE Technical
Report ET2009-74, 2009
[7]

Fuyuki, Yoshikane,” Syllabus Retrieval Considering
Relationship between the Search Term and its Synonyms “,
Japan Society for Fuzzy Theory and intelligent information
Vol.18,No2,pp.299-309,2006.

[8] Daisuke,Hie, ”Development of Kyushu University WEB
syllabus cross-searching system”,IPSJ
SIG Technical
Report Vol.2010-DPS-145,2010.
[9] Takashi,Kawabata, ”Development of General-purpose
Syllabus System with Syllabus Object mapping to
XML”,IPSJ SIG Technical Report Vol.2009-DPS-141,2009.
[10] Hiroshi Nakanishi, ”Development of the Interdisciplinary
Education Support System” , JSET The 26th Annual
Conference 2a-508-10,2009
[11] Hideki Mima, “Ontology-based query processing for
understanding intentions of indirect speech acts in naturallanguage question answering”, International Journal of
Computer Applications in Technology 2009, Vol.35,
No.2/3/4, pp. 271 - 280, 2009.

In addition, a fruitful result of collaboration of
education for global standardization between Osaka
University and Waseda University of Japan by using a
teleconference system was shown..
Finally, we can conclude that collaboration of
education for global standardization among universities
all over the world should be planned and done to share
and to make up for the knowledge of the courses.
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APPENDIX
Appendix Table 1. Knowledge extraction from the 45 syllabuses
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ABSTRACT
The EU Commission has identified standards as a
mechanism to enhance European competitiveness and
further economic integration. Additionally, the Union has
developed and promoted a dynamic approach to research
and development, supported by a robust intellectual
property and antitrust exemption regime. The underlying
purpose is to provide protection for inventions, facilitate
cost recovery and enhance IPR exploitation from the
invention. Nonetheless, innovators face a struggle not only
to stay ahead of the pack but also to develop strategies to
secure resources to continue research and development.
The
difficulties
associated
with
technological
advancement in standardised areas is exasperated given
the lack of guarantee the developed technology will be
included within the standard. This paper explores whether
driving standardisation in innovation markets is
potentially counter effective and ultimately, an
impediment to innovation and development.
Keywords — EU, Innovation, Standards, Antitrust.
1. INTRODUCTION
What this paper does not do is evaluate standards processes
or enter into the more common arguments surrounding
intellectual property rights, patent hold ups and FRAND
(fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory). This paper does
investigate whether standardisation in fast moving
innovation markets potentially stifles future innovation and
development. Examining the role of European Union (EU)
law and policy in promoting standardisation and
innovation, evaluating whether the two are conceptually
capable of existing in parallel or whether they are at odds
with each other. As will be shown, at an EU level the
competing treaty interests add an additional layer of
complexity in understanding and evaluating the true scope
of the EU policies and the legal framework surrounding
the support for standardisation and innovation.
By way of example, the introduction of the Standardisation
Regulation 1025/2012 (Reg. 2012) references promoting
European competitiveness through standardisation as its
objective, although on closer inspection and the subsequent

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

amending of the Technical Directive 98/34 it is clear it has
a further treaty objective at its heart, namely the prevention
of national standards from becoming barriers to trade and
being injurious to the single market project. The remainder
of this paper considers the extent to which innovation and
standardisation, in an EU context, fulfill the goal of
promoting and stimulating innovation.
The remainder of the paper is divided into V parts. Part II
offers a descriptive background into the benefits of
standards and places this into the wider context of the EU.
Describing the EU stance on innovation, looking at
dynamic competition (dynamic efficiency in economics)
approach currently supported by the Director General of
Competition and the focus on standardisation, specifically
highlighting the perceived advantages to the European
market. Part III provides background on the current
approach to standardising in innovation markets
highlighting the ICT sector and European standardisation
policy under the newly introduced Standardisation
Regulation. Part IV identifies the difficulties associated
with innovators who are not dominant in the standard
setting process but yet are active in standardised markets.
Specifically elucidating risks Small and Medium Size
Enterprises (SMEs) face, particularly not being able to
compete with the standard or to have their developed
technology included in the standard during the updating or
renewing process of the standard. Part V offers conclusions
and poses the general question, whether innovation is
stifled through standardisation. It is argued that the
standardisation process and the originally accepted
technology might have the effect of shutting down
innovation. Moreover, at an EU level this could place the
current EU standards policy at odds with the notion of
dynamic competition and market innovation.
2. EUROPEAN COMPETITIVENESS
It is common ground that the use of standards brings with
it numerous benefits, (such as interoperability, technology
exchange, downstream benefits and so on. It is not our
intention to question these and they are taken as given)
there is no reason that the same benefits are not
transposable to the EU and capable of adding to the further
integration within the internal market. It is not secret that
standardisation exists in the framework of European
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policies and legislation and forms an integral part of the
EU’s efforts to achieve the Lisbon goals. Moreover,
standardisation is a part of the Council’s and the
Commission’s policies to carry out “better regulation” to
increase competitiveness of enterprises and remove barriers
to trade. In the EU the Commission is tasked with internal
market
integration
and
promoting
European
competitiveness. This includes supporting companies,
enhancing research and development and driving
innovation. Without drilling too far into the specifics, DG
Comp has a significant role to play in this matter by
clearing the road from an antitrust perspective and provide
space for innovation activities. The introduction of the
Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulation
(Regulation 772/2004) and the accompanying Guidelines
aims at stimulating innovation and growth, by avoiding
duplication in research, exempting certain otherwise
potentially
market
harming
collaborations
and
strengthening the incentive for the initial research and
development, spurring innovation.
More recently, the Commission has signaled
standardisation as an additional instrument through which
innovation is not only harnessed but also encouraged and
rewarded. From an anticompetitive angle, Chapter 7 of the
Horizontal Guidelines specifically supports knowledge
exchange within the strict parameters of standard setting
protocols. This chapter explicitly recognizes significant
positive economic effects of standardisation, by
encouraging the development of new and improved
products, through lowering output and sales cost and
leading to increased competition. This is undisputed and
previous study such as that undertaken by Swann affirms
this view.
Moreover, the Horizon 2020 programme acknowledges
that Europe must actively support and promote innovation
to stimulate and grow the European economy. According
to the Europe 2020 strategy one of the key drivers, in order
to prepare the EU economy for the next decade, is smart
growth, which includes fostering knowledge and
innovation and should be supported both at national and
EU level.
CEN CENELEC shares the view (Position Paper on
Horizon 2020) that standardisation can be used to support
the transfer of innovation to the market, thereby having a
positive effect in the sharing and availability of innovation
and technology which from an EU specific perspective
carries with it the advantage of “helping to tackle barriers
to innovation in Europe”. Moreover, standardisation
channels
innovation,
increasing
industry’s
competitiveness, bringing new export opportunities and
economic growth. In this regard CEN and CENELEC are
enhancing their links with Research and Development
(R&D) in order to reinforce the role of standards as a tool
for market penetration of R&D results, through better
promotion of the benefits of standardisation to relevant

R&D partners, and active involvement in EU-funded
research and innovation projects.
In our view this does not present a large shift in policy
from the EU. There has been a positive policy stance
towards standardisation, although it has not, until recently
come front and centre. In 2006, the Commission, in
responding to the criticisms made against standardisation,
being a barrier to further innovation, considered that
standardisation is a catalyst to innovation that is an enabler
of innovation. For the Commission, dynamic
standardisation
means
being
leaders
in
fast
standardisation, to provide a level playing field facilitating
interoperability and competition between new and already
existing products, services and processes. In sum, it is clear
that for the Union standards, are catalysts for innovation
and on the greater policy front, key for the European
competitiveness.
3. EUROPEAN STANDARDS POLICY
We see from Part II that there has been a significant
endevour in EU policy to harness the positives of
standardisation. In this context, European standardisation
had to respond properly to market needs, in particular to
those of industry. In 2004 the Commission paid attention
to the rapidly evolving market with ever changing
technologies, namely Information and Communication
Technology (ICT). Considering, in the White Paper,
‘Modernising ICT Standardisation in the EU’, that ICT is
a major driver of competitiveness and also representing
one of the key industrial sectors of the 21st century.
Moreover, as ICT tools are used in all economic sectors, an
effective EU ICT standardisation policy fosters the faster
uptake of new technologies, thereby, contributing to the
competitiveness of the European economy as a whole.
Therefore, the EU agreed to adopt a Digital Agenda for
Europe (DAE). A first of seven flagships initiatives under
Europe 2020, the strategy is to deliver smart sustainable
and inclusive growth. Launched in May 2010, DAE
contains 101 actions, in 7 pillars. ICT standardisation is
one of the main aspects of DAE. Particularly the second
pillar which is concerned with interoperability and
standardisation. The Member States and the Council have
stressed the need to make further progress in the
application of standardisation to areas such as ICT,
pointing out that the current European standardisation
system has to adapt to the needs of fast-moving markets,
especially, in services and high-technology products.
This has motivated the EU to develop a framework for ICT
standardisation. Particularly, according to the 2009 White
Paper, focusing on four main aspects and setting the goals
to achieve them in ICT standardisation, as follows:
 The use of ICT in Public Procurement;
 Fostering synergy between ICT research,
innovation and standardisation;
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Intellectual property rights in ICT standards; and
Enhancing dialogue and partnership with
stakeholders.
These goals clearly influencing Reg. 2012 and finding
their inclusion in the EU standardisation package of 1
June 2011 alongside the Commission Strategic
Communication Setting out a Vision for European
Standards and an Impact Assessment accompanying a
regulatory proposal. The Reg. is a consolidated legal basis
for European standardisation, which sets basic rules for
cooperation between standardisation organisations, EU and
Member States.
Interestingly ICT is the only sector specifically and
individually allowed for under Reg. 2012. Although,
particular attention to ICT is unsurprising. One of the
reasons for focusing on ICT standards is due to ICT
solutions being used in every part of the European
economy and daily life. The ICT sector is characterised by
fast-moving technological development, which requires an
equally rapid development of standards .
Unfortunately, ICT is addressed only in the context of
public procurement and the official rationale behind this
being that the current system of adopting European
standards for ICT public procurement at the request of the
European Commission is too slow and is therefore
inhibiting technological development. Because of the
importance of this sector, as Elisabetta Rotondo points out,
the European institutions consider it essential to ensure full
interoperability between different ICT solutions,
applications and services in order to encourage competition
and innovation.
The Regulation draws attention to the need to reference the
technical specifications developed by standard setting
organisations in the process of Public Procurement. In this
regard the Regulation aims to meet the goals set by the
White Paper, regarding the referencing of ICT standards in
Public Procurement. The White Paper suggested making
changes in the Public Procurement Directive, according to
which standards developed by fora and consortia (as those
developed by organisations such as the IEEE, the IETF or
OASIS) could not be referenced in ICT public procurement
tenders. Since, pursuant to the Public Procurement
Directive, only standards from international, European and
national standards bodies could be referenced in ICT
public procurement tenders.
Instead of amending the Public Procurement Directive, it
has been decided to deal with the issue through the
Regulation and make it the basis for referencing ICT in
public procurement. The Regulation now extends the
definition of “technical specification” as defined by the
Public Sector Directive to cover fora and consortia ICT
standards in public procurement, thereby enabling them to
be referenced in calls for ICT public Procurement. It is
without doubt that standards can help support innovation
oriented functions of standards in public procurements.

The usage of standards in public procurement and
standards utilisation in tenders by industry sector are
illustrated below:1

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show that public procurers are aware of
the benefits of standards for the public procurement
process and this is true, especially for the ICT industry and
public tenders.
Besides the benefits of standard referencing in public
procurement there other motives for the EU to link closely
public procurement with ICT standards are evident. For
the skeptical EU law lawyer, this tandem of ICT standards
and public procurement reveals the EU’s desire to
encroach on the Member States competences and narrow
down their margin of discretion in the significant part of
EU economy such as public procurement and especially in
the fast growing sector of ICT. In 2002 Public procurement
accounted for over 16% of the EU’s GDP, based on this,
the EU has started to create a European area for public
procurement in the context of the internal market,

1

Both graphs are found in European Commission Directorate
General Enterprise & Industry, The Role of Standards in the
Public Procurement Process to Promote Innovation’ ( Chapter 2),
<http://www.steppin.eu/handbook/datas/ch2.pdf> (visited on
2013-12-05 )
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Directive 2004/18 EC was meant to harmonise the public
procurement procedures in all Member state.
Now, by including ICT standards in public procurement, it
seems that the EU is further enhancing integration and
achieving
the
internal
market
goals
through
standardisation in the field of public procurement. The
market integration and removing trade barriers is a vital
role performed by standardisation at EU level, which is
sometimes hidden behind the innovation and growth
arguments that are used as window-dressing. These
considerations lead to the question of whether
standardisation is indeed the correct tool to foster
innovation as it is ‘sold’ by the EU institutions and what
the impact of standardisation in ICT R&D ecosystem has.
4. INNOVATION AND STANDARDISATION
Flowing from the above it is clear that ‘innovation’ is often
associated with standardisation, especially in the EU.
However, it is never as simple as it is suggested, especially
when attempting to disentangle EU polices from the
innovation narrative. Irrespective of the positives that are
put forward as a justification for the use of standards and
the thought that their use by innovators and emerging
market technologies brings benefits, the Commission has
largely ignored the potential negatives. This section of the
paper aims to draw out some of these and demonstrate that
potentially standardisation could stifle innovation. It will
be shown that further innovation in fields already subject
to a standard carries with it significant risks in relation to
investment and development. Raising serious commercial
considerations as to whether to invest further in technology
where similar or earlier generation technology is already
contained in an existing standard. As Anderson and
Tushman, (‘Technological discontinuities and dominant
designs: a cyclical model of technological change’,
Administrative Science Quarterly 35 (4) 604–633)
highlight, the structure and composition of the standard
setting environment plays a major consideration for
companies deciding whether to innovate in the
standardised areas. Despite the fact that the innovator may
be confident of developing technology superior to those
already existing in the standard, they may well choose not
to do so where its inclusion in an existing standard seems
unlikely.. As a starting point, it should be remembered that
the primary players in standards are companies, as such as
they are often accountable to shareholders, investors or
owners with the underlying purpose of profit or at the very
least the generation of surpluses to reinvest in research and
development. These actors will have to justify the research
programme that they embark on, as Damien Geradin
highlights, companies will have ‘to convince investors that
a number of conditions are met’ before being able to
undertake the necessary investment. Or as David Ogilvy
states: “In the modern world of business, it is useless to be
a creative original thinker unless you can also sell what

you create….” This raises the question of whether
innovation in areas that are already standardised creates an
additional hurdle to companies further developing
technologies that will (a) need to be able to compete
considerably with existing technologies so as to be
commercially attractive (b) capable of protection, usually
through an IPR.
4.1. Standardisation bodies
The relationship between competing technologies within
the SSO’s becomes a serious consideration for innovators
who anticipate that their current field of R&D is likely to
provide betterment to an existing technology already
incorporated into a standard. Whilst at first blush, and
certainly at an academic level, this would not present a
major difficulty as one could legitimately expect the SSO
to mend or alter the standard to include such advancement.
However, the more likely reality will depend to a
significant extent as to who holds the originating
technology. Whilst SSO’s technically are not influenced or
have any affiliation to any particular market player, there
is often conjecture that the SSO is more likely to rubber
stamp the amendment in favour of the larger players.
Whilst this may be unsubstantiated, purely on the basis
that there is a lack of empirical evidence that this is the
case, the danger remains real. On the other side of this, the
voting allocation amongst many SSOs can also be seen as
prohibitive to the inclusion of SMEs. This is especially so
in situations where the voting is weighted in favour of
large companies. For the small player the risk assessment
of investment into the further innovation remains real and
the possibility of favour by the SSO to the larger market
player may well be an adverse effect that alters the research
development. The effect of which would undoubtedly be an
influencing factor on the SME innovator. The bias towards
larger companies in SSO’s is apparent in the system of
voting as well, considering ETSI’s system of weighting, as
an example, it becomes clear that the larger the company
the greater the influence. This raises the question as to
where the incentive is for SME’s to engage in the
standards game and more importantly why they should
innovate in an already standardised area where the
inclusion of their technology is unlikely to be adopted.
4.2. Licensing and fair royalties
As pointed out earlier, the EU has actively promoted and
encouraged companies to take advantage of the intellectual
property regimes to act both as protection and recovery of
research and development risks and costs. Translated to a
standards context the inclusion of intellectual property is
not new or novel. What is, and remains an issue, is how to
balance the intellectual property holders’ rights and to
transpose the benefit of the technology through a standard
at a rate that is not restrictive or excessive. In 1932,
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ANSI’s (American National Standards Institute)
Committee on Procedure held that generally patented
design or method should not be incorporated in standards
unless there could be a significant positive consequence for
such incorporation in standard and with the condition that
monopolistic tendencies from the patentee side will be
avoided.
This recommendation marked the creation of what may be
considered as the first formal intellectual property right
(IPR) policy relating to standards. Nowadays, both SSOs
and Public Sector procurers aim to regulate the exercise of
IPRs in some way. Commonly SSOs require their members
to agree to their IPR policies, which often includes an
obligation to declare ex ante during standard formation any
essential IPRs over a standard as well as their requesting
commitments on how the IPR will be exercised ex-post in
the market.
In the case of formal SSOs these commitments usually
include FRAND licensing of essential IPR, which may
either be binding or simply a request to do so. Contrary,
informal SSOs such as fora and consortia, which are
common in ICT sector, are tend to adopt either nonproprietary standards or standards adopted on the basis of
Royalty Free(RF) licensing policies. The IPR policies in
ICT standardisation in relation to public procurement was
one of the main issues widely discussed during the
adoption of Reg.2012.
Different licensing regimes were considered in particular
whether RF licensing would be preferable to (F)RAND in
the context of the creation of fora and consortia ICT
standards in public procurement. According to the
European Commission’s Impact Assessment respondents
preferred essential IP in standards to be based on (F)RAND
terms (while allowing the intellectual property right holder
the option to license on a royalty free basis should they so
wish) as opposed to royalty free IPR licensing. This is
because it is arguably the most inclusive approach to
licensing. A consensus was eventually reached and it was
embodied in the Annex II to Reg. 2012, stating that
generally Essential IPRs are licensed on FRAND terms,
unless IPR owner decides to license without compensation
On the contrary it has been seen in some Member States
that they opt for standards in the context of public
procurement which are licensed on a RF basis, this is
demonstrated by controversial example of the United
Kingdom procurement policy.
Taking into account the Reg. 2012 and the different
approach adopted by the UK, mandating RF standard
essential IPRs for ICT public procurement as opposed to
standards based on essential IPRs licensed on FRAND
terms might be a situation when Member States would be
in breach of the Regulation.It might also be against WTO
Code of Good practice by creating a regime which may
well “distort global market, have adverse effects on fair

competition, or stifle innovation or technological
development. “
At a more practical level, to return to the SME innovator
the prospect of not acquiring what is a market fair royalty
presents a clear and present danger. Where is the promise
of exploitation that is associated with intellectual property
and how is the balance between the standard and the
property rights holder achieved? Where is the incentive to
innovate and take part in the standards conversation? The
drive to include these sorts of licensing regimes coupled
with the uncertainty of the manner in which cross-licenses
are treated under Union competition rules and the potential
for non-inclusion of the technology all points to barriers to
inclusion in standardisation of small innovators.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
As highlighted in the earlier sections of this paper, the EU
has actively promoted both innovation and standardisation.
Often drawing the link between the two as forming a larger
positive. The question that this paper posed was whether it
is right to presume, uncategorically, that standardisation is
a catalyst for innovation. This conversation has been
broadly framed in the ICT field in order to provide context
for the discussion. The simple answer is that such a broad
assumption and statement is unfounded and that the blind
belief that standardisation will always deliver the
associated positives is naïve. Quite clearly there needs to be
more attention to the mechanisms through which
technologies are chosen, how licensing is dealt with and
more importantly how innovation is not jeopardised as a
consequence of the standard being passed or renewed.
Therefore, despite the fact that standardisation comes with
numerous benefits, the Commission should be aware that it
also comes with potential downsides. One of which is the
ability to close out innovation and cause an imbalance on a
market. Whilst it is fair to say that the Commission has
become more aware of the likelihood of dominance in the
standard setting scenario given the higher level of ´scrutiny
of essential patent owners, as illustrated in the
Google/Motorola merger decision. In earlier cases such as
Rambus, the accusation of withholding information on
patents that were relevant to the standard engaged the
Commission. Likewise in Qualcomm, an alleged breach of
FRAND was sufficient to justify a Commission
investigation. In Nokia, IPCom who acquired patents was
accused of not conforming to the commitments made by
the previous owner of the SEP. Whilst in Samsung the
accusation arose as a result of their actions, an application
for an injunction, to prevent a competitor, Apple, from
acquiring a licence on standard agreed FRAND terms.
These cases are largely in the favour of the role of the
Commission supporting SSOs and are aimed against large
companies with whom the abuse article (102 TFEU) could
be invoked. To date we have not yet, in a European
context, seen the application of antitrust enforcement
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against SSO’s for locking out or making difficult the active
and effective participation of SME’s in the amendment or
inclusion of technology processes. It must surely be the
case that if the Commission is to make full use of the
standardisation benefits that the transparency, participation
and inclusion when it comes to SME’s in the standards
process should be strictly monitored and where such
evidence is to the contrary that the SSO should be the one
subject to the investigation and inevitable penalty from the
Commission for an abuse of the SSO dominance. In the US
this approach already has some precedent and the law has
become more common in its application against standards
bodies that have failed to meet their objectivity criteria or
have otherwise facilitated or failed to prevent their larger
members from ‘bullying’ the smaller innovator. For
instance in American Society of Mechanical Engineers v.
Hydrolevel Corp case the court sought to “ensure that
standard-setting organizations will act with care…” or if
acting otherwise it would amount an antitrust offence.
It is, in our opinion, time that the Commission broadened
its focus to include the activities of the SSO’s as well as the
larger actors if they truly to benefit from the advantages of
standardisation.
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ABSTRACT
This paper uses the example of the Electric Vehicle (EV)
ecosystem to examine the options that the automotive
industry has for participating in standardization.
Standardization is part of the genesis of a technology and
contributes to the development and propagation of that
technology. The perspective of an incumbent of the
automotive industry is taken in order to explore and map
the basic participation strategies. Standard supporter
strategies are illustrated, by way of example, based on the
presentation of case studies for the core charging-interface
standards. Because standardization participation is
determined by industry-specific motives, namely to support
a standard via targeted active participation, we incorporate
a forum-shopping approach based on the standardization
landscape into our considerations. The global multi-level
playing field is characterized by diversity, the participation
and reciprocal involvement of consortia, competing
standard development organizations, boundary spanners as
well as political-level involvement for the support of
standardization and establishment of innovations. It
becomes apparent that it can be necessary for a standards
supporter to ensure a high level of diversification in its
standardization activities.
Keywords— Standard Supporter Strategy,
Standardization Strategies, Automotive Standardization,
Electric Vehicle Ecosystem, Forum Shopping
1. INTRODUCTION
How important are standards and the development of
standards in the area of the vehicle innovation?
Managing technical and market uncertainty is a major
factor in attaining commercialization of products [13].
Export-oriented (German) industry stakeholders support the
development of standards to expose new markets and to
ease technological change [35]. In 2009, a study on the
global automotive industry (AI) estimated the total gross
profit contribution of standards to the main business
segments (engineering, procurement and production) for
manufacturers and suppliers to be at a level between 1.3 %
and 1.8 % of total sales [35].. To compete successfully, the
need to integrate the car into a data-transfer network (e.g.
smart grid or intelligent transport system) is forcing OEMs
to defend their traditional territory of sovereignty, to adapt
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their value chains to new challenges and to build new
alliances within the emerging industry of the extended
(networked) vehicle. Manufacturers will have to equalize
their multi-year innovation cycles with the rapidity of the
ICT cycles (ca. 18 months) [06]. The product development
process for a new vehicle model can take longer than 5
years. Accordingly, the crucial design and system
architecture freezes are determined long before production
starts. The industry’s extended R&D and product life cycles
make it vulnerable to change. Due to this, manufacturers
seem to require an early lock-in of a new technology,
because a standard can impact a broad range of vehicleinherent configurations [02][03]. In technology-based
markets, to absorb external knowledge and conversely to
stake their claims, stakeholders participate in the global
socio-technical
network
of
standardization
[33][40][44][45][46].
We assume that standardization takes place on several
levels. The top-level concerns the technological evolution,
which is again closely linked with the standardization
(process) as an instrument of the technology genesis. From
the perspective of network theories, the standardization
network or system is determined by the influences of the
level of interrelation between the participating SSOs/SDOs
(macro) and by the influences of the level of the participant
groups (meso) as well as by the influences of the level of
the individual participant (micro) [40].
Formal automotive standardization has a long tradition
[31]. In Germany, the national AI association, the
“Reichsverband der Automobilindustrie” decided to
introduce mandatory standards in 1924. Only 22 years later,
the correspondent ISO TC 22 was founded. In the US,
standards for automobile technology were already being
developed at the beginning of the 20th century by the
forerunner of the Society for Automobile Engineers (SAE)
[31][42]. Concerning EVs, more than 40 formal SDOs and
SSOs are involved on multiple levels of interaction and in
multiple industries [18][23][42]. Logically, the convergence
of automotive technology with ICT, electro technology and
new services form an extended standardization landscape
[18][01][22][23][15][43][16]. The sheer magnitude of
SSOs can exceed corporate capacities for comprehensive
(active) participation [20][33][40][44][22][18].
In contrast with small and medium enterprises (SMEs), the
AI’s financial resources theoretically enable multivariate
participation in global standardization activities [10]. [40]
criticizes that particularly large firms often profit less from
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the investment in participation. His criticism is related to
the fact that the decisions are “usually made at a divisional
or other operating unit level, based upon the needs of the
unit that processed the needs of the applicant.” This can
lead to a situation in which membership is used “in only
one capacity […] as a result of poor internal
communication” [40]. As numerous scholars have already
pointed out, the success of the standardization process
interrelates with a supporter’s internal and external impact
factors, which can be affected by a supporter
[48][40][41][33][37][38][39].
Because our assessment is based on industry-specific
motives for stimulating or supporting a standard via active
participation, we will incorporate a forum-shopping
approach based on the standardization ecosystem into our
considerations. First, we provide a theoretical background
for strategic participation in standardization. Then we map
the standardization landscape structure for the EV
Ecosystem by way of prominent entities as the conceptual
decision-making basis for strategic considerations of firm
behavior. After that, we categorize the institutions with
their value propositions. We follow that up with three case
studies that provide empirical insight into observed
conditions and strategies. Finally, we seek to summarize
our findings and untangle the managerial challenges for
strategic participation in the activities on the multi-level
playing field of standardization.
2. INTEGRATED STANDARDIZATION STRATEGY
2.1. Rationales for Participating in Standardization

We assume that the application of standards is necessary
due to certification and homologation requirements
[18][22]. This typically applies to the safety and quality
requirements of the AI’s end products [32]. Against this
background, it is possible to mitigate the risk associated
with market entry by taking into account backwards
compatibility to existing standards during the development
of discrete goods or network goods. In the case of EVs,
which consists of a convergence of mature and new
technological parts and systems, backward compatibility
refers to the provisions made to accommodate standards
that are already being used in mature systems or parts of
systems or in technologies. Where possible, altering
existing standards to meet the requirements instead of the
developing totally new standards can accelerate the
adaptation needed to fulfill certification and homologation
requirements. For the AI, the requirement for participation
in the standardization of technological convergent issues is
also influenced by the need for a countercyclical adjustment
(i.e. changes that are not simultaneous with the
conventional new product development cycles) of the
vehicle system interfaces and compatibility for ICT
complementary goods, particularly when the vehicle
development’s change dynamism is sluggish and high
resource expenditure is required [02][46]. According to
[11], additional relevant motivations for firms are:
development of technically adept standards, knowledge
absorption and a reduction in transaction costs via

participation and standards implementation as well as the
advancement of the firm’s position in the network.
Participation in the development of standards that can be
referenced in the regulations can thus become important
[11][40][32].
On the micro level, a firm can increase its innovation
performance by participating in TCs. A firm profits from a
participation in a TC, which enables it to benefit from the
ability to internalize the external information resources (and
by profiting from intangible and tacit knowledge)
[33][29][40][25]. In this view, the positive effect of
participation can stimulate an enhancement of existing –
and a creation of new – competence and innovations [33].
On the other hand, much as is the case with filing patent
applications, by becoming active in the standardization, it
creates a signaling effect that draws attention to its interest
in a technology, shows its willingness to co-operate with
other prospective adopters and indicates its intention to
enter a market [40][41][48]. Beyond that, early access to
information, the degree of the strategic influence on new
projects and the influence on technological development
can be affected by the participants’ traditional or
developing positioning (modes of participation, lead
functions, social rank etc.). The internal co-ordination
within the committee also ranks among the setting levers of
the surrounding field that are influenceable in a certain
manner. The less industry-specific the range of participants
is, i.e. the more heterogeneous a committee’s constitution is
(in terms of members and interests), the more difficult
tactical action can become [44][40]. On this level, a firm
can extrapolate from empirical learning, which provides a
basis to determine whether a leading position (and which
one) must be taken and which abilities the participating
employee should possess [48][44][40][33]. The success of a
standard support strategy often depends on a critical set of
interdependent and moderating factors. This interrelation of
impacts then affects the choice of a suitable organization.
To be successful, it can be necessary for an enterprise to
develop diversified strategies [41][40].
2.2. Basic Principles: Approaches for a Standardization
Strategy
It seems that broad participation in all appropriate entities is
neither beneficial from a financial perspective nor from a
human resource perspective [40]. Furthermore, investments
into relevant entities can be determined by several SSO
characteristics and their impact factors, e.g. by its level of
neutrality, its effectiveness and its already settled network
position [40][41]. Thus, an actor makes a conscious
behavioral decision on the basis of its expectations for
gaining a competitive advantage. If the historical roots of a
standard’s development have already led to an
organizational allocation of a TC [42], which possibilities
are then still open to the firm for pushing a standard to
become a dominant design or a widely adopted (perhaps
global) standard [41]?
Due to the fact that an increase in the development of
technically convergent innovations has been detected – in
particular for the AI – expanded system knowledge vis-à-
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vis standardization that extends beyond the scope of one
industry’s traditional standardization areas and mechanisms
is required [16][06].
2.5 Forum Shopping:
Standardization Body

Selecting

the

Appropriate

We want to integrate the forum-shopping approach – with
regard to targeted, planned participation in standardization
– into a resource-restricted approach [30][29][40][44].
Basic assumptions: A firm with sufficient but limited
resources participates in standardization with the
expectation of a certain result. Due to the required resource
allocation, the firm decides which organization to
participate in based on the given network in order to be able
to optimally push through its requirements at a bearable
expense. Alternative participation modes, e.g. in an
advisory capacity or by membership in entities that are not
primarily involved in, or would not be expected to be
involved in, standardization (see 3.3.) are available to the
firm, too[40][44][30].
Absorbing advantages or incorporating benefits through the
specific choice of an appropriate standardization body –
and, ultimately, a certification body – is designated as
“forum shopping” [30]. The origin of this approach can be
found in international civil litigation law, and it
presupposes the systematic exploitation of co-existing
responsible bodies in order to avail of corresponding legal
or tangible advantages. [30] based the assumptions for the
decision-making process of a sponsor with regard to a
standardization organization for a proposed standard on a
three-level game-theory approach. In this connection, the
selection and the resulting advantage also depend on the
behavior of the SDO and on the arising standardization
competition. The stakeholders are the standard sponsors
and users (which are referred to as “consumers” in [40]).
The SSOs are characterized by, among other things, their
user relationship and by how easily a stakeholder can
submit a standardization proposal or have the specific
standard confirmed there. A selective choice in the case of
competing standards can thus mean, for example, that the
standard supporter selects a more credible/stronger, but less
friendly, SSO in order to gain more widespread acceptance
or, where required, achieve a corresponding external
advantage. In the case of appealing standards, the standard
sponsor selects a comparably weak, i.e. friendly, SSO.
A systemic approach thus necessitates the taking into
account of the firm’s own preferences as well as those of
the users and standardization bodies integrated in the
overall system [29][33][40][44][48][45].
3. THE MULTI-LEVEL PLAYING FIELD FOR THE
STANDARDIZATION OF THE EV ECO SYSTEM
3.1 Approach
The empirical findings of this explorative qualitative

analysis are based on an initial examination of the
standardization infrastructure for the EV ecosystem

[19][28][18][23][01]. Based on the stakeholders identified
there, the stakeholder network shall now be determined for
this work in order to identify the remarkable forums and
their interrelations and to assess new automotive
standardization patterns and their contributions. Based on
the selected theoretical forum shopping approach, the
possible standard supporter strategies shall be shown,
together with their advantages for the special characteristics
of automotive firms.
3.2 Managerial Challenges of EV Standardization
Public pressure to define a feasible solution requires
increased commitment by firms on many topics and it is
particularly important that these efforts be made in parallel.
This leads to a need to deploy multiple standardization
experts, as used to be customary. [37] finds that strategic
maneuvering at the firm level is relevant, especially in
market creation phases, in order to attain success in the
dominance process. As standardization does not follow any
generally transferrable pattern and could almost be called a
living organism with blurred boundaries, it is useful to
“teach” those involved in standardization about
organizational mechanisms, specific standardization
principles (of industries), influencing factors and success
factors in line with the complementary frameworks of
[30][40][41][37][18]. In particular with competitive
situations, the emergence of a desired result can be
promoted by a tactical participation of standards supporters.
[37][41][40].
3.3 Interrelations of Standardization Supporters
3.3.1 Regulations – Defining the Macro Level
Since the middle of the last century, WP.29, the World
Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations run by
the UN/ECE, which regulates international trade, has been
driving global harmonization of vehicle regulations
forward. The ECE publications covering operating permits
also include regulations for EVs. Besides regulative scope,
the EU Committee on Transport and Tourism, in line with
the European Parliament, issues its recommendations for
the use of specific EV charging technology for the
transitional phase until 2018 [17]. Firms’ and associations’
representatives and other interest groups can serve in an
advisory function. Technical experts also advise
governmental entities. In turn, regulative and national
authorities participate in SSOs and TCs or develop
standards in their legal environment [40]. For firms, this
enables multivariate opinion-forming.
3.3.2 Interrelations of Associations and Coordinators
Outside the regulatory sphere, numerous stakeholders are
driving forward technical specifications, technological and
market development and standardization. Established transregional associations like the ACEA play a major role at the
competition level. These stakeholders advance an industryspecific policy, promote joint, firm and industry-wide
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development paths and act as institutional opinion leaders.
They represent (as boundary spanners) the sector’s interests
at the political level and act as additional promoters of the
industry on TCs. In the case of EV, the ACEA has been
used as a platform to send a clear signal for promoting the
development of a dominant technical design of the charging
interface. In 2012, many OEMs signed a voluntary
agreement to support the Combo solution beginning in
2017 and to configure their products accordingly. The
application of other standard-based solutions that have been
available on the market to date are, therefore, to be
narrowed down by these proponents. By making a
commitment and demonstrating broad acceptance,
stakeholders are seeking to decrease the number of variants
and the risk of investment in incompatible charging
technology. The stakeholders form a combined charging
system coalition and demonstrate the advantages of the
preferred solution in joint projects and at public events.
This approach also constitutes an attempt to push providers
with non-compatible products out of the market. Industryspecific promoters and standardization institutions at the
national level, such as the German VDA, the SAE in the US
and the SAC in China, represent the industry’s interests
nationally and beyond in SSOs and on transnational
competition policy issues and on harmonization issues
related to standardization policy (as delegates or technical
experts). A group of German automotive incumbents
founded a co-ordination center (operated by business
consulting firm Carmeq) for charging technology. In the
context of its activities, this center also acts as a dedicated
promoter of the specific technology (Combo), and it
devised a strategy as well as political and publicity
measures (statements, presence at trade shows, relationship
management in relation to US automobile manufacturers,
etc.) in order to establish a corresponding standard beyond
the boundaries of this group [author’s experience].

committees and by occupying strategic or advisory roles or
other positions of leadership.
3.3.4 M/468
The CEN-CENELEC EV focus group, which consisted of
experts from different industries, industry associations, and
relevant TCs, was initiated under EC standardization
mandate M/468. The advisory group had to issue
recommendations for target-oriented, pro-competitive
development of standardization, for the charging interface
in particular. The mandate, published in 2010, addresses the
need for competition-oriented reduction in the number of
solution variants for the charging interface that are
produced as a result of the differing charging methods,
charging capacities and available topologies of the charging
plugs. This initiative addresses industry concerns regarding
format battles [15][23].
3.3.5 Public-Private Partnerships
A public-private partnership platform in Germany, the
National Platform for Electric Mobility (NPE), was
established to promote R&D and the formation of an EV
ecosystem upon the initiative of the government and with
the support of five ministries. Participation in the seven
working groups (WGs), including WG 4 “Standardization
and Regulation,” was open to all interested parties. WG 4
devised a standardization roadmap (SRM) aimed at setting
a joint direction for all those involved in standardizationrelevant TCs and entities in the national and international
environments. Similarly to the NPE in 2011, ANSI devised
an SRM in the EV Standards Panel in 2012. The NPE and
the ANSI EVSP use the results to support other initiatives
on an advisory basis and to act internationally to implement
the strategies consolidated with their stakeholders
[18][23][01].

3.3.3 Advisory Groups of Formal SSOs
4. CASE STUDIES
In the EV ecosystem, the interests of different industries meet

head-on. In standardization, too, those involved must open
up their sovereign territory to the other participating
industries in order to enable interoperability and
compatibility of the complementary products and systems
of interfaces. This debate was based on the necessary
allocation of standardization projects to the automotive or
electrical engineering sector: DIN-VDA vs. DKE and CEN
vs. CENELEC, the traditionally active SSOs in automobile
and electrical engineering, respectively. Co-ordination
committees were set up at the national, European and
international levels, including organizations such as
GGeMo and the CEN-CENELEC EV Focus Group. On the
basis of the ISO and IEC or CEN and CENELEC rules of
procedure, joint TCs that are set up for co-operation, but are
also regulated by different means in terms of hierarchy,
were established in order to prevent redundant devising of
standards [43][23]. Firms strategically secure their network
position and stake their claims by participating in joint

Qualitative delineation of three case studies from the EV
ecosystem illustrates the portfolio of supporter strategies
that are in actual use. The establishment of the technical
and system-specific solutions has, up to now, followed
multivariate
paradigms.
This
section
provides
corresponding examples that feature – in each case –
specific success factors for gaining market acceptance. We
aim to identify possible peculiarities of strategies. We base
our sketch on supervised case studies from [19][28], and we
apply matching categories of success factors confirmed by
[41]. Due to the limited extent of this paper, we have to
concentrate on just a few facts.
Technical Superiority: At the time of proliferation of
CHAdeMO, there were hardly any competitive solutions in
place, and the few alternative approaches that were in place
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Table 1. Basic Parameters of the Case Studies: Electric Vehicle Charging Interface Standards
Cases
Issue
Origin
Original
Supporter/
Industries
Involved
Developing
Entity
Level of
Success
(EU/ 2013)
Forum &
Standards

Strategy

CHAdeMO (~Charge de Move)
Fast conductive DC-Charging
Protocol
2009, Japan
Automotive Incumbents (Toyota,
M itsubishi, Nissan),
Transportation Technology
M anufacturer (Fuji Heavy
Industries), Energy Supplier (Tokyo
Electric Power Company)
R&D Alliance and Consortia
CHAdeM O Association
>650 charging stations in Europe,
multinational FOTs, large
investments in infrastructure

Combo
Combined (AC/DC) Charging
System
2011, Germany
Automotive Incumbents (BM W,
Volkswagen, Daimler),
Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment M anufacturer
(Phoenix Contact), Coordinator
Carmeq
TC/WG of formal SDO

Publicly accessible consortia
Standard of CHAdeMOAssociation, Formal Japanese
Standard JSA TSD0007,
prospective Part of IEC 62196-X
by IEC TC 69
First proprietary/consortia standard
(CHAdeM O Association), in 2013
approved formal Japanese standard
(JSA) and recorded by IEC TC 69

Series of IEC 62196-X developed
and published by IEC TC 69,
harmonized with the SAE J 1772
protocol

Few charging stations deployed in
FOTs, lack of investments in
infrastructure

Formal standard approved by
IEC, part of alternative charging
modes of IEC 62196

had not yet been widely implemented. CHAdeMO deploys
a CAN physical communication network based on a wellrecognized onboard communications network for
conventional cars that has proven itself over the long term.
However, only a minor additional investment is necessary
to enable compatibility at multiple-charging stations (e.g,
Combo).
Based on IEC 62196 and compatible with the widely
accepted future charging communications PLC, COMBO
combines AC and DC (1-3 phase) charging. PLC is the
widely accepted “future” physical communications
technique for conductive charging of EVs via a smart grid.
Technical experts do not expect scenarios using an
alternative transport technology to be successful. For the
transitional phase (technological proliferation), it is
assumed that different standards will be used. PLC has been
adopted for several charging systems (except CHAdeMO it applies CAN communications technology).
Success Factors: Although the European AI and the EC first
expressed themselves clearly against CHAdeMO, in the
summer of 2013, they stated: “As the Combo technology is
not fully ready at the moment and as there are more than
650 CHAdeMO chargers already installed in Europe, with
more than 1 000 to be deployed by the end of 2013, it is
important to set a time-limited transitional period where
both systems can be deployed, with the final objective to
find a single standard[…].” This is supported by ACEAmembers, too. Currently, >400 members from 26 countries
are represented in the CHAdeMO association. Due to this
lack of investment in a Combo-based smart grid and in
deployment of compatible EVs, Europe only has a
dominant standard “in place on paper,” but not on the
streets. For this reason, some refer to the Combo charging
solution sarcastically as “the plug without the cars.”

PLC
Powerline Communication Interface
(EV/Smart Grid)
2009, Germany
Automotive Incumbent (Daimler),
Energy Supplier (RWE)

National, European and international
R&D Projects and FOTs
Deployed future (charging)
communication protocol, applicable
to Combo and CHAdeM O (with
minor adaptions/investments)
Series of IEC 61851-X , ISO/IEC
15118-X (correspondent interface
standards) ISO/TC 22/SC 3/JWG 1:
WG ISO/TC 22/SC 3 - IEC/TC 69:
Vehicle to grid communication
interface (V2G CI).
Formal Standard approved by IEC
and ISO, implementation by other
vehicle to grid communication
interface standards

In the case of PLC, it is likely that a pre-standardization
R&D alliance and visible FOTs, as well as adoption by a
joint international formal standard development project
(ISO/IEC), have contributed to the acceptance of this future
(charging) communications protocol. The development by a
JWG enhances bilateral credibility and eliminates industryspecific battles. Due to harmonization efforts, the coexistence of SAE standards is not critical.
The case studies examined here make it apparent that nonstandardization-specific entities and opinion leaders can
also influence the outcomes of automotive standardization.
The standardization mechanism for the EV Ecosystem
shows that, in the end, industry specific-opinion leaders and
boundary spanners can support a commitment to the
adoption and spreading of a standard. At the same time,
these entities can be used to influence the propagation of
technical solutions on the macro level, e.g. on the level of
the EC that is responsible for issuing application
recommendations, development funds, and directives that
can influence markets and technical systems. Beyond that,
it becomes apparent that any technical superiority of
innovations and solutions that have been standardized by
SDOs or consortia seems to need the clear backing of
supporters that implement the solution, build a
corresponding technological infrastructure and foster the
establishment of a broad installed base. Nevertheless, as the
example of the CHAdeMO solution shows, neither political
action, nor the prolonged resistance of opinion leaders, nor
technical superiority necessarily determines which
innovations achieve proliferation.
The case of PLC makes it clear that pre-standardization
alliance activities that address joint development, testing
and deployment of technical innovations have a positive
effect on the success and wide-scale adoption of a formal
standard. However, in this industrial playing field, the
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resource strength of the actors involved does not seem to be
a critical factor. The aspects that are all the more critical
include the challenges posed by global standards diversity
and divergent regional interests. For that reason,
emphasizing global harmonization of technical solutions
and standards at an early stage seems to have a positive
effect on the outcome of standardization projects.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Large systemic innovations within the automotive industry
are characterized by multiple types of risk. Such major
transitions demand intensive financial investment. In
addition, the industry’s extended R&D and product life
cycles make it vulnerable to change. When those aspects
are considered in the light of standardization that is
required, beneficial and open to all interest groups,
representatives from all kinds of entities have to maintain
their interests in a heterogeneous field of requirements or in
a socio-political system characterized by the need to
consolidate multiple competitive issues, technical goals and
social welfare considerations for the consumers.
In this paper, we analyzed management of the multi-level
playing field that is standardization from the egocentric
perspective of an AI incumbent’s network. The findings
from the case studies will improve our understanding of the
complex field of standardization that managers face.
Applying a multi-level-approach will contribute towards
providing managerial direction for establishing strategic
alternative pathways for AI standardization that iteratively
steps towards fields of standardization from the ICT or
electro-technical domains. Allocating the standardization playing field into micro, meso and macro levels can help
untangle the stakeholders’ interaction structure and reveal
their overall contribution to the adoption of standards or to
the establishment of dominant designs for innovations.
Doing that makes it apparent that standardization initiatives
and strategic actions on the micro and meso levels are
interrelated and can influence macro-level initiatives. In
turn, macro-level initiatives can affect the adoption of
standards and determine the direction that technical
solutions will later take on the micro level.
Firms can obtain a strong influence by being members of
opinion leaders or public-private partnerships that act as
promoters and representatives beyond the industry.
Furthermore, applying the forum shopping model can
provide more evidence and insight into the question of why
some stakeholders tend to initiate new standardization
projects in favorable TCs or other entities that are
traditionally not dedicated to this specific topic. By
extension, forums that influence standards development not
only include SDOs and TCs, but also topic-specific prestandardization alliances and industrial alliances or
consortia; they even include political bodies that make
recommendations, issue governmental (e.g. European
Commission) mandates and establish public-private
partnerships that tend to foster the proliferation of the
standardization of innovations.

A premarket alliance for the general development of the
standard (consortia) can, in the process, have a positive
effect. A jointly developed technically superior standard
that does not have a binding character can, however, only
become a success after it has achieved acceptance by a
critical number of supporters/consumers. Because the
commitments of the specific groups of the standard
supporters in the outlined studies exhibit positive effects on
the penetration or dominance of a technology, a strong
influence of the meso level can be affirmed for the success
of standardization. A multi-dimensional, combined strategy
– such as the development of standards across several
forums and the propagation of the standard by supporters
(opinion leaders) – can, as a result, be more expedient than
making forum participation dependent on the expected
standard proliferation level. For this reason, measuring the
benefit of a strategic alternative cannot be generalized and
must be set in relation to the combined selection of
alternatives following the phases of the standard’s
establishment. An evaluation of the success factors of
individual case studies from the respective industry and the
hierarchization of the alternatives and their criteria by
means of empirical findings can be viewed as requiring
further research.
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ABSTRACT
The contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly, we
analyze the decision making problem of caching contents
by the network players of Information Centric Networking
(ICN) from a game theoretic perspective. We also mention
a possible content distribution model for ICN. By our
proposed game theory, different network players can find
the optimality taking into consideration which benefits them
with optimum revenue. Secondly, we present a solution for
Live Streaming Media broadcast in ICN and analyze the
economic part with a decision tree. We believe, our paper
clearly shows the economic incentives for major network
players which can stand as a motivation to achieve the
faster accommodation of ICN architecture. Besides, we
identify some standardization issue in ICN architecture and
we emphasize on the need for a common standard for
content routers (CR) so that as a node in the ICN, CR
ensure scalable content delivery as well as its
functionalities match with the Internet open standard
philosophy.
Keywords— Information Centric Networks, Content
Delivery Network, Game theory, Standardization
1. INTRODUCTION
In 2006, Van Jacobson introduced the concept of the
content-centric networking [1] at the Stanford Clean Slate
seminar. Content Centric network (CCN) is a new paradigm
in which the network layer provides with content instead of
providing communication channel between hosts. In the
PSIRP [2], content-centric networking is used as a base for
defining a new architecture. Identifiers are defined in an
information-centric manner. With the Publish-Subscribe
internet (PSI) architecture, Information Centric Networking
(ICN) focuses on content rather than end point
communication. In PSI, any requested information item can
be fetched from any possible source including caches or
replication points. By the nature of the design architecture
of ICN we can say that the benefits of ICN are mostly
reliant on the widespread cache structure. However, from
the literature it is not clear how the network players are
going to provide this extensive cache structure. It is true
that without some explicit monetary gain the network
player will not be motivated to accommodate totally new
internet architecture. Rather the network provider will try to
be steadfast with the current internet architecture and
continue trying to bridge the gap between the host centric

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

model and the current/future internet needs by patching to
the internet architecture including Mobile IP, CDNs, P2P
overlays etc. In this article, we focus on the monetary
compensation and revenue sharing among the network
players which can motivate them to make a move towards
the new internet architecture by deploying extensive cache
structure. We analyzed the decision making problem of
caching contents by the network player from a game
theoretic perspective. By our proposed game theory,
different network players can find the optimality taking into
consideration which benefits them with optimum revenue.
That is, the network players can predict their optimal
decisions by looking at the clear relationships among them.
We believe our paper can be used as a guideline for the
network player to make the faster accommodation of
Information Centric Network architecture. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we focus on
some related works. In section 3, we discuss the
standardization issue of ICN architecture. In section 4, we
describe the assumed content Distribution model for ICN.
Section 5, gives the game theoretic model between three
player; Publisher, Content Delivery Network (CDN) and
Internet Access Provider. In section 6, we present a pricing
decision policy for Live Streaming Media broadcast (web
casts) in ICN. Finally section 7, concludes the paper with a
summary and some scope of future work.
2. RELATED WORKS
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has received
considerable attention in recent years. Recently, some of
the proposals analyze the economic incentives in
information centric networking. In [3], authors explained
the significance of the socio-economic issues when
evaluating future Internet architecture. How ICN could
improve the ability of the Internet to resolve conflicts
between the various constellations of stakeholder interests,
conflicts etc. are also analyzed by the authors. In [4], the
authors propose an engineering economic model to evaluate
the incentives of various network players to set up
distributed storage architecture to achieve ICN. Economic
incentives for deploying ICN-based architecture with
qualitative analysis are shown in [5]. A hierarchical
cooperative game model for resource and revenue sharing
with coalition formation of cloud providers is presented in
[6]. Authors developed a stochastic linear programming
game model and showed that the solution of the stochastic
linear programming game can stands as the core of
cooperation. A game theory application for content delivery
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networks is presented in [7] where basic technical and
business aspects of Content Delivery Network (CDN) are
analyzed as well. In [8], authors presented a detailed
analysis of the caching problem in P2P systems when the
peers behave selfishly in order to maximize their personal
reward. This problem is also modeled by using game theory
and it is shown that the game can reach a Nash Equilibrium.
In [9], by using a series of novel payment mechanism, a
formal game theoretic model is constructed by the authors.
The design implications of the case where all users act
selfishly to maximize their personal gain are investigated.
The paper also analyzed equilibrium of strategies taken by
different players. To the best of our knowledge, this paper
is the first article where sharing of incentives (revenue)
among the different network players under the ICN
architecture is analyzed with the game theoretic approach.
We present a solution for Live Streaming Media broadcast
in ICN and analyze the economic part with a decision tree.
To the best of our knowledge this is also a pioneer work for
Information centric network architecture.
3. STANDARDIZATION ISSUE OF ICN
ARCHITECTURE
Though the ICN is its infancy, it is candidate architecture
for the future internet. Currently, numerous projects are
going on under the ICN theme. They vary in their design
aspects. We cite here few differences between two major
Information Centric Networking project CCN [10] and
PSIRP [2] as an example. In case of naming the content,
CCN uses hierarchical naming and PSIRP uses flat naming.
For security, CCN needs to trust signing key to establish
integrity, where in case of PSIRP it is self- certifying. For
name resolution and routing, name based routing using
longest prefix of hierarchical names is used in CCN. On the
other hand, a rendezvous function is used, within a
specified scope to solve the issue in PIRSP. For transport
and caching, CCN transport using named based routing;
finds cached object through local search as well as on the
path to the publisher. For PIRSP, transport routing and
forwarding use separate forwarding identifier. So, the two
projects vary in their design concepts. Similar variations are
also found in other projects like DONA [11], NetInf [12]
etc.
Though at some points like naming, security, etc deserve
early initiative of standardization, the interest of this article
on standardization issue is on the major network player
interoperability perspective. Now the question is at which
point or level of a network (or operator) we expect to
communicate with other network (or operator) in ICN
architecture. Before explain that, we recall the brief
scenario of the extensive cache structure of ICN. It is
evident from the ICN literature that to achieve the optimum
benefit from the ICN, all major network players have to
establish cache in the strategic locations of their network.
Five types of network players, i, e., Internet Access
Provider, IAP (Tier 3 ISPs or Tier 2 ISPs), Transit Network
(Tier 1 and Tier 2 ISPs), Content Distribution Networks
(CDNs) and Large Scale Savvy content provider and

publisher can be considered as major network players in
ICN. Among them all network players will install cache
other that publishers. How cache deployment can bring
benefits to the different network players are explained
precisely in paper [4]. Now, we know, in ICN architecture,
the content will be retrieved from the nearby content router,
CR (cache) whether the CR belongs to the same operator,
or not. However, the proprietary nature of most content
routing designs in use today makes them undesirable for
global use and is in conflict with the Internet open standard
philosophy.
Since to achieve the optimum benefit from the ICN design,
edge router (CR) compatibility and the interconnection
between the CR is very important, we believe, an early
initiative should be taken by the standardization body to
find the standard for CR. On an abstract level, Information
centric networking can be compared to a network with
CDN server everywhere. So, the lessons from CDNs can
rightly explain the necessity of the standardization of the
router to router communication in ICN. As we know CDN
interconnection can provide benefits to CDN service
providers as well as to end users. Since its legacy, CDNs
were realized using proprietary technology, open interface
support for connecting with other CDNs has been ignored.
Even though several CDNs could be interconnected, it is
still challenging to achieve interconnection at operational
level such as exchange billing information and so on.
CDNi-WG is pursuing solutions to these problems.
To sum we can say that an early standardization initiative
on economic and technical phenomenon as well as a policy
initiative can significantly contribute in the maturation
process of the ICN as future internet architecture.
4. CONTENT DISTRIBUTION MODEL FOR ICN
In this section, we assumed a rational content distribution
model for ICN, which we use in the next section for
modeling the game theory. In current internet structure,
majority of the content providers (publishers) use clientserver model or CDN or combination of both CDNs and
client-server model with their own or leased servers for
their content distribution. The important considerations of
the content provider´s current content distribution setup are
cost efficiency, reliability, scalability, flexibility and fast
content distribution. Usually, publisher choose client server
model because of the cost effectiveness of the model.
However, in case of live streaming and the case where large
traffic amounts are predicted, publisher prefers CDN. In
ICN architecture, the publisher will obviously consider the
similar parameters in order to choose a content distribution
model. Like current trend, when the publisher gains more
users, scalability will become an issue which will push it to
buy services from CDNs.
In ICN, since local ISPs will be equipped with in network
cache, so the faster content distribution will be a very
important parameter. The Internet Access provider will
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serve the content to the client in two possible ways. Every
time after receiving the client request, fetch the content
from the source server (or the CDN server) and serve the
client. The other option is to keep the copy of the content in
the CR and serve the client. Now, publisher’s content will
be managed, cached and hence served by IAPs (local ISPs)
according to the popularity metrics in ICN architecture.
Even though the content is not popular, IAPs can provide
caching service for the content by deriving propriety
algorithms. Publisher can influence the IAPs to cache their
content through CDNs by additional payment. The other
types of contents/information like warning of disasters,
vaccination information etc. can be provided with the
caching service by the IAPs as obligations of social
responsibility. From the beginning of its establishment,
CDNs hardly guarantee the content provider (publisher)
about how long it will take for a client to download or
access all objects.

Figure 1. Flow of monetary compensation among network
players in ICN

Figure 2. Payoff vectors for Publisher, CDN and IAP
without QoS guarantee
delivery of its content and caching. By caching more
popular content the Internet Access Providers (IAPs) can
maximize its cache inflow from the customer side. On the
other hand, by caching the prioritized content (priority
assigned by publisher or CDN ) the IAP can maximize its
cash inflow from the CDN side. It is reasonable that,
content with the similar popularity IAP will be interested to
cache a content which has higher delivery time i.e, if the
content need to be fetched from the remote server, it will be
cached rather the content that will be server by the CDN
cache server.
Now for the small IAPs, if they are not interested to
establish the caching, they must invite the third party to do
it for them. Without caching they cannot compete with the
other service provider. Since CDN are already doing the
similar thing and they have expertise, they can establish
cache functionalities for the small IAP and maximize their
cash inflow.
5. THREE PLAYER GAME MODEL FOR ICN

Usually, similar to many other internet services, CDNs used
to sign fixed fee contracts with no specific service
guarantee. However, it changes over time and the contracts
include service guarantee like percentage of “up time” or
percentage of request that must be served within a specific
time stamp. In case of ICN architecture where the service
time of a request will be noticeably reduced, it can be easily
foreseen that the quality of service guarantee will be an
integrated part of the contract. Note that, CDN has control
over its caching servers and how they are connected among
each other and to the business sites. And CDN does not
have control over the caching strategy of the IAPs. Figure
1, shows the relationship between different network players
in a content distribution model of ICN where publisher
choose CDN for its content distribution. Though, the IAP
delivery the content to the end user, the publisher cannot
pay directly to IAP. It will increase the transaction cost of
publisher since in that case publisher has to make a
business relation with several/many Internet Access
Providers (IAPs). So, a reasonable assumption is that
publisher will pay to the CDN in order to publish and

In this section, we formulate a game theoretic model for the
network players for ICN architecture. Our game theoretical
model for the three network player; Publisher, IAP (Internet
Access Provider) and CDN, is based on the content
distribution assumptions described in Section 4. The whole
game is actually motivated by the effort of each player to
maximize its revenue. We assume, there is no restriction on
the agreement that may reach among players. We also
assume that the payoffs are measured in the same units.
And each network player (an optimizing agent) expects
a reaction from other players to its own action, thus its
payoff is determined by other player's actions as well. Since
game theory cannot tell us what payoff does each outcome
yields, we assign rationale payoff for each player for each
configuration which is defined in course of modeling the
game.
5.1. Basic game model between Publisher, CDN and
IAP:
The figure 2 depicts the choices and corresponding payoffs
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for the publisher, CDN and IAP. All the network players
can choose their position freely. If publisher marks its
content as priority, CDN can treat it with priority or without
priority. Similarly, if CDN marks the content with priority,
IAP can treat it with or without priority. Definition of
priority for CDN and IAPs are as follows. In CDN´s point
of view, providing priority service means, choosing the best
underlying internet paths that one caching server of CDN
has to go through to communicate with another server or
the customer website and avoid the congested routes. In
IAP´s point of view, providing priority means cache the
content in one or more content router, though the content is
not popular enough (in the popularity index) to be cached in
the content router. When publisher marks its content as
general (without priority), if CDN and IAP also treat it as
general then all have zero payoffs. Caching within the IAP
will be on the basis of its popularity index and other
conventional strategy. When publisher marks its content as
general but CDN treats as priority, CDN will get a payoff
of -1. This is an opportunity cost for CDN. It is because
CDN could waive the priority and use for other content.
IAP´s payoff will also be -1, for the same reason. If the
publisher marks its content as priority and CDN and IAP
also treat the content with priority then the publisher will
receive a high payoff of 4. The publisher can earn more
revenue, and would possibly renew the agreement with the
CDN; similarly CDN will be happy with the IAP. So, the
CDN and IAP will achieve a payoff of 1. On the other
hand, if the publisher marks its content as priority but CDN
and IAP treat it as general; publisher will end up with
loosing revenue and loosing clients. So, in this case the
publisher would have negative payoff.
5.2. Game model between Publisher, CDN and IAP with
Quality of Service (QoS) choice:
Now let us see, how the choice of Quality of service (QoS)
guarantee works for the three network players. CDN will
give a guarantee for providing quality of service to
publisher, if publisher pay the fee (negotiated) to CDN.
CDN will do the agreement with the IAP on behalf of
publisher as well. It is because; publisher will try to
minimize the transaction costs to set up business relation
with IAPs. The cost of publisher would be 2 and adds
directly to CDN's payoffs. And similarly, CDN make QoS
agreement with IAP which cost CDN 1 and adds directly to
IAP's payoff. Figure 3 shows the new payoff.
The agreement of the QoS typically works like follows. If
CDN meets the QoS deal (and also IAP meets the QoS),
then CDN will receive an additional payoff of 2 as bonus.
The publisher serves its customers well, makes an
additional profit of 4 because of it. Its net profit hence 2,
after paying the bonus to CDN. If the QoS doesn’t meet
then the CDN will have to refund the QoS fee plus pay a
penalty of 1 to publisher. And the IAP also gets a bonus of
1 from CDN for meeting the QoS and refunds the
agreement fee plus penalty of 1 in case of failure. Figure 4
depicts the detailed scenario.

Figure 3. Payoff vectors for Publisher, CDN and IAP for
making QoS guarantee agreement

Figure 4. Payoff vectors for Publisher, CDN and IAP for
guaranteed QoS
5.3. Analysis of the QoS choice for Publisher, CDN and
IAP:
First of all, we are interested to see if the game with QoS
choice reaches a stable situation, where none of the network
player is interested to change its strategy provided that all
other players keep their strategy unchanged. This situation
is called Nash Equilibrium. Note that the game can have
more than one Nash Equilibriums. By analyzing figure 4,
we see that, by choosing the priority option the publisher’s
payoff becomes (4, 0, 0, -1) and without giving priority
payoff vector is (-2, -2, -2, -2). Similarly, in case of CDN,
the payoff vector for priority choice is (3, 0, 0, 0) and
payoff vector without priority is (-2, 0, 1, 1,). And IAP’s
payoff vector by choosing priority is (3, 1, 0, 0) and payoff
vector which it can earn by denying priority is (-1, -1, 1, 1).
Now, if we consider a particular configuration for example
all player choose priority, then the payoff for Publisher,
CDN and IAP becomes (4, 3, 3) which is the highest payoff
for all. So, in this configuration none of the players will
change its strategy. Thus we conclude that there will be at
least one Nash Equilibrium in the game that we modeled
for the quality of service option.
Now, we explain how the QoS choice is the win-win
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outcomes for all three network players. We find the
solution by using forward deduction scheme. And the
comparison will be between the matrices of figure 2 and
figure 4. First we can remove the column titled general for
publisher from the figure 4. Because, it could have stay
with no quality of service and receive a payoff of 0 instead
of -2. Now publisher will choose priority (payoff 4), rather
than choosing general (payoff 0). Now publisher is left with
two payoff vector. One is go for quality of service
guarantee and earn the payoff of (4, 0, 0,-1) and other is go
for (4,-1,-1,-2). Obviously, publisher will go for the first
one. Because, it will give it more insured service. Similarly,
the quality of service agreement will results CDN and IAP
with a payoff 3 which is higher than the payoff 1 which
they receive without going to QoS agreement. Thus the
QoS agreement is a win-win situation for all three network
player.
6. LIVE STREAMING MEDIA BROADCAST IN ICN
PERSPECTIVE
Achieving high quality and high volume web casts is very
challenging. The amount of simultaneous request over such
webcast is typically extremely high (for example the
expected number of viewers for Tokyo 2020 Olympic).
Currently, CDN uses multicasting which is a proven
solution. In ICN structure this multicasting can be realized
more efficiently. However, the interest of this article is on
the economic part of the multicasting for ICN. In
multicasting, many request come from the same paths. So,
it is more economical to serve the requester by sending the
streaming files one time along the path and get as many
users as possible to receive the file. Within the extensive

resulting optimum bandwidth consumption. Hence, we can
conclude that for live streaming media broadcasting, ICN
will be one of the most cost effective architecture. Now, we
will show how the CDN and IAP can make their pricing
decision about broadcasting the live streaming media over
the internet. We show contribution margin for each client
subscribing the live stream web cast in the ICN
architecture.
First, we consider the lowest three paths of the figure 5.
, combined client value of cache ,
For Cache
V(Cache

and the cost C(Cache

)=

. If V(Cache

) > C (Cache

) is

) then the path from

Cache to Cache
will be accepted. Similarly, the Cache
has the combined client value of V(Cache ) will be

And the cost is C (Cache ) =
Now, pie created at cache x can be calculated as value –cost
i.e., Pie (Cache ) = V (Cache ) - C (Cache ). Now, the
. So, the path,
will
cost of path towards Cache is
if
< Pie (Cache ). Thus,
be accepted by IAP
IAP can calculate its accumulated pie value to make
decision whether it is feasible to make contract with CDN.
Similarly, CDN will make agree to cast the live stream by
comparing the cost and pie value it can accumulate from its
different path towards IAPs. We can calculate the
contribution margin for each client as well.
Marginal contribution( Client ) = Pie (Root( Client )) –
Pie (Root( Client )\ Client ).
For example, let us calculate marginal contribution of
(connected to Cache ). First if Client
is not
Client
will be
present, we have to see whether the path
<
then the
accepted by the Cache or not. If
path will be rejected i,e, not served. In that case,
accumulated pie will be

Hence, the marginal contribution of client,

is
–

Figure 5. Multicasting decision tree for the real time media
streaming for CDNs and IAPs
cache structure of ICN, the users expressing the interest for
the same streaming files can be grouped and sub-grouped
optimally which lead to find Steiner minimal multicast tree
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With this simple mathematical analysis we have shown that
the network player like CDNs and the IAPs can find the fair
pricing for Live Streaming Media broadcast in ICN.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Information centric network will offer a novel, enhanced
and enrich user’s experience for accessing content due to
improved latency, which results with increased publisher’s
revenue. With game theoretical model, we have shown,
how the major network players like CDN and Internet
access provider can have a fair share of the increased
publisher’s revenues. We also identified the fact that, for
live streaming media broadcasting ICN will be the most
cost effective architecture and we presented a pricing
analysis for that. In future, we have a plan to make a test
bed implementation of the multicasting scenario of Live
Streaming Media broadcast in ICN architecture. Besides,
we clarify the significance of the open standard of the
content router in the ICN perspective. In future, there is a
scope of the work on the modeling and designing of a
content router which best suited with the design goal of
ICN.
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ABSTRACT
Radiofrequency (RF) localization is used in many fields of
daily routine of almost everyone. It is becoming crucial
application in many fields, starting from industry to
everyday life. Location is calculated using radio waves in
many applications such as GPS system, indoor localization
using WLAN system, localization based on mobile network
parameters like A-GPS system, or localization in
warehouses using RFID tags. In this work, we present
radiofrequency localization of endoscopic smart pill inside
human body used for visual imaging of human
gastrointestinal (GI) tract. This kind of visual imaging can
bring significant benefit to the medical doctors and
patients, if there would be a possibility to localize the pill,
while moving through the GI tract. Frequency band
proposed for this application is MedRadio band (401 – 406
MHz) and ISM band (2.4 GHz). Finally, the patients and
medical staff would welcome standardization in the field of
endoscopic pill and its localization.
Keywords – health care, ageing and ambient assisted living,
standards in healthcare services

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless capsule endoscopy is used for more than 10 years
in novel video methods for GI tract examination. Capsules
for in body examinations have started to develop around
1950s. In [1] endoscopic capsule development history is
presented. Video capsule performs video imaging of the
whole GI tract taking from 2 to 14 picture frames per
second. Video capsule endoscopy is very useful addition to
classic gastroscopy and colonoscopy treatments which are
not well accepted by patients. Video capsule endoscopy is
especially useful for small and large intestine examinations.
Endoscopic capsules are well suited for examination and
early discovery of colorectal cancer, Crohn’s disease, and
different kind of polyps that can eventually cause cancer in
area of small or large intestine. Large intestine is especially
sensitive to development of polyps that can lead to
colorectal cancer. Thus, a special capsule for large intestine
examination has been developed. This kind of capsule can
detect polyps that are few millimeters in size, which
facilitates removal of polyps. Traditional examination for
small and large intestine diseases includes examination of
bleeding that cannot be seen by human eye in excrement. If

978-92-61-14421-0/CFP1438E-ART © 2014 ITU

bleeding examination is positive, patient is subjected to
colonoscopy treatment. Critical life age for appearance of
GI tract diseases is between fifty and seventy years. Even
though the colonoscopy is a very useful diagnostic method,
relative unpleasant feeling of patients during it encouraged
development, application and adoption of endoscopic
capsule worldwide. This is exactly a reason for the
significant rate of growth in endoscopic capsule market
every year.
Wireless telemetry for electronic pill technology is also
very interesting research topic. Wireless communication
link between endoscopic capsule in the body (i.e.
internally) and base station at the body (i.e. externally) is
very important for high quality picture and video streams.
The complex interactive environment of the body and
environment defines very high challenge for this task.
Usual communication data rate for endoscopic capsule
wireless telemetry can be between few tens to few hundreds
kbps. Unfortunately, data transmission speeds are not
sufficient for reliable high quality pictures and video
streaming. Thus, there is an on-going research of new
wideband communication technology for in-body
endoscopic pills and similar applications, where the
detailed overview of wireless telemetry can be found in [2].
The most known radio localization systems is Global
Positioning System (GPS) [3]. GPS is used in numerous
localization applications, such as e.g., specific radio
localization systems presented in [4]. The benefits of
localization of video capsule inside human body are
numerous, e.g., medical doctors could have precise
information about place of damaged or infected GI tissue,
which would facilitate further medical treatment (e.g., by
another or combined type of capsule which could deliver
drug to specified coordinates of damaged or infected part of
GI tract). Finally, RF localization could also be used for
turning on camera only when capsule is travelling through
damaged or infected GI tract, which would save the battery
level. The battery level is always one of the crucial points
in endoscopic capsule design, which further on increases
the benefit of localization. There is some work in the field
of capsules that could deliver drugs to specified coordinates
of damaged or infected part of GI tract [5]. This new
capsules would also benefit a lot with RF localization in
place. In the near future, we can expect faster endoscopic
diagnostic treatments performed by in-body guided
endoscopic capsules [6], which can be electronically guided
through human body GI tract. For guided capsules,
localization system is also of great value. Today,
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endoscopic capsules work without localization system, but
as development of these smart pills is in great progress, it is
logical to implement and add localization application in
next generation of endoscopic capsules because of all
enhancements that localization system posses.
From electromagnetic point of view, human body is a
combination of various tissues, and it behaves like
dielectric with losses. Precise localization system requires
knowledge about human tissue electrical properties,
localization algorithms, electrically small antennas,
coupling between on-body antennas and human body, etc.
Used antenna in the capsule is an electrically very small
antenna with low radiation efficiency; thus, a special care
needs to be taken for RF transmitter and receiver design.
Coupling between the antenna and human body is an issue
related to any application including body-centric wireless
communication systems. For the in-body capsule
localization, coupling is of tremendous importance, because
it has huge influence on localization error. For RF
localization system inside human body, precision below 1
cm is a great achievement; thus, it could be a reasonable
targeted precision. There are different methods of radio
frequency localization that can be used for transmitter
localization. Not all localization methods are well suited for
every area of work, so in this paper radio frequency
localization utilizing received signal strength (RSS) will be
used. RSS method is recommended for use in this
application, because it is less sensitive to signal bandwidth
limitation and propagation environment such as human
torso. Patented solution for localization of endoscopic
capsule inside human using body algorithm based on RSS
reaches system resolution of 37.7 millimeters [7]. Some
solutions for endoscopic capsule localization use method of
measuring arrival phase difference of radio signal at two
different frequencies to determine distance of a capsule to
the receiver and, position of the capsule. In some works
achieved resolutions of such a systems is within 1
centimeter [8]. When using phase measurement method, an
additional phase measurement unit needs to be
implemented in localization system which makes system
more complicated in comparison with simple RSS
measurement.
Except for RSS methods, capsule localization can be
performed with ToA (Time of Arrival) and AoA (Angle of
Arrival) method. RSS, AoA and ToA methods are the main
methods used for localization using radiofrequency signal,
which is transmitted from endoscopic pill to the receiving
antennas, located on human skin [9][10]. Localization of
ingestible capsule can also be done using permanent
magnetic field as it is shown in [11]. The other example is
given in [12], where analysis of RF localization
performance was performed in various organs environment
with an external sensor array topology and a number of
pills in cooperation for GI tract examination.

2. HUMAN TISSUE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
As mentioned earlier, human tissue is a heterogeneous
combination of dielectric media with losses. The design of
localization system that works or can work at different
frequencies requires an especial care. Electrical parameters
that describe every human tissue are dielectric permittivity
and electrical conductivity. At RF and microwave
frequencies human tissue permittivity ranges from
5 ≤
≤ 60, and electrical conductivity ranges from
0.5 ≤ σ ≤ 3.5
. Most of human body tissues have
relatively high permittivity (higher than = 40). However,
some human body tissues like fat, bone, lungs, mandible,
patella, skull, teeth and vertebrae have much smaller
permittivity ranging from 5 ≤
≤ 60 in the frequency
range from 100 MHz to 2.5 GHz.

Figure 1. Muscle tissue permittivity frequency properties
[21].

Figure 2. Muscle tissue electrical conductivity frequency
properties [21].
Figure 1 and Figure 2, shows frequency dependence of
muscle tissue permittivity and electrical conductivity from
100 MHz to 3 GHz. Commercially available 3D
electromagnetic solvers that use numerical solving methods
(for e.g. FDTD, FEM, MOM) use very often simplified
numerical human body models with muscle and fat tissue
only as the representation of the human body torso. This
kind of simplification accelerates simulation time
significantly. On the other hand, such fast simulations give
reasonably good approximations of the physical interaction.
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This paper presents RSS localization method as the basis
for in-body-capsule localization. The goal is to determine
position of endoscopic capsule by measuring
electromagnetic power on the human skin. This type of
localization requires accurate path loss model determination
for radio wave propagation in the human body, because the
developed system needs to calculate pseudo distance for
each receiving antenna on the human skin regarding already
known path loss model.

3. PROPOSED PATH LOSS MODELS
In order to build path loss model for the case of
electromagnetic wave propagating in all directions inside
human body, lot of numerical electromagnetic simulations
featuring human torso models needs to be performed. After
collecting considerable set of results, statistical techniques
are taken to make universal path loss model, as it was done
in [14].

Maxwell’s equations are used for calculation of interaction
of electromagnetic field and human body, as it is shown in
[13]. In microwave electronics and radio communications
propagation constant γ is calculated as
(1)
Variable α is known as attenuation constant and it is
measured in Np/m , while β is a phase constant measured in
radians. If we presume that electromagnetic plane wave is
travelling through the body, which is a lossy medium, then
propagation constant is given as
(2)
From equation (2) we can derive the atenuattion constant
that is
(3)

Figure 3. Path loss model for deep tissue-body surface
propagation path at 403.5 MHz.
In [14] path loss model for in-body-to-body surface radiochannel is defined as

As already written, human tissue is characterized as a
dielectric with losses. If we rewrite equation (2) in the
series for binominal potency development with keeping just
the first three members of series we get equation (4).

Parameters for equation (7) are given in Table 1.

(4)
If we separate real and imaginary part from equation (4) we
can easy see that the equation for attenuation constant is

Value S from equation (7) is random variable which has
normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation
(Table 1).

(5)
With condition
that is valid for good dielectrics
we can rewrite attenuation constant as
(6)
Regarding to expression (6) it can be seen that attenuation
of electromagnetic wave in human tissue is directly
proportional to electrical conductivity σ, and inversely
proportional to square root of permittivity of propagation
medium. Some organs in human body are therefore media
with very high attenuation constant, like for example small
intestines with high electrical conductivity and relatively
low permittivity ( =54.5, σ=3.13
at 2.4 GHz). For
electromagnetic wave travelling through 10 cm of small
intestine tissue at frequency of 2.45 GHz expected
attenuation is approximately 90 dB. As said before, human
body is very heterogeneous medium, which makes
attenuation of electromagnetic wave, travelling from inside
of the body to the skin surface, different in almost every
direction of wave propagation.

(7)

Table 1. Path loss parameters of equation (7).
Implant – body

)

n

47.14

4.26

7.85

49.81

4.22

6.81

PL (

surface
Deep tissue
implant
Near surface
implant
Path loss for in-body propagation is also done at 2.45 GHz
in ISM frequency band. Higher conductivity of all organs at
2.45 GHz than at 403.5 MHz (center of the MedRadio
band) resulted in a higher path loss. In most cases for video
capsule endoscopy distances between transmitter and
receiver are in range from 1 cm to 12 cm. Path loss for
muscle tissue at 2.45 GHz is given in Figure 4. Used path
loss model for homogenous tissue at 2.45 GHz is taken
from [15]. Proposed path loss model in [15] can be used
also in heterogeneous tissue propagation with the help of
interpolation algorithm.
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Figure 5. Vest with receiver antenna array.
Figure 4. Path loss model for propagation of radio waves
through muscle tissue at 2.45 GHz.
3.1. Choosing appropriate operating frequency band
Comparison of propagation models used at 403.5 MHz and
2.45 GHz brings conclusion that attenuation at 2.45 GHz is
significantly higher. Radio transceiver system typically
used in endoscopic capsule is Microsemi Semiconductor
ZL 70102 [16] with maximum output power of 0 dBm.
Radio transceiver ZL 70102 uses 2.45 GHz signal to take
endoscopic pill electronics from hibernating to wake up
mode and it uses MedRadio band [21] for communication
purposes with medical implant. Transceiver ZL 70102 (or
any newer type of that series) can also be used as base
station outside of the human body, for example as a
receiver station on every antenna that is receiving RF signal
on body surface for purpose of capsule localization.
Table 2. Modulation, data bandwidth, and receiver
sensitivity of ZL 70102 transceiver.
Modulation
4FSK

Raw
data
transmission
speed (kbps)
800

Efective
transmission
speed (kbps)
515

2FSK

400

265

2FSK_FB

200

134

Receiver
sensitivity
-84
dBm
-94
dBm
-99
dBm

80
μVrms
25
μVrms
14
μVrms

Our idea of capsule localization is that patient wears a
special vest with antenna array on it. Antenna array vest
should have 16 equally spaced antennas on the front and the
back side of the vest, making 32 antennas on the vest in
total. Antennas are positioned on the vest surface in a
matrix formation. Number of 32 antennas overall is shown
to be an optimum number of receiving antennas for RF
localization inside human body [12]; thus, this number of
antennas is used for this application. Increasing number of
receiving antennas cannot improve significantly accuracy
of the localization [12].

Any application of localization requires at least three
receivers. Average human torso can be represented as a
volume cube that is 30 cm wide, 20 cm deep and 50 cm
high. Localization algorithm that is presented here, benefits
from collection of RF signal power from as many as
possible receiving antennas, which receive RF signal
strength. Thus, high attenuation factor possibility at 2.45
GHz operating frequency will be very low for measuring
received signal strength with all 32 antennas. Also, the
choice of the operation frequency band is crucial. For
instance, system operating in MedRadio band is crucial for
accurate localization, because of significantly lower
introduced propagation loss.
4. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM
In this work, the RSS method has been used for
localization. Theoretical localization using RSS method is
the simplest, because it doesn’t need complex signal
processing unit neither measurement of propagation time
between transmitter and receiver unit. Distances between
receiver and transmitter for localization inside human body
are very small (from 1 to 12 cm). This requires very precise
time measuring electronics for measuring short time
periods. Also, in time depended systems like e.g., ToATime of Arrival system, TDoA-Time Difference of Arrival
system, an error in time measurement could be easily
introduced. Radio waves that propagate from inside to
outside of human body will propagate through extremely
heterogeneous media and they will be scattered because of
many transmissions between organs of different electrical
parameters. This is exactly why it is assumed that receiving
antennas on skin surface will receive original transmitted
signal together with multipath copies of original transmitted
signal. The localization methods which demand time
measurement techniques would be difficult to implement,
because it is not easy to determine which multipath copy of
original signal is associated with which transmitted RF
chirp used for localization purpose. On the other hand,
receiving systems on skin surface, which relay on received
signal strength, can be easily implemented for calculation
of system average received power in selected time interval.
Time interval can be chosen by calculation of maximum
possible delay of multipath components. This kind of
system requires knowledge about time dispersion of
multipath components of originally transmitted RF
localization chirp. Average received signal power
calculated in chosen time interval is then used as the main
information in endoscopic capsule localization algorithm.
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Error in received power estimation on antennas mounted on
human skin is therefore reduced to minimum.
Error between capsule position estimated by the algorithm
and real capsule position is calculated as
(8)
The proposed localization algorithm in this work is a self
optimizing process based on the estimation of results
calculated by trilateration function. Algorithm is developed
in MATLAB. Algorithm uses three optimization functions
named: goodness function 1, goodness function 2, and
goodness function 3. Overall goodness function is
calculated as multiplication of every single goodness
function (goodness function 1, goodness function 2 and
goodness function 3) as it is shown in equation (9).
(9)
with:
goodnessfn1 – number of successful trilaterations
goodnessfn2– number of trilaterations in the body
goodnessfn3– space volume of trilateration cluster

5.1. SAR calculation results

The algorithm performs optimization of a propagation
parameter - n, based on the results of all three goodness
functions. Number of successful trilaterations and number
of trilaterations in the body in ideal case would be as high
as possible in such an ideal case, and space volume of
trilateration cluster (bounded space in which all trilateration
results are covered) must be as small as possible. Regarding
to goodness functions, the propagation parameter can be
increased or decreased. In that case, results in the next
calculations can be compared with previous and correct
direction (rising or falling), which enables further
optimization of propagation parameter.
The two main functions of this algorithm are
in_body_simulation
(the
testbench)
and
main_calculation_function, which calculates the exact
position of the capsule via other functions.

Table 4. Maximum calculated SARs rates for transmitter
positioned at different positions in the human body torso
(for e.g. : esophagus, bowel, small intestine, large
intestine).
Frequency
Transmitter power Maximum
calculated
SAR rate
403.5 MHz
25 μW
0.274 mW/kg
403.5 MHz
1 mW
23.1 mW/kg
2.45 GHz
100 mW
1.07 W/kg

5. RF LOCALIZATION RESULTS
RF localization system in the human body is evaluated for
operating with different transmitter power and frequency in
the endoscopic capsule (Table 3). Antenna used in
endoscopic capsule is proposed in work [17].
Electromagnetic dosimetry is one of the crucial design
points for BAN (Body Area Network) and other similar
system such as this localization system [18].
Table 3. Frequencies and transmitter powers that can be
used in RF part of endoscopic capsule.
Frequency
Transmitter power
403.5 MHz

1 mW
25 μW

2.45 GHz

100 mW

For all possible combinations of transmitter frequency and
output power, Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) was
calculated. This was done to be sure that SAR criteria,
defined in various international guidelines and legislative
acts were met [19]. For every radio system, which needs to
operate near or in the human body, localized SAR value
should be lower than 10 W/kg at all frequencies and
transmitter power of interest. SAR has to be determined in
the 10 gram cubes over period of 6 minutes [20]. For the
transmitter power of 100 mW which is the worst case
scenario regarding Table 3, the maximum localized SAR
value simulated in numerical human body torso phantom in
CST Microwave Studio was 1.07 W/kg.
Table 4 shows maximum SAR values, which are calculated
at each frequency and corresponding transmitter power.
Also it can be seen that regulations for SAR at MedRadio
and ISM bands are satisfied [19].

5.2. RF localization accuracy regarding possible
introduced errors
Radiofrequency localization of endoscopic capsule in the
human body is simulated with algorithm introduced in
chapter 4, whereas path loss models are introduced in
chapter 2, in-body antenna is used from [17], and ideal
on-body antenna with isotropic radiation pattern. Human
body model that was used to verify simulation results is
HUGO Human Body Model [23] obtained from CST
Microwave Studio. The presented results neglected changed
antenna patterns in contact with human body tissue, which
happens in the real case of antenna and human body
contact. Results of radiofrequency localization are
presented in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9. They show
radiofrequency positioning at frequency of 403.5 MHz,
which is chosen as appropriate frequency for this
application.
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6. IN-BODY LOCALIZATION STANDARDIZATION
ISSUES
ITU-T is very active in standardization in the field of
human exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) due to
radio systems and mobile equipment. There are currently 7
documents: Recommendation ITU-T K. 52 “Guidance on
complying with limits for human exposure to
electromagnetic” [24], Recommendation ITU-T K.61
“Guidance on measurement and numerical prediction of
electromagnetic fields for compliance with human exposure
limits
for
telecommunication
installations”[25],
Recommendation ITU-T K.62 “System level radiated
emissions compliance using mathematical modelling” [26],
Recommendation ITU-T K.70 “Mitigation techniques to
limit human exposure to EMFs in the vicinity of
radiocommunication stations” [27], Recommendation ITUT K.83 “Monitoring of electromagnetic field levels” [28],
Recommendation ITU-T K.90 “Evaluation techniques and
working procedures for compliance with exposure limits of
network operator
personnel
to
power-frequency
electromagnetic fields” [29] and Recommendation ITU-T
K.91 “Guidance for assessment, evaluation and monitoring
of human exposure to radio frequency electromagnetic
fields” [30].

Figure 6. Positioning error regarding error in transmitted
power.

Figure 7. Positioning error regarding received power
deviation.

Figure 8. Positioning error regarding white noise level.

Figure 9. Positioning error regarding number of
optimization steps of the algorithm.
Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 show that localization error in ideal
case can be about 6 mm, which is an excellent result.
Simulations show that localization error depends very much
on space position of endoscopic capsule in the human body,
because of a relative big change of position and distance of
endoscopic capsule between receiving antenna array.

Standardization in the field of in-body localization exists
related to permitted in-body transmitter power (SAR rates)
[19] and materials of the capsule (e.g.,ISO standards for
health care technology [31]). The standardization related to
in-body transmitter power has already been presented in
this paper, because the values of SAR have been calculated
and compared to existing recommendations. On the other
hand, the radiofrequency localization of endoscopic capsule
inside human body is not yet standardized, because there
are various approaches to this specific engineering problem
(e.g., [1],[4],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12]). Radiofrequency
propagation models [14][15] can be used for accurate and
reliable localization systems inside human body . In
general, the issue of localization inside human body can be
approached with use of different propagation models,
depending onthe kind of wireless technologies and applied,
most probably, self-developed positioning algorithms.
Depending on the combinations of the applied wireless
technology and kind of algorithm, different accuracy of
localization system can be obtained. Accuracy, which is in
fact resolution, of in-body localization system around 1
centimeter can be considered as an excellent result, but of
course, the scientific community tends to achieve better
results. Therefore we suggest that standardization work on
description of applicable wireless technology, algorithms
and methodology for achiveing reasonable required system
accuracy and realibility related to in-body radiofrequency
propagation and localization needs to be done. Except for
the standards, this work would definitely result in the
quality cooperation and final product, which would bring
benefit to world-wide human society.
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7. CONCLUSION
This work presented an innovative method of RF
localization of video endoscopic pill. Using path loss model
for radio wave propagation from inside to outside of human
body, in MedRadio and ISM band, algorithm for
radiolocation of endoscopic capsule has been developed
and evaluated, especially related to main errors that can be
introduced in such a system, (e.g. a deviation of transmitted
and received RF signal power, number of algorithm
optimization steps and white noise). However, not all
possible errors are introduced in this model, like e.g.,
antenna pattern change, as the consequence of the
interaction with human body and antenna radiation
efficiency. Possible antenna radiation efficiency and
changing of antenna radiation pattern in contact with
human body is explained in details in [16]. Our main result
show that achieved theoretical accuracy is 6 mm, which is
an excellent start for further testing and improvements of
this kind of localization system.
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ABSTRACT
The article deals with potential methodological approach
for economical efficiency assessment of radio spectrum
conversion for new mobile wireless technologies in the
conditions of the limited released budgetary provisions. The
task of choosing the conversion efficiency criterion was
considered, the linear optimization model of conversion
based on the procedural approach was proposed in the
article. The issues concerning linearization of the objective
function and limitation system for implementation of the
linear programming approach to satisfy the radio spectrum
conversion tasks were also addressed.
Keywords — Radio spectrum management,
mathematical model, economic forecasting, profitability,
costs.
1. INTRODUCTION
The radio spectrum conversion is a complicated multiplefactor process which is performed by the Administration
during spectrum management procedures at the national
level [1, 2]. The various resources (such as administrative,
labour, financial and other) are applied for the spectrum
conversion. From economical view the most important
resource is financial which is limited within the released
budgetary provisions. This task shall be solved
mathematically by one of the methods of optimal resource
distribution to maximize (to minimize) the selected
efficiency criterion of the spectrum conversion.
2. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR
OPTIMIZATION OF RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION
As a rule it is required to consider two tasks in the spectrum
conversion.
Task 1. To find an optimal distribution of the financial
resources which are annually released for the conversion
between the frequency bands subject to the conversion, for
RAT-technologies defined as candidate ones by the Russian
government [3] or developed for social tasks to maximize
the operator profits (to minimize the costs for conversion).
Task 2. To find an optimal distribution of the financial
resources which are annually released for the conversion
between the frequency bands subject to the conversion, for
RAT-technologies defined as candidate ones by the Russian
government [3] or developed for social tasks to maximize
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the frequency spectrum released after the conversion which
is subject to convert from the government frequency bands
to the frequency bands for civil needs.
The tasks 1 and 2 provide the application of the procedural
approach [4, 5] to their satisfaction while considering the
spectrum conversion as a management task for the optimal
resource distribution.
To solve these tasks it is proposed to use the linear
programming based on the linear optimization model. With
this it is required to take into account two assumptions for
its development:
1. Divisibility. For each spectrum conversion case the
aggregate number of all used resources (financial and
temporal) and the corresponding operator income from the
usage of the frequency resource are strictly proportional to
the quantity of the released frequency spectrum. The
divisibility condition assumes that all techno-economic
indexes of the conversion can be not only integral but also
fractional values.
2. Additivity. If the value of each controlled variable fi (the
frequency spectrum released for RAT i-th radiotechnology)
is defined (i.e. the corresponding quantity of the frequency
spectrum released as the result of conversion is indicated)
then the total value (quantity) of each used resource
(financial and temporal) is equal to the sum of these
resources used for radio spectrum conversion for all RAT
radiotechnologies considered at the task.
Introduction of the divisibility and additivity assumptions in
the developed model are equal to the assumption of the
linearity of the developed economical-mathematical model
of efficiency assessment of the radio spectrum conversion.
Actually the mathematical model of the radio spectrum
conversion is a multifactor model where the operator
income and conversion efficiency depend on many market
and regulatory factors. However to solve the task indicated
in the article it was reasonable to study the dependence of
conversion efficiency which can be shown by the operators’
income increase and to evaluate the relation of this income
to the expended temporal and financial resources.
Therefore the above mentioned assumptions mean that at
the fixed technological-organizing process of spectrum
conversion the operator incomes may be proportional to the
expended temporal and financial resources but
disproportional effect (technological or economical) is not
taken into account since it is considered as impossible.
The perspective radiotechnologies considered at the radio
spectrum conversion in j-year can be designated by ||RAT||
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matrix which represent column-vector with radiotechnology
names included in the list of perspective ones [3] as well as
in the Annual plan of the radio spectrum conversion
approved by the Russian government. The example of RAT
matrix for the most demanded technologies at the
telecommunication market can be presented in the
following way:
||RAT||=||GSM-900,GSM-1800,UMTS,LTE,
CDMA-450,…, WiMax||-1
||Y-RAT|| matrix of i x j dimension - describes the dynamic
of usage prospects of i-th RATi radiotechnology at the
market and the requirement of spectrum conversion for this
technology in j year. The elements of ||Y-RAT|| matrix are 0
and 1 values and during the spectrum conversion for i-th
RATi radiotechnology in j-year the corresponding matrix
element will be 1 and in opposite case-0.
||Y-FGB|| matrix of i x j dimension - describes the dynamic
of financing from the state budget (SB) for the spectrum
conversion in j year which is distributed between the group
of RATi i-th radiotechnoclogy in the current j-year. The
elements of ||Y-FGB|| matrix are the expenses of the state
budget in million rubles during the conversion in j-year.
The part of these expenses is predictive.
In this case the economical efficiency assessment of the
radio spectrum conversion in j-year for RAT-technologies
can be performed using the linear optimization model
which takes into account the potential options of the radio
spectrum conversion.
In turn the radio spectrum conversion can be presented by
the following options:
1) Replacement (profound modernization) of the armament
and defense technology to release the frequency spectrum
for RAT-technologies in the considered area;
2) Development and carrying out the technical
organizational activities aimed at development of the
conditions for shared usage of the frequency resources by
the military services and RAT-technologies;
The following indexes will be used as limitations in the
model:
• Financing from the state budget in j year for the
requirements of the Ministry of Defense (MD) to replace
armaments and defense technology (A and DT) at the
spectrum conversion, in million rubles;
• Time period of the frequency spectrum conversion, in
calendar months;
• Cost per unit for technical-organizational activities (TOA)
at the conversion per 1 MHz of the converted spectrum, in
million rubles.
The Table form (see Table 1) is used to present the linear
optimization model [7].
1, ) – the frequency resource value subject to
If fi (
conversion for development of RATi. i-th technology. Then
the total revenue of the operators from the conversion can
be presented by the following objective function:
→

Since the minimum resource
0 defined by
the selected spectrum conversion scenario is required for
operation of RATi i-th technology the following inequality
shall be met:
In scenario 1 the values of
will be defined by the
bandwidths of one frequency channel of the corresponding
RATi radiotechnology. For example the limitations for
will be 0.2 MHz for GSM-900/-1800 technology and
5 MHz for UMTS and LTE technology.
In scenario 2 the values of
will be defined by the
minimum required frequency resource for the design of
RATi communication network with the given performance
indexes. Therefore the limitations for
will be 4.8 and
8.0 MHz for GSM-900/-1800 technology and the limitation
value will be 15 MHz for UMTS and 10 MHz for LTE
technology.
On the other hand the quality of the frequency resource
released in the conversion cannot exceed the certain value
which is defined by the RATi radiotechnology
specification requirements. In this case the value fi shall
meet the condition:
With this the minimum/maximum volume of the released
/
for RAT-technology is
frequency resource
determined by the selected conversion option, the values fi
shall belong to the set of possible values
|
, ∈ ,
,
and the set of possible values for the considered conversion
and
do not overlap, i.e. the conversion
options
procedure in the given area can be performed by one of the
options only.
Then the considered economic model can be presented by
the following way:
C= c1 f1 + c2 f2 + c3 f3 + c4 f4 …+ ci fi → Мах
a11 f1 + a21 f2 + a31 f3 + a41 f4 …+ ai1 fi ≤ 0,8 FBA
a12 f1 + a22 f2 + a32 f3 + a42 f4 …+ ai2 fi ≤ 12
a13 f1 + a23 f2 + a33 f3 + a43 f4 …+ ai3 fi ≤ 0,2 FBA
a14 f1 + a24 f2 + a34 f3 + a44 f4…+ ai4 fi ≤ 12
∈
or ∈
≤f1≤
,
≤f2≤
…
≤fi≤
,
for Scenario 1
≤f1≤
,
≤f2≤
…
≤fi≤
,
for Scenario 2,
where FBA – annual fond of state budget provisions
released for the frequency spectrum conversion in j-year.
3. LINEARIZATION OF THE FUNCTION
RELATIONS IN THE EFFICIENCY ASSESSMENT
MODEL OF THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
CONVERSION
In the tasks of the optimal distribution of financial
resources at the spectrum conversion it appears that
linearization of the objective function and also linearization
of the limitations can be required to implement the linear
programming approaches for satisfaction of these tasks.
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Table 1. The linear optimization model to assess economical efficiency of spectrum conversion
RAT technologies
Specific financial requirements
of the MD for replacement
(profound modernization) of A
and DT per 1 MHz, million
rubles
Specific timetable for
replacement (profound
modernization) of A and DT per
1 MHz, calendar months
Minimum/ maximum volume of
the released frequency resource
in the replacement (profound
modernization) of A and DT,
MHz
Costs for TOA for the
conversion per 1 MHz, million
rubles.
Specific timetable for TOA per
1 MHz, calendar months
Minimum/ maximum volume of
the released frequency resource
in the TOA (profound
modernization), MHz
Operator profit per 1 MHz of
the frequency spectrum
resource released at the
conversion, million rubles
Aggregate value of the released
frequency spectrum resource,
MHz

RAT1

RAT2

RAT3

RAT4

(GSM-900)

(DCS-1800)

(UMTS)

(LTE)

a11

a21

a31

a12

a22

/

●●●

RATi

a41

●●●

ai1

≤ 0,8 FBA

a32

a42

●●●

ai2

≤ 12

/

/

/

●●●

/

a13

a23

a33

a43

●●●

ai3

≤ 0,2 FBA

a14

a24

a34

a44

●●●

ai4

≤ 12

/

/

/

/

●●●

/

c1

c2

c3

c4

●●●

ci

f1

f2

f3

f4

●●●

fi

The main method of linearization is the method of
separable programming based on the splitting of the
nonlinear objective function to the pieces or of the
nonlinear limitations to the subintervals and making the
linear function approximation per each subinterval [5] i.e.
using the piecewise-linear approximation.
To solve the task one of three methods of direct function
linearization [5] mentioned below can be applied:
1) Global approximation of nonlinear functions by the
piecewise-linear;
2) Application of the sequential linearization at each
iteration for refinement of the accessible region;
3) Application of the linear approximation to find a search
direction.
However the first two methods can be applied only for
specific tasks and the the third method allows to get a
general effective algorithm of solving the tasks.
4. EFFICIENCY CRITERIA
OF SPECTRUM CONVERSION
The limited and nonrenewable radiofrequency resource
stipulates the requirement to introduce the quality and
quantity indexes (criteria) system of efficiency assessment

Comments

→Мах

of the spectrum conversion in the frequency bands used by
new radiotechnologies. The concept of “economical
efficiency “ implicates first of all getting the maximum
benefits with minimum costs and reflects the final
economical result of the industry development, segment of
industry,
radioservice,
communication
network
development or providing of communication services.
There are two approaches for the economical efficiency
assessment of the spectrum conversion – by resources or by
expenses. In the first case the “effect” is determined as the
economical result from providing services in relation to the
existing frequency resource (frequency band). With this the
index reflects the specific value and mostly applicable for
comparative assessment. In the second approach the
economical efficiency of the spectrum conversion is
defined by the relation of the obtained results from
providing communication services to the operator expenses
for these services (or expenses for getting and using the
frequency resource).
These two approaches for the economical efficiency
assessment of the spectrum conversion (Еe) can be defined
by two equations [1, 2, 6]:
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Еe = Ef/Ex,

5. CONCLUSION

where Ef  economical efficiency index of the spectrum
conversion;
FR  frequency resource converted for operation of any of
the radiotechnology (bandwidth in MHz);
Ex  expenses for conversion and getting additional
frequency resource for implemented communication
radiotechnology.
The efficiency assessment in relation to the existing
frequency resource (the first approach) is one of the
possible methodological approaches for efficiency
assessment of the spectrum conversion by the mobile
networks in Russia and CEPT countries based on the main
results and achievements of mobile network operators. This
approach based on the clear indexes allows:
• to perform a comparative economical analysis of the
spectrum conversion for different operators for the current
period and in evolution;
• to perform a comparative economical analysis for various
frequency ranges at different time periods and in different
regions of Russia;
• to plan an economical benefit from additional frequency
resource released at the conversion.
Such economical analysis of the conversion is performed
based on a number of indexes of cellular network
development in relation to the bandwidth of radio
frequency resource allocated to the operator.

Proposed model of Economical Efficiency Assessment for
Spectrum conversion costs allows solving the task of
annual state budget distribution for Government regulation
frequency bodies in interest of new mobile wireless
technologies deployment.
The model of Economical Efficiency Assessment for
Spectrum conversion based on the method of linear
optimization on cost distribution for conversion process.
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ABSTRACT
Several Future Internet (FI) architectures have been proposed to address the problems of the Internet including
flexibility (so called IP bottleneck), host-based addressing (addressing a host rather than the content itself), and
security. In this paper, we focus on eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) as it is the most secure and open-source
Content-Centric Network (CCN). CCN is claimed by the
Future Content Networks (FCN) Group to be the Future
Internet (FI). However, XIA does not have any mechanisms
to mitigate the replaying attack, thus, this paper proposes
and implements a solution to mitigate it. Several existing
solutions have been analyzed to derive the requirements for
the proposed solution. By implementing the proposed protocol, XIA is now able to mitigate all of the reviewed network
attacks. The evaluation shows that the proposed solution is
more secure and less complex over the existing solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Current Internet faces challenges such as inability to provide
flexibility - changing of protocol in one layer requires another changing of protocol in another layer, and inability to
provide intrinsic security - a security mechanism is added to
counter a new threat, it is not integrated. The problems arise
mainly because of the design principles of the Internet that
are hard to be changed (cannot provide flexibility) [1]. Several Future Internet (FI) architectures have been developed to
solve these problems. However, a security analysis for FI architectures is necessary to ensure that they have fulfilled the
security goals.
A security analysis for seven FI architectures, namely,
eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA), Recursive InterNetwork Architecture (RINA), Service Oriented Network
Architecture (SONATE), Netlet-based Node Architecture
(NENA), MobilityFirst, NEBULA, and Named Data Networking (NDN) has been done in [2]. The conclusion of
the security analysis is, all of them cannot tackle all of the
reviewed attacks. The conclusion of the security analysis can
be seen in Figure 1.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that no architecture is robust
against all of the reviewed attacks. Each architecture must
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Figure 2. Criteria For Choosing The Most Potential FI Architecture
have at least one security mechanism to prevent an attack.
For example, to prevent the snooping attack, the architecture must have an encryption mechanism. However, there
are security mechanisms that can handle several attacks, for
example the digital signature. It can be used to mitigate manin-the-middle, and reflection attacks.
In this paper, we select the most potential FI Architecture in
term of several criteria such as the maturity of the projects,
the availability of a demonstration and prototype, and the
number of attacks that could be mitigated (by using existing
security mechanisms). The criteria for choosing the potential architecture can be seen in Figure 2. We choose to focus
more on XIA because of the following reasons:
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as the Future Internet (FI). [3]
• XIA is the most secure one. XIA is able to mitigate 8
out of 9 attacks.
• Demonstration is already presented, so that means
XIA has been successful to show the proof-of-concept.
• Prototype for XIA is available, and it is open source
on github [4]. That means, XIA can be tested in the
industrial context.
XIA is discussed in more details in the following subsection.
1.1. Background: eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA)
XIA is an FI Architecture that uses content-centric approach.
Content-centric means if a user wants to retrieve a content in
XIA network, he only needs to know the ID of the content
not the host address.
In XIA, there are multiple principles to retrieve the data:
Content ID (CID), Host ID (HID), and Service ID (SID). CID
is used to retrieve the content and to ensure that the content
is correct because CID is a hash of the content (e.g., using
SHA 256). HID is used to ensure that the content is coming
from the right host because HID is the hash of the public key
of the Host. SID is used to ensure that the content is provided
by the right service because SID is the hash of the public key
of the service [5].
There are four security mechanisms in XIA:
First, XIA does not use well-known ports, it uses Content/Hash/Service ID (CID/HID/XID) to retrieve the content. These IDs are used by the receiver to ensure that the
requested content/host/service is correct.
Second, Lightweight Anonymity and Privacy (LAP), which
enables anonymous communication to prevent remote tracking [6].
Third, Sanctuary Trail-Refuge from Internet DDoS Entrapment (STRIDE) defense mechanism. STRIDE is provided
by SCION and it is robust against the DoS attack. It allocates
the available bandwidth in a tree-based topology so that the
bandwidth can be split from the TD Core to the end-host AD
[7].
Fourth, Accountable Key Infrastructure (AKI) is a public-key
validation infrastructure used for authentication [8].
However, all of the above security mechanisms cannot prevent the replaying attack [2], thus, the replaying attack solution for XIA is required.
The description of replaying attack is given in the next subsection.
1.2. Background: Replaying Attack
Replaying attack inhibits the authentication goal (i.e., only
the authorized user is able to send a message and the receiver
is able to proof the sender’s identity). This attack occurs

when a packet is captured and then replayed later in a different session in order, for example, to gain others trust. For
example, suppose Alice wants to prove her identity to Bob.
Bob requests Alice’s password as a proof of identity, meanwhile, Trudy is watching on the conversation and captures
the password that was sent by Alice. Trudy waits until Alice and Bob open a new session before she connects to Bob.
When asked for a proof of identity, Trudy sends the password of Alice that she captured from the last session, which
Bob accepts [9]. Replaying attacks can also happen when
an adversary first intercepts some communication data in the
current key agreement protocol run, and then the adversary
replays the intercepted data with the receiver in a future key
agreement protocol run [10]. The replaying attack can be
mitigated by having a marker in each session (e.g., a random
nonce, a session key, a timestamp). This marker is used to
distinguish between the messages in different sessions.
In this paper, we provide a replaying attack solution which
is more secure and less complex than the existing solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
the existing solutions for replaying attack are analyzed to derive the requirements for the proposed solution which is described in Section 3. Based on the derived requirements, the
solution is proposed in Section 4. The implementation and
evalution of the proposed solution are described in Section
5 and 6 respectively. Finally, the conclusion and the future
work are discussed in Section 7.
2. ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING SOLUTIONS FOR
REPLAYING ATTACK
In order to propose a solution to be implemented in XIA, we
reviewed nine existing solutions that have the mechanisms
to prevent the replaying attack (e.g., session keys, random
nonce, or timestamp). They are Diffie-Hellmann [11], Lamport’s Password Authentication [12], S/Key One Time Password [13], Keung-Siu Protocol [14], Message Binding [15],
Timestamp [16], Luo-Shieh-Shien Authentication Protocol
[17], Yoon-Jeon Protocol [10], and Tseng-Jou Protocol [18].
These solutions are analyzed to derive the requirements for
the proposed solution.
2.1. Diffie-Hellmann
Diffie-Hellman is a method to compute a unique session key.
In order to compute a session key, the sender and the receiver
choose two public parameters and generate a new private
value in every session.
Diffie-Hellman was developed by Whitfield Diffie and Martin E. Hellman and it was published in 1976 [11].
Advantage: This method is considered to be secure if the
value of the public parameters, p and g, are chosen properly.
Therefore, it is not likely for an attacker to calculate the secret key s= gab mod p. The secret key can be used to prevent
replaying attack because only with the correct secret key Alice and Bob can encrypt and decrypt their messages [11].
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Disadvantage: Original Diffie-Hellman scheme does not
authenticate the communicating users, thus, it is vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle attack [18]. A person in the
middle may establish two distinct Diffie-Hellman key exchanges, one with Alice and the other with Bob, effectively
masquerading as Alice to Bob, and vice versa, allowing the
attacker to decrypt (and read or store) then re-encrypts the
messages passed between them.

Advantage: The protocols are immune to the replaying attack
because of the following properties:
1. It uses random number that is different in every session. This random number is used to ensure that both
hosts are communicating in one session.
2. This method also uses session key that is different in
every session. The session key can be used to prevent
the replaying attack.

2.2. Lamport’s Password Authentication
Lamport’s password authentication is a secure one-time password authentication method that was published by Leslie
Lamport in 1981 [12] [19].
This method implements a one-time password to protect
against eavesdropping. The authentication process is between the user (A) and the server (S).
Advantage: This method is robust against the replaying attack since one session is bound by one password. Furthermore, a system that uses this method will never used a same
password even though the system is crash. The system does
not require back up to a point where a password already have
been used, the system will continue from the point when the
system crashed.
Disadvantage: This method is vulnerable to one type of manin-the-middle attack, called the small n attack (e.g., the attacker impersonates the server).
2.3. S/Key One Time Password
S/KEY One Time Password is a method that only allows one
password ever crosses the network. The secret of a user will
never be shared, thus, it prevents from an eavesdropping.
This method was published by Neil Haller in 1994 [13].
Advantage: The user’s secret pass-phrase never crosses the
network at any time, thus, this method is able to prevent an
eavesdropper. Assuming that an attacker manages to get hold
of a passwords that was used for a successful authentication.
This password is already useless for subsequent authentications, because each password can only be used once in one
session, thus, prevents replaying attack.
Disadvantage: This method is vulnerable to a dictionary attack where the attacker is using a list of most possibly used
passwords to guess the secret [20].
2.4. Keung-Siu Protocol
This protocol was developed by Stephen Keung and KaiYeung Siu in 1995 [14]. Aims of this protocol are to establish a session key while protecting the weak passwords
(easy to be guessed by using a list of commonly used passwords) and to prevent off-line password guessing attack (the
attacker guesses a password by analyzing the pattern of legitimate user’s password). This protocol provides authentication process by using challenge and response messages
that allow both users to validate each other.

3. This method uses encryption mechanisms so that the
attacker is unable to read the message.
Disadvantage: The source and the destination must know the
public key server, meanwhile, there is a situation where the
public key is difficult to obtain (e.g., in a mobile environment).
2.5. Message Binding
By binding the messages to their correct context (e.g., binding the message to its protocol run), the replaying attack can
be prevented. One way of binding the message can be done
by including an information in the messages, therefore they
are recognized to belong to a certain state of a certain protocol run. Example of information that can be included in the
message is a protocol identifier [15].
Advantage: Message binding is able to withstand replaying
attack because it has an information that is tagged to the message to bind the message and the protocol run.
Disadvantage: Message binding cannot bind a message and
a session, it only binds a message with a protocol run. That
means, in a certain point the replaying attack cannot be prevented (e.g., where the same protocol is used in a different
session).
2.6. Timestamp
Timestamp is a marker that is used in a message to ensure the
freshness of the message [16].
Advantage: The replaying attack is prevented by the use of
timestamps. For example, a developer sets the value of δmax ,
a constant to limit the difference in timestamp, to 200 milliseconds. If the receiver gets the message and the value of
|Tsender − Treceiver | is higher than 200 milliseconds, then the
receiver will detect the replaying attack and drops the message [16].
Disadvantage:
One disadvantage of timestamp is in term of clock synchronization of the two hosts. Synchronization is required to
maintain the accuracy and precision of the timestamp. The
other disadvantage is, maintaining a list of used timestamps
within the current window has the drawback of potentially
large storage requirement, and corresponding verification
overhead [10].
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The properties that need to be satisfied by the proposed protocol are:

2.7. Luo-Shieh-Shien Authentication Protocol
This is a protocol to generate session keys with the help of
a third party authentication server. This protocol was developed by Jia-Ning Luo, Shiuhpyng Shieh, and Ji-Chiang Shen
and was published in 2006 [17].
Advantage: This protocol uses random numbers and session
keys. The replaying attack can be mitigated by using the session keys as marker to distinguish the messages in different
sessions. Furthermore, there is a mechanism to ensure that
both hosts has created the same session key.
Disadvantage: There is a redundant message that increases
the complexity of the protocol.

1. Use of a marker to distinguish the messages in different sessions.
2. Having a process to ensure that both users generate the
same session key.
3. Using an encryption mechanism to protect the message, therefore, it is unreadable by the attacker.
4. Utilizing a mechanism to conceal the identity or the
address of the sender.
Meanwhile, the properties that need to be avoided by the proposed protocol are:

2.8. Yoon-Jeon Protocol

1. Even though timestamp can be used as a marker, it
has a disadvantage in term of clock synchronization
between two communicating users. Therefore, timestamp can be avoided to reduce the risk of having synchronization issue.

This protocol was developed by Eun-Jun Yoon and Il-Soo
Jeon and was published in 2010 [10]. The protocol generates
session keys based on Chebyshev polynomial.
Advantage: This protocol is robust against the replaying attack by utilizing the session key to ensure that the messages
in one session are different than the messages in another session. Additionally, secure mutual authentication between entities is achieved by using a MAC by each entity. MAC is
created by hashing the identity of both users and the Chebyshev Polynomial that is received by each user.
Disadvantage: There is an unused random number N. User A
selects large prime number N that is not used in any operation
and it is also not used to detect the freshness of the message.
The inclusion of an unused random number can increase the
complexity of the protocol.
2.9. Tseng-Jou Protocol
This protocol is an improvement of Yoon-Jeon Protocol.
Similar to Yoon-Jeon Protocol, Tseng-Jou Protocol uses
Chebyshev polynomial as a base to generate session keys.
The main improvement is, it provides anonymous identity of
the hosts by generating a parameter pseudo identity (PID) on
each host. This protocol was developed by Huei-Ru Tseng
and Emery Jou and published in 2011 [18].
Advantage: This protocol can mitigate replaying attack by
using the session key to ensure the messages is bound to a
specific session. It also provides anonymous identity of the
host by having parameter PID on each host.
Disadvantage: There is an unused random number Ni . User
Ui selects a large prime number Ni that is not used in any
operation. To decrease the complexity of the protocol, the
used of an unused random number can be avoided.

2. Redundant computation that reduces the efficiency of
the protocol.
3. The use of a useless random number that increases the
complexity of the protocol.
4. To use several encryption mechanisms that reduces the
efficiency of the protocol.
4. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
The proposed solution has to satisfy the desired properties
and avoid the unwanted ones. Thus, the proposed solution
is a complete protocol that provides a mechanism to mitigate
replaying attack, provides an encryption mechanism, enables
anonymous connection, and provides mutual authentication
process. The protocol has the following properties:

3. DERIVED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PROPOSED PROTOCOL
It can be seen in the last Section that all of the reviewed existing solutions have their own problems.
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1. Has markers in each session in the form of session keys
(each host has one session key with length up to 280
bits).
2. The session keys are generated by XOR computation
of four random numbers (70 hex per random number).
The session keys are used by both users to differentiate
the messages in different sessions.
3. Has a mechanism to ensure that the random numbers
that are received at the receiver side are correct. This
mechanism is needed for both hosts to create the same
session key. This is achieved by checking the MAC
in each host. The MAC value that is sent by User B
has the random numbers that is generated by User A
and has been received by User B. If User A finds the
difference in the MAC value (e.g., someone is altering
the random numbers, or there is an error in the network
so that User B cannot obtain the random numbers from
User A), then User A will terminate the session.
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2. User A generates two random numbers nA1 and nA2 ,
hashes these two random numbers, then computes
pseudo identity (PIDA ) to hide his identity. He encrypts his identity (HIDA ) and his random numbers
with the user B’s public key, then sends it along with
the PIDA to user B.

User B

User A

A1. Has Private Key of A (PrA), and Public
Key of B (PuB)
A2. Generates random numbers n A1 & nA2
A3. Computes PIDA = IDA ْ h(nA1, nA2)

B1. Has Private Key of B (PrB), and Public Key
of A (PuA)
B2. Generates random numbers nB1 & nB2
B3. Computes PIDB = IDB ْ h(nB1, nB2)
PIDA , PuB[IDA, nA1, nA2]
B4. Decrypts by using PrB to check the
authenticity of PIDA; IDAł ,'A = PIDA ْ h(nA1,
nA2).
B5. Computes Session Key kB = nA1 ْ nA2 ْ nB1
ْ nB2
B6. Computes MAC B = h(IDB, nA1, nA2)

3. User B generates two random numbers nB1 and nB2 ,
hashes these two random numbers, then computes
pseudo identity (PIDB ) to conceal his identity. He
encrypts his identity (HIDB ) and his random numbers
with user A’s public key. After receiving the message
from A, he decrypts the message using his private key,
then he authenticates the identity of A, if it is not correct then he will terminate the connection. But if it is
correct, he will compute session key kB and MACB .
Then he sends his PIDB along with the encrypted
message (HIDB , nB1 , nB2 ) and the MACB .

PIDB, PuA[IDB, nB1, nB2], MACB
To be continued Ľ

Figure 3. Sequence Diagram of The Proposed Protocol-Top
Part
User A

User B

ĽContinued

PIDB, PuA[IDB, nB1, nB2], MACB
A4. Decrypts by using PrA to check the authenticity of
PIDB; IDBł ,'B = PIDB ْ h(nB2, nB1).
A5. Computes Session Key k A = nA1 ْ nA2 ْ nB1 ْ nB2
A6. Verifies MAC B; Check whether B has got the right
nA1 & nA2LILWłVFRUUHFWWKHFRUUHFWQHVVRIkB can be
assured.
A7. Computes MAC A = h(IDA, nB1, nB2)

4. After user A receiving the message from user B, he decrypts the message by using his private key. Then he
authenticates the identity of B, if it is not correct then
he will terminate the connection. But if it is correct,
he will compute session key kA and MACA . After that,
user A will authenticate the MACB to make sure that
user B got the correct random numbers from him, this
means B also has generated a correct session key. After completing all of the checking processes, user A
sends his MACA to B.

MACA
B7. Verifies MAC A ; Checks whether A
has got the right n B1 & nB2LILWłVFRUUHFW
the correctness of k A can be assured.
A and B has the same secret
Session Key k = k A = kB

Figure 4. Sequence Diagram of The Proposed ProtocolBottom Part

5. User B will authenticate MACA to make sure that user
A has got the correct random numbers from him, and
also to make sure that user A has generated a correct
session key.

4. It also has a mechanism to ensure that both users generate a correct session key. This mechanism is needed
to detect the replaying attack. This is also achieved
by checking the MAC in each host and if each user
has verified the MAC, then both users has generated a
same session key.

6. After completing all of the checking processes, user A
and user B have the same secret session key (kA = kB )
to be used during their communication.
7. The random numbers and the session keys that are generated by user A and user B are different in every session.

5. Has two times data encryption, therefore, an attacker
cannot read the message.
6. It does not have redundant computation and useless
random number, thus reduces the complexity and increases the efficiency of the protocol.
7. It generates a parameter that is called Pseudo Identity
(PID) to hide the host’s identity.
The sequence diagrams of how the protocol works can be
seen in Figures 3 and 4.
The proposed protocol works in the following ways:
1. The first assumption before running the protocol is as
follows: User A and user B have exchanged their public key to be used for the encryption-decryption mechanisms.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
The protocol is implemented in XIA Prototype in order to
prove that the protocol is able to make XIA robust against
replaying attack and is able to generate the desired result (secured session keys). In order to simulate how the proposed
protocol prevents the replaying attack, a topology is created
by using VirtualBox version 4.2.12. The topology can be
seen in Figure 5.
It can be seen in Figure 5 that the Attacker is connected to
the Router via Ethernet 1 and to the NAT via Ethernet 2. In
XIA, The Attacker cannot connect to Host0 and Host1 directly. It is necessary for the Attacker to connect with the
Router. Since the HID of the Attacker is given by the Router.
The Router is the one that connects the Attacker with Host0
and Host1. Also can be seen in in Figure 5 that each host
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Year
F ounded

Num ber of
Mes s ages
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Random
Num bers

Num ber of
Data
E ncry ption

Num ber of
Data
Decry ption

DiffieHellman

1976

4

2

0

0

/DPSRUWłV
Password

1981

5

0

0

0

S/KEY
One-Time
Password

1994

2

0

0

0

Keung-Siu
Protocol

1995

4 (ClientServer), 7
(Peer-to-peer)

4

4 (ClientServer), 8
(Peer-to-peer)

4 (ClientServer), 8
(Peer-to-peer)

Message
Binding

1997

0

0

0

0

Timestamp

1991

0

0

0

0

Luo-ShiehShen Protocol

2006

5

4

8

8

Yoon-Jeon
Protocol

2010

4

2

2

2

Tseng-Jou
Protocol

2011

5

6

4

4

Proposed
Protocol

2013

3

4

2

2

dition, none of these random numbers are useless like
in Yoon-Jeon and Tseng-Jou Protocols.

Key L ength

4. It has two times data encryption and decryption, therefore, it reduces the complexity than the other solutions that have four (Tseng-Jou Protocol and KeungSeu Protocol between client and server) or even eight
times data encryption-decryption (Keung-Seu Protocol
between two clients and Luo-Shieh-Shen Authentication Protocol).

64 bits

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
280 bits

Figure 9. Comparison of the Proposed Protocol With Existing Solutions
The sequence diagram of this step can be seen in Figure 8.
The result from this case is, Host1 detects a replaying attack
because the session key that is used by the Attacker is different than the session key that were generated by Host0 and
Host1. This is because the session keys are different in every session. Once the attack is detected, Host1 terminates the
session, and generates a new session key with Host0.
6. EVALUATION
This Section presents the evaluation of the proposed protocol by comparing it with the existing solutions as shown in
Figure 9.
It can be seen in Figure 9 that:
1. The proposed protocol generates a session key with a
length of 280 bits. The session key is never exchanged
between hosts, therefore, the Attacker needs to guess
the session key if he wants to carry out an attack (e.g.,
replaying or modification attacks). The possibility for
the attacker to guess the session key is 2280 .
2. It has three messages to be exchanged while running
the protocol. This amount of message is smaller than
the other solutions that have four (Diffie-Hellman,
Keung-Siu Protocol, and Yoon-Jeon Protocol) or five
messages (Lamport’s Password Authentication, LuoShieh-Shen Authentication Protocol, and Tseng-Jou
Protocol).
3. It has four random numbers. The random numbers are
used to generate the session key, a possibility for an attacker to guess four random number is 1070 × 4 (given
10 possibilities in one digit) and it is larger than a possibility to guess two random numbers (used in DiffieHellman and Yoon-Jeon Protocol), which is 1070 × 2.
Furthermore, it is less complex than the solution that
have six random numbers (Tseng-Jou Protocol). In ad-

The eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) is a open-source
Content-Centric Network (CCN) which has potential to be
standardized in future as CCN is claimed by the Future Content Networks (FCN) Group to be the Future Internet (FI).
However, XIA lacks mechanism to mitigate replaying attack.
Therefore, a solution for replaying attack has been proposed
and implemented in this paper.
Nine existing solutions such as Diffie-Hellmann, Lamport’s Password Authentication, S/Key One Time Password,
Keung-Siu Protocol, Message Binding, Timestamp, LuoShieh-Shien Authentication Protocol, Yoon-Jeon Protocol,
and Tseng-Jou Protocol have been analyzed to derive the requirements for the proposed protocol. Based on the derived
requirements, the solution has been developed.
The protocol has been implemented in XIA prototype and
has been proven to be able to mitigate the replaying attack.
The proposed protocol has the following properties: First,
There is a unique session key for each host in every session.
Second, There is a checking process to ensure that the session key that is generated at each host is the same. Third, it
has mechanisms to encrypt the messages and to conceal the
identity of the hosts.
The proposed protocol has been evaluated to have more advantages over the reviewed existing solutions. It is more secure by having session key with length of 280 bits. Moreover,
it is less complex as none of the random numbers used in the
protocol are worthless. By applying the proposed protocol,
XIA is now able to mitigate all of the reviewed attacks.
According to the current standard [21], a session key with a
length of up to 280 bits is secure. In the future, when 280 bits
is not enough, the size of the session key can be extended.
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ABSTRACT
The current financial situation, together with the new
market conditions, has led to major changes in the ICT
sector over the last few years. Many of the services that
were once only offered by operators are now being
provided by third parties through the cloud. This situation
has promoted new business models against the traditional
ones. Furthermore, these economic changes have
conducted to socio-cultural transformations with great
impact on the user’s behaviors.
In this paper a cloud platform for the measurement and
evaluation of the Quality of Experience (QoE) is presented.
The platform is based in a model (QoXphere) that ensures
the user satisfaction in terms of Quality of Service (QoS)
and the provider economic benefits, as demanded in current
market situation. In addition, the proposed cloud
architecture intends to aid to advance in the work item
opened recently in ITU-T to establish an ITU recognition
procedure of testing laboratories with competence in ITU-T
Recommendations.
Keywords— QoS, QoP, QoE, QoBiz, QoX, Cloud.
1. INTRODUCTION
The
continuous
economic
growth
in
the
telecommunications sector over the last decades has slowed
down in recent years. The financial crisis has caused a
drastic reduction in economic activities and investments in
this area and this situation has promoted new business
models. Many of the services that had been only offered by
operators over the last years are now being provided by
third parties through the cloud, driving the rise of this
model as compared to the traditional model (figure 1).

Figure 1. Traditional service model vs. Cloud services model
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These new models have also led to a socio-cultural
transformation with great repercussion on the users of this
sector. The user’s behavior has evolved as a result of this
globalization progress. Nowadays, full time connectivity
and ubiquity are highly required by users, who are
becoming more demanding in terms of capacity and quality
of service (QoS). These socio-cultural changes are
significantly responsible in the boosting of the cloud
service model. Nevertheless, the proliferation of the cloud
services can lead to the existence of a ‘nebula’, from both
the point of view of the user and the provider, when
implementing policies to manage the demanded QoS. Since
user-centric viewpoint in QoS evaluation is becoming of
greater importance nowadays, a new approach to what
should be addressed for an optimal QoS management is
being embraced. This approach implies an increasing
complexity in terms of QoS measurement that must be
taken into account. In this regard, new QoS-related terms
have emerged in the last couple of years, in both the
standardization bodies and the scientific environment.
Terms such as the quality experienced by the client (QoE,
Quality of Experience) [1], the quality perceived by the
user (QoP, Perceived QoS) [2] or the quality of business
(QoBiz) [3] have helped to transmit in a more accurate way,
the new dimension of what QoS should include. Recently,
all these concepts have lead to a new term which
encompasses them all under the name of QoX [4].
In this scenario, the new cloud services model can
complicate even more the QoS management, although it
can also provide significant benefits in its evaluation.
Namely, the cloud itself can be used as a mean for the
globalization of the QoS measuring tools and results, which
might be of great benefit to the different stakeholders of the
sector.
In this paper we present a cloud platform for the
measurement and evaluation of the QoS and QoE in the
telecommunication services. This platform aims to aid in
the new ITU proposal to establish testing laboratories all
over the world with the ITU recognition so the
measurement platforms and results can be shared by all the
telecommunications community.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 summarizes related work in both standardization bodies
and scientific area. Section 3 describes the new QoXcloud
architecture and the QoS model that is adopted as
framework [5]. In Section 4, two of the prototypes
developed to be included in the cloud QoE platform are
presented. Section 5 describes in detail the experiments
carried out to validate the prototypes presented in section 4
and, finally, section 6 contains some conclusions and final
remarks.
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Figure 2. Service provisioning in the cloud

2. BACKGROUND

Figure 3. ITU proposed cloud architecture

2.1. Standardization bodies and the cloud

2.2. Research on QoS management in cloud services

The cloud services model that is being deployed these days
has been defined for the provision and use of any kind of
service, application, information and infrastructure with
particular emphasis on speed and scalability, according to
the needs of each organization, company or user (figure 2).
Given the nature of this model, it’s reasonable to see its
suitability for organizations with a large number of users,
companies or providers. That is the case, for example, of a
standardization body. Since this kind of organization has to
deal with the provision of multiple services, within its
specific coverage ambit, it seems rather appropriate to
provide those services through the cloud.
However, and despite the growing activity around this
model, there are still very few references coming from the
standardization bodies about the management and provision
of QoS in the cloud. In particular, the ITU-T SG-13 Study
Group, “Future networks including cloud computing,
mobile and next-generation networks” [6], has raised some
cloud-related questions (Q.17/13, Q.18/13 and Q.19/13) but
not with any particular QoS approach. The ITU-T Study
Group 11 (SG-11), “Protocols and Specifications” [7-8],
has received proposals showing interest in developing a
global architecture (as seen in figure 3) in which to perform
interoperability tests, the validation of recommendations or
even the development of measurement procedures for
technologies and services that might be of interest for the
ITU itself, the Conformity & Interoperability Group [9] or
any other collaborating members of the ITU-T study groups
such as regulators, operators, providers and clients. This
initiative seems to fit very well with the cloud services
model. The ITU-T Study Group 12 (SG-12), “Performance,
QoS and QoE”, has contributed as well to this matter with
several proposals for the evaluation of QoS and QoE
through the cloud [10-11]. These proposals will be later
discussed since they have been considered in the
development of the platform presented in this paper.
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) has also published some reports related to the QoS
management in the cloud. Specifically, the TR 103 125
report, "CLOUD: SLAs for Cloud services" [12], deals with
the complex problematic of the management of service
level agreements in an environment of cloud-based services
provisioning.

QoS management in the telecommunications environment
is a complex issue. Ever since the appearance of newer
QoS-related terms that have moved the focus from the
objective viewpoint of the Network Performance (NP)
parameters to the subjective evaluation of the user’s
perception (QoP) and experience (QoE), the network
resilience (QoR) [13] or the Quality of Business (QoBiz),
there is the need of an effective QoS management that does
not study each of these terms isolately, but as a whole
(QoX). The aim is to improve the customer’s loyalty and
satisfaction, thus ensuring the interests of the different
stakeholders (providers, regulators and users).
These factors are also needed in the cloud services model,
where resource allocation is quite vital for a proper QoS
management. Works by Sharkh [14] in this matter, reveal
that QoS provisioning is a rather important challenge.
When users execute sensible tasks on a cloud environment,
they need a networking service with adequate QoS
standards to ensure the successful delivery of their
application data. Furthermore, users might require extra
guarantees that their information is securely deleted or
properly encrypted on the cloud, which implies an extra
pressure on the performance and an additional difficulty to
comply with QoS requirements.
For this challenge, many authors have made proposals to
achieve an effective QoS management in the cloud.
According to Cao et al [15], for example, the essence of the
cloud services model is to provide network services. As to
the user, resources in the cloud should be acquirable
anywhere and accessible anytime ‘on demand’ or by ‘payper-use’. In combination with Multi-Agent technology and
SOA, they propose a cloud architecture that includes
physical devices, a cloud services provision layer, cloud
services management and a Multi-Agent layer to guarantee
QoS in the cloud.
Another interesting work is the one developed by Ferretti
[16], in which an architecture specifically designed to
respond effectively to the QoS requirements of the cloud
applications is proposed (figure 4). These application
requests are handed to a virtual execution environment
manager, responsible for optimizing and scheduling the
availability of the cloud resources.
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3.1. Services entity: QoXphere framework
QoXcloud services entity is based upon the design of the
QoXphere framework [5] (figure 6), which establishes
relationships amongst all the aspects of the QoS (QoX),
organized in the following four layers that comply, amongst
others, these respective ITU-T recommendations:
• Intrinsic QoS Layer: This layer analyzes the objective
QoS parameters evaluation at the Network Performance
level, as defined in ITU-T Rec. Y.1540 and Y.1541
Recs. [17-18]. For this layer implementation, two
platforms has been designed: QoSmeter [19] and
LabQoS [20].
• Perceived QoS Layer: Based on the four viewpoints of
ITU-T G.1000 recommendation [2], this layer is
considered the ‘core’ of the QoXphere model, since the
whole framework is defined in accordance with it. In
fact, QoXphere has been proposed as the reference
framework for future updating of the ITU-T G.1000
recommendation [21]. For this layer implementation,
the OBservatory for the Analysis and Validation of QoS
(ObavaQoS) has been defined.
• Assessed QoS Layer: Based on the Xiao’s CSAT
model [22], this layer evaluates the user’s satisfaction
based on the user’s experience, which is based in it’s
turn on QoP, as evaluated in the previous layer. For this
layer’s development, a general-purpose on-demand
survey management and configuration subsystem is
used. This subsystem, named ENQoS, is based upon
ITU-T G.1030 Recommendation [23].
• QoS Business Layer: The top layer of the framework is
oriented to guarantee the provider’s profitability based
on the feedback from the other three layers. Also, since
the Telemanagement Forum has also shown interest in
the ITU cloud platform, this layer also accomplishes the
references of the TMF GB935 document on business
metrics [24].

Figure 4. QoS management in the cloud (Ferretti)

Nevertheless, and despite all the recent research, QoS
management in the cloud is still a relatively unexplored
topic with a great importance that should be taken into
account. This, along with the aforementioned ITU proposal
of a cloud platform for the validation of recommendations,
interoperability tests and other services and technologies, is
the primary motivation for the development of QoXcloud, a
cloud platform for the measurement and evaluation of QoS
and QoE, that can also help the ITU to establish testing
laboratories all over the world, with ITU recognition, for
their results and developed platforms to be shared amongst
the telecommunications community.
3. QOXCLOUD PLATFORM
In this section, the QoXcloud platform architecture is
presented. Figure 5 shows the three main entities in which
the platform is divided.
• Services Entity
• IT Infrastructure
• Information Entity
It must be remarked that the QoXcloud architecture has
been designed in order to satisfy the related ITU-T
recommendations and standards (Rec. G.1000, Rec.
G.1011, Rec. G.1541. and Rec. M.3050).

On a final note to the services entity, it must be said that all
the referred subsystems (QoSmeter, LabQoS, ObavaQoS
and ENQoS) required being adapted to contemplate its
usage in a cloud scenario.

Figure 5. QoXcloud architecture
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Figure 6. QoXphere framework within the QoXcloud architecture

3.2. IT Infrastructure
The IT Infrastructure in the QoXcloud platform is capable
of running any kind of measurement test within its
boundaries. Since different measurement tests require
different test scenarios or layouts, the IT Infrastructure has
been defined as a modular and scalable distributed
architecture, capable of accommodating the widest diversity
of tests possible by adding additional test servers or
designing different test applications. The aforementioned
architecture of QoSmeter [19] (figure 7) has been used
defining the interaction of four distributed entities:
• Parameter Measurement Services (PMS): A PMS is
the join of the required test measurement modules and
the auxiliary servers towards the tests are held.
• Storage Server (SS): All results obtained by the PMS
modules are persisted in the databases of this server.
• Central Server (CS): It is the core of the QoSmeter
infrastructure and it’s in charge of four main actions:
- User management: In charge of the management of
user rights according to the roles or groups of
belonging.
- System management: Test configurations, reports
definition and system status monitoring are managed
in this module of the CS.
- Scheduling: This module is in charge of the scheduled
execution of tests and its configuration, if applicable.
- Report Generation: Finally, this module is capable of
generating a specific report from the required data
obtained from the Storage Server.
• Test App Container (AC): The fourth entity of the IT
infrastructure is an application container from which the
measurements are launched. Using a Single Sign On
(SSO) procedure, the AC authenticates the user within
the infrastructure domains and obtains the list of PMS
available for execution.
All the entities interact within a specific authentication and
authorization policy. That A&A policy allows the system to
distinguish different user types and the specific
measurement tests to which they have credentials.

In this way, a client can execute a particular test related to
his contracted service, a provider can use the infrastructure
as a neutral reference of its users’ results, and a regulator or
standardization body can access specific test reports for a
particular recommendation to validate.
3.3. Information entity
The definition of the SS server should be made compliant
to the ITU databases in order to get the whole QoXcloud
platform validated for its integration.
4. VALIDATION
In this section the two prototypes developed for the
validation of the QoXCloud platform are described. The
prototypes consist of two measurement platforms for the
evaluation of the QoE in two of nowadays most used cloud
services:
• The Internet access service, as defined in the ETSI EG
202 057-4 guide [25].
• The web service, as defined in the P.STMWeb draft
[10-11], which is currently under active development.
The definition of the test scenario for these services, as well
as the methodological approach to their respective
evaluation is explained in the following lines, prior to the
presentation of the validation results in section 5.
4.1. Internet Access Service Prototype
The scope of this prototype is to measure those parameters
that help determine the QoS delivered to users in the
Internet access service, as defined in the aforementioned
ETSI guide. These parameters are:
• Data transmission speed achieved: Mean value and
standard deviation of transmission rate (in kbit/s).
• Delay (one way transmission time): Mean value and
standard deviation of the delay (in milliseconds).
For these parameters to be measured, a test file has been
defined, as specified in Annex D of the guide [25]. That file
should consist of incompressible data, so the file remains
the same no matter how many distorting/compressing
effects the network might introduce.
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• Latency Test: This other test consists of the same test
scenario presented in the speed test specification, but, in
this particular case, the app container launches a poll of
20 ping interactions to each destination host. Times are
measured at the beginning and end of each interaction.
Please note that, as a soft adoption of the ETSI
guidelines, the two-way latency instead of the one-way
delay is measured, since time measurements are done on
the client side (from the app container).
After the polling is done, the maximum, minimum and
average latency values are stored, as well as the jitter
(standard deviation), the percentage of losses and an
estimation of the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) value
based on the E-model, as defined in the ITU-T G.107
Recommendation.
Figure 8. QoS measurement in Internet access service (prototype)

Figure 9. QoE measurement in web service (prototype)

Also it should be at least twice the size (in kbit) of the
theoretically maximum data transmission rate per second
(in kbit/s) of the Internet access under consideration. In the
particular case of our prototype, that multiplier factor has
been set to 4x, to also comply local regulations [26].
To accomplish the measurement of the aforementioned
parameters, two subtests have been defined:
• Speed Test: This test consists of measuring the elapsed
time in transmitting the correspondent test file for both
the downlink and uplink transmission rates of the
contracted Internet access service, as defined in the
previous paragraph. Given the size of the test file for
each link, the respective transmission speed achieved is
calculated as the size of the test file (in kbit) between
the measured time (in seconds) in each link subtest.
The test scenario consists of the app container installed
in the user device and three geographically dispersed
servers, located in Madrid (Spain), Dallas (TX, USA)
and Amsterdam (The Netherlands). Those auxiliary
servers have the required logic to process the download
request from the client and response back with the
specific file. The container is responsible for measuring
the elapsed times and save them in the SS.

4.2. Web Service Prototype
The second prototype designed for the validation of the
QoXcloud platform is based on the test specifications of the
P.STMWeb draft [10-11].
The aim of this test is to evaluate the QoE of the test
participants by introducing alterations on the network level,
such as in the round trip time (RTT) or in the bandwidth; as
well as on the application level (for example, page load
times). The draft defines 6 bandwidth conditions (ranging
from 64Kbps to 2048Kbps) with a fixed RTT of 20ms.
Those conditions are to be applied when navigating two
kinds of contents: A news site and a photo gallery site.
The facilities for this test consist of a controlled LAN with
a User Device (UD) with a basic web browser, a Network
Emulator (EMU) capable of inducing the conditions in the
link UD-EMU, a local Content Server (CS) that hosts well
constructed news and photo gallery sites, a Page Health
Monitor (PHM) to analyze de availability of web contents
that might be hosted outside the controlled LAN, and a
router, required for LAN interconnection (figure 9).
The implemented methodology consists of a warm-up
phase where users are guided through 3 sessions (condition
periods of 150 seconds), followed by two rounds of 6x2
session iterations per round. This is, each round consists of
the 6 bandwidth conditions randomly presented to the user
for each of the 2 referred content types. After each session,
users are prompted a form in which to evaluate their
navigational experience to the just finished condition in a
MOS scale from very bad (1) to very good (5).
In the particular implementation of our prototype, no
external contents to the controlled LAN environment were
to be accessed as everything was served from the CS. For
that reason, no PHM was used.
5. RESULTS
5.1. Internet Access Service Results
According to the Ministerial Order ITC/912/2006 [26] of
the Spanish Government, any Internet Service Provider
(ISP) that operates in the Spanish territory and fulfills
certain specifications is required to publish results on the
levels of QoS they offer and deliver on a quarterly basis.
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Figure 10. Official ISP bandwidth results vs. prototype results

Therefore, it might be of great interest for the validation of
the prototype to present the results obtained from the
implementation of the prototype for a specific ISP Internet
access service compared to analog results published by that
same ISP of the Spanish territory, according to the
specifications of the Spanish Ministerial Order.
It can be seen in figure 10 that, for the volume of tests
performed by users of the QoSmeter platform (integrated in
the QoXcloud IT infrastructure) whose Internet access
service has been contracted with the ISP to which results
are being compared, the obtained results are relatively
stable over time but its mean value is below the
correspondent results published by the ISP.
This does not mean that the results of the prototype are not
correct. Actually, what explains that difference is that users
who took part in the Internet access service tests are
distributed throughout the Spanish geography and, even for
the same contracted bandwidth, they have very different
access conditions amongst them, such as different distances
to the ISP facilities, different last mile network technologies
or even geographical difficulties that might require a high
investment by the ISP for a better access provision; while
probes that are carried out by the ISP itself are emulated in
a controlled environment that ensures the best compliance
with the standards required by the Ministerial Order, thus
not contemplating real case scenarios.
For this reason, the importance of using a third-party
neutral measurement infrastructure can be crucial for a real
compliance of current recommendations and regulations.
The results obtained in this prototype validation are a good
account it.
5.2. Web Service Results
The Web Service Prototype was tested with a group of 46
participants divided in two groups: experts and non-experts.
The non-expert group was composed of 23 undergraduate
students of the Telecommunication Engineering Degree at
the University of the Basque Country in Spain, whilst the
remaining 23 participants were professors and researchers
of this university.
The results presented below were obtained during the two
months the tests were held (October 2013-November 2013).
MOS value is calculated within the 95% confidence
interval and results are disaggregated by content type and
user category.

Figure 11. MOS vs. BW (results for 46 participants)

Figure 12. Experts vs. Non-experts MOS results

Figure 11 presents the MOS results for the totality of the
participants without group disaggregation. The graphic
presents quite linearity for both content categories.
However, a lower tolerance to contents with higher page
weights can be observed, as photos are rated lower. This
effect can be better appreciated in faster conditions, where
news text is loaded rather quickly in comparison to the
heavy images of the photo contents. When in worse
conditions, since loading times are not good even for news
contents, both contents graphics are quite similar.
In figure 12 the comparison between the results of experts
and non-experts is shown. It can be perceived that, in
general, experts seem more demanding than non-experts, as
well as more accurate when deciding the MOS value.
This effect is easily seen in the news category. However,
there is no clear tendency for photo contents, as this kind of
content is more difficult to evaluate since the final page size
depends mainly of the varying sizes of the photos to load.
Additional results derived from this test, as well as some
proposals to the Draft P.STMWeb, are available in the
contribution presented for that purpose [27].
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT

is also divided by the different application domains. This
situation hinders the investment and development of IoT
technologies and applications. In this sense, significant
advances of the IoT standardization are essential and urgent
for the development of IoT technologies and applications.
It has to be admitted that the IoT is indeed a very complex
subject of the information and communication technologies.
And the standardization of the IoT is then a very complex
work too. There are different ideas and opinions about the
IoT standardization work: some experts think this work
should be related to the specific technologies of the IoT in
order to make it of practical value, such as the works on
machine-to-machine communications (M2M) done by the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI,
www.etsi.org); other experts think that it is necessary to
start the standardization work with the IoT requirements
and capabilities and move then to the IoT architecture, such
as the works on IoT architecture reference model done by
the IoT-A (Internet of Things – Architecture) project
(www.iot-a.eu) co-funded by the European Commission
within the Seventh Framework Programme (2007-2013).
In our opinion, the effort of standardization of the IoT is
different from that concerning the standardization of
specific technologies. We think that it is necessary to
standardize a new architecture reference model (ARM) for
the IoT, as the existing reference models, either the Open
System Interconnection (OSI) basic reference model (BRM)
[2] or the Next Generation Network (NGN) BRM [3] and
the NGN functional architecture [4], are not suitable for the
IoT. However, this paper assumes that, the OSI BRM, the
NGN BRM and the NGN functional architecture are the key
existing reference models over which the new
standardization requirements of the IoT can be developed.
A standardized IoT ARM should enable the integration of
the existing technologies and support the unique
requirements of the IoT applications. In order to enable the
integration of the existing technologies, it is suggested that
the standardized IoT ARM be based in an evolutionary way
on the OSI BRM, the NGN BRM and the NGN functional
architecture, and the standardization work focuses on the
interactions among the IoT functional entities. In order to
support the unique requirements of the IoT applications, the
requirements and corresponding capabilities of the IoT
should be analyzed and standardized.
The contents of this paper are arranged as follows. In
Section 2, the evolution of the standardization requirements
in an architecture perspective is presented based on the

The current situation of technology separation among the
different application domains of the Internet of Things (IoT)
results in a market separation per application domain. This
issue hinders the technical innovation and investments in
the IoT business. In order to solve the issue, it is necessary
to standardize common technologies of the IoT across the
different application domains. This paper argues that the
key direction of the future standardization of the IoT is not
standardizing specific technologies, but building over a
standardized new architecture reference model for the IoT.
Based on the analysis of existing key activities concerning
the standardization of OSI, G and IoT from a functional
architecture perspective, it suggests that the IoT
standardization work be progressed in an evolutionary way
in order to enable the integration of existing technologies,
and focus on the interactions among the functional entities
of the IoT to impose minimum constraints on future
technical innovations.
Keywords— Internet of Things, Open System
Interconnection, Next Generation Network, architecture
reference model, standardization, interaction, functional
entity
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analysis of the interactions in the OSI BRM, NGN BRM
and NGN functional architecture, and the interactions which
are required to be standardized in the IoT are then described.
In Section 3, the evolution of the ARM is presented based
on the analysis of the frameworks of OSI BRM, NGN BRM,
and NGN functional architecture, and a proposed
framework of the IoT ARM for IoT standardization is then
discussed. Section 4 discusses some existing work related to
the standardization of the IoT. In Section 5, some
suggestions for the future standardization of the IoT are
given. The conclusion of this paper is provided in Section 6.

provide value-added functionality supported by one or
more services” [5].
The separation of service system from transport system
results in independent service provisioning in NGN, so that
a competitive environment is promoted in order to speed up
the provisioning of diversified NGN services [4]. In this
sense, the standardization requirements have evolved from
the information exchange in OSI BRM to the service
provisioning in NGN BRM.

2. THE EVOLUTIO OF THE STA DARDIZATIO
REQUIREME TS
The analysis of the requirements for the standardization of
the architecture reference model is the first step in the
standardization activity. The standardization requirements
had evolved from those of the OSI BRM to those of the
NGN BRM from the perspective of the interactions.
The OSI BRM aims to “qualify standards for the exchange
of information among systems” [2]. The exchange of
information can be termed as interactions, and the systems
can be regarded as the computing systems. So the OSI BRM
is required to guide the standardization of the interactions
among computing systems. The interactions in the OSI
BRM are illustrated in figure 1, where the standardized
interactions are represented by solid arrows and other
interactions are represented by dashed arrows. The
application process is “an element within a real open
system which performs the information processing for a
particular application”.

Figure 1. Interactions in the OSI BRM
The OSI BRM is a logical reference model that does not
consider the implementation aspects (i.e. specific service
access points for each functional layer, the functional
components in each functional layer, etc.), so it is not
suitable to guide directly the standardization of the
technologies for implementation.
The NGN BRM takes into account the requirements
concerning the adoption of existing transport and service
technologies and the separation between service system
(service functions) and transport system (transport
functions). So, as illustrated in figure 2, the NGN functional
architecture is required to standardize the interactions
among multiple service systems, among multiple transport
systems and between service system and transport system of
the same NGN. It should be noted that, in figure 2, an
application is “a structured set of capabilities, which

Figure 2. Interactions in the NGN BRM
Concerning the IoT, the interactions are extended to the
interactions between computing system and IoT devices; in
these interactions the exchanged information is constrained
to the information collected by the devices and the
information controlling the devices. Here the IoT devices
refer to the devices connected with the IoT. As the
messages exchanged between computing system and IoT
devices are no longer transparent in terms of information
meaning, it is required to identify and process the meaning
of the information exchanged from the application
perspective. These content-aware interactions between
computing system and IoT devices can be classified into
local interactions and remote interactions.
The local interactions are illustrated in figure 3. This type of
interactions may be initiated by the local computing system
or the local related applications. As far as the technologies
related with this type of interactions, existing technologies
can be used, such as those developed for wireless sensor
networks. This type of interactions is the basic interaction
type to be standardized in the IoT.

Figure 3. Local interactions between computing system and
IoT devices in the IoT
The remote interactions are illustrated in figure 4. This type
of interactions is between IoT devices and remote related
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applications. This type of interaction is decomposed into the
local interactions between IoT devices and local computing
system, and the interactions between local computing
system and remote computing system as described in the
NGN specifications and their necessary extensions to be
specified in IoT related standards. Here the computing
system consists of transport system and service system as
defined in the NGN specifications. This type of interactions
is a complex part of the IoT standardization, requiring the
integration of the IoT technical standards with the existing
NGN technical standards.

need to interact with the service system and even related
applications based on the requirements of IoT applications.
In this sense, an IoT device can be also regarded as a
specific computing system that is operated with no or
limited human intervention. So the IoT devices are required
to automatically interact with the transport system, the
service system and related applications, possibly resulting in
automatic service provisioning. The IoT devices exchange
data with the related applications, and these IoT interactions
belong to the content-aware exchange of information.
In summary, the standardization requirements have evolved
from a content-transparent exchange of information as
required by the OSI BRM, and the service provisioning as
required by the NGN BRM, to a content-aware exchange of
information and the automatic service provisioning required
by the IoT applications. In this sense, the IoT requires a
new standardized architecture reference model.
3. THE EVOLUTIO OF THE ARM

Figure 4. Remote interactions between computing system
and IoT devices in the IoT
Based on the above, a global view of the interactions in the
IoT is proposed as illustrated in figure 5, where the
computing system is decomposed into transport system and
service system as defined in the NGN specifications. The
standardization of the different interactions shown in the
figure (between IoT devices and transport system, between
transport system and service system, between service
system and related applications, among different transport
systems and among different service systems) is required.
Internet of Things

Related Applications

Related Applications

Next Generation
Networks
Service System 1

Service System 2

Transport System 1

Transport System 2

IoT Devices

IoT Devices

Figure 5. A global view of the interactions in the IoT
The interactions between IoT devices and computing
system is decomposed into the interaction between IoT
devices and transport system, and the interactions between
transport system and service system.
Although the IoT devices in figure 5 are illustrated as
directly connected to the transport system, the IoT devices

The architecture reference model (ARM) of the IoT is an
evolution of the existing reference models, whose key ones
are the OSI BRM, the NGN BRM and the NGN functional
architecture.
The OSI BRM is independent from implementations, and is
standardized in a logical perspective. In the OSI BRM,
only abstracted entities, associations, connections and
service access points are defined. The OSI reference model
consists of four basic elements: open systems, applicationentities which exist within the OSI environment,
associations which connect the application-entities and
permit them to exchange information, and physical media
for OSI [2].
The NGN BRM has been adopted in the NGN functional
architecture [4]. The NGN functional architecture is defined
as “a set of functional entities and the reference points
between them used to describe the structure of an G .
These functional entities are separated by reference points,
and thus, they define the distribution of functions” [4].
Although the reference points are sufficient to guide the
standardization of the local interactions between service
system and transport system, it is our opinion this is not
sufficient for satisfying the requirements of remote
interactions, such as the remote service provisioning
requirements. The reason of such limitation is that the
architecture of a system consists of its functional entities
and the interactions among them, and a reference point
refers to ”a conceptual point at the conjunction of two nonoverlapping functional entities that can be used to identify
the type of information passing between these functional
entities” [4], not covering all interactions among the various
functional entities, such as the interactions among
functional entities connected through networks (for these
functional entities, the associations (in OSI BRM’s terms)
among these functional entities should be also considered
besides the reference points).
Although each functional entity can be specified by its
capabilities and its reference points with other functional
entities, a functional architecture should be specified by the
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functional entities, the reference points and the associations
among the reference points.
The NGN functional architecture specified in [4] has
evolved from the OSI BRM by taking into account
requirements and capabilities from the implementation
(deployment) perspective, in which the service functions are
separated from the transport functions. The OSI BRM is
however still used in the modeling of the NGN as a
supporting communication model.
The NGN functional architecture includes NGN functional
entities and NGN components [4]. The definition of
functional entity in [4] is “an entity that comprises an
indivisible set of specific functions. Functional entities are
logical concepts, while groupings of functional entities are
used to describe practical, physical implementations.”
Although a definition of components (or NGN components)
is not given in [4], based on the content of clause 10 of [4]
and the above definition of functional entity, the
components can be regarded as the “groupings of functional
entities which are used to describe practical, physical
implementations.” In this sense, “component” is a concept
that is used in physical implementation models.
From the above analysis, it can be concluded that [4]
contains both the specifications of functional model of
NGN and deployment model of NGN. The functional model
of NGN is specified from a logical point of view, and the
deployment model of NGN is specified from an
implementation (deployment) point of view.
Figure 6 illustrates the framework of the “NGN ARM”
consisting of OSI BRM as communication model, NGN
functional model and NGN deployment model.

Figure 6. Framework of the NGN ARM
As the standardization requirements of the IoT include the
standardization of content-aware interactions and automatic
service provisioning, the only communication model is not
sufficient for the ARM of the IoT. Three additional models
are identified for the standardization of the ARM of the IoT:
the information model, the security & privacy model, and
the IoT concept and requirement model. A framework of
the IoT ARM is proposed and is illustrated in figure 7.
The technical scope of the IoT covers different aspects of
ICTs, such as computing, control and communication
technologies. In order to define correctly and reasonably the
scope of the IoT standardization, the establishment of an
IoT concept and requirement model is necessary to specify
characteristics and high level requirements of the IoT from
an ICT perspective. This work on the requirement analysis
of the IoT or M2M has been done by both the IoT-A project
and ETSI.

Figure 7. Proposed framework of the IoT ARM
Based on the requirements of applications, the IoT is
required to automatically capture and process (e.g., classify,
aggregate, store, transfer and analyze) the data collected by
the IoT devices, and possibly send instructions for their
control according to pre-defined rules and occurrences of
pre-defined events. The IoT depends on the understanding
of the meaning of the data captured or transferred in the IoT
to correctly perform the operations required by the
applications. In order to standardize correctly the
information exchange among IoT functional entities in the
application perspective and support automatic operations in
the IoT, it is necessary to establish an IoT information
model specifying the IoT information entities and their
relations based on the application requirements. An
information model has been proposed by the IoT-A project.
However, as the IoT information model involves some
complex topics, such as the data models related with
physical things and the semantics of physical things, more
work is expected to be done in the future.
The security and privacy protection capabilities are no
longer optional in the IoT. A security & privacy model is
needed in order to specify the constraints of security and
privacy protection distributed in the IoT information entities,
and the operations to enforce and fulfill these constraints.
“Concepts and solutions for privacy and security in the
resolution infrastructure” of the IoT have been proposed by
the IoT-A project, but these concepts and solutions are not
related with the IoT information model.
In order to integrate these models of the IoT ARM, a
“knowledge plane” such as that proposed by David Clark in
[6] may be needed in the IoT functional model to support
the capabilities of automatic operations, and security and
privacy protection in the IoT. The semantic requirements of
the IoT applications can be also satisfied by capabilities of
the knowledge plane. The IoT information model can be
considered as the basis for the integration of the models.
In summary, the ARM has evolved from the logical
architecture reference model specified in the OSI BRM, and
the logical and implementation oriented architecture
reference model specified in the NGN functional
architecture, to the conceptual, logical and implementation
oriented architecture reference model to be specified for the
IoT.
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4. EXISTI G KEY ACTIVITIES CO CER I G THE
STA DARDIZATIO OF THE IOT
Several efforts concerning the standardization of the IoT are
in progress besides that one conducted within the Internet of
Things Global Standard Initiative (IoT-GSI) administrated
by the ITU-T (www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/gsi/iot). These efforts
include the “Smart Machine-to-Machine communications
(SmartM2M)” ETSI (www.etsi.org) Technical Committee
and the IoT-A project (www.iot-a.eu).
ETSI has published technical specifications concerning the
M2M functional architecture, respectively in 2011 and 2013.
The ETSI “M2M service capabilities functional architecture
framework” published in 2011, illustrated in figure 8,
provides a network-independent architecture framework for
M2M [7]. It adopts the principle of separation between
service functions and transport functions as specified in the
NGN functional architecture [4], and focuses on the service
layer aspects.

in order to emphasize the deployment aspects of the
architecture framework, although a clear distinction is not
made there between functional aspects and deployment
aspects.
As already anticipated, functional model and deployment
model serve different purposes, and their specifications
should be addressed in a distinct way.
The IoT-A project has done a lot of studies on the IoT
ARM. The IoT ARM has been decomposed into IoT
domain model, IoT information model, IoT functional
model, IoT communication model, and IoT trust, security &
privacy model. These ideas and the methodology
concerning the study of the IoT ARM are - in the authors’
opinion - very valuable for further research and
standardization activity concerning the IoT ARM. The
framework of the IoT ARM defined by the IoT-A project [9]
is illustrated in figure 10.

Functional
Model

Communication
Model

Trust, Security &
Privacy Model

Communication
Functionality Group

Security
Functionality Group

Information handled by
functional components

Information
Model
Concepts explicitly
represented

Concepts as
foundations of
functional groups

Domain Model

Figure 8. ETSI M2M service capabilities functional
architecture framework published in 2011
The ETSI “M2M service capabilities functional architecture
framework” published in 2013, illustrated in figure 9,
extends the previous framework in some deployment
aspects [8].

Figure 10. Framework of the IoT ARM
defined by the IoT-A project
In this framework, differently from the proposed framework
of the IoT ARM shown in figure 7, both the communication
model and the trust, security & privacy model do not
support the IoT functional model; they are simply included
within the IoT functional model. This approach may be
satisfactory from a research point of view, but may have
some limitations from a technical standardization point of
view.
5. SUGGESTIO S ABOUT THE FUTURE
STA DARDIZATIO OF THE IOT

Figure 9. ETSI M2M service capabilities functional
architecture framework published in 2013
It can be realized that the ETSI architecture framework
published in 2013 has introduced the concept of node
(“Device/Gateway M2M node” and “Network M2M node”)

Based on the above analysis and discussions, the following
principles are suggested to be considered for the future
standardization of the IoT.
Principle 1: The IoT standardization should focus on the
interactions among functional entities, especially the
interactions among the functional entities to be
independently implemented and deployed.
According to the concept of standardization of the IoT
based on the interactions among computing systems
(assuming here that a related application can also be
regarded as a computing system, so the interactions among
computing systems include the interactions between related
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applications and computing system), and the interactions
between computing system and IoT devices, the IoT
standardization should focus on the capabilities related to
the interactions. Some capabilities that are not related to the
interactions, such as, for example, the capability for internal
storage, should not be the focus of the IoT standardization
work.
Considering that the interaction between computing system
and IoT devices requires the support of automatic data
transmission from IoT devices to computing system, and the
fact that data are continuously accumulated within the IoT,
the data related capabilities of the IoT are required to
control the amount of accumulated data in order to avoid
the crash of the computing systems interacting with the IoT
devices, even though these computing systems may have
large memories and storage areas. In this sense, as stated in
principle 3 below, the integration of relevant IoT related
technologies such as cloud computing should be considered
in order to manage adequately the data, e.g. supporting the
movement of data to cloud storage areas.
Principle 2: The IoT standardization should focus on the
standardization of the IoT ARM, taking into consideration
the various models (IoT concept and requirement model,
IoT information model, IoT communication model, IoT
security & privacy model, IoT functional model and IoT
deployment model).
It is suggested that the standardization of the IoT ARM be
specified at both logical and physical level. The physical
level refers here to the implementation oriented level, and
the logical lever refers to the implementation independent
level. If possible, it is recommended that the logical
specifications be separated from the physical specifications
in order to simplify the technical specifications and provide
stability and long term applicability of the logical
specifications.
In order to guide correctly the future IoT standardization
work, it is suggested that the standardized IoT ARM be
verified in its correctness and completeness. Verifying the
IoT ARM is a complex task, but it is worth doing it,
including for the promotion of technical innovations. In this
sense, it is very critical to attract both industry experts and
academic experts in the standardization effort concerning
the IoT ARM
Based on this principle, with specific reference to the work
carried out by the ITU-T IoT-GSI, the IoT standardization
work on the IoT ARM should build over the specifications
concerning IoT common requirements and IoT functional
framework and capabilities currently under progress within
the ITU-T IoT-GSI. .
Principle 3: The IoT standardization should also focus on
appropriate work concerning the deployment of the IoT in
various application domains (e.g. e-health, intelligent
transport systems, smart grids, smart cities), and the
integration of relevant IoT related technologies (e.g. cloud
computing, software defined networking, web services,
service delivery platform, naming, data storage, data mining
and other big data technologies), in order to strengthen the

direct applicability and value of the IoT standards in the
industry.
Based on the principles 2 and 3, three important areas can
be identified for the future IoT standardization: the
standardization of the IoT ARM, the standardization related
to the deployment of the IoT in specific application
domains and the standardization related to the integration of
relevant IoT related technologies.
6. CO CLUSIO
Based on the analysis of existing key activities concerning
the standardization of OSI, NGN and IoT from a functional
architecture perspective, a global view of the interactions in
the IoT and a framework of the IoT ARM have been
proposed. Also, an evolutionary way to define standard
architecture reference models from OSI and NGN to IoT
has been analyzed. Based on these proposals and analysis, it
is suggested that the future standardization of the IoT
focuses on both the architecture reference model of the IoT,
in order to correctly guide the standardization work, and
the interactions among the functional entities or components
of the IoT, in order to impose minimum constraints on
future technical innovations. Considering that the IoT builds
on existing information and communication systems, the
IoT standardization work should be conducted in an
evolutionary way in order to enable the integration of
existing information and communication technologies.
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ABSTRACT
‘Haat-Bazaar’ is a popular concept in south Asian rural
areas where small scale farmers sell their products in a
local context while promoting local food system. For a
population of whom the majority is dependent on small
scale agriculture, this market development has proven to be
beneficial. However, lack of a proper and trustworthy
distribution system as well as the existence of middle men
make a hurdle for these rural producers to access directly
the end users of their products, mostly living in the urban
areas. In this context, we aim to develop an android based
mobile application which will effectively allow the rural
farmers to maximize their profit margin while satisfying the
urban consumers with quality goods.
Keywords— Agriculture marketing, Android based
Mobile application.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, it is widely argued that sustainable development
of a country largely depends on strong urban-rural linkages
and interactions. To be true nature of this linkage manifests
the development of both rural and urban areas. Here rural
areas serve as centers for generation and nourishment of
raw resources, while their urban counterparts act as engines
for their processing, value addition and final consumption
[1].
Again for economic development, it is very important to
make the supply chain smooth enough to balance the
demand and supply and have consistency in the market.
However, difficulty or even inability to access the market,
because of lack of access to transportation, represents an
obstacle for rural farmers to earn a supplemental income by
selling their products at a competitive price. With majority
of the population depending directly on small scale
agriculture, ‘Haat Bazaar’, a market place that generally
takes place on a weekly or bi-weekly basis in an open field
that are accessible to most families in a village, offers a
unique opportunity for rural producers to increase their
profits and convert underutilized species [2]. However,
sellers/producers still do not know how much he can sell;
buyers do not know if the chosen item will be available
during their required time/day. So, sellers have to stock-pile
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their items by mobilizing producers, suppliers and others. It
costs them time, money and requires them taking risks (of
failing to sell, wastage etc) and requires the market
infrastructure to provide enough, if not extra, facilities/
space for storage. Buyers, also facing uncertainty regarding
supply, quality and price of perishable food items, either do
advance buying or miss the item, if finished. Daily
commuting involved, personal and collective, and
associated hassles is not equally enjoyed by all buyers.
Similarly, from the seller’s context, transporting the items
to the market from the rural producers involves an amount
of time, risk, uncertainty, money etc.
Although price is much lower in rural area’s ‘haat bazar’
compared to the consumer market in urban areas, urban
buyers/consumers can not access the food items there
because of transport and communication problems, absence
of a reliable and established mechanism to buy from them
and others reasons. As a result, rural producers/sellers are
also deprived of better price – compared to consumer price
in urban areas- of their product. Urban sellers in different
urban markets such as wholesale/kitchen markets,
neighborhood markets, chain shops/super shops – links the
rural sellers and urban buyers. However, several middlemen
enter the market chain in between and miscreants hamper
the supply line which ultimately costs the urban buyers in
terms of price and deprive the producers as well. Plus, the
urban selling points also have their own limitations with
respect to space, transport access, maintaining required
standard for hygienic storage etc. Plus, providing a well
located urban market place is more difficult in a densely
populated space.
In such circumstances, a real-time, virtual shopping
platform can play a magical role. It is not only expected to
solve the problems of rural producer/sellers, urban sellers
and marginal/urban consumers, but will also make the
buying and selling experience fast comfortable and
recorded. Moreover, in a low internet usage but growing
mobile phone ownership scenario in Bangladesh and other
developing countries, a mobile phone based online market
for daily and essential food shopping will ensure advanced
and effective use of ICT and will have a positive impact on
GDP growth [3]. However, online trading/shopping for
agriculture products alone, focusing on urban and rural
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stakeholders is yet to be developed. Hence, we propose an
android based mobile application for agriculture marketing
system with an aim to make a bridge between the rural
producers and urban consumers. Standardization of the
proposed system will be required to contribute effectively
for the socio-economic development of developing
countries like Bangladesh.
Although the system is developed for Bangladeshi buyers
and sellers, it can equally be applicable for the South Asian
or other developing countries with similar agricultural
market chain dominated by middlemen (and extortionist,
and other bottlenecks affecting smooth flow) and hence
negatively affecting the satisfaction of the end users or
stakeholders.
2. MOTIVATION
Based on this general outline, our proposed development of
a mobile application, namely "Haat-Bazaar Protidin”, is
aimed at addressing the following challenging issues:
 Expanded Market:
Strong urban-rural linkage and interactions can be ensured
through better access of agro-producers in the local markets
of both urban and rural areas. Producers access to larger
market mean larger demand of products for the sellers
which in turn has an induced effect on increased income
both for producers and sellers. Again direct access of
farmers can reduce the unwanted influence of middleman in
the whole demand-supply market chain. We believe our
mobile application "Haat-Bazaar Protidin” will ensure
greater access to agro-based markets for producers, sellers
and buyers. A farmer from a remote rural area will easily be
able to sell his product to the consumer from urban areas.
 Employment Opportunities:
Extended market with increased demand and supply will
create new jobs related to services like delivery system,
transaction facilities, quality management of products and
so on.
 Access to Diversified Products:
"Haat-Bazaar Protidin” will help consumers of different
interest and location to buy good quality, reasonable priced
agro products from anywhere of the country.
 Ease in Busy City Life:
The mentioned mobile application will bring some ease in
the busy daily life. Consumer can complete his/her daily
buying activities with few finger tips. We suppose the wide
and acceptable use of our mobile application will at least
reduce daily haat/bazaar related traffic on the road which
in turn will reduce pressure on the whole transport system.
 Provision for special interest group:
Using this application some special group of society like
elderly citizen, who lives alone in the absence of other
family members or minor people like physically disabled

people who lives in nuclear family, will be benefitted and
can be served by the serving group of people
 Trust building:
Our application will bring remotely placed buyers and
sellers in direct contact, where both the parties have to
show trust on each other in the process of delivering quality
products, successful payment procedure etc. Therefore, we
have imposed rating functions in our application.
3. “HAAT-BAZAAR PROTIDIN” APPLICATION
DETAILS
The application “Haat-Bazaar Protidin” is designed and
developed considering the utmost ease and comfort for the
application users. The target of the user, though the
application has not reached to its maturity, we are trying to
integrate as much feature as possible.
3.1 Application Features
Our developed mobile application is capable of the
following key features:
3.1.1 Create and Maintain Social Database:
To operate the application users has to have the registered
profile tagged with their individual valid mobile number
under the category of "Buyer" and "Seller". Mobile
Number is the key to the application and further
communication and authentication process through the
application. It will help us to create a social database for a
specific group of people and we can sort it out at any time
when required.
3.1.2. Real Time Virtual Business:
With the application both the Buyer's and Seller's will be in
the market place virtually at 24X7 basis. In this virtual
market sellers will be able to update the price of the
products at any time of the day and the buyer's will be able
to review the price trends and decide their desires.
Application is also featured with virtual auction facility
where buyer and seller both have the privilege to bid on the
price of any particular product. This auction may continue
for few minutes to few hours or even few days until any
party (buyer or seller) agrees on other party's offer. The
auction may be cancelled if any party do not agree on other
party's offer and wish to close the auction. Closing of the
auction depends on the either party. So, the opportunity is
there in the application from the very beginning to ensure
the fair competition and negotiation.
3.1.3. Location wise Trading Facility:
In the application sellers are bound to be tagged under a
physical location or market place. It facilitates the buyer
with option to justify and verify the actual presence of the
seller and help the buyers to decide whether trading in that
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particular area is feasible or not. Through the built-in
searching mechanism of the application the buyers will be
able to detect and sort out his nearest market place to shop.
It gives the flexibility and comfort to buyers in their day to
day trading. On the other hand, sellers are facilitated to
analyze the feasibility of home delivery at the customer
premises when there it is applicable.

product or the money. In the payment and delivery
mechanism both the buyer and seller has the privilege to
continue or suspend the transaction at any point of buy-sell
process if either party is responsible for violating the agreed
terms and conditions during the order phase of the
application.
3.1.6. Native Language Support:

3.1.4. Rating Facility for Developing Goodwill:
We know that Goodwill is the intangible asset for any
business. Our application will give the options to the users
to build their goodwill using the rating facility of the
application. In some cases it is mandatory to put rating to
proceed towards the next activity. Slowly but steadily, it
will build a goodwill database of the users and any
commercial organizations like bank; can use this as a
reference in their decision making.
3.1.5. Payment and Transaction Facility:
Payment and transaction is the key behind any trade or
business. It is expected that the transaction will ensure
highest level of security, integrity, backup and transparency
all the time. Considering these facts, we have developed a
new transaction and payment model for our application
which is built-in with the application. The discussion on
that model is beyond the scope of this paper. But in high
level the payment system is similar to the popular mobile
banking systems in Bangladesh such as bKash (operated by
BRAC Bank Ltd. in Bangladesh)[4] or DBBL Mobile
Banking system (operated by Dutch-Bangla Bank Limited)
[5]. In our application the payment module is integrated
using the mobile application which is tagged with the
affiliated bank. To operate the transaction using the
payment module of the application, a bank account will be
maintained by the application users using the same mobile
no. which has been used to register with our application
with the affiliated bank in their mobile banking system. The
difference is, the transaction request will be sent to the
affiliated bank if and only if the proper authentication cycle
has been fulfilled and acknowledgment has been received
from both the buyer and seller. After that, a transaction
request will be sent to the mobile banking system of the
affiliated bank from our application system, to initiate the
transaction. In this particular case both the buyer and the
seller has the option to authenticate and terminate any
transaction at the any point of the buy-sell process that
could be the money or the product due to the violation of
the buy-sell terms and condition from either buyer or seller.
Using the random generated authentication codes from the
system, which is built for the mobile apps “Haat-Bazaar
Protidin”, the users will have the freedom to terminate their
transaction. These random codes validate the transaction for
both buyer and seller in transaction phase of either the

Native language support has been integrated in our system
to facilitate the native user groups who has no efficiency in
international languages like English.
3.2 Operation and Process Flow
The application has been developed in the android platform
and maintained the standard user GUI and navigation
mechanism to operate the application. The application is
capable of detecting the mobile no registered on the
network using the Subscriber Identification Module (SIM)
card inserted in the mobile set in which the operator is
using the application. Access to the application is restricted
with the standard authentication mechanism built-in the
android operating system.
After the login user has to proceed as per their necessity
where the user GUI is maintained separately for both buyer
and seller. Specific features have been introduced for
specific interested group. For example, after login into the
application as a buyer, user will be directly directed to the
search panel in the location map of his/her current location.
On the other hand, if the user log in to the application as a
seller then he/she will be directed to the product list instead
of his/her location. According to the user type the access
experience into the application has been determined. If we
look at the flow chart in figure 1, we will be able
understand the process flow of our developed application.
Figure 2 shows the different screenshots of our developed
android based mobile application “Haat-Bazaar Protidin”.
3.3 System Design Parameters:
Our application has been developed in traditional serverclient architecture, where server has been located centrally
and can be setup to different distributed location to assure
redundancy. In initial stage though we did not consider
about server clustering but we have kept the option to
migrate to the server cluster when there will be necessary.
Client will be the mobile set used by the user that should
run the android as an Operating System (OS). The below
table will give us an idea about the system design
parameters required to operate our application:
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Figure 1. Process Flow of the application “Haat-Bazaar Protidin”

Table 1. System Design Parameter

Table 2. Developer Platform Details
Developer Tools Details
Editor
: Eclipse
Database
: Oracle 10G R2
Server Scripts
: PHP

Hardware Requirement
Processor
RAM
Internet
Access

:
:
:

500 MHz
10 MB
Yes. Wi-Fi or Mobile Data
(GPRS/EDGE/3G)

Software Requirement
Operating
System

:

Android
Minimum: V3 (Honeycomb)
Maximum: V4.1.2 (Jellybean)

Support
Software

:

Google Play Service
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opportunistic telecommunication markets in the south-east
Asia currently having six mobile operators and two
WiMAX operators. According to the World Bank
Bangladesh had its 90% population covered before July
2006, [6] by mobile cellular network is the percentage of
people that live in areas served by a mobile cellular signal
regardless of whether they use it or not and it has 63.76
registered Mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people) in
which was last measured at in 2012[7]. Bangladesh
Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC)
published in their website that they have recorded 10.9%
mobile user subscriber growth and 21.1% internet user
subscriber growth in Bangladesh over the one year period,
starting from July 2012 to June2013[8]. It also tells us that
over the period average monthly mobile subscriber growth
was nearly 1%.
In 2013 BTRC provided 3G licenses to all major mobile
operators in the country to provide faster internet usage
experience on the go and most of the major operators like
Grameen Phone, Robi, Baglalink, Airtel have already
launched their 3G operations in the country. Like others
Robi (a major mobile service operator) has offered 2G
mobile data service at the cost of BDT 2 only [9] which is
sufficient for the usage of the android based mobile apps
“Haat-Bazaar Protidin” in a particular day.
Figure 2. Different screenshots of “Haat-Bazaar Protidin”

4. EVALUATION
Currently our application has not reached to its maturity and
it is in development and tuning phase. In the current
operation scenario our experience has been shred in the
following data table:
Table 3. Performance Data Table
Developer Tools Details
Login
: 1.97 seconds
Buyer 2.50 seconds
Registration
:
Seller 2.26 seconds
Database 2.50 seconds
Product Upload
:
Image 4 seconds.

Moreover, to operate our application it is not necessary to
have a high performance android based phone. According
to the market survey, to operate our application in smooth
manner we will require an android operating system based
mobile phone which will cost BDT 2000-3000 only for the
users. It will be a fixed term cost for the users and probably
will be remain useful for at least 2 years.
This infrastructure and initiatives allows us to think of a
smooth and acceptable and sustainable deployment of our
application to the rural farmers as well as other involved
parties in the remote areas of Bangladesh.
6. IMPACT ON SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

As the system is running in traditional server-client
architecture, so, information upload and download is highly
dependent on the communication channel speed established
between server and client and it is internet speed that
mobile user is using.
5. SUSTAINABILITY OF THE APPLICATION:
ADOPTION BY THE FARMERS
Our application is not of cutting edge technology but
obviously it follows and it is motivated by the recent trends
of the mobile usage. Bangladesh is one of the biggest

Our application has been designed and developed targeting
the agro-producers and consumers in Bangladesh;
producers do not get the maximum return of their
investment/effort nor do consumers get the maximum
quality product for their money spent. But this application
is also application for other countries of similar economy
and market chain. Plus, modified version of our software
can be implemented in any trading where buyers and sellers
are involved. Our application will generate a virtual market
sans city or geography, at our finger tip. Even our
application is the right platform to overcome the time
difference and business hour dependency between the
geographical locations throughout the world. So the socioeconomic impacts of the application are enormous. Some
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are highlighted below; but they are not limited to the
following list alone:
 Producers usually cannot come in direct contact
with the buyers in the existing market chain. But
the application will make the chain shorter,
efficient facilitating direct selling and buying
between sellers/producers and buyers.
 Sellers (if they are also not producers themselves)
will be able to –
• Plan their storage requirement according to the
real-time demand in the market
• Efficient planning of storage can be done and it
can reduce their cost for carrying and other
logistics which is required for marketing the
agricultural goods to the different locations
throughout the country
• Reduce wastage of unsold items
• Avoid cost due to extortion, (Extortionists
usually swoop on the sellers while carrying
products in bulk amount) when sellers put them
in a situation where they have no option but to
sell the products in the market.
• Do Safe, Smart and Fast trading
 Consumers will be able to
• Get supply of fresh products
• Have an opportunity to play a role to break the
middle-men led agricultural market chain
 Supportive business will develop
• Forward
linkages:
Transportation/Home
Delivery/ Courier/Packaging service
• Backward linkages: Research/marketing of
high yield and value added seeds, fruits and
other agro-items
 The Social Capitals of Trust and Networking
developed (between the buyers and sellers) in the
long run will help
• Producers- regarding product diversification,
further value addition
• Consumers- Giving comfort in busy urban life;
relieving
old,
female
buyers
from
transport/mobility problems
 Effective/advanced use of technology will be
ensured
 Strong Urban Rural Linkage will generate further
multiplier effects in the economy and society
Last but not the least it may be worthwhile mentioning that
applications like this will indirectly motivate farmers to be
educated; at least they will feel the drive for their children’s
education so that they/their children might have a better life
and equal opportunity and probably the maximum profit for
their produces.

7. FUTURE CHALLENGES
As we are targeting agricultural based economy as our prior
target and in the developing country like Bangladesh the
literacy rate is at the lower side. So at the initial level
farmers might have some challenges to operate the
application or required other person's help due to their
educational limitations. But as the time goes on, the literacy
rate will increase and farmers will be able to participate
more actively in the application usage.
Growing users and increased transaction will be a real
challenge for the application usage in the near future. We
have considered the compatibility for the application usage
with the clustered and distributed system but maintain this
kind of large database and volume transaction anticipated
per day require organizational support to maintain the
operation.
8. CONCLUSION
The inspiration behind the development of the application
lies in the rural area of Bangladesh where farmers struggle
to earn their living in spite of their dawn to dusk hard work.
After the harvest, limited access to the market information,
undeveloped transportation system, political insecurity,
middle man, financial instability and lack of courage to take
risk makes it difficult for the farmers to ensure the delivery
of the produce to the market. Lack of knowledge of storing
procedure of the produces, also add pain to the farmer’s
life. It puts them in a situation where the farmers found no
option but to sell the products to the middle men who have
better access to the distribution facility at very lower price
even lower than the production cost.
We also found the inspiration when we see the senior
citizen of the society or physically challenged person who
lives in a nuclear family, struggle to go to the market to
ensure their regular agro supplies. It also hits our thinking
when we consider the situation of a family in the busy urban
life where the every family member has to complete their
daily chores with the pace of clock. Addressing the above
facts we designed and developed our android based mobile
application “Haat-Bazaar Protidin” which is capable of
putting our inspiration in to reality. A little modification of
the design can be feasible and beneficial for every trading
sector in a large and small scale. The great advantage of the
application is that after successful campaign and
commercial deployment it will be responsible for social
revolution in the developing country where agriculture
sector is the backbone of the economy. This revolution is
not only limited to economic boost but also responsible of
other passive business opportunities, employment options
and social trust.
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ABSTRACT
Free space optical (FSO) communication has been
receiving growing attention with recent commercialization
successes as a cost-effective and high bandwidth optical
access technique. A major impairment in FSO system is the
turbulence induced the fading which impairs the
transmission performance improvement. Spatial diversity
can be used to mitigate the turbulence and improve the
system performance. In this paper, an analytical approach
is presented to evaluate the transmission performance of
OFDM FSO system with dual diversity reception
considering effect of channel correlation. We investigate
the system performance of OFDM FSO links over
correlated log-normal weak turbulence fading channel
among dual diversity receivers. Meanwhile, based on the
proposed architecture, both MRC and EGC diversity
combining scheme are used at receiver end for system
performance evaluation. The obtained results can be useful
for giving an insight into the real designing and evaluation
on the FSO system under actual condition.
Keywords—Free Space Optical (FSO), Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), spatial diversity,
channel correlation coefficient, Maximum Ratio Combining
(MRC), Equal Gain Combining (EGC).
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the growing demand on the high speed and
high quality applications for the communication devices
such as HDTV, video programs and so on, we observe an
explosion in the network traffic. Free space optical (FSO)
system known as optical wireless communication (OWC)
application was proposed for its potential high data rate
capacity, low cost, and wide bandwidth on unregulated
spectra. At the same time, transmission of radio frequency
(RF) signals by means of optical fiber links, which are
commonly referred to as radio over fiber (RoF), has been
utilized for many years as a cost effective and high-capacity
solution to facilitate the wireless access [1]. FSO link can
conveniently be used to transmit RF signals, which are
similar to RoF but excluding the fiber medium.
Transmission of RF signals using FSO links, which is
referred to as radio-on free space optics (RoFSO) [1].
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For FSO links case, one of the main problems that affect
the transmission performance is irradiance fluctuations
induced by the atmospheric turbulence. This irradiance
known as the optical scintillation, can cause the power
losses [2]. It is the major performance impairment in FSO
system.
Spatial diversity is an efficient solution to mitigate channel
fading by using the multiple apertures at the receiver
(SIMO) or transmitter side (MISO) or combination
(MIMO). However, diversity techniques are most efficient
under the conditions of uncorrelated fading on the subchannels [4]. In the previous study, any two adjacent
antennas must be sufficiently far apart as independent case
due to channel correlation will impair the transmission
performance improvement [5]. Therefore, one of the key
points is determining the relation between sub-channel
correlation among each adjacent antenna over the long
transmission distance and performance of FSO system.
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a
widely applied technique for wireless communications that
divides the spectrum into a number of equally spaced subchannels and carries a portion of a user’s information on
each channel [2]. Meanwhile, OFDM has been adopted in
several high-speed digital communication standards such as
digital terrestrial TV broadcasting and the IEEE 802.11
local area network (LAN) and IEEE 802.16 standards [1].
In addition, in order to get an insight into the atmospheric
channel statistical models effects to the system performance,
we consider the correlated log-normal distribution due to its
excellent match to multiple sub-channel links under weak
turbulence fading channel situation. Since the FSO can be
modeled as diversity reception, an efficient diversity
combining scheme is required to improve the system
performance. As we know, Maximum Ratio Combining
(MRC) can provide an optimum combining performance,
but implementation complexities are inherent, and system is
extremely sensitive to channel estimation error. Equal Gain
Combining (EGC) is inefficient for system with branches
having acutely low SNR conditions [4].
In this paper, we propose a dual diversity reception FSO
system over correlated log-normal distribution fading
channel using OFDM signals. Then, we investigate channel
correlation effects on transmission performance, in terms of
averaging bit-error-ratio (BER), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
and outage probability (OP). We take into account the
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diversity combining scheme effect, and compare with the
single reception and dual diversity reception case.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we define the channel correlation formula of the optical
field in fading channel. Then, we will model the probability

diversity reception FSO system transmitted by plane wave
as show in Figure 1. We define the channel correlation
coefficient ρ12 between any component receivers, denoted
receiver 1 and receiver 2:

12 (d12 , D) 

BI ,12 ( I1 , I 2 , d12 , D)

(1)

 12 22

With d12 being the separation distance of two points in the
adjacent receiver aperture plane (In this paper, d12 is a
center-to-center separation distance). B12 and σj2 (j=1, 2) are
spatial covariance function of the irradiance and
scintillation index of the diversity receiver jth. In order to
characterize the irradiance and the scintillation index of
receiver induced channel fading, we use the light irradiance
spatial covariance function [3]:
BI ,12 ( I1 , I 2 , d12 , D) 

I1 I 2

I 2j

BI , jj ( I j , I j , 0, D)   2j ( D) 

Figure 1. Plane wave propagation through turbulence channel
received by dual diversity reception model

density function of bivariate log-normal random variables
in section 3. In the section 4, we introduce dual diversity
OFDM FSO system model and present the formula to
describe the transmission performance over correlated lognormal distribution fading channel. In the section 5, we
provide the numerical results to analyze and discuss the
effect of the spatial diversity on the OFDM FSO link over
weak turbulence link. Finally, we give the conclusion in
section 6.

In this section, we review the theories used to derive the
spatial diversity and channel correlation of the optical field
in fading channel. Then, we will model the joint probability
density function (PDF) which represents two log-normal
random variables (RVs) of the light intensity by weak
turbulence channel.
The fundamental limitation of FSO system communications
arises from the environment through which it propagates
[4]. In fact, atmospheric turbulence as an important
influence factor which it can cause the intensity fluctuation
in the received signal level and leads to sharp increase in
the bit error in a FSO communication link. Intensity
fluctuation at a received power variance that depends on the
size of the receive aperture, most of previous literatures
proposed reduce the power variance by increasing the
diameter of aperture as aperture averaging (AA). Aperture
averaging can be seen as a simple form of spatial diversity
when the receiver lens aperture is larger than the fading
correlation length [3]. In this paper, we used spatial-domain
technique model a dual diversity receiver FSO system and
collect the signal at different two positions. Consider a dual

Ij

2

 1,

(3)

Where 〈 . 〉 stands for ensemble average over different
turbulence and Ij is the light intensity collected by the jth
receiver. Previous equation indicate that the irradiance
spatial covariance function is a more general statistic model
that includes the scintillation index as a special case when
the space distance between adjacent point as zero (d12=0).
Meanwhile, based on the extended Rytov theory, we can
also use the log-amplitude X and log-amplitude variance σx2
of the optical wave represents two points on-axis logamplitude fluctuation covariance function, the logamplitude variance is defined by [3]
BX ,12 (r1 , r2 , L) 

2. CHANNEL CORRELATION OF DUAL
DIVERSITY FSO SYSTEM

(2)

 1,
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 X1 X 2 
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2

(4)

When the equation indicates the on the optical axis point
log-amplitude fluctuation covariance means that the valued
of the transverse vector at output plane with rj=0. Where
Re[x] denotes the real part of x, and E2, E3 are two secondorder statistical moments given by [3]
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2

(6)

Where ξ = 1-z/L and J0 (.) is Bessel function of the first
kind and zero order. D and L represent receiver aperture
diameter and transmission distance. The effective
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atmospheric spectrum Φn.eff (κ) under neglect inner scale
and outer scale situation is defined as [3]

 n.eff ( )  0.033Cn2 11/3


 2 
 11/3
,
 exp   2   
11/6
2
2


 X .0 






Y .0



 X2 .0 

(7)

k
2.61
3k
, Y2.0  (1  0.69 12/5
R ).
L 1  1.11 R2
L

The κx and κY represent the low-pass and high-pass spatial
frequency cutoffs, σR for turbulence strength. When the logamplitude variance is sufficiently small, and r1=r2=0, the
scintillation index is related by

BI , jj ( I j , I j ,0, D)   2j ( D)  exp 4BX ,12 (r1, r2 , L)  1

(8)

Then, when the observation points on the optical axis, the
equation (2) can be changed to
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Figure 2. OFDM FSO system with dual diversity reception
over weak turbulence channel.

Where ρ12=ρ21, and we can also extend this spatial
covariance matrix to multiple transmitters/receivers model
to determine the correlation between sub-channel. Then, we
assume correlated log-normal distribution function of the
light intensity of all sub-channels is given by

f I1 , I2 ( I1 , I 2 ) 


 (ln I1  ln I1,0 ) 2 (ln I 2  ln I 2,0 ) 2
1
 exp 

2 
 X2 1
 X2 2
 8(1  12 ) 

3. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

2 12

Theory reliably of FSO system operating in presence of
atmospheric turbulence can be based on a mathematical
model of the probability density function of randomly light
intensity irradiance that describes the system’s behavior
across the different strength turbulence regimes [5]. In this
paper, we model the correlated log-normal distribution
represents combine faded of intensity irradiance, then, we
investigate the effect of channel correlation to system
performance under weak turbulence regime. Based on
previous literatures, which single receiver log-normal PDF
of light intensity fading is given by
  ln( I )  ln( I 0 ) 2 
1
1
fI (I ) 
exp 

2 I (2 X2 )1/2
8 X2



(10)

Where I0 denotes the light intensity in the absence of
turbulence, I= I0 exp(2X-2<X>) . Hence, a dual reception
FSO system where optical signals collected from two
apertures undergo diversity combining, we model the
spatial covariance matrix [6]

  X2 1
12 X1 X 2
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 X2 2
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(12)
Where I1,0 and I2,0 are the received light intensity at the
receiver1 and receiver 2 in the absence of turbulence
situation.

4. PERFORMANCE OF DUAL DIVERSITY
RECEPTION OFDM FSO SYSTEM
In this paper, we consider intensity modulation/direct
detection (IM/DD) link in FSO system using OFDM signals.
A dual diversity reception OFDM FSO system is
considered where the OFDM signals is transmitted via
single aperture and received by two apertures (j=2) over
fading channel with additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Figure 2 shows OFDM FSO diversity receivers
system architecture. The OFDM signals for Ns subcarriers,
after up-conversion can be written as
N s -1

SOFDM (t )＝ X n exp(i(n＋2 f c )t ),0  t＜TS

(13)

n＝0

Where ωn are the set of orthogonal subcarriers frequency,
TS is the OFDM symbol duration, Xn＝an＋ibn is complex
data symbol in the nth subcarrier, with an and bn the inphase and quadrature modulation symbols. The first raw
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data is mapped according to different types of modulation
techniques. Each symbol Xn is amplitude modulated on
orthogonal subcarriers. The signal SOFDM (t) is then used to
modulate the optical intensity of laser-diode (LD) to be
transmitted through fiber optics. At the receiver side,
received optical signals convert to electrical signals by
photo-detector. Then, signals through the electrical filter
and OFDM demodulator. Assuming the total output current
of the combiner, can be expressed as follows



i(t , I1 , I 2 )  I ph ( I1 , I 2 ) 1   mn S n,1,2 (t )   nopt ,1,2 (t )
 n 0

N 1

(14)

where nopt is the sum of thermal noise, shot noise and is
modeled as Gaussian white random process with zero mean
and variance σN2=N0/2 in sub-channel, mn is optical
modulation index on per subcarrier. The total noise power
is given by
4 K BTabs F
2
Be  2qI ph ( I1 , I 2 ) Be   RIN  I ph
( I1 , I 2 ) Be
RL
(15)
Where Iph is the dc of the total received current at output of
the photo-detector and combiner depend on received light
intensity I1 and I2, and accord with the light intensity
distribution. KB is the Boltzmann’s constant, Tabs is the
absolute temperature, F is the noise figure of the receiver
electronics, RL is the PD load resistor, and q is the electron
charge.
In this paper, we compare the performance of dual diversity
reception with two diversity combining scheme, maximal
ratio combining (MRC) and equal gain combining (EGC).
In the presence of turbulence, the instantaneous electrical
signal-noise-to ratio (SNR) at the output of the diversity
combiner using MRC and EGC are given by
N0 ( I1 , I 2 ) 

SNRtotal .MRC ( I1 , I 2 )   1   2   MRC
SNRtotal .EGC ( I1 , I 2 ) 



1   2



2

/ 2   EGC



0

(19)

f X1 , X 2 ( X1 , X 2 ) BERtotal ( X1 , X 2 )dX1dX 2

Where instantaneous electrical BERtotal is
1

BERtotal ( X 1 , X 2 ) 

 3SNRtotal ( X 1 , X 2 ) 
2(1  M )
erfc 

M
log 2
2( M  1)



(20)

In the case of MRC reception combining with two receivers,
the electrical SNR in the presence of turbulence when the
N0 (I1) =N0 (I2) can be written as
2
2
0.5mn2 I ph
 0.5mn2 I ph

.1 ( I1 , X 1 ) 
.2 ( I 2 , X 2 ) 
SNRtotal .MRC ( X 1 , X 2 )  

N0
N0
(21)
Where Iph.j is the function related to Ij and Xj, at same time,
Iph,j follow the distribution of Xj. The EGC reception
combining can be modeled by

  0.5mn  I ph.1 ( I1 , X 1 )  I ph.2 ( I 2 , X 2 )  

SNRtotal .EGC ( X 1 , X 2 )   


2 N0



2

(22)

The outage probability is a commonly used performance
metric in fading channels. It is defined as the probability
that instantaneous SNRtotal falls below a specified threshold
SNRth, which represents a value of the SNR above which
the quality of the channel is satisfactory. It is a useful
method to evaluate the effect of the channel fading cause to
the atmospheric turbulence on the system performance. The
outage probability for a given threshold SNRth is defined as

Poutage  th   P  SNRtotal＜SNRth 

(23)

For the case of MRC, the outage probability is given by

(17)

Poutage ( th )  

 th

0

1
2 X1 X 2 1  122


 ( X1  X1 )2 ( X 2  X 2 )2
1
 exp 

2 
 X2 1
 X2 2
 2(1  12 ) 
2 12

 

0

(16)

Where γj is instantaneous SNR of receiver j. Consider a
dual diversity reception OFDM FSO system using M-QAM
modulation where the sub-channel collected light intensity
(I1, I2) follow a correlated log-normal PDF. Taking account
of correlation between the receivers with log-amplitude
fluctuation X, (12) is modified as follow
f X1 , X 2 ( X 1 , X 2 ) 

BERtotal  

( X 1  X 1 )( X 2  X 2 )  

 X 1 X 2
 

(18)
The total average BER of MRC and EGC using M-QAM is



 th  2

0

f1 , 2 ( 1 ,  2 )d 1d 2

(24)

Where f (γ1, γ2) is the SNR follow a correlated log-normal
distribution.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results for the
transmission performance of OFDM FSO system using dual
diversity reception under correlated log-normal distribution.
Figure 3 shows typical curves for the channel correlation
coefficient ρ12 as a function of separation distance for
different turbulence strength and aperture size. We can
clear see that for fixed turbulence strength σR and fixed
aperture diameter D, then the channel correlation decreases
with increasing separation distance, and the curves go cross
a zero point where the channel correlation length ρc is
defined, ρ12(ρc)=0. Meanwhile, we adopt the different
aperture sizes, D=2cm, D=10cm, based on the previous
results, the point receiver is defined, D=√Lλ. So, the point
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Figure 3. Channel correlation coefficient versus separation
distance d12 under different turbulence conditions from weak to
strong and aperture diameters.
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OFDM FSO link with dual diversity reception over correlated
lognormal fading channel.
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that performance of EGC receiver is very close to MRC
receiver when system under same channel correlation factor.

Average BER

receiver D value is approximate to 2cm in this paper. We
compare the point receiver (D=2cm) and big aperture case
(D=10cm) as aperture averaging (AA) under different
turbulence channel. This result shows the when the two
channels are overlapped, they must be perfectly correlated.
In the general, two separated channels are independent of
each other when the separation distance is larger than
channel correlation length, and channel correlation is
affected by turbulence strength and aperture size.
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Figure 4. Average BER versus aver average electrical SNR of a
OFDM FSO link with dual diversity reception and MRC/EGC
combining scheme over correlated lognormal fading channel.

In Fig.4, we compare the system transmission performance
of EGC and MRC combining scheme for OFDM FSO links
with different channel correlation coefficient. It is observed

The results also shown that there is a 2dB difference at
average BER=10-6 for system with ρ12=0.1 and ρ12=0.9. In
this case, received aperture size is such as aperture
averaging, D=4cm. In uncorrelated channel (ρ12=0), each
aperture deployment far apart, and separation distance
beyond to the channel correlation length, the transmission
performance can be seen as an independent case. This point
of view is also in contract we typically see in RF wireless
communication. Where only the uncorrelated channel has a
lower bit-error ratio, channel fading can be reduce
substantially. Our observations demonstrate that efficient
separation between the apertures is crucial to achieve the
promised improvement of system from independent dual
diversity reception (channel correlation coefficient ρ12
approximate to zero).
In Fig.5, we plot the derived average BER versus the
average electrical SNR for different types of modulation,
i.e., BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and using MRC
combining scheme with channel correlation coefficient
ρ12=0.1 over weak turbulence channel. The modulation
effects of modulation on the average BER in clearly
apparent. The average BER performance of dual diversity
reception FSO system with larger constellation size requires
higher received power to accurately discriminate among the
transmitted symbols.
In the figure 6, the BER curves versus average electrical for
the two cases of dual diversity reception and single
reception based-on OFDM FSO system using QPSK
modulation over weak turbulence. In this paper, we
consider the receiver aperture area effect to the performance
of system. We notice that the single receiver aperture area
is equal to the sum of the two apertures area. For example,
the case of dual receivers is almost as efficient as that of a
single receiver with channel correlation coefficient as
ρ12=0.8. In addition, when dual receivers such as
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uncorrelated receiver case (ρ12=0), we observe that there is
a 4 dB difference at average BER=10-4 for OFDM FSO link
with MRC dual reception and single reception. (D1 and D2
are diameter of dual reception apertures, Ds is diameter of
single aperture.) The observation that performance of
uncorrelated channel outperforms correlated channel also
demonstrates that dual diversity can be obtained in practice
through aperture averaging effect.
0

10

Single Reception DS=4cm
-2

Average BER

10

-4

10

Dual Recption D1=D2=22cm

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the theory of the channel correlation
in the dual diversity reception OFDM RoFSO system.
Based on the plane-wave model, we analyze and evaluate
the channel correlation effects on the transmission
performance of system over correlated log-normal
turbulence channel in terms of SNR, BER, outage
probability and diversity combining scheme. Our numerical
results demonstrate that dual diversity reception OFDM
RoFSO system performance is sensitive to the channel
correlation and turbulence strength. It is shown that dual
diversity reception model under uncorrelated channel as an
independent condition can obtain the optimal system
performance. The analysis results also represent spatial
diversity as a helpful method to mitigate the channel fading
and reduce the bit error of transmission.
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Figure 6. Performance comparison of dual diversity reception
and single reception for OFDM FSO link.
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RoFSO link. In this case, when separation distance beyond
the correlation length as uncorrelated channel (d12=8cm)
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the effect of combining scheme on the performance of
system.
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ABSTRACT
Assessment of new information and communication technologies (ICTs) requires simultaneous consideration of a
large number of technical, social and economic aspects.
We suggest a top-down approach, which includes preliminary analyzing the possible consequences of introducing new
technologies. Socio-economical and technical indicators can
be connected with each other with the use of Activity-Based
Costing (ABC). To cope with the difficulty of the problems
emerging in ICTs we suggest expanding this method using
Tensor Analysis of Networks (TAN) to represent the information about the activities in information and communication
(IC) services and their structural relationships. An illustrative example is given where the introduction of new ICTs in
the disaster warning systems is assessed.
Keywords— Technology assessment, activity-based costing,
tensor analysis of networks
1. INTRODUCTION
Decision making is an integral part of new information and
communication technologies (ICTs) development, radio regulation, investment and many other activities in the field of
communications. In order to make good decisions, a decision
making unit must be able to assess quantitatively decision alternatives.
Very often these decision alternatives are different technologies. For example, it may be required to decide, which technology is better for development, deployment, frequency allocation, investment. Some descriptive frameworks for analyzing the impact of innovations were developed (for example, see [1]), but quantitative assessment of new technologies has never been an easy issue. It requires simultaneous
consideration of a large number of technical, social and economic aspects. When it comes to contemporary ICTs, the
problem becomes especially difficult. Different low-level
technical indicators traditionally used in the communication
field (e. g. the quantity of users, channel capacity, etc.) don’t
work anymore when the communications and broadcasting
networks converge, and more and more difficult information
and communication (IC) services appear. On the other hand,
there are the high-level indicators reflecting the population’s
quality of life, and the final goal of using ICT is improving this indicators. But the impact of ICTs on the people’s
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quality of life needs operationalization, i. e. determining the
procedure of practical measuring.
One of the approaches to the solving of this problem is
the use of socio-technical standards for the IC services, the
concept for which was thoroughly explained in [2]. Sociotechnical standard is a standard for IC service which specifies
the list of operations required for service provision (without
a reference to any concrete technology), the procedure of
service administration, requirements to quality of service,
etc. Also socio-technical standards contain a set of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) which can be used to assess
the impact of a new technology to this service. The concept
of socio-technical standards is still in the development stage
and this paper aims to determine which KPIs should be included in the standards and how can they be used for making
efficiency assessments.
The paper is organized in the following way. After the
introduction, we make a review on the existing literature,
including a research on the ways of the operationalization of
the beneficial effect of new ICTs. After that, the bottom-up
approach to the assessment of new technologies is analyzed,
and we show that it cannot be used for the contemporary
ICTs. Instead of that, we suggest a top-down approach,
which includes preliminary analyzing the possible consequences of introducing new technologies. This is where the
socio-technical standards could be used. After that, we show
how different indicators can be connected with each other,
including the high-level and the low-level ones, with the use
of Activity-Based Costing (ABC). To cope with the difficulty
of the problems emerging in ICTs we suggest expanding this
method, using Tensor Analysis of Networks (TAN). Finally,
we give an example of the use of the ideas described in
this work for the assessment of introducing new ICTs in the
disaster warning systems, then we make conclusions and
describe the plans for future work.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A great amount of publications is devoted to the problem of
assessment of new technologies, both in general and in particular in the ICTs field. Among these, [3] should be mentioned specially, as it contains an attempt to conceptualize
the term “new technology”, i. e. to distinguish its special features, characteristics and qualities. In this work, the authors
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suggest using the databases of publications and patents for
the evaluation of the impact of a new technology. This can
be useful for assessing the prospects of the technologies that
are yet being developed, but cannot be used when one have
to assess the effect of introducing some certain technology in
certain conditions.
In [4], the general problems emerging while assessing new
technologies are considered, and the top-down approach is
suggested. This approach means that every technology development is viewed as a hierarchic structure. At the top of it
the general requirements for the final goal of the introducing
a new technology are placed. Low-level indicators related to
the concrete actions for achievement the final goal are situated at the low levels. But the authors of this work suggest
using empirical rules (“rules of thumbs”) as a method of numerical calculation, which doesn’t allow us to consider this
approach as holistic.
In [5], an approach to the assessment of the cost of technologically intensive products in the automotive industry. The
advantage of this work is considering the case when the product contains fundamentally new technologies which have no
analogue. But the approach suggested in this work is mostly
oriented on the material goods, whereas a considerable part
of ICTs is connected with services.
One of the universal methods for assessment of the costs of
goods or services is Activity-Based Costing (ABC). One of
the motives behind its creation was the fact that the traditional costing methods, which had been used successfully at
the mass-production companies, began to give false results
due to several reasons: [6]:
• the change from mass-produced, single-type goods to
the customized ones, corresponding the needs of each
certain consumer;
• the constant growth of the production speed;
• the orientation on the global market instead of the local
ones.
As the same processes are happening in the ICT sphere, ABC
can be a useful tool for solving the above-formulated problem, and we are going to use ABC in this work.
3. BOTTOM-UP AND TOP-DOWN APPROACHES
TO ASSESSMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES
The typical reasoning for introducing a new ICT is the following example: the introduction of the broadband access
will lead to the growth of the Internet connection speed for
most people; as a result, the population will use different IC
services more, which will improve a quality of life for the
population. This is what is called the bottom-up approach.
The concept of the socio-technical standards implies the use
of the top-down approach. This means that the questions
connected with the services are considered firsthand, and the
aspects connected with the certain ICTs are only touched if

it is needed. For example, the government is trying to develop trade in some region. ICTs can help to achieve this
purpose with the means of e-commerce. But to make them
work, a developed infrastructure is needed: trading companies, transport companies, legal base, etc.
With the use of the bottom-up approach, a risk of underestimating the significance of these conditions appears. As a
result, after building the ICT infrastructure, it can turn out
that all the other components are not ready yet, and the available IC resources are used for the purposes of lower priority
(e. g. entertainment).
For that reason, socio-technical standards should determine
the relationships between the resources and conditions within
which a new ICT is introduced and the social and economic
effects of its introduction.
The way of determining these effect estimation relationships
(EERs) depends on the share of innovations in the technology
to be introduced. New technologies can be divided into three
types [5]:
• Totally new technologies. The example of these in ICT
field is the digital television;
• Technologies that are new for some certain area of use
(e. g. the use of the global navigation satellite systems
for civil purposes);
• Technologies that are new for a company or a country
(e. g. like the introduction of LTE in Russia).
For every case of new technology introduction, we can find
a part in it relating to the existing technologies and a part relating to new ones. So, the problem could be divided in two:
developing a model for determining the beneficial effect of
the existing technologies and modifying it for calculating the
changes brought by new technologies. Let’s consider each of
them individually.
4. IDENTIFICATION OF RELATIONSHIPS FOR
THE EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
Before the identification of an ERR, one have to define, what
is the beneficial effect of the introduction of new ICTs. The
concept of the beneficial effect is closely connected with the
concept of the quality of life, as it is universally recognized
that the final goal of using ICTs is the enhancing the quality
of life. Sociologists, psychologists and economists use different indicators for the operationalization of the quality of
life. We can separate these indicators into two big classes:
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(healthcare, education, entertainment, etc.);
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To reach a certain value of indicators, some quantity of resources need to be spent. The estimation of that quantity
is a separate problem itself. Most frequently, the indicators
connected with time and money are used; in some cases it
can be more convenient to consider the quantity of resources
per person and in other cases — the overall quantity for the
whole group that is analyzed. Sometimes more than one indicator needs to be used, e. g. environmental impact may be
required to additionally considered. With every combination
of technologies that are used, the relation between the expended resources and the values of the metrics would be different. In numerical values, that relation is expressed through
EERs.
For the technologies that are already in use, the problem of
the determination of the EER is in many ways similar to the
main problem of ABC, which can be described as following.
We know that in an estimated period of time an organization
(or a section of an organization, an office of state, or any other
person) has expended a certain amount of costs. These funds
form the activity cost pool. Moreover, information about the
activities, that are executed inside the organization is known.
The concept of an activity is a basic one in ABC, and it means
an aggregation of actions performed within an organization
in producing and delivering products and services. Finally,
there are the cost objects — the goods and services that the
buyers (or users) consume. We need to allocate the activity cost pool between the activities, and then to regroup the
activity costs by the cost objects.
For the measurement of the activity costs, the cost drivers
are introduced. These are the factors that cause a change in
the cost of an activity, like the time needed for the execution
of an activity or the number of transactions. In [7] is shown
that different cost drivers can be finally expressed through the
time. For each activity, a cost driver rate can be determined,
showing the amount of resources that is needed for an activity
per unit of the cost driver.
If some object of expense needs an {ok } set of activities,
where k possesses the values from 1 to K, k-th activity demanding the quantity of the cost driver equal to ik , and the
cost driver rate being equal to zk , then total costs E are:
E=

K

k=1

ek =

K


ik zk ,

(1)

k=1

where ek — are the costs for a k-th activity.
Thus, ABC identifies the cost estimating relationships — the
relations between the cost drivers of individual activities and
the total cost of some product. EER can be formed analogically, if we take the beneficial effect pool instead of the activity cost pool. For that, we need to choose a beneficial effect
indicators and estimate how the existing values of this indicators are achieved with the means of the currently used technologies. Operating in the above described way for each indicator, we can make up an equation which would be similar
to (1) in form, but the variables would have different meanings: E — the total beneficial effect value (i. .e. the value
of the corresponding indicator), ek — the beneficial effect

corresponding to the k-th activity. The values of ik and zk
shows how efficient the currently used technologies are.
5. THE ACCOUNTING OF THE CHANGES
BROUGHT BY A NEW TECHNOLOGY
The identification of an EER as described above is just a
method of interpreting the information that is already known.
As a source of data about the beneficial effect and the expended resources, the use-cases of some similar technology
can be analyzed, or the same technology introduced in different conditions. When a new technology is introduced,
not only the values of ik and zk in the equation (1) can be
changed, but the activities themselves and the structure of
their relations, too. In the latter case, the accounting of the
changes can become a nontrivial problem. One of the ways
of solving it, as shown in [5], is the change for the lower-level
activities, till the impact of the new technology on activities
becomes easily assessable. But as the number of low-level
activities can turn out to be very large, that can be an extremely difficult problem. To make it easier, we suggest a
way to add the information about the relations between the
activities into the equation (1).
First of all, let us note that the process of providing the service can be presented as a chain with flows (of resources,
management, etc.). For that reason, the term “value chain”
is often used, meaning the structure of the relations between
the processes needed for the beneficial effect. Different applied sciences use different ways of graphical representation
of chains with flows: points with arcs (graphs), shapes with
arrows (Petri nets), rectangles with arcs (electric chains). We
are going to use the last for visualizing the relations between
the activities.
The use of the graphical framework of the electric chains for
the presentation is not accidental. The reason for that is the
fact that it is utilized in Tensor Analysis of Networks (TAN),
which is used for the uniform description of the structures of
different systems and processes [8]. A detailed description
of TAN is out of scope of this work, so we will just describe
in short the results we can get with the use of it.
Every activity is shown with a rectangle in the circuit, which
stands for a resistor in electric circuits. In the the TAN terminology, such elements are called “coils”. In the circuit, the
coils can be connected into parallel or series groups; each
of such groups can be connected parallel or consistently to
other groups of coils (see Figure 1). A series connection
means that the corresponding activities are responsible for
the creation of the same beneficial effect and cannot be run
independently. Such “connected” processes are, for example, the user’s authorization and loading his/her data from
the database. The parallel connection corresponds to the case
when the activities create different beneficial effects, but they
consume the same resources. For example, if the resource is
time, the parallel coils correspond to the activities that are
run simultaneously.
The analogue of voltage in such circuits is the amount of the
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beneficial effect, the analogue of the current is the amount
of resources. Then the equation (1) can be rewritten in the
tensor form:
E=

K

k=1

ek =

K 
K


il zkl ,

The disaster warning can be thought as an IC service with the
following activities:
• Detection of the disaster;
• Decision making;

(2)

k=1 l=1

where the above introduced values e and i are presented as
vectors (first-rank tensors), and zkl is a second-rank tensor,
in which the k-th diagonal element zkk is equal to the cost
driver rate of the k-th activity, and the non-diagonal elements
show the impact of the activities on each other. Elements zkl
contain full information about the mutual connection of the
coils, and this is the major difference between the equations
(1) and (2).
One of the main advantages of using TAN is the possibility
to examine a complex system piecemeal. The tensor equations, due to their high generality, have the same form and
the same rules of transformation for the system on the whole
and for its individual parts. In that way, a complex system
can be presented simplistically, using an aggregative circuit,
where individual coils correspond to subsystems. After that,
every subsystem can be examined separately and presented
as a circuit as well. Thus, we can reach the lowest levels of
hierarchy, where the coils would correspond to measurable
technical data.
The data don’t need to be totally homogeneous, i. e. to have
the same form and semantics for all the subsystems. On the
contrary, for every subsystem, the data can be presented in a
most convenient form for the corresponding object domain.
This opens wide opportunities for the use of “Big Data”
— the sets of facts that have been stored, for example, by
the Operational Support Systems/Business Support Systems
(OSS/BSS), and amounts to terabytes and petabytes [9]. According to numerous researches, the Big Data contain great
potential opportunities for the analysis and the prediction of
the consequences of different decisions, but currently the integration of the heterogeneous data, collected from different
sources, is a serious problem.
With the use of TAN separate subsystems can be analyzed
independently from each other. After that, the results of this
analysis can be united with the use of an aggregative scheme
of whole the system, which has been developed at the first
step. The methods of such analysis and synthesis are studied by a special segment of TAN, called the diakoptics [10].
Thus, TAN has the mathematical framework applicable for
the practical implementation of the top-down approach in the
analysis of the introduction of new ICTs.

• Self-evacuation of the people inside;
• Detection of the people who did not manage to get out
by themselves;
• Their rescuing by the staff or by workers of the lifesaving service.
When a disaster happens, it’s essential that all the people are
lead out of the dangerous area before the beginning of the
catastrophic phase. In case of a fire, for example, it usually
begins about 25 minutes after the moment of the inflammation. Thus, one of the limited resources in such systems is
time. The share of people who have been lead out of the danger, compared to the total number of people in the building,
can be considered a measure of the beneficial effect.
The circuit for this service is represented in Figure 1. It
shows two ways: one for the people who can get out without assistance and other for those who need help from outside (e. g. the disabled people). For the first group, most
traditional systems broadcast information about the disaster
and the ways of getting out of it, using loudspeakers and displays. For the second group, one can use alert buttons that
give the people in danger an opportunity to connect to an
operator. The coils corresponding to the first and the second
ways are represented as a parallel group in the circuit, as they
are to take place simultaneously. The detection of the disaster and the decision about sounding the alarm taken by the
staff are previous to these two groups of processes; so, the
corresponding coil on the circuit is connected to this group
in series. If we assume that, on the average, the detection of
the disaster takes 5 minutes out of the 25 that we have for
the whole process of evacuation, and another 5 are needed to
take the decision; that the share of people who evacuate without assistance is 70%, and the remaining 30% need about 5
minutes to tell their location and 10 minutes to wait for the
help to come, than the parameters of the coils would be equal
to those in Figure 1.
e3 = 15, i3 = 0.7
e1 = 5, i1 = 1

Detection of
the distaster

6. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The volume limitations of this work don’t allow us to examine thoroughly an example of the assessment of some new
ICT. So, as an example, we will just show how a model connecting the beneficial effect and the expended resources of a
disaster warning system can be identified, and how it changes
if a new ICT is introduced.

e2 = 5, i2 = 1

Decision
making

Self-evacuation
e4 = 5, i4 = 0.3

Detection of
the people
who need help

e5 = 10, i5 = 0.3

Coordination
of the life-saving
service

Figure 1. Circuit for a traditional disaster warning system.
Now, let’s assume that we need to assess the efficiency of
introducing a new technology — the system of customized
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disaster management based on a sensor control network. The
principle of operation of that system is discussed in more detail in the paper [11], and in the Appendix II of ITU-T Recommendation Y.2222 [12]. After the detection of a disaster,
the system utilizes the users’ mobile devices (smartphones,
tablet computers, etc.) to give each user special instructions
about the evacuation actions, taking into consideration their
individual peculiarities (health condition, official duties, language, etc.). That helps to decrease the time needed for several processes:
• Decision-making — due to the automation of this process;

bottom-up approach, i. e. from the technical indicators to the
socioeconomic ones, we have suggested the top-down analysis, assessing the overall effect of the introduction of a new
technology. Also, we have proposed using ABC as a practical tool for such analysis, as it has been widely recognized
as a power method of estimating the costs of different goods
and services. Finally, we have suggested using TAN for the
formal representation of the information about the activities
and their structural relationships.
As a result, the following procedure is suggested for the assessment of new technologies:
1. The development of a series of socio-technical standards for the IC services. The most suitable format for
such standards are the Recommendations of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The standards for the socially important, vital services (like ehealth) should be developed firsthand, and so should be
those for the highly innovative technologies, where the
effect of introducing is not yet examined thoroughly
(like the Internet of Things). Every socio-technical
standard must contain, at the least, the relationships
that allow to calculate the beneficial effect of the service, depending on the expended resources and on the
conditions in which the service is to be used. For that,
we need to identify an EER for every pair “resource —
beneficial effect”, and to explain the structure of relationships between the parameters of the equation, as it
has been shown above.

• Self-evacuation — due to the transferring of the information relevant for the user and the prevention of the
panic;
• Detecting the people who need help — due to the use
of the indoor positioning system;
• Rescue with the help of the life-saving service — due
to the coordination of actions of the staff.
Moreover, due to the customization of the instructions for
the users, the system makes self-evacuation of the disabled
people possible. That diminishes the share of people who
need help from outside.
As a result, the parameters of the coils are changed to those
on Figure 2.
e3 = 10, i3 = 0.7
e1 = 5, i1 = 1

Detection of
the disaster

e2 = 1, i2 = 1

Decision
making

2. Estimating the impact of introduction of any new technology on the parameters and structure of the EER for
every service affected by this technology.

Self-evacuation

3. Relying on this data, taking the decision if to accept or
reject the introduction of the new technology.

e4 = 1, i4 = 0.3 e5 = 9, i5 = 0.3

Detection of
the people
who need help

Coordination
of the life-saving
service

Figure 2. Circuit for a disaster management system based on
a sensor control network.
We have only examined a simple case where just the parameters of the coils are changed, not the structure of the circuit
itself. Very often, however, the introduction of new technologies results in the appearance of new activities or the abolishing of some of the old ones. But the advantage of TAN is the
fact that it allows to present in a single form the transformations that change not just the parameters of the coils, but the
structure of the network, too. As a result, different indicators
that are introduced for assessing the efficiency of deploying
new technologies can remain usable even if the technologies
are highly innovative and lead to serious changes.

It should be noted that in this paper we didn’t discussed assessment of totally new technologies which propose some
new services having no analogues in the past. But these
technologies emerge really rare and every such technology
should be subjected to thorough and comprehensive analysis which can hardly be formalized. In case of technologies
for which some existing prototype can be found the abovedescribed approach should work well.
The authors see the following future work directions:

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK PLANS
In this work, the main ways of the operationalization of new
ICTs have been outlined. Instead of the traditionally used
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• The development of the socio-technical standards for
the services they specialize in. Apart from the above
described system of customized disaster management,
they also plan to develop standards for e-commerce
and e-government services, as well for navigation services.
• The development of the mathematical framework for
simplifying and formalizing the process of the creation
and the use of the socio-technical standards. TAN is
a good candidate for this role. With the use abovedescribed tensor representation of EERs, we can develop different indicators reflecting the degree of the

2014 ITU Kaleidoscope Academic Conference

impact of the new technology on a certain service. We
need to develop tensor equations for different indicators of beneficial effect. One of the prospective directions here is the building of a tensor model for the
Analytic Hierarchy Process method (AHP), which is
very frequently used methods for the decision making
[13]. The “traditional” AHP uses experts’ judgments
for assessing different alternatives while making decisions. The building of a tensor model showing the
relations between the beneficial effect and expanded
resources will give us the opportunity to use the data
of direct measurements for these purposes. This allows
us to take into consideration both the technical specialists and the experts in sociology and economics, and,
thus, to take more reasonable and well-considered decisions.
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ABSTRACT
With the rapid advancement in technology and the growing
complexities in the interaction of these technologies and
networks, it is even more important for countries and
organizations to gain sustainable security advantage.
Security advantage refers to the ability to manage and
respond to threats and vulnerabilities with a proactive
security posture. This is accomplished through effectively
planning, managing, responding to and recovering from
threats and vulnerabilities. However not many
organizations and even countries, especially in the
developing world, have been able to equip themselves with
the necessary and sufficient know-how or ability to
integrate knowledge and capabilities to achieve security
advantage within their environment. Having a structured
set of requirements or indicators to aid in progressively
attaining different levels of maturity and capabilities is one
important method to determine the state of cybersecurity
readiness. The research introduces the Cybersecurity
Capability Maturity Model (CM2), a 6-step process of
progressive development of cybersecurity maturity and
knowledge integration that ranges from a state of limited
awareness and application of security controls to pervasive
optimization of the protection of critical assets.
Keywords— security advantage, cybersecurity
Capability Maturity Model, CM2, security, privacy,
capabilities.
1. INTRODUCTION
Privacy and security are principal concerns in today’s
highly connected world. The 2013 Norton Report priced the
cost of cybercrime at US$113 billion [1]. This may be
attributed to the numerous reports of different types of
crimes and threats that have affected millions of people in
different regions, such as the lottery scam in Jamaica, the
Sutxnet virus, online predators and many other antisocial
behaviours. Most experts agree that these incidences are a
threat to national security, and can impede national
development. Therefore, the challenge in this century is to
defend against the “unknown, the uncertain, the unseen and
the unexpected” [2], and as such, the focus should be less
on the threats and more on how one may be threaten and
what is needed to deter and defend against such threats [2].
While these directives were given within the context of
military transformation, they also resonate within
information and cyber security domain(s). Studies continue
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to show that the fight against cybercrimes require both
offensive and defensive measures. This is necessary in an
effort to gain a firm and sustainable security advantage. In
this research security advantage is defined as the ability to
effectively assess, plan, manage, and respond to threats and
vulnerabilities through a capability-based approach. In
other words, the focus is to: (1) critically examining how
cyber criminals and insiders may act; (2) address
weaknesses and vulnerabilities in the critical information
assets and people; and (3) improve the necessary resources
and capabilities (know-how) needed to achieve a more
secured cyber and information environment.
For many countries achieving security advantage is a
challenging task. The developing regions, which accounts
for a significant portion of the online users today [3], are
especially at risk since they tend to be burdened with
relatively high vulnerability of cyberattacks and low
resource capabilities. Therefore, the study is motivated by
the search to understand whether countries know what to do
to minimize threats and vulnerabilities to achieve security
advantage or to identify a general security toolkit that can
aid in achieving a minimum level of security assurance. It is
reasoned that to move forward, an understanding of the
level of readiness, requirements and capabilities needed to
achieve security advantage is necessary. However an
analysis of academic discourse on cybercrime and security
shows that a standardized mechanism to help guide the
attainment of security advantage is largely missing. Two
known exceptions in this regard are the National Initiative
for Cybersecurity Education’s NICE Cybersecurity
Capability Maturity Model [4] and The Community Cyber
Security Maturity Model (CCSMM) [5]. NICE’s model
comprises of three levels and is centred on the skilled
practitioners, integrated governance, and process and
analytics for workforce planning in the organization.
CCSMM may be considered threat-centred where each
level is indicative of the types of threats and the associated
activities at each level.
The current state of art suggests that additional discourse on
cybersecurity maturity models should have certain
requirements: possess proactive and offensive strategies;
grounded in academic literature; and aligned to the
dynamism of the environment. Additionally, continued
development of threat-based and/or capabilities-based
solutions and their impact need to be evaluated from an
academic standpoint to propel innovation in this important
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area. This research delve in this arena by coupling a mature
area i.e. maturity models with the evolving area of
cybersecurity to offer a capability-centred solution to
improving competencies that is targeted at deriving
effective responses to cybersecurity threats and
vulnerabilities.
This research presents the Cybersecurity Capability
Maturity Model (CM2). CM2 is a model that illustrates the
stages of readiness or preparedness to respond to threats,
vulnerabilities and technological advancement that exists
within the continuously evolving environment. CM2
includes six steps centred on “capability-constituents” of
society, operational, education, technical, business and
legal and regulatory measures. The spectrum of maturity
and capability include undefined, initial, basic, defined,
dynamic and optimizing stages. CM2 relies on the principles
of the Capability Maturity Model [6], theories on
capabilities [7], [8], [9], knowledge integration and security
practices to guide its initial development.
The Design Science (DS) methodology is applied in the
development of the CM2 artifact. This approach is chosen
because it involves the analysis of the designed artifacts to
help understand, explain and improve on the behavior of
the social systems that the artifact becomes a part of [10].
Within this context, many countries are without formal
measures or know-how to achieve security advantage or are
using rudimentary tools that put them at a disadvantage and
impede the development of sound cyber/information
infrastructure. Therefore, this study hopes to extend the
discourse on cybersecurity and contribute to practice by
providing an artifact that offers utility in improving security
routines and practices, which it is hope will lead to a safer
networked environment. It also offers significance to
standard development since the identification of commonly
agreed capabilities can be used as indicators to a country’s
level of preparedness and serve to inform national strategies
and policies.
2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
2.1. Cybercrime, Security and Strategy
Routine Activity Theory [11] [12] is one seminal theory
that is commonly used to explain how crime risks increases
in the current technological landscape. It suggests that
crime risks increases on the convergence of a motivated
offender, a suitable target and the absence of a capable
guardian. Based on the nature of the Internet, proliferation
of social networking sites and other applications and
limited awareness of users, the rate of cybercrimes is likely
to continue to increase. Therefore capable guardianship is
imperative.
There are multiple definitions of cybercrime with no
consistent definition to date. A review of the definitions
shows general inclusion of traditional illegal behaviours
and new forms of criminal acts done electronically or with

a computer device. However according to Gercke [13], it is
not important that there is no single definition as long as the
term is not used as a legal term. A useful classification
distinguishes between four different types of offences:
offences against the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of computer data and systems; computer-related
offences; content-related offences; and copyright-related
offences [14].
Cybersecurity also has varied definitions. It can be
considered broadly as the protection of computers,
networks, programs and data from unintended or
unauthorized access change or destruction [15]. However, it
can be said that the scope and coverage have been extended
to include critical assets, including information assets or
infrastructure, people and even processes. For instance, the
US in a 2013 Cybersecurity Executive Order [16] identified
its national critical infrastructure to be its natural gas and
oil pipelines, storage sites and refineries as well as electric
generation, transmission and distribution facilities. Other
countries will likely have context specific assets that are
due priority attention and protection from cyber threats. The
ITU [17] provided a comprehensive definition that includes
in part the “the collection of tools, policies, security
concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management
approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance
and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber
environment and organization and user’s assets.” The
definition underlined the necessity for improvements in
skills and knowledge to produce the necessary safeguards
and guidance that can be followed to provide security
assurance.
An understanding of cybercrime and security is a necessary
step in the provision of offensive and defensive measures
for a more secured environment. The strategy defines how
these measures are operationalized and therefore form an
important step in developing effective security posture at
the organizational or national level. For instance, McAfee
proposed a multi-point strategy to fight cybercrime to
include legal frameworks and law enforcements, education
and awareness, and technology and innovation [18]. In the
UK, it has been quoted that the launch of its national
strategy has helped it to become more secure in doing
business [19]. Whether real or imagined, at minimum a
national cybersecurity strategy will help in positively
influencing confidence from both business partners and
consumers. Interestingly, the 2013 UN Report [20] revealed
that only 30% of responding countries indicated the
existence of a national cybercrime strategy. Countries in
Africa, Asia and Oceania reported the lowest levels of
cybercrime strategies with around 50% of these countries
indicating that such an instrument did not exist. This
further underlines the challenges in many countries to
identify or harness the capabilities to successfully integrate
security knowledge and promote national security. This in
turn indicates a general risk to achieving security
advantage.
2.2. Capabilities and Competitive Advantage
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Organizational capabilities constitute the fundamental
source of sustained competitive advantage [9]. Capabilities
are alternatively referred to as knowledge, competencies,
routines or innovations within the organization. The
dynamic capabilities theory is one of the principal theories
on developing organizational capabilities [8]. Teece et al
[7] described dynamic capabilities as the “ability to
integrate build and reconfigure internal and external
competences to address rapidly changing environment”. It
underlined the need to be flexible and dynamic in
addressing resource demands based on the changing
environment. This viewpoint is also a suitable strategy in
today’s networked environment.
Barney [21] described competitive advantage as the ability
to implement a value creating strategy that is not
simultaneously being implemented by any current or
potential competitor. Similarly sustained competitive
advantage is competitive advantage combined with other
firms’ inability to duplicate the benefits of the value
creating strategy. Placing perspective within the context of
security environment, an advantage is sought over the
criminals, therefore it can be constituted as rivalry with
cybercriminals where the country’s ability to implement an
effective security strategy that cannot be (easily) penetrated
by criminal insiders and outsiders would be considered a
security advantage. Sustained security advantage therefore
is the achievement of security advantage and criminals’
inability to exploit vulnerabilities due to the country’s
ability to keep pace with criminals’ tactics, harness
technological advancement and support continuous capacity
building and development.
Multiple sources of competitive advantage are proffered by
experts that provide a platform for understanding security
advantage. For instance, knowledge [22], Information &
Communication Technologies (ICT) [23], Human resources
[24], customer value [25] have been cited. Porter [26] also
identified five forces that shape competitiveness as the
bargaining power of suppliers and buyers, threats of new
entrants and substitute products or services and rivalry
among competitors. Porter [27] further suggested that a
nation’s competitiveness depends on its capacity to
innovate and upgrade and offered four determinants of
national competitive advantage. Factors conditions - the
nation’s position in factors of production such as skilled
labour or infrastructure. Demand conditions – the nature of
home market demand for product and service. Related and
supporting industries – the presence or absence of supplier
industries and other related industries. Strategy, structure
and rivalry – conditions governing how companies are
created organized managed along with the nature of
domestic rivalry. Drawing a parallel to the security
environment these sources of competitiveness may relate to
capacity of the citizens, the nature of security development
in the country and demand for privacy and security,
network of products and services to support the security
demand conditions and the nature of the dynamism in the
environment, rivalry with criminals and how security
strategies are created, organized and managed.

2.1. Capability Maturity Model
The Capability Maturity Models (CMMs) including CMM
Integration (CMMI) were developed to provide process
improvement in organization processes including software
development and management cycle. CMMs contain the
essential elements of effective processes for one or more
bodies of knowledge and are based on the works of
researchers such as Crosby, Juran, Deming and Humphrey
[6]. The key differences between CMM and CMMI are that
CMM was designed for the software industry specifically
has 18 process areas while CMMI has applicability to other
industries and has 25 process areas.
The purpose of CMMI is to provide guidance for improving
the organization’s processes and ability to manage the
development, acquisition, and maintenance of products or
services. The CMMI is noted to aid in improving product
quality, reducing cycle time and cost and improving ability
to meet project targets. There are six capability levels,
designated by the numbers 0 through 5:
0. Incomplete
1. Performed
2. Managed
3. Defined
4. Quantitatively Managed
5. Optimizing.
An incomplete process as the name suggests is a process
that is either not performed or partially performed. This
may occur where one or more of the specific goals of the
process area are not satisfied. Capability level 1 process is
characterized as a performed process that is characterized
by unpredictability and is primarily reactive in nature.
Level 2 is characterized by processes that are repeatable. It
also uses basic project management to track cost and
schedule and is reactive is nature. Level 3 is a proactive
process level and characterized by defined processed that
are well understood by the organization. Standards,
procedures, tools and methods are developed to aid
completion of tasks. Level 4 is characterized by
measurement where quality and process performance are
established and used as criteria in managing the process.
The quality and process performance are understood in
statistical terms and are managed throughout the life of the
process. Level 5 is characterized as an optimizing process
that is changed and adapted to meet relevant current and
projected business objectives. The level focuses on
continually improving the process performance through
both
incremental
and
innovative
technological
improvements.
3. DS RESEARCH APPROACH
DS research methodology involves the creation and
evaluation of artifacts that can be used to solve identified
problems in the environment [28]. An artifact can be
described as an entity or thing that has, or can be
transformed into, a material existence as an artificially
made object (e.g. model and instantiation) or process (e.g.
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method and software) [28] [29]. In short the artifact may
include any designed solution or object that solves a
problem within a context [30] [31], thereby providing a link
between research and practice [31]. This research thereby
seeks to develop a standardized model to aid in the
determination of a country or organization’s readiness and
preparedness to effectively counter cybercrimes and
manage cyber security processes. The CM2 is the artifact, a
formal capability maturity model, where the model is a
simplified representation of the world [8]. Its originality is
in the structure and characteristics of the maturity levels. In
order words, the capability-focused approach to addressing
security threats and vulnerabilities and a formal defined
view of security advantage provide novelty.
DS research contribution can be categorized into an
invention, improvement, or exaptation [10]. An invention
presents new solutions to new problems. It is a radical
breakthrough that is a clear departure from the accepted
ways of thinking and doing. An improvement creates better
solutions in the form of more efficient and effective
products, processes, services, technologies, or ideas by
developing new solutions for known problems. Exaptation
involves an extension of known design knowledge into a
new field which is non-trivial and interesting, that is,
extending known solutions to new problems. This study

therefore offers contribution in the form of an improvement
where the known solution of maturity models are used to
apply in the cyber and information security domain(s) to
outline the stages of progressive development an entity can
take as it improves its maturity and capability in the
management of cybersecurity. This contribution is a
departure from existing models (e.g. [4] [5]) in terms of
both form and substance. The six stages of capabilities
provide a more realistic roadmap or at minimum an
alternative roadmap, and focuses not on the threats but the
capabilities needed to achieve security advantage.
This approach is suitable for this research since it serves to
provide a link between research and practice in the
development of CM2 thus providing a contribution in the
form of an improvement to the current knowledge base.
Further, the DS methodology has been applied successfully
in multiple contexts which have some parallel to this study,
for example in project management [32], cybersecurity
strategy development [33] and engineering method [34].
Peffers et al [31] provide a clear outline of the steps
necessary to help assure the successful application of the
DS methodology (Figure 1).

Figure 1. DS methodology process model (Peffers et al., 2007)
Step 1: Problem identification and motivation. The
research problem and justification of the value of a solution
are identified at this stage. It is noted that cybercrimes
continue to proliferate new vulnerabilities are detected
including zero-day vulnerabilities, insider and outsider
threats. Two key issues are underlined, the resources
needed to effectively defend a group’s critical information
asset and people are mounting and there is a lack of
standard process or measures to help determine how one is
doing or what requirements are necessary to effectively
manage. Therefore, there is the motivation to offer a
standardized tool that can aid in this objective.
Step 2: Objectives of a solution. Based on the identified
problem and motivation, the objectives of the solution are

identified. The objectives of the study is to offer a model
that can be used as a basis for assessment of readiness to
effectively many cyber security considerations and
acknowledge the capabilities required to do so.
Step 3: Design and development. This involves the
solution or artifact is created to address the outcome of the
previous steps.
CM2 is influenced by several
considerations, creation of the solution or artifact. As noted
previously, the CMM Model [6], and theories of
capabilities [7] [8] and perspectives are used to inform the
characteristics of the model. Six steps of progressive
maturity to tackle cyber security issues are offered. This is
explained in detail in the subsequent section. It is
anticipated that several rounds of development and
refinement will be required to enhance the features of the
artifact.
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Step 4: Demonstration. Explication of how the artifact
fulfills its objectives or solves the stated problem(s) is done.
At this stage of the research, a proof of concept of the
artifact is demonstrated through the use of informed
arguments to illustrate the solution’s utility and relevance.
This demonstration strategy is appropriate based on the
suggestions of Gregor and Hevner [10] and Hevner, et al
[30].
Step 5: Evaluation. The evaluation step observes and
measures how well the artifact supports a solution to the
problem. It involves comparing the objectives of a solution
to actual observed results from use of the artifact in the
demonstration. Hevner et al [28] proposed five types of
evaluation approaches which have been used extensively in
DS studies. Descriptive evaluation method that includes the
use of informed arguments is used here. Future efforts will
include application of other types of evaluation techniques.
Step 6: Communication. This step involves
communicating the artifact’s development. The problem
and its importance, the artifact, its utility and novelty, the
rigor of its design, and its effectiveness to researchers and
other relevant audiences are shared. This step is applied
through the reporting of the artifact’s background and
characteristics in this paper.

Therefore, at the national level focus can be on
development of capabilities in different areas or pillars to
enhance security advantage.
Development of capabilities is the central theme in
advancing maturity towards managing cybersecurity.
Analysis of the environment and literature has shown that
competencies that extend beyond technical measures are
imperative to combating cybercrimes [13] [35]. Progressive
development of routines and competencies in the different
areas are envisioned as different stages of maturity are
achieved. Further, it is expected that an optimal mix of
capabilities necessary to maintain security advantage will
evolve with changes in the environment. The levels of
integration of knowledge impacts the maturity levels
illustrated in CM2. Teece et al [7] identified three
characteristics of knowledge integration that are applicable
here: efficiency, extent and flexibility. In other words, the
depth and breadth of integration of capabilities, combined
with ability to dynamically respond to environmental
changes across sectors can be sound indicators of
advancement.

4. CYBERSECURITY CAPABILITY MATURITY
MODEL (CM2)
CM2 is intended to provide guidance on the necessary
considerations and requirements to achieve and maintain
security advantage. The principal underlying pillars are
society, technical, operational, business, legal and
regulatory, and education/capability building measures.
CM2 can serve as a basis of comparative assessment across
nations and over time engender cross-border collaboration
through buy-in. The initial conceptual characteristics are
outlined in this section.
4.1. Security Advantage & Capabilities
To promote security advantage through advancement in
capabilities, a five factor model is proposed. This 5-factor
model in turn influences the stages of CM2 as the basis for
capability development in cybersecurity. It is proposed that
to achieve sustainable security advantage countries need to
dynamically build its capabilities to counter threats,
vulnerabilities and advance with technology. Technological
development will serve as an enabler to further
advancement and a platform for new threats and
vulnerabilities. The environment consists of rivalry and
dynamisms due to events such as technological
development, changes in social norms and other factors.
Threats from criminal insiders and outsiders, vulnerabilities
in critical assets and capabilities of members of the society
interact where the more advanced the capabilities the better
able the society is to counter any changes or shock from the
other factors, figure 2. Capabilities span the pillars and
ought to be responsive to the dynamism of the environment.

Figure 2. 5-Factor Model of the Cyber-environment
Education and capacity building measures promote
learning on the requisite areas necessary to enhance
proactive responses to cyber crimes and security. Areas of
technical competency aligned to the security bodies of
knowledge, laws, standards and regulations, psychology
could be part of the core focus for example and will impact
the other areas. The promotion of formal education from
primary to tertiary levels, research and awareness across all
sectors of society are anticipated. Technical measures
promote advancement in the solutions necessary to develop
and evaluate critical assets, hardware, software and network
infrastructures, vulnerabilities and security. This may
include areas of network and computer security, social
engineering, digital forensics, surveillance, analytics among
other areas. Business measures consider the strategic level
considerations necessary to assure success of the
operational targets, including development and evaluation
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of national strategies, policies and standards. International
cooperation is also an integral part of this area. Operational
measures involve the tactical countermeasures and
strategies employed on a daily basis. Society and business
responses inform the tactics. Legal and regulatory
measures consider the full process implications of
legislative development, implementation and enforcements.
Therefore, it considers activities beyond the development of
appropriate laws to the supporting processes to ensure that
the laws are effective and are being enforced. The
resources and capabilities necessary to support this
endeavour are also undertaken. As is seen, the capabilities
and pillars are tightly coupled and impact each other within
the society. Constraints and limitations that are contextspecific will impact the progression across the levels. For
example, developing economies may be faced with
monetary challenges to undertake certain initiatives.

Level 2 stage is characterized by a basic stage that
improves on the initial stage. There is still a reactive and
threat-based approach, and at minimum, one additional
capability is considered, such as an implementation of a
CERT program accompanied by ad-hoc legislative
development. Here the focus is still on threats therefore any
devised strategies will only be in response to perceived
threats or vulnerabilities that are considered high priority.
5
Structured formal process and development of capabilities
are optimized, capability-based approach and continuous
improvement to keep pace with technological development
and changing environment

4

4.2. Level of CM2
There are six capability and maturity levels for improving
security advantage and cybersecurity capabilities which are
indicated by the levels 0 to 5, table 1. The stages of human
development are used to define the transition since a
corollary can be seen, in that, through advancement in age
and experience maturity is generally achieved. Also, it
helps to clearly describe the level of capabilities or
competencies in cybersecurity achieved at each stage
(figure 3):
0. Undefined or Prenatal;
1. Initial or Infant;
2. Basic or Child;
3. Defined or Adolescent;
4. Dynamic or Adult;
5. Optimizing or Sage.
Level 0 stage is characterized by an undefined process
which is the lowest possible level of capabilities. At this
stage there is a lack of coordinated cybercrime strategy,
policies or existing laws. In other words, efforts are largely
non-existent. Some reports [17] [20] may indicate that there
may be developing economies that are still at this stage due
to lack of any formal national cybersecurity strategy for
example or any clear mechanisms for responding to threats
and vulnerabilities.
Level 1 stage is characterized by an initial process that is at
an infancy level and efforts are predominantly fractured and
disconnected. This suggests that cybersecurity initiatives
may be in existence however these are largely
uncoordinated. Additionally, at the national level, only one
area of capability is the initial centre of focus, for example,
a technical measure such as development of emergency
response team (CERT). Also, the approach is largely
reactive and threat-based. Therefore, a focus on an
implementation of specialized team e.g. a CERT without
coordinated solutions in areas of legislation, capacity
building and general awareness would indicate a country’s
first step in a complex journey of preparedness.

3

2

1

0

Structured formal process and development of
capabilities are dynamic, more pervasive and
advanced in all areas, and capability-based
strategy is employed.
Structured formal process and
development of capabilities are defined in
most areas, proactive approach but still
threat-based
Unstructured process and
development of capabilities have
basic coverage, reactive and
threat-based

Dynamic –
(Adult)

Defined –
(Adolescent)

Basic – (Child)

Initial – (Infant)

Unstructured process
and development of
capabilities are tentative,
ad-hoc, reactive and
threat-based

Undefined
process and
capabilities
primarily nonexistent

Optimi
zing –
(Sage)

Undefined – (Prenatal)

Figure 3. Stages of CM

2

Level 3 stage is characterized by a defined process that
improves on the basic stage. The approach is more
coordinated, and likely to be government or agency led. A
majority but not all of the capabilities are the focus of the
cybersecurity approach at the national level. Therefore,
considerations across the spectrum of capacity
development, legal requirements, technical and operational
considerations, etc would likely be represented in a formal
strategy or policy. There is also a good level of knowledge
integration with a shifting to proactive offensive measure
such as monitoring and detection capabilities, and
legislative development and enforcement
Level 4 stage is characterized by a dynamic process that
improves on the defined stage. Capability-centred approach
to cybersecurity management is undertaken with strong
coordinated and proactive measures. All the capabilities are
undertaken with strong emphasis on education and training
for example. Therefore critical assessment is made of the
environment with prediction of trends, and strategies or
countermeasures are developed to respond. In other words,
the areas of technical measures, business, legislative and
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regulatory measures and capacity building are considered
individually and holistically to improve security advantage.
Level 5 stage is characterized by an optimizing process that
improves level 4 or the 5th stage of maturity. A capabilitycentred -approach to cybersecurity management is also
undertaken with coordinated proactive measures. All the
pillars of capabilities are harnessed with strong emphasis on
innovation and research with advanced prevention and
detection measures available across key sectors of society.
Innovative approaches are continuously examined and
developed to improve and maintain a secured environment.
This may also result in playing a role in global governance
of the environment.
It is worth noting that while the study is influenced CMMs
[6], it does not seek to be a replica and offers its own
unique contributions. The CM2 distinguishes itself through
distinct indicators and areas of cybersecurity capabilities.
The levels of knowledge integration of the pillars of
capabilities (i.e. society, education, operational, technical,

business, and legal) are used as the basis to indicate the
levels of maturity in CM2. CM2 is distinct from CMMI is
following ways: it is not relating to software or an industry
but rather the environment since a holistic view is necessary
to respond to cybersercurity concerns; the stages of
maturity are determined by multi-dimensional capabilities;
and it is not focused on measurement or to be quantitatively
management but rather on a comprehensive multiperspective strategy to creating and maintaining security
advantage. It also distinguishes itself from existing
cybersecurity models in its approach by adopting a
capability-centred approach and using different indicators
for maturity.
The CM2 can provide utility to countries interested in
developing capabilities to enhance their cybersecurity
efforts. Although it is preliminary stages the dimensions or
pillars of capabilities identify possible areas of focus that
ought to be considered in a holistic and coordinated
cybersecurity strategy.

Table 1. CM2 - Overview of Capabilities
INDICATORS

LEVEL 0
UNDEFINED
Largely ignorant

LEVEL 1
BASIC
Basic awareness

LEVEL 2
INITIAL
Reactive

LEVEL 3
DEFINED
Reactive

LEVEL 4
DYNAMIC
Proactive

LEVEL 5
OPTIMIZING
Highly proactive

Technological
Development
Societal response

Limited
awareness and use
Limited levels of
awareness and
efficiency and
largely inflexible

Basic use

Effective use

Innovation

Low levels of
awareness, low
efficiency and
inflexible

Medium levels of
awareness,
efficiency and
flexibility

High levels of
awareness,
efficiency and
flexibility

Pervasive
innovation
Pervasive levels
of awareness,
efficiency and
flexibility

Technical measures

Undefined/
Limited

Unstructured adhoc measures

Business measures

Undefined/
Limited

Unstructured adhoc measures

Legal & Regulatory
measures

Undefined/
Limited

Unstructured adhoc measures

Operational
measures

Undefined/
Limited

Unstructured adhoc measures

Education/capability
building measures

Undefined/
Limited

Unstructured adhoc measures

Unstructured
Threat-based
measures
Unstructured
Threat-based
measures
Unstructured
Threat-based
measures
Unstructured
Threat-based
measures
Unstructured
Threat-based
measures

Effective use and
application
Medium to High
levels of
awareness,
efficiency and
flexibility
Structured threatbased measures

Structured
capability-based
measures
Structured
capability-based
measures
Structured
capability-based
measures
Structured
capability-based
measures
Structured
capability-based
measures

Highly structured
capability-based
measures
Highly structured
capability-based
measures
Highly structured
capability-based
measures
Highly structured
capability-based
measures
Highly structured
capability-based
measures

Attitude to threats
& vulnerabilities

5. CONCLUSION
The research underlines the importance of achieving and
maintaining security advantage in the today’s society. Two
contributions are presented: the development of the 5-factor
model capability perspective and the development of the
capability-focused cybersecurity capability maturity model.
The 5-factor model serves as a basis for the key
considerations for developing and maintaining security
advantage where there is a paradigm shift from threat-based
perspective and toward capability-based perspective. Thus,
the focus is on the development of capabilities
encompassing the development of key human resources and
attention to innovation to keep pace with technological

Structured threatbased measures
Structured threatbased measures
Structured threatbased measures
Structured threatbased measures

development, threats and vulnerabilities within the dynamic
environment. The (CM2) is introduced as a basis to help
guide nations in the development of competencies and
skills necessary to proactively manage the dynamism and
rivalries in the cyber environment. Six stages of maturity
are proposed from level 0 to level 5 where the efficiency,
extent and dynamism of the capabilities are used as the
basis to determine advancement. The study contributes to
both research and practice. It is now accepted that discourse
on cybersecurity must extend beyond technical solutions
[13][35], therefore this study extends the discourse to
include considerations that hitherto resides in management
and strategy domains. Government and policymakers can
find value and utility in the CM2 artifact. Development of
policies can be guided by attention to specific pillars of
capabilities to gradually enhance citizens’ skills and
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competencies in cybersecurity and develop maturity over
time, for example.This study is still in its infancy and the
indicators and characteristics across each pillar are being
developed and will be part of future work. Specific set of
characteristics and indicators at each level of maturity will
also be developed. Future studies will also involve
overcoming current limitations and improving the artifact
based on consultations with potential users. Assessment of
countries across multiple regions and their placement in the
CM2 model will also be explored. The security advantage
construct will also be further examined.
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Session 1: The future of convergence1
S1.1

Invited paper: A Software Defined Approach to Unified IPv6 Transition.
Wenfeng Xia (University of Science and Technology of China, China); Tina Tsou (Huawei
Technologies, China); Diego Lopez (Telefonica, Spain); Felix Lu (Huawei Technologies, China);
Qiong Sun (Beijing Research Institute, China Telecom); Wei Feng (Huawei Technologies, China);
Kevin Hu (Huawei Technologies, China); Haiyong Xie (University of Science and Technology of
China; China Academy of Electronics and Information Technology, China)
The IPv6 transition has been an ongoing process throughout the world due to the exhaustion of the
IPv4 address space. However, this transition leads to costly end-to-end network upgrades and poses
new challenges of managing a large number of devices with a variety of transition protocols.
Recognizing these difficulties, we propose a software defined approach which provides a unified,
novel way to deploy IPv6 in a cost-effective, flexible manner. Our deployment and experiments
demonstrate significant benefits of this approach, including low complexity and high flexibility of
adopting different existing transition mechanisms, as well as low cost because there is no need for
upgrading network terminals.

S1.2

Global Convergence in Digital Identity and Attribute Management: Emerging Needs for
Standardization.
Maurizio Talamo (University of Rome Tor Vergata and Nestor Laboratory, Italy); Maria Laura
Barchiesi (Tor Vergata University of Rome, Italy); Daniela Merella (Fondazione Inuit Tor Vergata
University of Rome, Italy); Christian Schunck (Fondazione Inuit Tor Vergata University of Rome,
Italy)
In a converging world, where borders between countries are surpassed in the digital environment, it
is necessary to develop systems that effectively replace the recognition "vis-a-vis" with digital
means of recognizing and identifying entities and people. In this work we summarize the current
standardization efforts in the area of digital identity management. We identify a number of open
challenges that need to be addressed in the near future to ensure the interoperability and usability of
digital identity management services in an efficient and privacy maintaining international
framework. These challenges for standardization include: the management of identifiers for digital
identities at the global level; attribute management including attribute format, structure, and
assurance; procedures and protocols to link attributes to digital identities. Attention is drawn to key
elements that should be considered in addressing these issues through standardization.

S1.3

Distributed Demand-Side Management with Load Uncertainty. *
Emmanuel Chifuel Manasseh (Hiroshima University, Japan); Shuichi Ohno (Hiroshima University,
Japan); Toru Yamamoto (Hiroshima University, Japan); Aloys Mvuma (University of Dodoma,
Tanzania)
In this paper, we consider load control in a multiple residence setup where energy consumption
scheduling (ECS) devices in smart meters are employed for Demand-side management (DSM).
Several residential end-users share the same energy source and each residential user has non
adjustable loads, adjustable loads and a storage device. The ECS devices interact automatically by
running an iterative distributed algorithm to find the optimal energy consumption schedule for each
end-user, in order to reduce the total energy cost as well as the peak-to-average-ratio (PAR) in load
demand in the system. Simulation results are provided to evaluate the performance of the proposed
game theoretic based distributed DSM technique.

1

Papers marked with an “*” were nominated for the three best paper awards.
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S1.4

Proposal of "Cyber Parallel Traffic World" Cloud Service
Yoshitoshi Murata (Iwate Prefectural University, Japan); Shinya Saito (Iwate Prefectural
University Graduate School, Japan)
Remarkable progress has been made in intelligent transportation systems. For example, an
autonomous vehicle can detect its position, other vehicles, pedestrians, and obstacles. Pedestrians
with a smartphone can determine their position and send this information to the Internet. Even
though vehicles and pedestrians can instantly determine their positions that information is mostly
used within a narrow area and is rarely sent to a cloud service. Here we propose a new cloud
service, the "cyber parallel traffic world (CPTW)," in which vehicles, pedestrians, and temporary
obstacles move in synchronization with their real-world movements. The CPTW service could thus
be used to help prevent traffic accidents, provide people gaining experience in driving on roads
throughout the world as a driving simulator, etc. Virtual structures in CPTW are constructed by
extracting road data from maps covering the world and by gathering the traffic rules for each
country. We describe a development scheme to complete CPTW.

Session 2 - Part I: 3G, 4G, 5G and beyond – the impact on spectrum
S2.1

Towards Converged 5G Mobile Networks- Challenges and Current Trends.
Anna Zakrzewska (Technical University of Denmark, Denmark); Sarah Ruepp (Technical
University of Denmark, Denmark); Michael S. Berger (Technical University of Denmark,
Denmark)
With the rapid development of wireless technologies, the concept of the Fifth Generation (5G)
wireless communication system started to emerge and it is foreseen that it will be a result of
standards convergence. The expectations towards 5G are set much higher in terms of capacity and
maximum throughput when compared with Fourth Generation (4G). There are also some new
technical challenges the system will need to face, like Machine to Machine (M2M) communication,
energy efficiency, complete ubiquity and autonomous management. This paper analyses new
technologies that could enable 5G networking, discusses potential standardisation and development
directions, and presents recent research efforts in the area of future mobile networks.

S2.2

Comparison of WiBro and TD-LTE through the Social Network Analysis.
Dong-hyu Kim (Yonsei University, Korea); Heejin Lee (Yonsei University, Korea); Jooyoung Kwak
(Yonsei University, Korea)
Drawing on the social network analysis, this paper visualized the networks of WiBro and TD-LTE
deployment in the global market. It also compared the two standards' networks and found three
differences: first, widespread deployment of WiBro in the global market; second, critical role of
China in the TD-LTE network; and third, active participation of the world's top telecoms gear
vendors in the TD-LTE deployment. The authors concluded that these differences can be attributed
to the failure of WiBro and success of TD-LTE, and drew some implications for a standard policy
design. Firms, if trying to successfully deploy a new technology standard in the global telecoms
market, should consider partnerships with players which have massive purchasing power, such as
China Mobile. For a government, it may issue a license for the commercialization of a new standard
to telecom service providers which are least likely to be affected by a possible cannibalization
effect on the operators' existing standard-based sales.
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S2.3

Modelling and performance analysis of pre-emption based radio admission control scheme for
video conferencing over LTE.
Vladimir Y. Borodakiy (JSC Concern Sistemprom, Russia); Irina A. Gudkova (Peoples' Friendship
University of Russia, Russia); Ekaterina V. Markova (Peoples' Friendship University of Russia,
Russia); Konstantin Samouylov (Peoples' Friendship University of Russia, Russia)
We perceive emerging developments in information and communication technologies (ICTs) in various
areas of our dynamic live. The concept of getting services and applications "any time" and "any place"
imposes the corresponding development in cellular networks. The rapid worldwide deployment of 4G
LTE networks and increasing demand for new services are the key ICT trends that highlight the need for
future improvements in technologies underling LTE. Although 3GPP concentrates all standardization
activities in LTE, ITU-T recommendations reflect the main quality of service (QoS) requirements in
ICTs. Nevertheless, not all QoS related ITU-T recommendations (i.e. E.800-E.899, G.1000-G.1999,
Y.1500-Y.1599, Y.2100-Y.2199 series) correspond to today's variety of products and services provided
by cellular networks. This fact raises the need for updates in these recommendations. In this paper, we
explore QoS measures specific to LTE services adaptively occupying radio resources. This so-called
pre-emption process assumes the service degradation as well as service interruption. We propose a preemption based radio admission control (RAC) model for two resource demanding video services - video
conferencing and video on demand. We apply teletraffic and queuing theories to get a recursive
algorithm for calculating its performance measures, namely, blocking probability, pre-emption
probability, and mean bit rate.

Session 2- Part II: 3G, 4G, 5G and beyond – the impact on spectrum
S2.4

IMT Standardisation and Spectrum Identification: Regulatory and Technology Implications
Mohamed El-Moghazi (University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom); Jason Whalley (University of
Strathclyde, United Kingdom); James Irvine (University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom)
The lack of interoperability between 2G standards motivated the Radio Sector of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU-R) to become involved in the standardisation process of personal
mobile telecommunication. The efforts of the ITU-R ended with a family of six radio interfaces
called International Mobile Telecommunication-2000 (IMT-2000) and two radio interfaces called
IMT-Advanced that collectively constitute 3G and 4G standards respectively. This paper argues
that the IMT standardisation process has created a new type of technology neutrality that is limited
to the IMT standards. Moreover, it is shown that the industry and ITU-R have different perceptions
on the categorisation of technologies in terms of being 2G, 3G or 4G. In addition, it is argued that
there has been indirect link between the spectrum and the IMT standards. However, the ITU-R took
several steps to encourage regulators to allow spectrum re-farming. This paper shows also how the
ITU-R set the framework for both cooperation and competition between the different technologies
proponents.

S2.5

Spectrum occupation and perspectives millimeter band utilization for 5G networks.
Grigory Bochechka (Icominvest, Russia); Valery Tikhvinskiy (Moscow Technical University of
Communication and Informatisation (MTUCI), Russia)
Constantly increasing volume of data transmitted through the mobile communication networks and the
needs of users to increase the data rates cause the rapid development of mobile networks. During 2012
and 2013 many vendors, operators, universities, research centers, as well as standardization and
regulatory bodies have announced the beginning of their work on the development of a new generation
of 5G mobile communications. The main goal of 5G technology developers is to provide data rates of
more than 10 Gbit/s in the mobile wireless access networks. Considering the spectrum utilization in the
frequency range up to 6 GHz, increasing of data rates will require the employment of new frequency
ranges between 6-95 GHz. This article presents research results of the possibility of using frequency
bands 27,5-95 GHz and their prioritization for 5G networks, current utilization of these ranges in Russia
and cost of their release.
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S2.6

The Case for Cooperative Spectrum Sensing in Cognitive Femtocell Networks to solve the Hidden
Node Problem
Dorothy Okello (Makerere University, Uganda); Gerald Budigiri (Makerere University, Uganda);
Godfrey Kibalya (University of Trento, Italy); Proscovia Nakisozi (Makerere University, Uganda);
Patricia Atungire (Makerere University, Uganda)
Cognitive femtocells have been envisioned as a highly promising solution for spectrum scarcity
problems and local-convergence demands for indoor network applications. However, the
achievable gains from cognitive femtocell deployment are limited by the hidden node problem
leading to increased interference and consequently reduced spectrum efficiency. In this paper we
compare the degree of performance enhancement when a cooperative mode is used to share
information about the channel versus when standalone decisions are taken about the state of the
channel. Simulation results indicate superior performance of the cooperative mode in terms of the
number of observed hidden nodes and probabilities of detection and false alarm. Hence there is
need to standardize cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive femtocell networks to solve the
hidden node problem.

S2.7

A Non-cooperative TV White Space Broadband Market Model for Rural Entrepreneurs.
Sindiso Mpenyu Nleya (Computer Science Department, South Africa); Bigomokero Antoine Bagula
(University of Western Cape, South Africa); Marco Zennaro (ICTP - The Abdus Salam International
Centre for Theoretical Physics, Italy); Ermanno Pietrosemoli (International Centre for Theoretical
Physics (ICTP), Italy)
Leveraging on recent TV white space communications de- velopments in regulations,standards
initiatives and technol- ogy,this paper considers a suitable next generation network comprising of
two primary users (PUs) that compete to offer a service to a group of secondary users (SUs) in the
form of mesh routers that belong to different entrepreneurs partici- pating in a non-cooperative TV
white space trading. From a game theoretic perspective the non-cooperative interaction of the PUs
is viewed as a pricing problem wherein each PU strives to maximize its own profit. Subsequently
the problem is formulated as a Bertrand game in an oligopolistic market where the PUs are players
who are responsible for selling TV white spectrum in the market while the SUs are the players who
are the buyers of the TV white spectrum. The PUs strategise by way of price adjustment ,so much
such that SUs tend to favour the lowest price when buying. The inter- operator agreements are
based on the delay and throughput QoS performance metrics respectively. A performance
evaluation of both models is comparatively performed with regards to parameters such as cost,
generated revenue, profit, best response in price adjustments and channel quality. The throughput
based analytic model fares better in terms of providing channel quality as it has a better strategy
which is a decreased price value.
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Session 3: Multimedia applications for all?!
S3.1

Invited Paper: Convergence of broadcasting and broadband internet - a benefit for people with
disabilities (and for us all)
Christoph Dosch (ITU-R Study Group 6 Chairman; IRT GmbH, Germany)
Based on the analysis of the actual situation in Broadcasting, the paper describes how access
services for people with disabilities (predominantly for those with hearing and viewing disabilities)
can be improved substantially by linking broadcast and internet technologies. The novelty is to
provide access services such as subtitles, audio-description, clean audio or sign language videos via
the broadband Internet for simultaneous display with the broadcast content. People with disabilities
could thus choose from a large selection of services made available for those who need these
additional forms of content. The work of ITU is presented within this field of IBB (Integrated
Broadcast-Broadband) systems. The main challenges (selection, mixing, synchronization, tailoring
and displaying of such content in a consumer-type of device) are described. It is also shown that
this kind of hybrid technique is not only to the benefit of people with disabilities but, at the end, to
all of us.

S3.2

SQUALES: A QT-based Application for Full-Reference Objective Stereoscopic Video Quality
Measurement
José Vinícius de Miranda Cardoso (Federal University of Campina Grande - UFCG, Brazil); Carlos
Danilo Regis (IFPB, Brazil); Marcelo S. Alencar (Federal University of Campina Grande, Brazil)
This paper describes a Qt-based C++ application for full-reference stereoscopic video quality
assessment. The application is platform independent and provides a friendly Graphical User
Interface (GUI). The stereoscopic video signals used in the application are based in two-view
model, such as the H.264/AVC standard with Multiview Video Coding (MVC), and several spatial
resolutions are available. The application provides objective video quality algorithms, such as
PSNR, SSIM and PW-SSIM and incorporates a recently published technique for stereoscopic video
quality assessment, called disparity weighting (DW), DPSNR, DSSIM and DPW-SSIM. Numerical
results corresponding to the performance of the objective measurements acquired using the
proposed application are presented. The ultimate goal is that the application will contribute, as an
open-source tool to be used by academia and industry, for standardization and development of
objective algorithms and evaluation of impairments in stereoscopic video signals caused by some
processing techniques.

S3.3

Design and Specifications of a Repository for Real-Time Open Data.
Sudesh Lutchman (The University of the West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago); Patrick Hosein
(University of the West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago)
Real-time data generated by the many sensors and other sources today can serve as important input to
mobile and web applications. This data, however, is often either proprietary or in a format that is not
easily usable by real time applications. Furthermore, if an application developer needs to integrate
(mash-up) data from multiple sources it is quite burdensome to develop interfaces. The present
platforms for open data repositories are designed for static non real-time data. We propose a design and
specifications for a platform that will accept real-time open data from multiple sources in multiple
formats and make the data accessible in a standard format at any desired frequency. The data is held for
a finite period of time (depending on factors such as frequency, precision, etc.) and digests made so that
developers can also make use of historical data.
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S3.4

A Cross-Country Comparison on User Acceptance of Multimedia Cloud Services - Germany and Japan.
Yasuhiro Tanaka (Senshu University, Japan); Akihisa Kodate (Tsuda College, Japan)
So-called multimedia cloud services (MCS), including SNS, have been widely spread, while various
issues expressly related to privacy have been confirmed. For example, users' privacy would be
significantly infringed if information aggregated from cloud services is collected, analyzed and utilized
without users' permission or without full understanding by users, especially due to the nature of
multimedia contents whose readability differs among users. This study aims to investigate how these
services are accepted focusing on the influence of user's privacy awareness by comparing two
contrasting countries in terms of recognition and regulation on privacy infringement, namely Germany
and Japan. An online questionnaire survey was conducted for 500 Internet users in each country and
analyzed by our technology acceptance model (TAM) based research framework and Partial least
squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM). As a result, it was confirmed that the users' privacy
awareness positively affected the social identity that was the strongest factor to affect the utilization of
MCS in both Germany and Japan.

Session 4: E-Health and standards
S4.1

Combining ICT-Standards Essential-Patents and Medical-managerial Guidelines towards
sustainable Assisted-living and home-care.*
Vasileios P. Spyropoulos (Technological Education Institute of Athens, Greece)
The continuously prolonged life-expectancy and the increased demand for accessibility of various
prematurely disabled groups of fellow-citizens worldwide, intensifies the need for action, towards
the creation of a global home-care technology platform. This should combine first, common ICTstandards and medical-managerial Guidelines and second, it should regulate fairly enough the
Essential Patents involved, in order to facilitate globally, assisted-living and home-care. However,
this proper sustainable milieu should be adapted to the local economic, social and medico-technical
conditions. It is the purpose of this paper: First, to review and present, in a usable form, the
homecare "state of the art", as depicted on searched, retrieved and evaluated relevant Industrial
Property documents. Second, to summarize the most relevant ICT-standards and medicalmanagerial Guidelines involved, enabling, thus, interoperability in contemporary home-care and
assisted-living. Finally, to create various home-care related «patent-maps», attempting, thus, to use
their early disclosing potential of published IP-documents, to reduce intentional obscuring of IPportfolios.

S4.2

E-HEALTH Standardization Challenges in Emerging Economies: The case of Mexico.
Arturo Serrano-Santoyo (CICESE Research Center, Mexico); Veronica Rojas Mendizabal (CICESE
Research Center, Mexico)
It is particularly relevant the role of standardization in a complex and highly converging context. The
pace of technology growth and the lack of comprehensive technology adoption programs and a sound
regulatory environment present important challenges to take full advantage of the new world scenario of
digitalization and global convergence. On the one hand, national ICT regulatory administrations of
emerging economies are committed to consolidate and strengthen their standardization processes and
policies. On the other hand, the national health institutions acknowledge the need of standards that
include information technology elements in the medical practices. This paper delineates the basic
elements for the development of a comprehensive framework for e-Health standardization in emerging
economies taking into account the multidimensional and complex nature of the standardization process
and the importance of the interactions among all the actors involved. Our proposal emerges from the
establishment of a National Program for e-Health in Mexico as suggested by both WHO and ITU.
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S4.3

Reverse Standardization from Public E-health Service.
Masahiro Kuroda (National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, Japan);
Yasunobu Akaoka (NICT, Japan); Yasuyuki Koga (Director, NICT, Japan); Yasunobu Nohara (Kyushu
University, Japan); Naoki Nakashima (Kyushu University, Japan); Partha Pratim Ghosh (Grameen
Communications, Bangladesh); Rafiqul Maruf (Grameen Communications, Bangladesh); Ashir Ahmed
(Kyushu University, Japan)
Standardization activities exist for a range of e-health services concerning personal and public health,
and many standard results are available. Yet these standards sometimes cover the same use area and it is
difficult to select appropriate ones. This paper discusses e-health standardization activities and an ehealth ecosystem targeting public health in anticipation of its continuous evolution. We introduce a
portable health clinic with body area network (BAN-PHC) technologies providing affordable healthcare
and telemedicine as a candidate service for health screenings that can be useful for emerging nations,
which collectively have a massive population of around 5.8 billion people. The effectiveness of such
health checks is evaluated through actual mass examinations in Bangladesh, and key features to
accelerating standards deployment are raised. This success leads to adoption of the standards in
emerging nations and can be reversely deployed in developed nations. Machine-to-machine (M2M)
technologies are also important for providing scalable solutions and accelerating global integration of
back-end systems. We propose integration of two key enablers - BAN-PHC and M2M technologies - to
provide evolved services for quick and broad standard acceptance from emerging nations to developed
nations.

S4.4

Global standards, the key enablers for deploying next generation emergency communications networks.
Fidel Liberal (University of the Basque Country, Spain); Jose Oscar Fajardo (University of the Basque
Country, Spain); Naiara Goia (ITELAZPI S.A., Spain); Ioanna Mesogiti (COSMOTE Mobile
Telecommunications S.A., Greece)
Nowadays, the Critical Communications networks are experiencing the transformation that will lay the
foundations for next decades of emergency communications. Although different forums claim for the
benefits of different technological solutions, this evolution seems to be driven towards the adoption of
commercial radio technologies and mass market devices. Although new standards are being developed
by different standardization organizations, the concept of interoperability between Public Safety
organizations as a holistic standpoint is still an open issue standards should address in the near future.
This paper analyzes the current trends in next generation Critical Communications, and reviews the
different efforts carried out by different standardization organizations. It is shown that, although
different aspects of interoperability are addressed, an integral interoperability framework is needed.
Additionally, the specific area of Operation and Management is discussed as one of the missing pieces.
A series of system requirements and design principles are finally provided.
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Session 5: Sensor networks
S5.1

Dynamic Mobile Sensor Network Platform for ID-based Communication. *
Ved P. Kafle (National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), Japan);
Yusuke Fukushima (NICT, Japan); Hiroaki Harai (NICT, Japan)
This paper presents the design of a dynamic mobile sensor network platform, consisting of mobile
sensors, mobile sensor gateways, and sink servers. The sensor network platform supports heterogeneous
protocols in the network layer and performs ID-based communication to deliver sensor data from the
mobile sensors to the sinks, as well as to send control and monitoring commands from a sensor
administrator to the mobile sensors. To reliably provide sensor data irrespective of their locations, the
mobile sensors and mobile sensor gateways natively support mobility and multihoming and possess
network access authentication and data transport security functions. The users can freely install new
application programs over an already-deployed sensor network. They can configure the sensor network
to operate in light-weight or full-function modes depending on the application requirements or available
networking environments. Some components of the proposed sensor network platform are already in the
standardization process in ITU and others can be brought for standardization in the near future.

S5.2

An Experimental Test-Bed for the Evaluation of the Hidden Terminal Problems on the IEEE
802.15.5 Standard.
David Rodenas-Herraiz (Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena (UPCT), Spain); Antonio-Javier
Garcia-Sanchez (Technical University of Cartagena, Spain); Felipe Garcia-Sanchez (Universidad
Politecnica de Cartagena (UPCT), Spain); Joan Garcia-Haro (Technical University of Cartagena,
Spain)
In this paper we consider the implementation and experimental test-bed of the current IEEE
802.15.5 Low-Rate Wireless Personal Network (LR-WPAN) Mesh standard. The IEEE 802.15.5
enables the deployment of Wireless Mesh Sensor Networks (WMSN) consisting of hundreds or
thousands of WPAN devices to monitor broad areas of interest in multiple technological fields
(e.g., agriculture, forestry or industry, among others) during large periods of time. In this regard,
real-world experimentation based on this specification is barely addressed in the related literature,
mainly because an open-source IEEE 802.15.5 implementation was still unavailable. For this
reason, we want to contribute with an overview of our developed free source code referred to the
IEEE 802.15.5 standard and implemented under TinyOS- 2.1. Test-bed experiments are conducted
and discussed, paying special attention to one of the main unsolved concerns of the IEEE 802.15.5
standard: the well-known hidden terminal phenomena.

S5.3

On Software Standards for Smart Cities: API or DPI.
Dmitry Namiot (Moscow State University, Russia); Manfred Sneps-Sneppe (Ventspils University
College, Latvia)
This paper discusses the global unified standards for software products and existing approaches (defacto standards). Using specific examples of interaction with Bluetooth Low Energy tags we
compared existing approaches to the development and the proposed global standards (FI-WARE).
Can a unified approach to the creation of services to cover all the possible use cases and scenarios
for new services? The paper emphasizes the need to address the prevailing trends in the design to
create a standard. Also, we highlight the critical importance of such a thing as the time to market
for new applications and services developed according to the proposed standards.
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Session 6: Standardisation Issues
S6.1

Invited Paper: Standardization: A primer.
Ken Krechmer (University of Colorado, USA)
Recognition is growing of the importance of including standardization in an academic education.
Standardization committees create a defined order applied to a specific application, e.g., a safety
standard, a measurement standard, a telephone jack, a WiFi signal, a quality standard, a process
standard, lumber size. This standardization activity is certainly necessary, but theoretically the details of
any standard are largely arbitrary, which reduces any academic interest in standardization. This
widespread view is simplistic and needs to change. Creating and maintaining a standard has significant
technical and economic effects, even when the details of the standard are arbitrary. Teaching this basic
theory of standards and its impact is missing from the existing academic curriculum. This primer
develops and presents this theory with a focus on current issues related to interoperation.

S6.2

Standards as enablers for innovation in education - the breakdown of European pre-standardisation.
Tore Hoel (Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences, Norway)
Content industries go through a demanding time adjusting to the digital age, revamping their
business processes when sales of paper documents are not an option any more. Formal
standardisation is facing the same challenges as organisations like ISO and CEN see sales of
publications as their core business. This paper presents a case study from European prestandardisation. CEN Workshop on Learning Technologies was in 2013 put on hold due to the
threat the European standardisation body CEN sees to its business model. The conflict is centred on
open work processes, and open and freely available documents. Standardisation experts in
education claim that stakeholder engagement, input from research, and willingness to implement
the developed standards will be harmed by following CEN's strict interpretation of their rules. Open
Research, Open innovation, Open Data and a series of other open policies are now values that make
up the foundation for driving the Innovation cycle underlying standardisation activities. Barriers to
openness could hamper participation from research and restrict implementations and user
engagement.

S6.3

Syllabuses Crawling and Knowledge Extraction of Courses for Global Standardization Education.
Hiroshi Nakanishi (Osaka University, Japan); Tetsuo Oka (Tresbind Corporation, Japan); Yoshiaki
Kanaya (Osaka University, Japan)
To realize lively situation of the global standardization education in universities, it is very
important to know the situation for the global standardization education in universities. In this
paper, a new crawling technology to collect and analyze syllabuses published on the websites of
universities is proposed. Using the technology proposed, syllabuses of 132 Japanese universities
including all the 88 national universities have been crawled. As a result of the extraction of the
global standardization courses, it is made clear that 45 courses of the global standardization
education are being offered by 24 Japanese universities. This paper also shows a result of
knowledge extraction from the 45 syllabuses. In addition, collaboration for global standardization
education between universities is proposed based on the successful results of collaboration
education between two universities by using TV conference ICT system.
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S6.4

Standards: Inhospitable Terrain for Innovation? *
Justin Pierce (Lund University, Sweden); Megi Medzmariashvili (Lund University, Sweden)
The EU Commission has identified standards as a mechanism to enhance European competitiveness
and further economic integration. Additionally, the Union has developed and promoted a dynamic
approach to research and development, supported by a robust intellectual property and antitrust
exemption regime. The underlying purpose is to provide protection for inventions, facilitate cost
recovery and enhance IPR exploitation from the invention. Nonetheless, innovators face a struggle
not only to stay ahead of the pack but also to develop strategies to secure resources to continue
research and development. The difficulties associated with technological advancement in
standardised areas is exasperated given the lack of guarantee the developed technology will be
included within the standard. This paper explores whether driving standardisation in innovation
markets is potentially counter effective and ultimately, an impediment to innovation and
development.

Poster Session
P.1

How to support a standard on a multi-level playing field of standardization: propositions, strategies
and contributions.
Ellen N. Filipovic´ (TU Berlin, Germany)
This paper uses the example of the Electric Vehicle (EV) ecosystem to examine the options that the
automotive industry has for participating in standardization. Standardization is part of the genesis of a
technology and contributes to the development and propagation of that technology. The perspective of
an incumbent of the automotive industry is taken in order to explore and map the basic participation
strategies. Standard supporter strategies are illustrated, by way of example, based on the presentation of
case studies for the core charging-interface standards. Because standardization participation is
determined by industry-specific motives, namely to support a standard via targeted active participation,
we incorporate a forum-shopping approach based on the standardization landscape into our
considerations. The global multi-level playing field is characterized by diversity, the participation and
reciprocal involvement of consortia, competing standard development organizations, boundary spanners
as well as political-level involvement for the support of standardization and establishment of
innovations. It becomes apparent that it can be necessary for a standards supporter to ensure a high level
of diversification in its standardization activities.

P.2

Content Distribution in Information Centric Network: Economic Incentive Analysis in Game
Theoretic Approach.
Mohammad Arifuzzaman (Waseda University, Japan); Keping Yu (Waseda University, Japan); Takuro
Sato (Waseda University, Japan)
The contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly, we analyze the decision making problem of
caching contents by the network players of Information Centric Networking (ICN) from a game
theoretic perspective. We also mention a possible content distribution model for ICN. By our
proposed game theory, different network players can find the optimality taking into consideration
which benefits them with optimum revenue. Secondly, we present a solution for Live Streaming
Media broadcast in ICN and analyze the economic part with a decision tree. We believe, our paper
clearly shows the economic incentives for major network players which can stand as a motivation
to achieve the faster accommodation of ICN architecture. Besides, we identify some standardization
issue in ICN architecture and we emphasize on the need for a common standard for content routers
(CR) so that as a node in the ICN, CR ensure scalable content delivery as well as its functionalities
match with the Internet open standard philosophy.
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P.3

Innovative RF Localization for Wireless Video Capsule Endoscopy.
Igor Vitas (Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, Croatia); Damir
Zrno (Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Zagreb, Croatia); Dina Simunic (University of
Zagreb, Croatia); Ramjee Prasad (Aalborg University, Denmark)
Radiofrequency (RF) localization is used in many fields of daily routine of almost everyone. It is
becoming crucial application in many fields, starting from industry to everyday life. Location is
calculated using radio waves in many applications such as GPS system, indoor localization using
WLAN system, localization based on mobile network parameters like A-GPS system, or
localization in warehouses using RFID tags. In this work, we present radiofrequency localization of
endoscopic smart pill inside human body used for visual imaging of human gastrointestinal (GI)
tract. This kind of visual imaging can bring significant benefit to the medical doctors and patients,
if there would be a possibility to localize the pill, while moving through the GI tract. Frequency
band proposed for this application is MedRadio band (401 - 406 MHz) and ISM band (2.4 GHz).
Finally, the patients and medical staff would welcome standardization in the field of endoscopic pill
and its localization.

P.4

Economical efficiency assessment model of spectrum conversion for new mobile wireless
technologies.
Victor Koval (GEYSER-TELECOM, Ltd, Russia); Valery Tikhvinskiy (Moscow Technical University of
Communication and Informatisation (MTUCI), Russia)
The article deals with potential methodological approach for economical efficiency assessment of
radio spectrum conversion for new mobile wireless technologies in the conditions of the limited
released budgetary provisions. The task of choosing the conversion efficiency criterion was
considered, the linear optimization model of conversion based on the procedural approach was
proposed in the article. The issues concerning linearization of the objective function and limitation
system for implementation of the linear programming approach to satisfy the radio spectrum
conversion tasks were also addressed.

P.5

A Mutual Key Agreement Protocol To Mitigate Replaying Attack In eXpressive Internet
Architecture (XIA).
Beny Nugraha (Mercu Buana University, Indonesia); Rahamatullah Khondoker (Fraunhofer SIT,
Germany); Ronald Marx (Fraunhofer SIT, Germany); Kpatcha Bayarou (Fraunhofer Institute for
Secure Information Technology, Germany)
Several Future Internet (FI) architectures have been proposed to address the problems of the Internet
including flexibility (so called IP bottleneck), host-based addressing(addressing a host rather than the
content itself), and security. In this paper, we focus on eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) as it is the
most secure and open-source Content-Centric Network (CCN). CCN is claimed by the Future Content
Networks (FCN) Group to be the Future Internet (FI). However, XIA does not have any mechanisms to
mitigate the replaying attack, thus, this paper proposes and implements a solution to mitigate it. Several
existing solutions have been analyzed to derive the requirements for the proposed solution. By
implementing the proposed protocol, XIA is now able to mitigate all of the reviewed network attacks.
The evaluation shows that the proposed solution is more secure and less complex over the existing
solutions.
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P.6

A cloud platform for QoE evaluation: QoXcloud.
Eduardo Saiz (University of the Basque Country, Spain); Eva Ibarrola (University of the Basque
Country, Spain); Leire Cristobo (University of the Basque Country, Spain); Ianire Taboada (University
of the Basque Country, Spain)
The current financial situation, together with the new market conditions, has led to major changes
in the ICT sector over the last few years. Many of the services that were once only offered by
operators are now being provided by third parties through the cloud. This situation has promoted
new business models against the traditional ones. Furthermore, these economic changes have
conducted to socio-cultural transformations with great impact on the user's behaviors. In this paper
a cloud platform for the measurement and evaluation of the Quality of Experience (QoE) is
presented. The platform is based in a model (QoXphere) that ensures the user satisfaction in terms
of Quality of Service (QoS) and the provider economic benefits, as demanded in current market
situation. In addition, the proposed cloud architecture intends to aid to advance in the work item
opened recently in ITU-T to establish an ITU recognition procedure of testing laboratories with
competence in ITU-T Recommendations.

P.7

Standardizing the Internet of Things in an evolutionary way.
Subin Shen (Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications, P.R. China); Marco Carugi (China
Unicom, France)
The current situation of technology separation among the different application domains of the
Internet of Things (IoT) results in a market separation per application domain. This issue hinders
the technical innovation and investments in the IoT business. In order to solve the issue, it is
necessary to standardize common technologies of the IoT across the different application domains.
This paper argues that the key direction of the future standardization of the IoT is not standardizing
specific technologies, but building over a standardized new architecture reference model for the
IoT. Based on the analysis of existing key activities concerning the standardization of OSI, NGN
and IoT from a functional architecture perspective, it suggests that the IoT standardization work be
progressed in an evolutionary way in order to enable the integration of existing technologies, and
focus on the interactions among the functional entities of the IoT to impose minimum constraints
on future technical innovations.

P.8

HaatBazaar Protidin: A Novel Android Based Mobile Application For An Effective Agriculture
Marketing System In Bangladesh.
Iftekharul Alam (BUET, Bangladesh); Md Nafizul Haque (Bangladesh University of Engineering and
Technology, Bangladesh); Shafika Showkat (Rajshahi University of Engineering and Technology,
Bangladesh); Shamim Ara Shawkat (Waseda University, Japan); Mohammad S Alam (Bangladesh
University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh)
'Haat-Bazaar' is a popular concept in south Asian rural areas where small scale farmers sell their
products in a local context while promoting local food system. For a population of whom the
majority is dependent on small scale agriculture, this market development has proven to be
beneficial. However, lack of a proper and trustworthy distribution system as well as the existence of
middle men make a hurdle for these rural producers to access directly the end users of their
products, mostly living in the urban areas. In this context, we aim to develop an android based
mobile application which will effectively allow the rural farmers to maximize their profit margin
while satisfying the urban consumers with quality goods.
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P.9

Performance evaluation of a dual diversity reception base on OFDM RoFSO systems over
correlated log-normal fading channel.
Fan Bai (Waseda University, Japan); Yuwei Su (Waseda University, Japan); Takuro Sato (Waseda
University, Japan)
Free space optical (FSO) communication has been receiving growing attention with recent
commercialization successes as a cost-effective and high bandwidth optical access technique. A
major impairment in FSO system is the turbulence induced the fading which impairs the
transmission performance improvement. Spatial diversity can be used to mitigate the turbulence and
improve the system performance. In this paper, an analytical approach is presented to evaluate the
transmission performance of OFDM FSO system with dual diversity reception considering effect of
channel correlation. We investigate the system performance of OFDM FSO links over correlated
log-normal weak turbulence fading channel among dual diversity receivers. Meanwhile, based on
the proposed architecture, both MRC and EGC diversity combining scheme are used at receiver end
for system performance evaluation. The obtained results can be useful for giving an insight into the
real designing and evaluation on the FSO system under actual condition.

P.10

Assessment of New Information and Communication Technologies using activity-based costing
and tensor analysis of networks.
Nikolay Suschenko (Federal State Unitary Enterprise Radio Research And Development Institute,
Russia); Anatoly Nazarenko (Federal State Unitary Enterprise Radio Research And Development
Institute, Russia); Viliam Sarian (Federal State Unitary Enterprise Radio Research And
Development Institute, Russia); Alexander Lutokhin (Federal State Unitary Enterprise Radio
Research And Development Institute, Russia)
Assessment of new information and communication technologies (ICTs) requires simultaneous
consideration of a large number of technical, social and economic aspects. We suggest a top-down
approach, which includes preliminary analyzing the possible consequences of introducing new
technologies. Socio-economical and technical indicators can be connected with each other with the
use of Activity-Based Costing (ABC). To cope with the difficulty of the problems emerging in
ICTs we suggest expanding this method using Tensor Analysis of Networks (TAN) to represent the
information about the activities in information and communication (IC) services and their structural
relationships. An illustrative example is given where the introduction of new ICTs in the disaster
warning systems is assessed.

P.11

Sustainable Security Advantage in a Changing Environment: The Cybersecurity Capability
Maturity Model (CM2).
Corlane Barclay (University of Technology Jamaica, Jamaica)
With the rapid advancement in technology and the growing complexities in the interaction of these
technologies and networks, it is even more important for countries and organizations to gain
sustainable security advantage. Security advantage refers to the ability to manage and respond to
threats and vulnerabilities with a proactive security posture. This is accomplished through
effectively planning, managing, responding to and recovering from threats and vulnerabilities.
However not many organizations and even countries, especially in the developing world, have been
able to equip themselves with the necessary and sufficient know-how or ability to integrate
knowledge and capabilities to achieve security advantage within their environment. Having a
structured set of requirements or indicators to aid in progressively attaining different levels of
maturity and capabilities is one important method to determine the state of cybersecurity readiness.
The research introduces the Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (CM2), a 6-step process of
progressive development of cybersecurity maturity and knowledge integration that ranges from a
state of limited awareness and application of security controls to pervasive optimization of the
protection of critical assets.
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